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PREFACE E 

Whenn I started working, in September 1990, on the project of which 
thiss book is the final result, I lived in an altogether different world. A 
worldd in which there still existed, in the Netherlands, a separate, 
flourishingg academic institute for the teaching and study of transla-
tion:: the 'Instituut voor Vertaalwetenschap' of the University of Am-
sterdam.. In the very year in which this book is published the institute 
wil ll  dissappear from the map. Why this should have happened will 
remainn one of the unsolved mysteries of the twentieth century. I be-
lievee the landscape of the world of translation and translation studies 
inn The Netherlands would never have looked the same without the 
manyy fine translators and scholars that were educated there. I very 
muchh hope that people will consider this book as one the fruits of that 
richh but untimely cut tree. 

Yet,, as any student of translation well knows, loss and gain never 
appearr without each other. As a counteraction to the abolishment of 
thee Institute Filter, tijdschrift voor vertalen en vertaalwetenschap was 
founded,, as well as the 'Platform for Translation and Translation Stu-
dies'.. I am grateful for having been able to play a part in these devel-
opments. . 

Off  all the people whom I met, and talked and worked with 
throughoutt my academic career so far, three stand out for their in-
volvementt with this book: Kitty Zwart, Peter Verdonk and Ton Naaij-
kens,, all of whom have been involved from the very beginning. 

Althoughh sadly Kitty had to retire untimely, she played an impor-
tantt role in the early years, allowing ample room for experiment and 
providingg inspiration and confidence. It is to the memory of those 
earlyy 'Utopian' (in the Holmesian sense) postgraduate years and to 
Kittyy that I want to dedicate this book. 

II  was very happy when it turned out that Peter, because of his ap-
pointmentt as Professor in Stylistics at the University of Amsterdam, 
andd Ton, because of his appointment to the chair of 'Theory and 
Practicee of Literary Translation' at the University of Nijmegen, could 
actt as joint supervisors for this dissertation. 
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Preface Preface 

II  want to thank Peter for everything he taught me about the study 
off  poetry and stylistics and about being a teacher, and even though he 
iss a relative outsider in the field of Translation Studies, his meticulous 
commentss and astute questions always proved to be relevant. 

Throughh most of the period it took me to produce this book, Ton 
playedd the triple role of supervisor, colleague and friend. Our co-
operation,, at first in Amsterdam and later on in Utrecht, both in Filter 
andd the Platform, has been intense and gratifying, and still is. I want 
too thank Ton particularly for all the professional and writing opportu-
nitiess he provided. Both this book and my professional life would 
havee turned out different without his influence. I owe him greatly. 

Greatt portions of this book have been conceived and/or written in 
thee 'blue room' at the beautiful estate 'In Pragno' in Belgium. A 
warmm word of thanks goes to Marcel, who watched the manuscript 
groww in all those years of 'working vacations', for bearing with my 
writers'' restiveness, for letting me monopolize his laptop computer, 
forr cooking all those delicious meals, but most of all for the pleasant 
company. . 

II  would also like to express my gratitude to my parents, Dries 
Kosterr and Rie Koster-de Jong, for their unfailing belief and generos-
ity. . 

Thee final words of this thanksgiving parade are directed to my son 
Remco,, whose blissful ignorance of matters academic ever proves to 
bee refreshing, and to whom I can now say, at last, 'Yes, I finished 
writingg that book.' 



Chapterr  1 

POSITIONSS AND PROPOSITIONS 

Takee these two short poems: 

/ / 
Liee down in the garden, my love, 
thee empty places in the tall grass, that's 
whatt I've always wanted, to be an empty 
placee to stay, for someone. 

// / 
Goo now into the garden, dear, and lie 
inn an empty spot where the grass grows tall. 
That'ss what I've always wanted to be, 
ann empty spot for someone, to stay. 

Althoughh each of them may be inscribed into a discourse of their 
own,, the similarities between them are so multitudinous and striking 
thatt the temptation to consider them as a single text is hard to resist. 
Bothh ways of approaching the texts may render fruitful comparative 
perspectivess that may serve as point of departure for an analysis on 
anyy substantial level. 

Consideringg them as the reports of one single discourse surely 
meanss considering them as two textual variants. But what kind of 
variantss are they? Is the one a variant of the other, and if so, which 
onee may be said to occupy the original position, or are both to be 
consideredd versions of one single invariant core? One doesn't have to 
goo to great lengths to be able to construct such an invariant core that 
cann come to inhabit the empty space between the two texts and serve 
ass a tertium comparationis to measure the differences against. 

Fromm the point of view of lexis it is possible to construct a skele-
tonn applicable to both texts (if one takes for granted some minor 
changess here and there in the order of the words): 'lie' - 'garden' -
'empty'' - 'grass' - 'tall' - 'always' - 'wanted' - 'be' - 'empty' -
'someone'' - 'stay'. Only a few lexical items are missing, and if one is 
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ChapterChapter 1: Positions and Propositions 

willin gg to allow synonyms and hyponyms to the list, one can add: 'lo-
vee 7'dear' (\object of one's affectionY) and 'places'/'spot', 
'place'/'spot'' (\location\). 

Inn terms of prosody, the differences seem to be more striking than 
thee similarities: both poems are non-rhyming fourliners in the lyrical 
mode,, but that's about all on this level. // is quite regular in length of 
line,, two lines of ten syllables, followed by two lines of nine sylla-
bles,, and is vaguely iambic, whereas I is almost totally irregular: the 
liness consist of eight, ten, eleven and six syllables respectively, and it 
iss not even remotely metrical. II seems to be more organized, its 
rhythmm follows its syntax, whereas the rhythm in I goes against the 
syntax,, due partly to the enjambments within syntactic units in lines 
twoo and three. Syntactically // is more 'well-formed' anyway, it con-
sistss of two complex sentences, one imperative, the other declarative, 
whereass I consists of one sentence, with several asyndetically co-
ordinatedd clauses, among which an imperative and a declarative. 

Thee invariance on the lexical level is so 'complete', that it strongly 
impliess the possibility of establishing an invariant semantic or prag-
maticc skeleton as well. It is as if both texts more or less describe the 
samee situation: a first person persona uttering a request to his or her 
lovedd one to lie down in a garden, and declaring, by means of a meta-
phor,, a certain desire about the state of his or her identity. But the 
wayy in which both texts elaborate on this theme, is fundamentally 
different.. In //, for instance, the request is more coherent, but also 
moree complex: to go (presumably from a point inside a house) to a 
gardenn to lie in a specific place, 'an empty spot where the grass grows 
tall'.. In I the request only concerns the element of lying down in a 
gardenn and right after it is uttered the speaker's mind wanders off; the 
linkk with 'the empty places in the tall grass' (note the difference in 
number)) is associative, more than anything else. As a consequence, in 
ƒƒ it is not clear whether the empty place is already there, open for the 
lovedd one to lie in, or whether it will be left there by him or her, after 
s/hee has gone. Furthermore, the relationship between the persona and 
thee loved one doesn't seem to be the same in both poems. In // the 
registerr is more formal (there is a large degree of organization and 
cohesionn in the utterance), as a consequence the tone is less intimate, 
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whichwhich may be taken as a sign of distance between the lovers. One 
mightt wonder, then, whether II is adequate to the situation. 

Butt is it fair to make this judgement on the grounds of this com-
parison;; is it fair to use the construct of a single situation as a yard-
stick?? The situation of a literary discourse is not given, but must be 
reconstructedd from the textual material, and from that point of view, 
thee differences between the poems necessarily indicate that there 
mustt be two different situations. One would be justified in saying, I 
believe,, that, because the first and last words in II are antonymous, its 
semanticc universe is located between the polarities of 'going' and 
'staying',, or, on a more abstract level, of stasis and motion. One 
mightt ponder on this for a while, during a short inferential walk, and 
linkk stasis and motion with different ways of experiencing love rela-
tionshipss and different ways of being an empty spot for someone, a 
placee open for someone to fil l it, and have a go with it, or a place 
wantingg to be filled, lest it not remain empty. But would this tell us 
anythingg about the meaning of ƒ as a complex sign? We might ask 
ourselvess whether the same inferential walk could be made through I, 
butt if we can't, so what? And if we can, did we need II to find that 
out? ? 

Noo single inherent item in either text necessarily forces one to 
comparee it with the other. And what's more, there is nothing in either 
textt that would need the other to be fully understood, or enjoyed, or 
usedd or whatever. The one may add a certain surplus to the other, but 
thatt would only be because it adds an extra dimension to the context 
off  the other, it doesn't necessarily make it another text. 

Everyy interpretative route I have taken until now has been limited 
too a very restricted space: in seeking answers to interpretative ques-
tionss there was hardly any need for me to go outside the texts them-
selves,, or even beyond the most obvious code-levels. But that is only 
onee way of dealing with these texts, and in order to be able to do that 
II  had to rob them of their own name and the name of their maker. 
Let'ss give them back, and see what happens. 

ƒƒ doesn't have a real name, it only has a number. It is poem XI in a 
cyclee of twenty-five poems called 'An Empty Place to Stay, 
Places/Passages',, and was published in 1977 in a book entitled An 
EmptyEmpty Place to Stay & other selected poems, authored by a poet 
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calledd Rutger Kopland. II does have a name, it is called 'An Empty 
Spott to Stay', published as part of the section 'from An Empty Spot 
too Stay (1975)' in a 1991 collection entitled A World Beyond Myself 
byy a poet called Rutger Kopland. 

Ann intriguing story is developing here, about texts seemingly alike 
andd yet different, attributed to the same author, but each with diver-
gentt histories. By giving the poems a name, and a genealogy, I have 
providedd other possible contexts, which may guide us to other inter-
pretativee routes (and beyond). Both poems are part of larger units and 
cann be related to other parts in those units, albeit in a profoundly dif-
ferentt way. Because it is a number in a series, part of a cycle, I (or 
perhapss I- should call it by its proper number, XI) seems to have less 
off  an identity of its own, whereas // is perfectly able to live under its 
ownn name. On the other hand, the relative dependence of XI on the 
co-textt of the cycle makes its relationship with the other parts of that 
cyclee much closer. The phrase 'empty place to stay', for instance, 
mayy be connected referentially with other passages from the cycle, 
like e 

(...)) A place then, 
inn a chilly but idyllic valley, with a view 
off  mist: with my body I want to be an old 
house,, with a fire, drink, heavy shutters. (XIII ) 

Theree is no place to stay (...) 
(...)) A place is a view 

off  the past, of what's to come, of the distance. (VI) 

Grasss and eternal moss grow on her roofs, 
peoplee must come and live here soon. 

Slowlyy the banisters are broken down by ivy, 
rosess are eating away the window-frames, 
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andd on the walls already 'cunt1 and 'I 
wass here'. When you're visited 

onlyy by strangers, and when, when it rains, 
itt rains in every room. (XVIII ) 

Ass it turns out, almost every single lexical item in XI forms part of a 
repetitivee string woven into the cycle. The co-text of 'An Empty Spot 
too Stay' is organized differently: the part called 'from An Empty Spot 
too Stay' is not presented as a cycle, but as a section consisting of six 
separatee poems. None of the passages quoted above has any close 
correspondencee in A World beyond Myself, that may be said to belong 
too the co-text of 'An Empty Spot to Stay'. 

Anotherr dimension can still be added to the genealogy of these 
poems.. One might have guessed (or even inferred from the title of this 
book)) and truth will out anyway: these texts are translations. Transla-
tionn ƒ is by Ria Leigh-Loohuizen (Kopland/Leigh-Loohuizen 1977: 
57),, the translator of His James Brockway (Kopland/Brockway 1991: 
40)'.. The 'original message on which these two target messages are 
mapped'' (cf. Toury 1980: 17) is the fourteenth poem in a cycle of 
twenty-sevenn poems (or twenty-eight, depending on the edition), first 
publishedd in 1975 under the title Een lege plek om te blijven, and runs 
ass follows: 

XIV V 
Gaa nu maar liggen liefste in de tuin, 
dee lege plekken in het hoge gras, ik heb 
altijdd gewild dat ik dat was, een lege 
plekk voor iemand, om te blijven. (Kopland 1980: 18) 

Ass it turns out, I and II may be connected to each other by means of 
yett another text that may be used as an invitation to compare. But 
betweenn each of our two original poems and the original poem an-

11 Another nice chiasm: Leigh-Loohuizen is a native speaker of Dutch, who 
livedd in the USA for a long period of time, whereas Brockway is a native 
speakerr of English living in The Netherlands. 
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otherr tertium may be constructed, and each of these tertia will render 
itss own inventory of differences, this time pertinent to the relation-
shipss of the texts as translations. 

Whatt I said about the relationship between translations I and //, 
doess that also hold for the relationships between the source text and 
eachh of the target texts? Do we now have three situations? Is there 
anythingg in the target texts that would need the source text to be fully 
understood?? Again, I would say, it might, but is not necessarily the 
case.. The fact that I and II are translations does add an extra dimen-
sionn to their contexts, but they remain the same texts. 

Thee double status of the translation 
AA translation, then, so one might begin a sweeping statement, is a 
strangee phenomenon, because it is always two things at the same 
time:: on the one hand the status of a translation is that of an inde-
pendentt text: once produced, a translation, in its own cultural envi-
ronment,, functions in a way similar to that of any other text in that 
environment;; on the other hand its status is that of a derivative text: a 
translationn is a representation, or a reconstruction, or a reproduction, 
off  another text. 

Thiss double, hybrid status has long been acknowledged as one of 
thee characteristic features of a translation. Levy was one of the first to 
notee the implications of this ambivalence: 

Dass übersetzte Werk ist ein gemischtes, hybrides Gebilde. Die 
Übersetzungg ist kein einheitliches Werk, sondern die Verschmelzung, 
dass Konglomerat zweier Strukruren: auf der einen Seite steht der 
Bedeutungsgehaltt und die formale Kontur des Originals, auf der 
anderenn Seite das ganze System der an die Sprache gebundenen Züge, 
diee der Übersetzer dem Werk beigegeben hat (1969: 72). 

Inn Holmes' view translation serves a 'double purpose', and a 
'metapoem'' can be considered 
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aa nexus of a complex bundle of relationships converging from two di-
rections:: from the original poem, in its language, and linked in a very 
specificc way to the poetic tradition of that language; and from the po-
eticc tradition of the target language, with its more or less stringent ex-
pectations'' (1969a [1988]: 24-25). 

Thiss point has been taken up particularly in the tradition of descripti-
vee translation studies. Toury considers both aspects of the double 
statuss (in his words being a 'worthwhile literary work [text] in TL' 
andd 'being a translation') as two major elements of which the 
'"value""  behind the norms of literary translation' consists (cf. Toury 
1980:52-53;; 1995:56). 

Withinn the framework of the historical-hermeneutic approach to 
translationn studies, the 'hybrid nature of literary translation' is de-
finedd in more axiological terms, but is considered no less fundamen-
tal: : 

likee an interpretation, it [literary translation] is subservient to the 
translatedd work; but, unlike an interpretation, it is a reformulation of 
thee entire translated work, taking its place in the target literature 
(Frankk & team 1986: 336). 

Inn a more rigid way than is normally the case, I will take the notion of 
thee double status as a point of departure for my reflections on the 
studyy of translated literature, and try to avoid interference between a 
prospectivee and a retrospective view on translation, between looking 
att translation from a point of view before and after the product has 
comee into being. In this book I will not try to formulate a theory of 
thee translation process, or a universal translation theory attempting to 
establishh a link with the practice of the 'real-life phenomenon' of 
translation.. I will only be concerned with the link between the theory 
andd practice of translation description, with the way one may set out 
too study existing translations with a specific purpose in mind, in my 
casee the way in which one can describe a target text in its status as an 
interpretationn of a corresponding source text. 
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Itt is my conviction that a translation is a representation of another 
textt and at the same time a text in its own right. Translation is not 
primarilyy a representation, and secondarily also a text of its own. Nor 
iss it in the first place a text of its own and in the second place also a 
representation.. From the point of view of the process of translation 
onee might distinguish between stages such as 'decomposition' and 
'recomposition'' (cf. Toury 1986: 1114-15), or between 'derivation 
rules'' and 'projection rules' (Holmes 1976 [1988]: 84), but in the 
translationn product both elements of the double status have coalesced. 
Andd to my mind this is the very reason why the study of translation is 
problematical:: one can't deal with both perspectives at the same time, 
onee has to choose whether the initial focus is on the status of a trans-
lationn as an independent text or on the status as a derivative text. 

Almostt every aspect of translation seems to have an element of 
duplicityy in it, not in the least the study of its products. Traditionally, 
thee communication scheme applied to translation runs from a single 
(sourcee text) sender to a single (target text) addressee, with only the 
mediatingg entity of the translator assigned a double role. From the 
pointt of view of the process of producing a target text, that is, from a 
pointt of view in which the empirical translator is the origo, this single 
duplicationn may be completely justified. But this prospective view-
pointt is inadequate when applied to the essentially retrospective 
situationn of translation description, in which the translation describer2 

iss the origo. 
Althoughh the dichotomy prospectivity-retrospectivity has a long 

historyy in discourse on translation, its usefulness seems not to have 
beenn widely acknowledged. Still the dichotomy has found its use on 
thee object level as well as on the meta level of translation studies. On 
thee object level the terms may be used to denote two different global 
translationn strategies, or 'Übersetzungsperspektive' (Wilss 1977: 
103),, one oriented dominantly towards the source text 
(retrospectivity)) and the other towards the target language 
(prospectivity).. Nowadays the two polar alternatives in Toury's con-

22 Whether one sees the describer as a subject or as an institutionalized exten-
sionn of a specific theoretical framework is presently not relevant. 
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ceptt of the initial norm3, adequacy and acceptability, have become 
moree prevalent in denoting these global strategies. On the meta level 
aa distinction is made between prospective translation studies, which is 
concernedd with research into the process, and retrospective translation 
studies,, which is exclusively dedicated to the research of translation 
productss (cf. Wilss 1977: 67). A similar distinction, in terms of the 
viewpointt on the act of translation ('before' or 'after'), is made by 
Touryy (1995: 81; cf. also Bakker et. al. 1997)4. 

Too my mind, the distinction on the meta level is absolutely crucial, 
inn the sense that one and the same term can be linked to entirely dif-
ferentt concepts, depending on whether one's theoretical framework is 
retrospectivee or prospective. A term like 'strategy', for instance, 
whichh is conventionally used prospectively, takes on an entirely dif-
ferentt meaning in its use as a retrospective concept. There is a world 
off  difference between a realist's prospective definition 
('Übersetzungsstrategienn (...) als potentiell bewuBte Plane eines 
Übersetzerss zur Lösung konkreter Übersetzungsprobleme im Rahmen 
einerr konkreten Übersetzungsaufgabe' [Krings 1986: 175]) and the 
semioticc notion of textual strategy as used in this book (cf. the next 
chapter).. Since this book is concerned with the study of actual, exist-
ingg translations, its viewpoint necessarily is retrospective. 

Thee duplicit y of communicative roles in translation 
Thee duplication, then, of communicative roles which takes place in 
translationn is itself once again duplicated, or at least fundamentally 
complicated,, in the descriptive study of translation. It is interesting to 
seee how every 'slot' but one in Jakobson's scheme of 'constitutive 
factorss in (...) any act of verbal communication' (Jakobson 1960: 353) 
becomess doubly occupied, once applied to translation. It is easy to see 

Wilsss actually distinguishes between 'ausgangssprachlich' (rather than 
sourcee text oriented) and 'zielsprachlich gerichtete Übersetzungsperspektive'; 
thee comparison with the concept of initial norm is still justified because Wilss 
hass a 'Grundsatzentscheidung' in mind. 
44 In an earlier publication, Toury also uses the dichotomy in connection with 
thee methodology of source text-target text comparison to denote criteria of 
relevancee in choosing a unit of comparison (1990: 6-7). 
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thatt two senders are involved, the target text sender (TTS) and the 
sourcee text sender (STS), that there are two messages, target text and 
sourcee text, and two addressees, target text addressee (TTA) and 
sourcee text addressee (STA). As far as the element of 'code' is con-
cerned,, things are a littl e more complicated, but for the time being it 
iss justified to say that at least two code systems are involved: two 
primaryy modelling systems and two, or more, secondary modelling 
systems,, which may (partially) overlap. Context, being the most 
problematicall  and controversial aspect in Jakobson's scheme, is also 
thee most complicated aspect as far as translation is concerned. I agree 
withh those critics of Jakobson who say that every entity in the scheme 
representss an aspect of the communicative context, and in that sense 
thee duplication of context is inherent in the other duplications. Since 
thee focus of this book is on poetic discourse in translation, and its 
theoreticall  claims do not go beyond the domain of translated litera-
ture,, we need not be concerned with possible duplications concerning 
'medium':: for our purpose we may take the medium of writing as a 
givenn and fixed entity. 

Thiss does not tell us yet in what way these duplications resulting 
fromm the double, hybrid status of translation complicate the study of 
translation.. In order to be able to find this out we have to link the 
'factors'' in Jakobson's scheme to specific roles involved in the study 
off  translation, and to add specific points of view to these roles. When 
youu look at the translator in terms of the position he occupies, you can 
seee that he either occupies more than one position, or (partly) shares a 
positionn with others: the translator may be said to occupy more than 
onee position, in that he takes up the positions of sender as well as 
addressee,, and more importantly, as we have seen, does so at the 
samee time. The original author may be said to occupy both the posi-
tionss of source text sender and target text sender. From the point of 
vieww of the target discourse, the position of sender is doubly occu-
pied:: by the original author as well as by the translator. From the 
pointt of view of an instance of comparative description, the position 
off  source text addressee is occupied by the describer as well as by the 
translator.. A further complication is that the describer also takes up 
twoo positions at the same time: she is also target text addressee. If one 
wishess to include the empirical reader of the target text into this 
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STA A 
STS S 
STA A 
translator r 
author r 
describer r 

TTS S 
TTS S 
TTA A 
describer r 
translator r 
recipient. . 

schemee as well, one has to add one more duplication: the describer 
hass to share her position of target text addressee with, what I wil l call 
forr want of a better word, the recipient. Schematically this may be 
representedd as follows: 

translator: : 
author: : 
describer: : 
STA: : 
TTS: : 
TTA: : 

Thesee duplications of roles5 and of positions are factors fundamen-
tallyy complicating the process of translation description, and the 
problemss they pose are to be taken into account on the level of meth-
odology.. For the time being the nature of the problems may be illus-
tratedd by the double occupation of the position of source text ad-
dresseee by the translator and the describer. 

Inn any 'ordinary' interpretation (and, as we will we see later on, 
thiss book will be mainly concerned with the relationship between 
translationn and interpretation), performed within the framework of 
literaryy studies, the interpreter, even if she assumes the role of model 
reader,, in taking 'up the position of addressee, makes herself part of 
thee communicative situation. But in studies on translation that focus 
onn the translation product as a representation of an interpretation, the 
principlee of duplicity rules out the possibility of singular occupation. 
Thee object of study may be said to constitute (partly) the representa-
tionn of an independent, 'closed' instance of discourse. In the instance 
off  discourse triggered off by the target text, the translation describer 
iss in the same position as the literary scholar as 'ordinary' interpreter. 

55 At this point the vagueness of the term is quite convenient. It is supposed to 
includee both what might be called (after Eco) the 'model' and the 'empirical' 
sidee of the occupants of sender and addressee positions. This distinction will 
bee clarified in Chapter 2. My use of Jakobson's scheme here does not pre-
supposee a specific conception of the translation process; it merely serves as 
illustration. . 
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Butt because the position of source text addressee is doubly occupied, 
onee might argue that during translation description, that is to say, 
certainn stages of target text-source text comparison, two instances of 
discoursee are intermingled. Since one of them, the discourse in which 
thee translator is involved, constitutes the object of study, the possibil-
ityy of interference has to be reckoned with. In different literary inter-
pretations,, despite possible differences in theoretical frameworks, 
everyy subject (interpreter) stands in a similar relationship to her ob-
ject.. During translation description, however, the translator as inter-
preterr is included in the object, and inasmuch as the describer prac-
ticess literary (critical) interpretation as well, he is, to a certain extent, 
inn 'competition' with the translator6. This problem of interference is 
mainlyy felt on the level of methodology. At that level it is decisive in 
determiningg the basic viewpoint underlying comparative research. 
Althoughh the object of research is the discourse which involves the 
translatorr in her role as addressee, one has to get access to it by means 
off  the target text, central in the discourse which involves the transla-
torr as a sender. Consequently, the way to avoid institutionalizing this 
interferencee is to take the target discourse as point of departure of 
targett text-source text comparison. In that sense, the minimization of 
interferencee is a valuable argument in favour of a target text-oriented 
comparativee method (Cf. also Chapter 6). 

Focii  of research 
Apartt from serving as illustration for the problems deriving from the 
doublee status of the translation, the factors in Jakobson's scheme may 
alsoo be used as a stepping stone for a global description of possible 
focii  of translational research; a description which wil l enable me to 

66 One might argue that precisely at this point the borderline between transla-
tionn description and translation criticism is crossed, but on the other hand it is 
hardd to see how any meaningful target text-source text comparison is possi-
blee without somehow taking into account the question of interpretation. In 
thatt sense descriptive translation studies as such defies any strict division 
betweenn object level and meta level (Cf. Bakker & Naaijkens 1991, as well 
ass Bakker 1995a), or, on the level of epistemology, between subject and 
object. . 
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relatee my position to other relevant approaches in the field. In what 
followss I will limit myself to what is commonly known as product-
orientedd descriptive studies. Evidently, this branch does not exhaust 
thee entire scope of translation studies as a discipline, although I be-
lievee it is very much in the centre of it. Since actual, existing transla-
tionss always constitute the point of departure7 in a product-oriented 
study,, the various relevant foci will be dealt with here according to 
thee possible relationships between the target message and other 
'constitutivee factors' which may function as its context. 

AA focus which has become very dominant in the past fifteen years 
iss that on the target message-source message (M2-M,) relationship 
withh respect to the position of the translator as target text sender: the 
studyy of how norms govern the production of translation. Central in 
thiss approach is the position of the target message and target sender in 
thee context of the target system. A typical study performed within this 
frameworkk is Toury's 'Norms of Literary Translation into Hebrew, 
1930-1945'' (Toury 1980: 122-139), with a well-specified corpus, a 
specificc target language, and a restricted historical period. 

Anotherr possible focus is on the M2-M, relationship with respect to 
thee position of the source text sender within the target literature: the 
studyy of translational reception, of the way in which a certain oeuvre 
(orr part of it) of an author has been imported into a target culture. The 
scopee of such studies may differ enormously, they range from the 
authorr as centre of attention, 'Shakespeare in the Netherlands' e.g. 
(Leekk 1988), to a specific work, James Joyces Ulysses in vier deut-
schenschen Übersetzungen (Versteegen 1988), or to a certain aspect of a 

Whenn one takes into consideration that this only concerns the translation in 
itss materiality, it follows that the translation itself (the text) is not necessarily 
thee object of study. In that sense product-orientation is a prerequisite for 
process-- as well as function-oriented studies. It is of course possible to study 
translationall  processes and functions without directly taking the (culturally 
functioning)) product into consideration, but then the question arises whether 
suchh studies belong to the domain of translation studies, or to ([sub]branches 
of)) psychology or sociology (or psychologically or sociologically oriented 
branchess of linguistics, semiotics or literary studies). Much of the debate 
aboutt translation studies being an autonomous, or semi-autonomous disci-
plinee or an interdiscipline centres around this problem. 
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singlee text, for instance the motif of landscape in Dickens' Great Ex-
pectationspectations in German translations (Czennia 1992). Very often a his-
toricall  dimension is added to this kind of study. 

Thee study of translational reception should be distinguished from 
thee study of the reception of translation. The former is often based on 
aa more phenomenological conception of reception, and falls within 
thee domain covered by a theory of aesthetic response 
('Wirkungsaesthetik';; cf. Iser 1978: x), whereas the latter is far more 
empiricallyy oriented. In terms of our scheme, such studies are con-
cernedd with the target message-target text addressee relationship, with 
thee reception of the translation by the target readership. A good ex-
amplee of.this kind of study is Stegeman 1991, which involves a com-
parison,, employing statistical methods, between source reader re-
sponsess to Multatuli's Max Havelaar and target reader responses to 
severall  of its German translations. This field of study has not been 
welll  explored yet, but Stegeman's book shows that it evokes a wealth 
off  methodological problems (cf. Koster 1993). 

Yett another focus is that on the M2-M! relationship with respect to 
thee position of the translator as source text addressee within the target 
literature:: the study of translational interpretation8 (which, by the 
way,, is very closely related to the study of translational reception). 
Thiss field of study will be the main topic of this book. 

Onee might relate all these foci to different ways of placing trans-
lationn in a specific context. This does not necessarily involve the 
studyy of M2-Mi relationships9, of the translation as a reconstruction of 
anotherr text, it is also possible to depart from the translation in itself, 
inn its status as a text functioning in its own right. But, which aspect of 
thee double status one takes as one's point of departure, one cannot but 
relatee a translation to the different (target) code systems it may be 
saidd to belong to: linguistic, literary, cultural and social ones. 

Inn one way or another, all these foci, all these contexts may be 
broughtt to bear upon the explanation of why a translation has turned 

88 After Naaijkens (1989: 22): 'Not the view as it develops itself during the 
processs of translation, but the specific view on the source text as it emerges 
fromm the translation product'. 
99 One might even argue that M, is just one possible (aspect of) context of M2. 
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outt the way it has. Inevitably, they cannot all be taken into considera-
tionn at the same time, because they presuppose different theoretical 
frameworkss and methodological viewpoints. Any given systematic 
casee study (and now we are contrasting the theory of translation re-
searchh with the practice of translation research) always takes place 
withinn a specific framework, with its own specific heuristic limits and 
possibilities.. A lot of questions can be asked concerning translations. 
Evenn if we take our two initial poems and their original and ask our-
selvess only to what or whom we may ascribe the differences between 
them,, there is a multitude of possible answers, and the range of con-
textss in which these texts can be studied seems to be infinite. How do 
'spot'' and 'place' relate to 'plaats'? What is the (stylistic or semantic) 
differencee between 'that's what I've always wanted, to be an empty 
place'' and 'that's what I've always wanted to be, an empty spot' and 
betweenn 'an empty place to stay, for someone' and 'an empty spot for 
someone,, to stay'? Or we may ask ourselves why one translator de-
cidedd to translate (almost) the entire cycle, whereas the other selected 
sixx poems. And we may ask why those specific translators translated 
thiss specific text. The differences may be attributed to, for instance, 
language,, if we would wish to see the texts as messages from specific 
linguisticc code systems. Or to the specific view on the author - there 
mayy be a world of difference between the two texts, but they are attri-
butedd to one and the same author. And, evidently, to the translators 
themselvess as well, if one wishes to consider the texts as products of 
thee translator rather than the author. Anything is possible, and rele-
vancee is determined by the purpose of the comparison. In that sense, 
thee perspective of A2, the context the describer imposes on translation, 
iss decisive for the output of translational research. Since neither of 
thesee contexts may claim priority in the study of translation10, per-
spectivee is a matter of choice. 

Translationn and difference 
Beforee going into the specific purpose of this book, it is necessary to 
lookk a littl e closer at the topic of difference in translation, because it 

100 Unless, of course, one wishes to depart from a metaphysics of translation, 
wheree the power of argument is overruled by the power of exclusive insight. 
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iss an essential concept. In general, my starting point is that difference 
iss constitutive for translation. One has to distinguish, however, be-
tweenn the differences between the texts (messages) and the difference 
inn structure between the source and target linguistic, literary and cul-
turall  (code) systems involved in translation. These systemic differ-
ences,, which pertain to the level of competence, are part of the open-
ingg conditions for translation, whereas the differences between the 
textss (which, to acknowledge the difference between the two levels, 
fromm now on will be called 'shifts') are the result of the translational 
behaviourr opted for in order to deal with the systemic differences. In 
aa very general way, translation can be described as involving a trans-
ferr of elements across semiotic borders'1. The relation between the 
twoo systems which are confronted in translating is asymmetric, that 
is,, there is not necessarily a one-to-one relationship between related 
items;; and the value of any item is determined by its position within 
inn its own system, rather than by its relation to items in the other sys-
tem.. The way the transfer is carried out, therefore cannot be deter-
minedd a priori, there always is an element of choice: the translation 
operationn performed on an initial semiotic entity can lead to different 
resultantt entities. 

Lower-levell  single semiotic entities may correspond statically on a 
one-to-onee basis (although maximum fit seems an exceptional case), 
butt with respect to messages, as multi-layered semiotic entities, such 
correspondencee is irrelevant. On the level of the system, equivalence 
(orr the possibility of some type or degree of equivalence) may exist a 
priorii  of translation, but on the level of complex messages it never 
does,, because on that level translation produces equivalence. This 
mechanismm is one of the basic principles, if not the most basic princi-
ple,, underlying modem translation description. Its basicness is re-
flectedd in the notion of the equivalence postulate (Toury 1980: 115; 
1995:: 61). It is posited that in any descriptive exercise one does not 
sett out to ask the question whether a specific translation is equivalent 
too its original, but that one takes a specific translation to be equivalent 

111 Toury points out that translation should not be reduced to the transfer itself, 
sincee that would entail a reduction of translation to its reconstructive aspect 
onlyy (Toury 1980: 12). 
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andd goes on to seek an answer to the question what kind of equival-
encee relationship is pertinent between the two texts. Equivalence, 
then,, is primarily considered a descriptive term, rather than a theoreti-
call  term (cf. Toury 1980: 39-40). This concept is most suited to func-
tionn as a demarcation criterion for any target-oriented descriptive 
effortt within Translation Studies. 

Thee study of the differences between systems, traditions, and 
codess has its place within a variety of comparative disciplines, which 
mayy be linguistically as well as culturally oriented, but these disci-
pliness are relevant to the study of translation only to the extent that 
theyy allow for the determination of potential translation relationships 
betweenn source and target semiotic systems. Consequently, as against 
thee static contrastive description of languages and cultures, which 
takess place within the framework of these disciplines, the description 
andd explanation of shifts in translation as performance is concerned 
withh the dynamics of culture. 

Becausee difference is constitutive for translations, shifts can be 
consideredd a 'categorial quality' of the 'class of translation' (cf. Van 
denn Broeck 1984-5: 117). The concept of shift, however, is by no 
meanss absolute. Shifts are always changes with respect to an invariant 
core,, to something that does not change. Dissimilarities are to be re-
latedd to similarities, there is always an 'invariant under transforma-
tion'' (Toury 1980: 12; cf. also Toury 1986) involved. In the case of 
messages,, of multi-layered semiotic entities, the occurrence of a shift 
onn one level may be caused by the decision to retain a feature on an-
otherr (sub- or superordinate) level; and the shift in its turn may have 
effectss on the level of the message as a whole. 

Thee concepts of 'invariant' and 'shift' are interdependent, in the 
sensee that what one considers a shift depends on what one takes as 
invariant.. Any rranslational relationship, in that sense, has to be re-
gardedd as a network of interrelated correspondences and shifts. This 
meanss that not every shift potentially detectable in the target message 
(orr to be more precise, detectable between target and source mes-
sages)) has to be dealt with in every instance of description, irrespec-
tivee of its underlying point of view. Within descriptive studies of 
translationn the invariant finds its use as a methodological construct, 
andd as such is always linked to the theoretical purpose underlying the 
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methodology12.. The conceptual framework of any approach may be 
evaluatedd in terms of what it takes the shifts to be indicative of: a 
translator'ss poetics, translation norms, power relations, translation 
strategies,, or a translational interpretation. 

Again,, as with the possible foci mentioned earlier, the question as 
too the commensurability of frameworks arises. Different vocabularies 
withinn one discipline are comparable to the extent that they are ap-
pliedd to the 'same' object, but to a large extent vocabularies also cre-
atee their object13. To overcome this paradox, it helps when we divorce 
thee levels of methodology and theory. One might say that the result of 
aa descriptive study, explanation or evaluation (whether or not in terms 
off  what one takes a shift to be indicative of), cannot jump out of the 
frameworkk serving as its very basis. A variety of frameworks results 
inn a variety of explanations. One may take the same corpus, and study 
itt with the purpose of constructing translational interpretation, or the 
translationall  norms, or the ideological conceptions underlying it, and 
onee wil l come up with different results, one will construct different 
'textuall  translators'14, different conglomerates of correspondences and 
shifts.. The justification of these explanations amounts to the justifi-
cationn of frameworks, and not to the justification of method. Asking 
whetherr a method is justified is simply asking whether it is in accor-
dancee with the aims determined by its framework. The translational 
interpretation,, for instance, may be made visible, as will be done in 
thiss book, by way of the concept of 'text world'. The applicability of 
thee concept may be justified by the maxim that wherever there is a 
textt a text world can be constructed. Each text, then, may be analysed 

122 The fourth, fifth and sixth chapters of this book will be entirely devoted to 
thee central role of the concept of shift within the methodology of product-
orientedd descriptive translation studies. 
133 The term 'vocabulary' fits in with my earlier account on perspective and 
pointt of view; cf. on this point Davidson 1984: 'The dominant metaphor of 
conceptuall  relativism, that of differing points of view, seems to betray an 
underlyingg paradox. Different points of view make sense, but only if there is 
aa common co-ordinate system on which to plot them; yet the existence of a 
commonn system belies the claim of dramatic incomparability' (184). 
1411 will deal with this term in more detail in Chapter 2. 
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inn terms of the way in which particular expressions may be attributed 
too text world elements (subjects, objects, time, location) and to the 
processes,, actions, states and events relating them to each other. The 
networkk of correpondences and shifts that may be constructed during 
aa comparative description of target and source text may also be ex-
pressedd in these terms; the procedure then becomes an instrument for 
relatingg the linguistic and textual shifts to differences in the possibili-
tiess of constructing a text world from the texts. 

Thee question of the justification of frameworks, however, is sim-
plyy undecidable. Questions about the justification of methods are 
quitee distinct from questions about the justification of conceptual 
frameworks.. Whereas asking whether a method is justified, is asking 
whetherr it is in accordance with the aims determined by its frame-
work,, the question whether a framework is justified has to be an-
sweredd in terms of the way in which it deals with what it takes to be 
itss object. The first question is primarily methodological, the second 
onee mainly a matter of ideology15. 

Onee may justify the research into translational norms by positing 
thatt translation is a form of social and cultural behaviour that is regu-
latedd by norms and conventions. One may justify the research into a 
translator'ss conception of the source text as it emerges from the target 
text,, the translational interpretation, by positing that translation is a 
manifestationn of an interpretation. Neither of these justifications ex-
cludescludes the other one. The choice for either angle is to a large extent 
arbitraryy and can't be justified by an appeal to the object of study. 
Preferencee of one to the other is mainly a matter of value judgement, 
off  what one considers more interesting or relevant. Discussion about 
thee value or usefulness of various approaches in itself is of course 
interestingg and worthwhile. But when it comes to getting work done, 
whenn it comes to actually describing translational relationships, one 
simplyy has to choose. 

Methods,, then, need not be evaluated ideologically; once a 
'commonn co-ordinate system1 has been found, they can be compared 

155 'For now one is debating what purposes are worth bothering to fulfill , 
whichh are more worthwhile than others, rather than which purposes the na-
turee of humanity or of reality obliges us to have' (Rorty 1991: 110). 
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too each other with respect to how they go about doing what they are 
designedd to do. On the level of separate concepts, one need not bother 
aboutt the 'translatability' of vocabularies, but on the most global le-
vell  it is possible to compare conceptual frameworks. It is possible, I 
believe,, to relate the concepts of poetics, norm, strategy and interpre-
tationn to each other, but only in a global way. For instance, the di-
chotomyy retention - recreation (cf. Holmes 1972a [1988]) may be 
comparedd to the dichotomy adequacy - acceptability (Toury 1980: 54-
55).. This is not to say that they can be equalled to each other without 
anyy further qualification, but undoubtedly they can be 'translated' 
intoo each other. As far as this point is concerned it is decisive that 
bothh dichotomies can be seen as reflecting a 'basic choice' made by 
thee translator of the corpus under investigation - not an absolute ei-
ther/orr choice, but a choice that can be described in terms of domi-
nancee of one pole over the other. In this respect it is not a problem 
thatt Holmes wishes to express the choice in terms of a strategy, whe-
reass Toury uses the term 'initial norm'. Nor is it a problem that Toury 
arrivess at his ultimate descriptive statement (which constitutes the 
transitionn to the explanatory stage of his enterprise) after the analysis 
off  operational norms, whereas in Holmes' methodological consider-
ations166 the statements about dominance of retention or recreation are 
arrivedd at after an analysis of translation solutions with respect to 
theirr being historicizations or modernizations, or exoticizations or 
naturalizationss on the linguistic, intertextual or socio-cultural axes. 
Despitee this difference in vocabulary in the initial stages of the des-
criptivee effort, the (global) dichotomies are roughly equivalent. Un-
surprisingly,, this equivalence, the 'common co-ordinate system', can 
bee traced back to the way the dichotomies are related to the double 
statuss of the translation: Holmes relates his dichotomy to the 'dual 
goal'' of translation: 'producing a text which is a translation of the 
originall  [text] and is at the same time a [text] in its own right' 
(Holmess 1972a [1988]; 50); Toury relates his one to the '"value" 
behindd the norms of literary translation̂ which] may be described as 

]b]b Holmes never actually presented a full-fledged descriptive method, but the 
immensee conceptual consistency of his essays allows for the construction of a 
systematicc 'method' from his writings. 
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consistingg of two major elements [...]: (1) being a worthwhile literary 
workk (text) in TL [...], (2) being a translation' (Toury 1980: 53). 

Inn this book I will deal with the concept of shifts in the assumption 
thatt they are indicative of the translational interpretation, that is to say 
shiftss will be looked upon as an instrument for constructing 'the spe-
cificc view on the source text as it emerges from the translation prod-
uct'.. This means that individual shifts will be of more import than 
constitutivee shifts (shifts due to the systemic differences), and sub-
stantiall  shifts of more import than formal ones (these categories wil l 
bee dealt with in extenso in Chapter 5). 

Thee study of poetic discourse in translation 
What,, then, will be the purpose of this book? This book will be about 
thee study of literary translation, or to be more precise, about the study 
off  poetic discourse in translation. From a retrospective point of view 
thesee are two important restrictions. Anything one might say in gen-
erall  about translation will hold for literary translation, but not every-
thingg one might say about literary translation will hold for translation 
inn general. The same principle may be applied to the relationship 
betweenn the translation of literature in general and the translation of 
poeticc discourse. From the point of view of the process it is perhaps 
nott always necessary to explicitly distinguish between different text 
typess or genres, and often the difference is altogether neglected. From 
aa retrospective, methodological point of view, however, one inevita-
blyy has to account for text type and genre in the descriptive apparatus. 
Ass said before, the theoretical claims of this book do not stretch be-
yondd the domain of literary translation17; as a consequence, whenever 
II  use the word 'translation' without qualification it is supposed to 
applyy to translated literature only, and only within a methodological 
contextt wil l I make distinctions according to genre. 

177 This is not as rigid a statement as it may seem. One always has to bear in 
mindd that such labels may be put to flexible use. In this case one might in-
cludee for instance certain books from the Bible, like The Song of Songs or the 
Psalms,Psalms, or other sacred texts, and possibly even certain advertisement texts. I 
wil ll  not explore this avenue myself, but I think it would be worth a try. 
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Thee specific focus of this book wil l be mainly on the first aspect of 
thee double status: on the translation as a reconstruction, a representa-
tionn of another text. More specifically it wil l be concerned with the 
translationn in its capacity as an interpretation of another text. Conse-
quently,, it wil l mainly concentrate on those aspects of translation 
whichh relate to the transfer and production of meaning (in its broadest 
possiblee sense). Since translation is to be considered an event taking 
placee in culture, the relevant concept of meaning is pragmatic, rather 
thann semantic. The framework developed in this study, therefore, is 
situatedd on the interface between semiotics and hermeneutics. 

Translationn is an event, that is, it occurs not on language in isola-
tion,, but on language in a context of use - an event in which subjects 
aree related to context by way of a message. This view runs parallel 
withh Toury's maxim that translation research has to focus on perfor-
mance,, not on competence. Translation is a (cross- or inter)cultural 
event:: it always entails a confrontation between cultures, in the sense 
thatt it may be said to reflect the position taken within a target culture 
towardss a source culture, and by extension to other cultures in gen-
eral.. The relevant focus of study in this respect is the target culture, 
thee culture in which the confrontation takes place - again a parallel 
withh the Touryan framework. 

Thesee parallels may serve to indicate my kinship to the target-
orientedd approach to translation studies, which is commonly associ-
atedd with the study of norms. With this book, I claim to be part of the 
target-orientedd paradigm, but not unproblematically so18. Another 
maximm of this paradigm holds that translation is a teleological activ-
ity,, but I wil l deal mainly with the relation between the telos of the 

188 The label itself may have become problematical, since by now it has lost 
muchh of its original polemic connotation. Hermans (1989: 194) uses the 
moree suitable term 'context-oriented' as a general heading for target-oriented 
andd transfer-oriented approaches. As sub-branches one might then distin-
guishh between a systemic-functional approach (for target-orientation) and 
histoncal-hermeneuticc (for transfer-orientation). My own approach may then 
bee labelled structural-hermeneutic. The label 'context-oriented' may also be 
consideredd to include historically oriented poststructuralist approaches to 
translationn studies. 
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translationn and its archi. To my mind interpretation is as fundamental 
too literary translation as is the basic choice between adequacy and 
acceptabilityy accounted for within the concept of the initial norm, and 
II  believe that within the target-oriented approach the problem of the 
transferr and production of meaning does not get the attention it de-
serves19.. An important aim of this book is to find a place for the con-
ceptt of interpretation within this approach. This plea for more atten-
tionn for interpretation as a cultural phenomenon will go hand in hand 
withh an attempt to theoretically justify the position of the concept 
withinn this paradigm. On the other hand it will be interesting, from an 
interpretation-theoreticall  point of view, to look at the specific position 
off  translation within the spectrum of different forms of interpretation. 

Thee ultimate aim of this book is to arrive at a coherent proposal 
forr an armamentarium, a set of instruments, for the description of 
poeticc discourse in translation, that is: to try to develop a comparative 
procedure,, and to try to define and make operable a set of concepts 
thatt may be instrumental in describing the results of that comparison. 
II  do not use the word method, although its use is justified, that is, to 
thee extent that the procedure is formalized. But, in my proposal, the 
proceduree will only be formalized to a certain extent. Following the 
spiritt of the metaphor underlying Holmes' mapping theory, I might 
sayy that my armamentarium is to provide the means enabling the de-
scriberr to mark out his itinerary through the text pairs. When the route 
cann be followed step by step it need not be an objection that one may 
encounterr untrodden paths or breathtaking panoramas, shied away 
fromm for sheer vertigo. Minimum condition for intersubjectivity is 
thatt one should agree on having entered a translational landscape 
(which,, admittedly, sometimes may prove to be a problem in itself) 
andd that one must be able to justify the route one has taken - not that 
everyonee necessarily has to take the same route. Uniformity in the 
markingg means ensures the possibility of comparing alternative 
routes. . 

Itt will be a long way before we arrive at the proposal. First, we 
havee to work our way through the theoretical justification of the rela-
tionshipp between translation and interpretation as well as of the ways 

199 A notable exception is Delabastita 1993. 
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inn which the presence of interpretation within translation may be 
madee visible and explicit (Chapters 2 and 3). In the next stage the 
centree of attention will be the methodology of translation description, 
moree specifically the position of the concept of 'shift' within some of 
thee contemporary theoretical frameworks within the field of descrip-
tivee translation studies (Chapter 4). In Chapter 5 I will deal with the 
severall  typological distinctions that can be made with respect to the 
conceptt of shift. Chapter 6 will be concerned with some of the spe-
cificc methodological probems of and requirements for the descriptive 
studyy of translations and originals. Chapter 7 will contain the actual 
proposall  and Chapter 8 will consist of a self-contained case study. In 
thee final evaluative chapter I hope to be able to show that the arma-
mentariummentarium is there neither to cure nor to conquer the translated dis-
coursee to which it is applied, that dissection does not necessarily lead 
too dismemberment, but that it may be employed to lay bare certain 
hopefullyy interesting aspects of translation - nothing less, nothing 
more. . 
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TRANSLATIO NN AND INTERPRETATIO N 
TRANSLATIO NN AS INTERPRETATIO N 

Iss there any point in trying to define the borderline between transla-
tionn and interpretation? It seems fair to say that there is not one spe-
cificc way to characterize the relationship between these two concepts. 
Anyy such characterization would depend on the point of view from 
whichh they are related: translation is as often used to define interpre-
tationn as interpretation is used to define translation. The hermeneutic 
andd semiosic nature of translation has never led to a paralyzing con-
troversyy about the relationship between the concepts, as the relation-
shipp between the concepts of equivalence and translation has done in 
linguisticc circles. That there is a relationship has hardly ever been 
questioned,, but the^hature of the relationship has not been the subject 
off  intensive discussion. The format of any such characterization also 
dependss on the disciplinary point of view: within semiotics, herme-
neuticss and translation studies different aspects of the relationship are 
emphasized,, because of the different perspectives of each of these 
researchh areas. 

Fromm the point of view of philosophical hermeneutics, Gadamer 
forr instance argues that the situation (vis-a-vis the text) of the trans-
latorr and the interpreter is fundamentally the same: 

Diee Nachbildungsaufgabe des Übersetzers ist nicht qualitativ, sondern 
nurr graduell von der allgemeinen hermeneutischen Aufgabe verschie-
den,, die jeder Text stellt (1960: 365). 

Palmerr (1969: 12-13), by a series of translational operations, traces 
backk both concepts to the same etymological source: the Greek verb 
'hermëneuein\\ In his view, translation 

iss a special form of the basic interpretative process of "bringing to un-
derstanding""  (ibid.: 27). 
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Fromm a semiotic viewpoint, Greimas and Courtés describe interpreta-
tionn as a stage in the process of translation: 

Itt is in its role as semiotic activity that translation may be broken 
downn into a doing interpretative of the ab quo text and a doing pro-
ductivee of the ad quern text (1982: 352)20. 

Johansenn (1989) considers translation as one of two procedures (the 
otherr being contextualization) by which readers try to solve interpre-
tativee difficulties that confront them in reading a text: 

Typically,, an interpretation will consist of a selection of elements 
fromm the text, and their combination into structures of signification 
embeddedd in the discourse of the interpreter. In other words, an in-
terpretationn is a translation of the text or parts of the text into the criti-
call  idiom of the scholar (1989: 240-241). 

Johansenn explicitly bases himself on C.S. Peirce's concept of the in-
terpretant,, and therefore does not limi t himself to translation between 
naturall  languages. Peirce adheres to what is probably the broadest 
possiblee conceptualization of translation when, by defining the inter-
pretantt of a sign as a translation of that sign into another sign21, he 
equalss translation to semiosis. Elaborating on Peircian semiotics, 
Gorléee develops a theory of the translation process which distin-
guishess 'a double incidence of interpretation' (1994: 68), one herme-
neutic,, and the other reproductive. The first is linked to the general 
ideaa of translation as semiosis ('any translational process in the semi-
oticc sense' [ibid.: 69]), the second to what is called, after Jakobson, 
'translationn proper' or 

200 Greimas and Courtés 1979: 398: 'C'est en tant qu'activité sémiotique que 
laa traduction peut être décomposée en un faire interprétatif du texte ab quo, 
d'unee part, et un faire producteur du texte ad quem, de Tautre'. 
211 In Johansen's phrasing: 'he [Peirce] defines an interpretant of a sign as a 
translationn of one sign into another "equivalent sign, or perhaps a more de-
velopedd sign" (CP 2.228; cf. also 5.594)' (240). Johansen's references are to 
Peircee 1931-1966. 
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thee actual transfer of the text from source language into target lan-
guagee (ibid.: 68). 

Withinn these different frameworks one often starts from a specific 
conceptionn of (sign) interpretation and then assigns translation its 
placee within that framework, without elaborating too much on the 
phenomenonn of translation itself22. The terminology employed within 
thesee semiotic and hermeneutic frameworks suggests that they are 
mainlyy occupied with the translation process. 'Situation', 'procedure', 
'stage'' - all these concepts are pertinent to (certain aspects of) the 
processs of translation, rather than to its result, the translation prod-
uct23. . 

Withinn the framework of descriptive translation studies there is a 
strongerr tendency to relate the process of translation to the product, 
becausee the point of departure is constituted by actual, existing trans-
lations,, whereas the interpretative aspect of translation is often merely 
takenn for granted. Without much theoretical elaboration Holmes, for 
instance,, posits that 'all translation is an act of critical interpretation' 
(1969aa [1988]: 24). The same goes for Frank's statement that 

Literaturr Übersetzen heiBt (...) eine Interpretation eines literarischen 
Werkss übersetzen (1987: xv). 

Thee consequences of these positions become of course elements in a 
systematicc framework, but the theoretical foundation of the frame-

222 Cf. on this point my criticism of poststructuralist approaches to translation 
(Kosterr 1994). The notable exception in the cases discussed here is Gorlée 
1994,, who does enter into a discussion with contemporary translation schol-
ars. . 
233 An exception may be Gadamer, who shows himself sensitive to the conse-
quencess of his theory for the reception of the translation product, and by 
extension,, one might argue, the descriptive study of translation products, 
whenn he states that the dialogical experience of being may be illustrated by 
'dass Übersetzen und das Lesen von Übersetzungen' (1967: 99, my italics). 
Hiss main argument, however, concerns the experience of the translator, 
ratherr than the recipient of translation. 
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workss often has the form of a basic postulate.24 

Onee might argue that it is impossible for such an assumption to 
transcendd the status of a postulate. One might also argue, and I will , 
thatt this is not a problem as long as one does not wish to get to know 
anythingg about the process itself. Some would prefer to call it a 
workingg hypothesis instead, but the problem with that concept is that 
itss very use implies the possibility, if not the desirability, or even 
necessity,, of testing. It is hard to see how assumptions about the proc-
esss of translation could be checked by a study of the product, if the 
frameworkk of that study, its descriptive apparatus, is based on these 
assumptions,, which it necessarily is. A case in point is Holmes' 'two-
mapp two-plane text-rank translation model' (Holmes 1976 [1988]). 

Accordingg to Holmes the development of an adequate model of 
thee translation process should have priority over the development of 
relevantt methods for the description of translation products. Holmes' 
appeall  to the concept of adequacy here indicates his adherence to a 
correspondencee theory of truth, yet, the planes and phases he distin-
guishess in his model become parameters in his method for the de-
scriptionn of the product. The aim of description is to 

244 Obviously this very brief survey of different disciplinary viewpoints does 
nott claim to be exhaustive, it merely serves as illustration. I am aware of 
otherr hermeneutic approaches (mainly in the tradition of Gadamer) to trans-
lationn studies, such as Stolze (1992) or Paepcke (1986), which do have de-
scriptivee potentiality, but whose main focus is on the role of Versteken in the 
processs of translation. Because the purpose of this book is methodological-
descriptive,, I do not consider myself in dialogue with these approaches. The 
samee holds for the discussion of translation within the framework of classical 
orr romantic hermeneutic s. 

Forr a comprehensive survey of semiotic approaches to translation see 
Gorléee 1994: 16-26. For an elaborate discussion of the theoretical and meth-
odologicall  implications of Gideon Toury's cultural-semiotic perspective on 
translationn and translation studies, and Armin Paul Frank's historical-
hermeneuticc perspective see Chapter 4. 
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determinee the features of the translator's two maps and to discover his 
threee systems of rules, those of derivation, projection, and, above all, 
correspondencee - in other words, the translator's poetics (ibid.: 87). 

Thiss aim is not concordant with questions concerning the model's 
adequacy,, at least not in a correspondence-theoretical sense: in an 
instancee of description, one does not set out to answer the question 
whetherr the notion of, for instance, correspondence rule is adequate, 
onee assumes that it is and sets out to answer the question what kind of 
correspondencee rules are pertinent in the texts under survey. 

Inn the same vein, Holmes has been criticized about his positing the 
necessaryy occurrence of the structural plane of translation. According 
too Toury 

thee claim that [...] serial operations are also accompanied, let alone 
governedd by some "map" of the text as a whole [...] is no more than 
onee possibility. As such, it should of course be borne in mind, for 
thosee cases that it would be found to apply, but its existence cannot be 
takenn as a basic assumption for descriptive studies as a scholarly ac-
tivitytivity  (Toury 1990: 5-6; 1995: 87). 

Too a certain extent this criticism may be justified, but on the other 
hand,, the anticipation of its possible occurrence is necessary as 'a 
basicc assumption for descriptive studies'. Van Leuven-Zwart has 
incorporatedd the notions of structural and serial translating in 
(additionss to) her descriptive method (cf. Van Leuven-Zwart 1992: 
85-86),, and she shows that the logical order of assumptions does not 
goo from serial to structural, but the other way round. Her procedure is 
too start from the assumption that there has been a structural plane of 
consideration,, until the opposite has shown to be the case: one does 
nott set out to positively describe considerations on the serial plane, 
thiss is done negatively, only after establishing the absence of any 
indicationn that a translator has translated structurally. Yet, again, the 
absencee of any such indication, does not serve to invalidate the ade-
quacyy of the model (which, admittedly, is something Toury does not 
deny). . 
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Fromm the point of view of the study of translated literature it is 
muchh more useful to assume between translation and interpretation a 
kindd of family resemblance in the Wittgensteinian sense. However, in 
orderr to be able to assume a relationship of family resemblance both 
phenomenaa must be able to appear under the same name. This is the 
casee in Holmes' fan of meta-literary forms. He clarifies the relation-
shipp between translation and interpretation by pointing to their com-
monn metatextual status (Holmes 1969 and 1969a [1988]25)- He classi-
fiess translated literature (his example is translated verse, the 
'metapoem')) as one specific form in a range of different forms of 
meta-literature,, that 'deal with linguistic formulations made by oth-
ers'' (1969a [1988]: 23). In doing so, he relates translation to several 
distinctt forms the result of interpretative processes can take, while 
relatingg interpretation to other forms of literary 'comment'. 

Itt is this very resemblance that seems to be the major cause of the 
problemss arising when one wishes to draw a line between translation 
andd interpretation. One has to accept that there simply are two per-
spectives.. From the point of view of translation, interpretation may be 
saidd to constitute a stage in its process, whereas from the point of 
vieww of interpretation, translation can be considered one of its possi-
blee manifestations. 

Sincee my perspective on translation is retrospective, my theoreti-
call  reflection will be on translation as a specific form of interpreta-
tion.. I will therefore not be concerned with the question as to whether 
aa translation constitutes an interpretation, but with the question as to 
whatt kind of interpretation a translation represents and what descrip-
tivee procedure is adequate to deal with it as such26. 

Critica ll  interpretation 
Holmess follows William Frost (1955) in stating that 'the metapoem 
[sic][sic]  interprets [...] not by analysis, but by enactment' (Holmes 1969 

255 Cf. also Popovic 1976 and Van Gorp 1978; from a slightly different angle, 
butt in much the same way, Lefevere (1985, 1992) uses the term 'rewrite' to 
designatee this notion. 
266 This mechanism may be called, if one wishes, the 'interpretation postu-
late'. . 
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[1988]:: l l ) 27, yet he maintains that the activity of the translator 
('metapoet')) is unique in that it combines 'the critical and the poetic' 
(ibid.).. But if the critic interprets only by analysis, and the translation 
('metapoem')) does not, how can it be that 'all translation is an act of 
criticall  interpretation'? In what way is it critical? 

Fromm a different angle Eco uses the same term when he distin-
guishess between the concepts of semiosic (or semantic) and semiotic 
(orr critical) interpretation: 

Semanticc interpretation is the result of the process by which an ad-
dressee,, facing a Linear Text Manifestation, fill s it up with a given 
meaning.. (...) Critical interpretation is, on the contrary, a metalinguis-
ticc activity - a semiotic approach - which aims at describing and ex-
plainingg for which formal reasons a given text produces a given re-
sponsee (and in this sense it can also assume the form of an aesthetic 
analysis)) (Eco 1991:54). 

Unsurprisingly,, there are some striking similarities in the way both 
authorss deal with their concepts. Holmes as well as Eco consider the 
meta-statuss (linguistic and/or literary) as characteristic of the critical 
interpretation.. Furthermore, the one possible form which interpreta-
tionn can take that Eco mentions, 'aesthetic analysis', may be consid-
eredd to cover the same domain as Holmes' 'critical essay in the same 
language'' and 'critical essay in another language' (cf. Holmes 1969a 
[1988]:: 23-24). The difference is that Eco does not mention transla-
tion,, but this is merely because linguistic boundaries are not a topic in 
hiss discourse28. In Holmes' argument, however, linguistic boundaries 
aree not pertinent to the difference between 'translation' and 'critical 
essay',, because these boundaries are crossed in the space between 

277 Van den Broeck (1986) follows the same line of argument when he dis-
cussess translation in terms of speech act theory, and defines as the felicity 
conditionss for the speech act of translation the representation of the original 
'inn an appropriately demonstrative way, i.e. by enacting its interpretation 
accordingg to circumstances, no matter what particular form the enactment 
takes,, if only it be appropriate to its purpose' (105-6, italics mine). 
288 Elsewhere he says: 'A translation is an actualized and manifested interpre-
tation'' (Eco 1981 [1979]). 
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'criticall  essay in the same language' and 'critical essay in another 
language'.. A problem more important and relevant concerns the tran-
sitionn from 'critical essay in another language' to 'translation' (either 
inn prose or in verse), and, as Holmes points out, this problem is 
mainlyy a matter of formal difference. 

Att this point, the hybrid, double status of translation already ren-
derss its study problematic. The classification of meta-literary forms in 
Holmes'' fan is based on the idea of a translation being a representa-
tionn of another text as well as a text in its own right. And it is the very 
featuree of 'enactment', of 'demonstration', that makes a translation a 
representationn of another text and a text in its own right at the same 
time.time. As a consequence, the problem with Eco's definition as far as 
translationn is concerned is that, due to the second aspect of its double 
status,, a translation cannot be said to explicitly describe and explain 
forr what formal reasons it has turned out the way it has. But one 
surelyy would be justified in saying that these reasons have been there, 
andd that, in one way or another, traces of them are present in the text. 
Too my mind, Holmes' and Eco's concepts of critical interpretation are 
entirelyy homologous, and one is justified in assuming that a transla-
tionn constitutes a semiotic interpretation (in a specific format), or, if 
onee should wish to put it more cautiously, is based on a semiotic in-
terpretation,, and that, from a descriptive point of view, one can con-
struee from a translation a semiotic interpretation that may be attrib-
utedd to a translator (either as an empirical or idealized entity). This 
specificc form of interpretation I will from now on call the 
'translationall  interpretation'. 

II  will consider the implicitness of the translational interpretation 
mainlyy as a methodological problem. What we have to deal with theo-
reticallyy is the way in which the translational interpretation may be 
madee visible and explicit, and with the concepts that wil l constitute 
thee framework of its description; that is, with the way the differences 
betweenn the source and target text may be turned into a heuristic in-
strument,, with the way we may consider the translator as a presence 
inn those differences and with the way in which we may describe the 
differencess in terms of a strategy of recontextualization that can be 
attributedd to the translator. 
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Thee role of the translator 
Thee translational interpretation is not a purely semantic construct, its 
descriptionn is not restricted to the level of structural meaning, but, 
sincee it can be considered the specific view of an addressee in a spe-
cificc discursive format, it must be located at the level of pragmatic 
meaningg as well. When we want to make it visible, then, we have to 
lookk at the role of that addressee: the translator. 

Assumingg that interpretation is a dialectical process taking place 
betweenn discourse and reader, we may ask ourselves in what way 
translatorr and translation relate to these poles. It goes without saying, 
thatt a translator is some kind of reader, but once she has ceased being 
onlyy a reader, and has become a producer of a text as well, has she 
suddenlyy disappeared, or has she left any traces of her readership? 
Thiss leads us to a paradox that pervades the methodology of the kind 
off  translation research addressed in this study: when the focus is on 
thee translational product, the role of source text addressee cannot be 
separatedd from that of target text sender. We can only deal with the 
addressee-partt of the translator inasmuch as it is manifested by way 
off  her role as target text sender. But is she, and if so, in what way 
doess the translator manifest herself, once the target text is available to 
us? ? 

AA short recapitulation of our considerations from the first chapter 
showss that the translator is twice involved in the duplication of posi-
tionss and roles caused by the double status of the translation. Not only 
doess the translator, from a retrospective point of view, take up two 
positionss at the same time, we have also seen that the translator shares 
thee position of target text sender with the author of the original. We 
havee to assume, then, that, in one way or another, both are present in 
thee target text. Can they be distinguished from each other, and if so, 
how?? The question as to the presence of the translator in the text is 
analogouss to the question as to the presence of the author in the text. 
Withinn semiotic and hermeneutic approaches to literary studies, the 
relationn of the category of 'author' to the concepts of text and reader 
hass been object of ample discussion. One of the issues in this debate 
iss the relative autonomy of the product with respect to its producer, 
and,, directly linked with this, the problems concerning the way in 
whichwhich a sender is represented in a message. 
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Thee autonomy of the text is grounded in the specificity of the 
communicativee situation of written discourse. It is the very textuality, 
thee fact that the discourse becomes fixed through the medium of 
writing,, that renders the surplus of meaning that makes interpretation 
aa productive, rather than a reproductive effort. Relative to the face-to-
facee situation characteristic of spoken discourse a certain 
cc distanciation' (cf. Ricoeur 1976 and 1981) of the communicative 
participants299 manifests itself in written texts. Distanciation is funda-
mental,, since it 

iss not the product of methodology and hence something superfluous 
andd parasitical; rather it is constitutive of the phenomenon of the text 
ass writing. At the same time, it is the condition of interpretation 
(Ricoeurr 1981: 139-140). 

Thee distance occurring between message and sender entails a discon-
nectionn of the writer's intention and the text's verbal meaning - object 
off  interpretation is not the world of the author, but the 'world' of the 
textt (cf. 1981: 139). The result of this disconnection, 'intentional ex-
teriorization',, is tantamount to the semantic and pragmatic autonomy 
off  the text. On the level of the relation between message and ad-
dressee,, distanciation amounts to the universalization of the audience 
off  an instance of discourse and opens up the possibility of a plurality 
off  readers and interpretations. 

AA distinction has to be made, then, between the sender as producer 
off  the text and the sender as he appears in the text and has to be con-
structedd by the addressee. In the same vein we may distinguish be-
tweenn the addressee that is implicitly present in the text and real read-
erss that actualize (certain portions of) the text's meaning potential. 
Thesee distinctions may be conceptualized in a more general way as 

299 Ricoeur actually deals with distanciation in terms of the relationship be-
tweenn the message and all the other factors involved in linguistic communi-
cationn as they are represented in Jakobson's scheme. For the purpose of our 
presentt argument we need only be concerned with the categories of sender 
andd addressee, but in the next chapter we will deal extensively with the con-
sequencess of the occurrence of distanciation for the factor of context. 
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thee ones between intratextual and extratextual conceptions of the 
categoriess of sender and addressee. Umberto Eco has clarified these 
distinctionss by positing the chiasmatic relationship between empirical 
authorr and model reader on the one hand and empirical reader and 
modell  author on the other (Eco 1981 [1979]; 1989; 1991; 1992 and 
199330). . 

Sincee Eco's point of departure is the assertion that a reader's co-
operationn is an activity stimulated by the text, we may take the text as 
pivott of this chiasmatic relationship. The empirical author, travelling 
aa generative route towards this point, foresees a possible reader, the 
modell  reader, 

supposedlyy able to deal interpretatively with the expressions in the 
samee way as the author deals generatively with them, 

thatt is, by assigning 'given contents' to the expressions used on the 
groundss of a certain 'ensemble of codes' (cf. 1981 [1979]: 7). In that 
sense, , 

aa text is a product the interpretation of which has to be part of its own 
generativee mechanism (1989: 72, my translation). 

Butt as Eco acknowledges, the reader's codes (or encyclopaedic com-
petence)) are (is) not necessarily the same as the codes or the compe-
tencee the author relied upon, and in that sense the interpretative route 
cann never mirror the generative one - interpretation is not just making 
aa return trip to an original position. Interpretation, just as translation, 
iss never a matter of reproducing meaning, it always is a matter of 
producingg meaning. The empirical reader, in her turn, in the process 
off  reading, constructs a model author, a conjecture about the author as 
aa textual strategy. As any hermeneutic process, this process is thor-

100 The translational history of the academic prose of Umberto Eco may be 
consideredd a showpiece for the case of 'unlimited semiosis'. Originals grow 
outt of translations as easily as translations grow out of originals. In a sense 
hee has created his own Eco-system of 'reine Sprache'. Trying to establish 
correspondencess between passages can prove to be a tiring process. 
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oughlyy circular, since the reader has to make a conjecture about the 
conjecturess the author made about her. 

Criticall  interpretation is 

thee discovery of a strategy intended to produce a model reader, con-
ceivedd as the ideal counterpart of a model author (which appears only 
ass a textual strategy) (1992: 66)31. 

Thee intratextual category of author is textually manifest as a specific 
style,, as an actantial role and as an illocutionary signal or perlocu-
tionaryy operator (cf. 1981 [1979]: 10; 1989: 8132), and analysis is 
directedd towards these aspects. Eco constantly stresses that co-
operationn takes place between 'discursive strategies' (1989: 84), be-
tweenn intratextual categories. In this context the concept of strategy is 
connectedd with the principle of coherence: to interpret is to try to find 
aa level of coherence in a text". To find a coherent stylistic pattern, for 
instance,, is to find a textual strategy. Coherence in this case is a rela-
tivee concept: a text is not necessarily coherent in one specific way. 
Thee use of a concept of strategy as an interpretative category per-
fectlyy chimes with our retrospective point of view. 

Howw does the translator fit into this vocabulary? Is it possible to 
distinguishh a concept of the translator as an intratextual category? Eco 
implicitl yy associates the translator with the model reader (1981: 35)34, 

311 Cf. also Easthope 1983 on the author as a product or effect of the text. 
322 The English 'original' has 'actantial roles' in plural, whereas the Dutch 
translationn of the Italian has 'actantiële rol' in singular. 
333 This is a much-debated issue, of course. There is a point where it is hard to 
decidee whether non-coherence is a failure of the text or the reader, if it is to 
bee considered a failure at all, and not, instead, as another possible textual 
strategy.. I will assume that the principle of coherence is always at work in 
thee attitude of the reader, but that it can be frustrated in specific instances, 
andd that the reader can thematize that frustration. I think that this principle 
cann be associated with the Gadamerian concept of 'Vorgriff der 
Vollkommenheit',, and Ricoeur's assumption that a text 'is always about 
something'. . 
344 As does Diaz-Diocratez, albeit from a prospective point of view; she trans-
formss the concept into a normative one, when she describes it in terms of 
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orr perhaps we should say the reverse, that he associates the model 
readerr of the target text with the translator. Obviously, it is possible to 
inferr from a target text in its capacity as independent text, a text in its 
ownn right, a textual strategy in terms of a model reader, but is that 
strategyy to be solely attributed to the translator? 

Onn the extratextual level there is no problem in distinguishing 
betweenn translator and author as empirical subjects with their distinct 
psychological,, social and cultural circumstances, but on the intratex-
tuall  level we have to posit that a text has one sender, or at least: one 
deicticc centre35. From the single, independent text perspective the 
senderr has to be considered an amalgamation between translator and 
author.. With respect to the way in which the sender is represented in 
thee text, then, the status of the translator as target text sender differs 
fromfrom that of the author. It seems hardly possible to distinguish an 
intratextuall  category translator from the translator as a sociological or 
psychologicall  category, in the same way as is the case with the author 
andd the persona of a text, in terms of an alter ego, for instance. It runs 
counterr to intuition, for instance, to associate a translator with a first 
personn persona in a text (although that might be a matter of conven-
tion).. On the other hand, translation undoubtedly interferes in the 
make-upp of a textual strategy: the model reader of the target text is 
neverr the same as the model reader of the source text. In what way, 
then,, does the presence of the translator manifest itself? My sugges-
tionn is that the translator is only latently present in the target text, and 
that,, as an abstracted category, it is manifestly present in the differ-
encess between target and source texts. The translator, then, is not 
immediatelyy visible as a textual strategy in the target text in itself: 
onee may assume its presence, one may even hypothesize it36, but one 
wil ll  only be able to get access to it, to describe it after comparing the 
texts:: the intratextual category 'translator', then, has to be made mani-

certainn conditions a translator should fulfil (1985: 16). 
355 Which, admittedly, may shift, or may be fragmented or split. But the initial 
assumptionn is that a reader focuses on one centre, until that assumption is 
frustrated.. Cf. also note 33. 
366 In doing so, one actually already would have shifted one's attention to the 
translationn in its status of a derivative text. 
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festt by way of comparative description, by way of the establishment 
andd description of correspondences and shifts. Noting the paradoxical 
meaningg the term intratextual translator gets here, one may well won-
derr whether the term is still appropriate, if it is not the text itself, but 
thee space between the texts that is inhabited by the translator. The 
mostt appropriate term would be intertextual' translator, if it weren't 
alreadyy an overloaded term. Let us for now stick to the term 'textual' 
translator. . 

Thee textual presence of the translator, in this sense, is not a textual 
propertyy in itself (a style, an actantial role, etcetera), but an effect of 
thee decision to compare, a result of comparative analysis, and, as we 
wil ll  see, the result is wholly dependent on the descriptive framework, 
onn the method used to note these differences and correspondences. 
Thee aim of any comparative method is somehow related to the effort 
off  making visible the textual presence of the translator. Visibility , in 
thiss sense, is not a textual property in itself, but an effect of the deci-
sionn to compare37. 

Inn taking this position I differ slightly from Schiavi (1996) and 
Hermanss (1996, 1996a) who do posit the possible presence of the 
translatorr as an independent entity. This disagreement may be traced 
backk to a difference in position vis-a-vis the hybrid status of the 
translation.. Schiavi does acknowledge that 

AA reader of a translation will receive a sort of split message coming 
fromm two different addressers, both original although in two different 
senses:: one originating from the author which is elaborated and medi-
atedd by the translator, and one (the language of the translation itself) 
originatingg directly from the translator (14). 

Yet,, she maintains that this addresser (the 'owner' of the translation 
off  a narrative text) 

377 The concept I have in mind, therefore is not linked to a specific translation 
strategy,, as for instance the strategy of 'fluency' is to invisibility (cf. Venuti 
1995). . 
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cannott come up only [my italics, CK] in analyses of shifts, or in com-
parisonss between originals and translations (16), 

butt must in some way be present in itself. 
Hermanss also stresses the textual presence of the translator but re-

latess its explicitness to the possibility of a paratextual presence of the 
translator: : 

Thee claim, then, is that translated narrative discourse always contains 
aa 'second' voice, to which I will refer as the Translator's voice, as an 
indexx of the Translator's discursive presence. The voice may be more 
orr less overtly present. It may remain entirely hidden behind that of 
thee Narrator, rendering it impossible to detect in the translated text. It 
iss most directly and forcefully present when it breaks tfirough the sur-
facee of the text speaking for itself, in its own name, for example in a 
paratextuall  Translator's Note employing an autoreferential first per-
sonn identifying the speaking subject. And then there are shades and 
degreess in between. (1996: 27) 

Thee relevant question here concerns the assessment of the paratextual 
presencee of the translator. Does it relate to the co-text or to the con-
text?? Paratextual presence may range from the inconspicuous mention 
off  the translator's name in an edition, to the adding of footnotes or the 
publishingg of bilingual editions. All these manifestations may be con-
sideredd an invitation to emphasize the position of the translator as 
sender,, but still the invitation may be declined, depending on whether 
onee wishes to look at the translation as an independent text or as a 
derivativee text. Since there are degrees of paratextual explicitness, 
onee may assume there is a fluid line between intratextual and 
paratextuall  presence. At some point declining the invitation may be-
comee irrelevant or unnecessary. 

Bothh Schiavi and Hermans seem to distinguish between the 
paratextuall  and the intratextual ('discursive') presence of a translator. 
Theirr concept of paratextual translator, however, seems more akin to 
whatt I call the extratextual translator. Perhaps it is useful to distin-
guishh between three dimensions instead of two. 
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Intra- ,, para-, and extratextual dimensions 
Thee paratextual dimension of the translator's presence occupies the 
middlemiddle ground between the intratextual and extratextual dimensions, 
andd the possibility of its occurrence shows that the tie between the 
intra-- and extratextual dimension can never be totally severed. The 
naturee of the relationship between these two, nevertheless, remains 
onee of the problem areas of descriptive translation studies, no matter 
whatt kind of framework you adopt. Within Holmes' framework the 
problemm occurs in terms of the relationship between the implicit and 
explicitt poetics of a translator (Holmes 1976 [1988]: 87), in the Tou-
ryann programme as the relationship between the textual and ex-
tratextuall  sources for a reconstruction of translational norms (Toury 
1995:: 65), and in the Göttingen terminology as the relationship be-
tweenn internal and external translation history (Frank 1990: 9). 

Thee reason for the problematic relationship is that statements 
aboutt the 'textual' translator and extratextual translator originate from 
differentt kinds of research enterprise. As we have seen above, the 
intratextuall  category of translator is always the result of a compara-
tivee procedure, and must be regarded as a construct of the theory un-
derlyingg that procedure. The extratextual translator is an entirely dif-
ferentt kind of construct, needing a different kind of methodology. 
Statementss about this category are the result of other kinds of proce-
dures,, having as their object different kinds of texts and documents. 
Thee obvious question is in what way these constructs can be related to 
eachh other, if at all. 

Iff  one takes the case of an individual translator and establishes, on 
thee grounds of a comparison of (a corpus of) source and target texts, a 
certainn view on the texts or on the way they should be rendered, in 
shortt a translator's implicit poetics, and if one studies the normative 
pronouncementss made by that same translator, uttered perhaps in 
forewords,, footnotes, reviews, essays and the like and establishes the 
translator'ss explicit poetics and if one found those two would not be 
inn agreement with each other (which, as history tells us, happens all 
thee time), how would the difference between the two have to be as-
sessed?? As a signal that you can't take the translator at her word? As 
aa sign that the comparative procedure is not adequate? Or as a strong 
argumentt in favour of the case that the attempt to relate them at all is 
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futile? ? 
Thesee questions can hardly be answered. I do believe it is an im-

portantt problem, one that probably constitutes a major challenge for 
thee discipline in its present state, but it falls beyond the scope of this 
book,, which is limited to finding ways of describing the intratextual 
categoryy of translator with a specific purpose in mind. 

Nevertheless,, if one wishes to acknowledge the pragmatic dimen-
sionn of translation (and if there is any point in taking a target-oriented 
position,, this is it) one has to account for the cultural context of the 
translationn and the translator, and this aspect is more closely con-
nectedd to the empirical translator than to the intratextual translator. It 
iss obvious that the cultural context of the translator is involved in 
determiningg the translator's views and actions. And when it comes to 
puttingg the translational interpretation into a broader cultural frame, it 
hass to be taken into account. This may be the point where the in-
tratextuall  and extratextual dimensions converge. 

Evenn though the aim of this book is to develop an armamentarium 
forr the description of the intratextual category of translator, it still 
mayy be useful to look a littl e closer at that point where both dimen-
sionss may meet, if only to justify certain steps preceding the actual 
proceduree that would otherwise remain veiled. 

Comparisonn can only take place after one has identified a text as a 
translationn and found a corresponding source text. This may seem a 
truism,, but the history of translation shows us that neither of the enti-
tiess involved necessarily has an unproblematically fixed identity. In 
ourr day and age it may not seem a problem to identify a text pair as 
translationn and original, but this has not always been the case; the 
samee holds for the translator. 

Ass far as the translation is concerned, one has to account for the 
wayy it became publicly known as a translation, for the self-
declarationn of the translation. One may ask whether it was identified 
ass such in the publication or not, and under what label: does it say 
'translation'' on the cover of a book, or is the work of an author just 
presentedd in a language other than what is known to be his own and 
hass it only a note added running 'translated by'? Even the label itself 
mayy not be fixed and stable. This may be illustrated by the case of 
Robertt Lowell's Imitations. The title may be regarded as an attempt 
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byy Lowell to be careful not to use the label 'translation', perhaps to 
justifyy that his 'licenses have been many' (Lowell 1961: xii) 38. Yet, in 
hiss 'Introduction' he presents the term 'imitation' as an alternative 
phrasingg of 'poetic translation' and compares his own endeavour with 
differentt types of translation (metric, prose etc.)- This ambivalent 
positionn has led to a variety of reactions to the book, and even to a 
minorr controversy concerning the value of Lowell's collection. The 
receptionn of the book shows the profound influence of the acceptance 
off  such a label on the way Lowell's metatexts are dealt with. On one 
extremee there is the critic who accuses Lowell of 

translatingtranslating (my italics, CK) key lines so incorrectly that a poem is 
madee to say the very opposite of what is meant (Chadwick 1974: 90). 

Att the other end of the scale is the critic who, while still comparing 
thee texts to what Lowell called 'my originals', notes that 

ImitationsImitations nevertheless has to be read as a set of original texts. (...) 
Criticss who have catechized these texts in terms of infidelity to origi-
nalss have succeeded only in unearthing criteria that are irrelevant. It is 
byy the efficacy of the verse that the poems of Imitations stand or fall 
(Hobsbauml988:: 123)39. 

Ann important factor in this discussion is the ambivalent way in which 

388 On the title of the book, Lowell had been advised by T.S. Eliot not to use 
thee term translation: 'I think that the right title for this is Imitations and I 
don'tt agree with Allen [Tate] if he thinks that Versions would be better. I 
thinkk also that a subtitle is a mistake: your translations are indeed imitations, 
andd if you use the word translation in the subtitle it wil l attract all those me-
ticulousticulous littl e critics who delight in finding what seem to them mis-
translations.. You will remember all the fuss about Ezra Pound's Propertius. 
Keepp the word translation out of it.' (Letter from Eliot to Lowell, dated June 
1,, 1961; quoted in Hamilton 1982: 289.) 
399 Yet another stand against Lowell's metatexts was taken by a woman pres-
entt when Lowell read some of the poems of Imitations in New York in 1961. 
Shee spoke up to complain that she had paid to hear new poems and insisted 
uponn her money being refunded (cf. Axelrod 1978: 137). 
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thee poems are attributed to its originator. On the cover the work is 
attributedd to Lowell, in the book itself the poems are attributed to the 
originall  authors. A more telling illustration of the status of the target 
textt sender as an amalgamation between original author and translator 
seemss hardly possible. Another one of those ambivalent labels, which 
iss akin to 'translated by' but takes the opposite perspective, is 'after'. 
Thiss label is far more commonly used for metatexts published along-
sidee original texts by poet-translators. An interesting illustration of 
thee relationship between this particular kind of metatext and transla-
tionss can be found by comparing the following two texts. The text in 
thee left column was published in a collection called Wat blijft  komt 
nooitnooit terug (eigen en andermans gedichten) by the Dutch poet Jan 
Eijkelboom,, and was followed by the note 'naar [after] W.B. Yeats'. 
Thee text in the right column was published in Geef nooit het hele 
hart,hart, an anthology of W.B. Yeats poems presented as translations by 
thee Dutch poets A. Roland Hoist en Jan Eijkelboom; this particular 
translationn is attributed to the latter: 

Hett wiel Hett wiel 

'ss Winters willen wij de lente 
enn in de lente liefst de zomer, 
enn als het wemelt in de heggen 
zeggenn wij: laat de winter komen. 
Enn daarna is er niets meer goed: 
hett voorjaar komt er niet meer aan. 
Wijj  weten niet dat in ons woedt 
verlangenn om maar dood te gaan. 
(Eijkelboomm 1979: 10) 

'ss Winters willen wij de lente 
enn in de lente liefst de zomer, 
enn als het wemelt in de heggen 
zeggenn wij: laat de winter komen. 
Enn daarna is er niets meer goed: 
hett voorjaar komt er niet meer aan. 
Wijj  weten niet dat in ons woedt 
Verlangenn om maar dood te gaan. 
(Yeatss 1982: 41) 

Thee status of these texts differs according to their context, and any 
comparisonn between either of these two texts and their corresponding 
sourcee texts has to take that context into account. Any translational 
interpretationn following from an analysis of shifts would have to be 
related,, not only to a particular view on Yeats or to the theme of the 
relationshipp between human transience and longing for death, but also 
too Eijkelboom's own poetry, and its possible kinship with Yeats's 
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theme. . 
Inn two ways the cases of Eijkelboom and Lowell fall into a certain 

contextuall  pattern that may be characteristic of poetic discourse in 
translationn (at least within their own cultures): both are poet-
translators,, and both cases concern the publication of poetry in an-
thologies.. The latter pattern can be linked to questions concerning the 
wayy in which the target text is published: in a magazine, or in a book? 
Andd if published in a book, what kind of book: a separate volume or 
ann anthology? And if published in an anthology, what kind of anthol-
ogy?? An anthology of poetry from a single poet, or from a certain 
nationall  literature, or an anthology of poetry translated by a single 
translator40?? The answers to these questions may provide contextual 
cluess that afterwards can be linked to the translational interpretation. 

Thee phenomenon of the poet-translator occurs in almost every 
modernn western literature, and forms a special case41, which goes to 
showw that questions concerning the identity of the extratextual trans-
latorr have their own complications. When a poem is translated by a 
poet,, the translational interpretation that is established during com-
parison,, may very well be elucidated, as has been hinted at above, by 
relatingg it to the context of that poet's original work. 

Inn the particular case of a poet-translator, there is no problem in 
linkingg the translator to a well identifiable subject, but this is not al-
wayss so. A translator may be anonymous, as was frequently the case 
inn the Middle Ages, or translation may have been a collective enter-
prise,, which often happens in the case of Bible translations. In the 
eventt of contextualising an anonymous translation greater weight 
tendss to fall on the study of the edition(s) in which it was published, 
too find out whether there is any other entity assuming the role of tar-
gett text sender, and on the question what the relation is of that sender 
too the translator. When studying biblical poetic discourse in transla-
tion,, the question whether the translation was produced by an individ-

400 A provisional typology of translation anthologies can be found in Koster 
1995,, in which, apart from these three, two more types are distinguished: 
thematicc anthologies and anthologies of poetry from a certain genre. 
411 Among original prose authors, for instance, the phenomenon doesn't seem 
too occur as frequently. 
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uall  or a collective is particularly relevant. More often than not bible 
translationss are made within an institutional context that imposes 
specificc ideological or theological restrictions on the translators42. A 
translationn of biblical poetry made by an individual may point to, in 
thee case of poet-translators for instance (in the system of Dutch lit-
eraturee individual poets translating biblical poetry frequently occur), 
too a certain thematic kinship, or to the translator's ideological or 
theologicall  views being in conflict with those of religious authorities. 

Thee case of bible translation may also be taken as an example of 
thee third possibly unstable entity involved in the comparison: the 
sourcee text. Establishment of the original is not always as straight-
forwardd as it may seem, and sometimes even impossible. Particularly 
inn the case of older, classical texts, including the Bible, it may be a 
problemm which source text to use in a comparative enterprise. An 
instructivee example is constituted by Friedrich Hölderlin's Sophocles-
translation,, for which Nickau distinguished between three concepts of 
thee original: 'das, was Hölderlin vorlag; das, was Hölderlin übersetzt 
hat;; das, was Sophokles geschrieben hat' (1987: 86). These distinc-
tionss are not unproblematically applicable to descriptive studies, but 
theyy help to show the need for an awareness of the possibility of dif-
ferentt editions and variants of a 'single' source text. 

Thee impossibility of establishing a source text corresponding to a 
textt which has been labelled 'translation' is Toury's stock illustration 
forr the inclusiveness of the target-oriented approach to translation 
studies:: the pseudotranslation. Even when it is impossible to relate a 
translationn to an existing source, it may still tell us something about 
thee way the phenomenon of translation functions in the culture in 
whichh it occurs (cf. Toury 1984 and 1995: 40-52). The possibility of a 
comparisonn obviously is precluded in this case: when it is impossible 
too establish a source, there can be no comparative description. 

Al ll  these examples go to show that when it comes to comparing a 

422 This is not to say that the translators necessarily keep to these restrictions. 
Biblee translation is one of those instances in which there may occur a tension 
betweenn the (extratextual) norms prescribed by the relevant authorities and 
thee (intratextual) norms actually used by the translators (cf. for instance De 
Vriess 1995). 
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targett text with its corresponding source text, the status of neither 
thesee texts nor of the translator is self-evident. There are certain as-
pectss to their status that have to be identified and justified before the 
actuall  comparison takes place. Before the comparison takes place 
informationn has to be gathered concerning the cultural and historical 
contextt of the translation and the extratextual category of translator. 
Oncee the translational interpretation has been established these data 
mayy help to elucidate its position in the broader cultural framework of 
whichh it may be considered part. 

Inn relation to the armamentarium this information is akin in status 
too 'preliminary data' (cf. Lambert & Van Gorp 1985: 52), which 
meanss that it wil l not constitute one of its integrated elements. The 
rangee of the armamentarium will be confined to the intratextual cate-
goryy of translator. No attempt will be made to formalize the questions 
leadingg to the preliminary data beyond the scope of the simple who, 
wheree and when. Since simple questions do not necessarily lead to 
simplee answers, these questions are sufficiently able to function as a 
startingg point. For our purposes they may be dealt with in an ad hoc 
manner. . 
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THEE STUDY OF POETIC DISCOURSE 

Thee implicitness of the translational interpretation may be alterna-
tivelyy phrased as follows: what a translation communicates as an in-
terpretationn is implicitly present in what it communicates as a literary 
text.. As we have seen, the methodological problem our concept poses 
iss that we can only have access to the former by means of the latter. 
Att this point I have left myself with the task of finding a way in 
whichh to describe the differences between target and source texts, of 
makingg visible the textual strategy that we have chosen to call the 
translationall  interpretation. This task is twofold. On the one hand we 
havee to look into the methodology of comparative description and its 
specificc requirements: we have to study the way in which shifts may 
bee established and deal with such concepts as 'unit of comparison' 
andd 'tertium comparationis'; chapters 4, 5 and 6 will be devoted en-
tirelyy to this aspect of my enterprise. 

Butt inasmuch as my specific concern is limited to the description 
off  poetic discourse in translation, I am also in need of a theory of lit-
eraryy discourse that will enable me to make the translational inter-
pretationn visible by providing me with the terms in which it may be 
described.. As it turns out, the framework adopted here wil l be a 
pragmaticc theory in which literature and poetry are considered in-
stancess of discourse. The basic concept that serves to gain access to 
thee translational interpretation will be that of 'text world'. 

Ass a starting point I will make the assumption that 

aa linguistic event of communication can be described as constituting a 
transactionn between addresser and addressee on three different planes: 
ann interpersonal transaction (or discourse), an ideational transaction 
(orr representation) and a textual transaction (or text) (Leech 1987: 
81). . 

Inn Leech's reinterpretation the scheme of functions originally devised 
byy Halliday (cf. for instance Halliday 1971) becomes a 'hierarchy of 
instrumentality',, since 
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thee planes are ordered in such a way that the discourse is enacted by 
meansmeans of the representation, and the representation is conveyed by 
meanss of the text. Each plane has the function of transmitting the 
planee or planes above it (Leech 1987: 81). 

AA text, then, may be considered the 'written report of a discourse' (cf. 
Widdowsonn 1984: 223). The discourse situation, or the context of 
whatt is represented is not immediately given, but must be constructed 
outt of the text and analysis always proceeds from the textual level. 

Thiss scheme can be applied to any 'linguistic event of communi-
cation':: from the canonical situation of utterance (cf. Lyons 1977: 
637)) to any type of written discourse up to and including literature. 
Literaryy discourse, however, is typical in that its autotelic character (a 
literaryy message can be regarded as an end in itself, rather than as a 
meanss to an end [cf. Leech 1987: 77]), gives it an added function that 
profoundlyy affects all three main functions. 

Inn general one might say that on the interpersonal and ideational 
levelss the profoundest effect of the autotelic status is on the way in 
whichh a text is related to its context, an effect which is often dis-
cussedd in terms of changes relative to the canonical situation of a 
face-to-facee conversation between two participants that share a spe-
cificc spatio-temporal location, which in a written report functions as a 
deicticc zero-point of reference. In the canonical situation the context 
iss immediately given, as the shared situation and, diverging or con-
verging,, and always modifiable, competences (linguistic as well as 
encyclopaedic)) of the participants. 

Ricoeurr has pointed out that the very textuality of written dis-
coursee renders reference to situation and world complicated (cf. for 
instancee Ricoeur 1976: 25-37 as well as 1981: 147-149). In written 
discoursee there still is reference to a situation or world 'outside' the 
text,, but it is not immediately given. The indicators or reference to a 
particularr context are still present in the text, but the text itself is 
'decontextualized',, and it is up to reader to recontextualize it, by con-
structingg plausible contexts out of the textual and linguistic material 
(cf.. Verdonk 1991: 96). In literary discourse, deictic indicators 
(demonstratives,, adverbs of time and place, personal pronouns and 
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thee like [cf. Lyons 1977: 636-724]) do not activate a context that is al-
readyy given and known, but allow for the possibility of creating a 
contextt (cf. Tate 1984: 144). In that sense, one might say of literary 
discoursee that the relationship it bears to a world 'outside' the text is 
alwayss an indirect one, which is mediated by a world of the text. In-
terpretation,, in the sense of finding a level of coherence in the text, of 
constructingg a plausible context, is directed towards the world of the 
text t 

Translationn as a specific form of interpretation, it seems justified 
too say at this point, always involves recontextualization. Retrospec-
tively,, in its status as reproduction it may be considered to constitute 
ann act of recontextualization, and in its status as independent text it is 
itselff  subject to the entire mechanism of de- and recontextualization. 
Consequentially,, the translational interpretation can be described in 
termss of the effects of textual shifts for the way in which on the vari-
ouss levels the text can be related to context. 

Inn order to be able to find out in what ways text can be related to 
context,, we must link the interpersonal and ideational levels to spe-
cificc dimensions of context and look into the effect of the mechanism 
off  de- and recontextualization on these levels. 

AA problem at this point is that Ricoeur, in his considerations on the 
effectss of distanciation, uses Jakobson's scheme of functions in which 
contextt is only one factor, whereas in Halliday's scheme all three lev-
elss can be linked to a specific dimension of context. It is evident, that 
wee can only relate Ricoeur's argument to Leech's reinterpretation if 
wee are able to relate Jakobson's functions to Halliday's and the fac-
torss in the Jakobsonian scheme to one of the three levels mentioned 
above. . 

Thee interpersonal function may be said to correspond to the emo-
tivee and conative functions; on the level of discourse, then, the factors 
off  addressee and sender are most pertinent. The ideational function 
correspondss with Jakobson's referential function, context being the 
pertinentt factor on this level. The metalingual function (with its 
matchingg factor 'code') corresponds to Halliday's logical function, 
whichh is one of the subfunctions of the ideational function and is in 
itselff  not incorporated into Leech's variant (cf. Leech 1987: 80). The 
addedd autotelic function unique to literature may be said to coincide 
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withh Jakobson's poetic function, the pertinent factor here being the 
message43.. The phatic function doesn't seem to have a counterpart in 
thee Leech-Halliday scheme, but within our present argument we need 
nott be concerned with that problem. Obviously, I do not aim at a 
completee homologation of both functional perspectives, but merely 
intendd to use the apparent correspondences for my own purposes. 

Ricoeurr distinguishes between two different dimensions of refer-
ence,, both of which relate the text to different aspects of context: os-
tensivetensive reference (reference which contains an element of pointing 
towardss immediate surroundings) and descriptive reference. For both 
dimensions,, the transition from spoken to written discourse renders an 
'eclipsee of reference' (Ricoeur 1976: 36). As we have already argued, 
inn written discourse reference is no longer grounded in a dialogical 
situation,, and as a consequence every text is subjected to decontextu-
alization.alization. However, ostensive reference (that is to say, reference to 
thee situational context, or context of utterance) is not totally absent in 
aa text, it is only suspended, because the indicators of that situation are 
stilll  present and ascertain the possibility of recontextualization. In Ri-
coeur'ss own words: 

thee text must be able, from the sociological as well as the psychologi-
call  point of view, to "decontextualize" itself in such a way that it can 
bee 'recontextualized' in a new situation (Ricoeur 1981: 139). 

Thee 'eclipse' of descriptive reference is specific to literary discourse, 
andd concerns the building of fictional worlds (to be taken in its broad-
estt possible sense). A literary text does not refer to some external re-
ality,, it creates a 'mock reality', a possible world, which is actualized 
duringg the act of reading. Ricoeur does not explicitly relate descrip-
tivee reference to a specific aspect of context, but my suggestion is that 
itt may be related to what elsewhere has been called context of refer-
ence,ence, the 'topic or subject-matter of a text' (Fowler 1986: 89). 

433 Leech proposes to replace the definition of this function as 'set towards the 
message',, by a more 'truly functional (...) set towards the discourse', dis-
coursee being 'the literary work in its fullest sense' (Leech 1987: 85). 
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Itt is possible to link the types of context we have distinguished so 
farr (in a later stage a third dimension, context of culture, will be 
added)) with the two uppermost planes of Leech's scheme. The con-
textt of utterance links up with the interpersonal level of discourse, 
whereass the context of reference is related to the ideational level. Un-
till  this point my considerations on the mechanism of de- and recon-
textualizationn have been rather abstract. In what follows I will discuss 
thee effects of this mechanism on both levels in a more concrete way, 
exemplifyingg them by illustrations from poetic discourse. 

Thee interpersonal level 
Thee consequences of decontextualization on the interpersonal level 
havee been discussed earlier, in the previous chapter, in terms of the 
distanciationn concerning message and sender and message and ad-
dressee,, as intentional exteriorization and universalization of audi-
ence.. As far as poetic discourse is concerned, the extratextual cate-
goryy of author has its intratextual counterpart in the persona, which, 
relativee to the empirical entity, may be described as 'a temporary 
transfigurationn of self (Widdowson 1987: 247). The discourse to be 
constructedd from the poetic text, then, is not one between real inter-
actants;; poetic discourse rather is to be considered 

aa context-dependent communicative activity in which the participants 
aree fictionalized as persona and implied reader (Verdonk 1988: 44). 

Anyy approach which takes into account the context-dependency of 
meaningg has to stress the importance of deixis, since this semantic-
pragmaticc category is concerned with 

thee ways in which languages encode or grammaticalize features of 
contextt of utterance or speech event, and thus also concerns ways in 
whichh the interpretation of utterances depends on the analysis of that 
utterancee (Levinson 1983: 54). 

Inn the specific situation represented in the text it is the persona who 
functionss as the deictic centre of the discourse: 
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Inn the interpretation of poetry, readers will , by and large, have to con-
structt an imaginary situation of utterance, where the deictic expres-
sionss are anchored in relation to a fictional speaker (Semino 1992: 
135). . 

Ass to the kind of situations that may be evoked by a poem, there is an 
enormouss variety of possibilities, that may be classified according to 
thee explicitness of the deictic reference to the participants. In the sev-
enteenth-centuryy Constantijn Huygens translation of John Donne's 
'Thee Flea' for instance, there is an abundance of deictic elements, all 
off  which contribute to the evocation of a communicative context 
closelyy corresponding to the canonical situation: 

Slaett acht op dese vloij, en leert wat overleggen 
Hoee slechten dingh het is dat ghij mij kont ontseggen, 
Eerstt sats' en soogh op mij, nu sits' in uw en drenckt, 
Sooo is ons beider bloed in eene vlooij vermengt. 
(...)) (Donne 1993: 50) 

Firstt and third person personal pronouns, the temporal adverb 'nu', 
thee proximal demonstrative in 'dese vloij' , and the imperative verb 
phrasess 'slaet acht' and 'leert' - from all these elements a situation 
cann be constructed in which two participants, one addressing the 
other,, are together in a single spatio-temporal location. To a certain 
extentt this example is typical, in that its grammatical structure is re-
strictedd in use to specific contexts; imperatives, just as interrogatives, 
andd contrary to declaratives, are in themselves direct forms of address 
andd indirectly point to the immediate presence of an addressee, and 
oftenn the imperative occurs with a vocative, as in the Kopland poems 
discussedd in the first chapter: 'Ga nu maar liggen, liefste, in de ruin'/ 
'Liee down in the garden, my love'I 'Go now into the garden, dear, and 
lie',, to make the presence even more immediate. As Semino points 
out, , 

thiss is the kind of situation where readers seem to be relegated to the 
rolee of invisible eavesdroppers, overhearing a conversation between 
otherss (1992: 137). 
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Paradoxically,, then, the use of deixis in this poem as part of the tex-
tuall  strategy is to explicitly exclude the actual reader from the de-
scribedd situation itself; its effect is to create a certain distance be-
tweenn reader and situation. Direct address is a more explicit strategy 
off  evoking a participant in the conversation which is implied, and that 
participantt in this case is an entity belonging to the 'implied field of 
reference'' (cf. Ricoeur 1991: 144). 
AA further subclassification can be made concerning the explicitness of 
referencee to the persona, and the specificity of the spatio-temporal 
context.. Typically, in this variant of the canonical situation the pres-
encee of the speaker is evoked by first person singular personal, pos-
sessivee and relative pronouns, and because of the absence of any di-
rectt reference to an addressee, the speaker may be imagined as a mere 
voice:: someone talking to himself in a solitary environment, or a 
thinkingg mind. As to the identity of the persona, it is hardly possible 
too make any generalization; it may represent any kind of human or 
non-humann being that can be attributed some kind of consciousness 
(cf.. Verdonkl993: 120). 

Inn this, far more frequently occurring, type of lyrical poetry44 in 
whichh there is no explicit mention of an addressee, the kind of dis-
tancee mentioned above is not present, as can be seen, for instance, in 
Philipp Larkin's 'Aubade': 

II  work all day, and get half-drunk at night. 
Wakingg at four to soundless dark, I stare. 
Inn time the curtain-edges will grow light. 
Tilll  then I see what's really always there: 

55 Unresting death, a whole day nearer now, 
Makingg all thought impossible but how 
Andd where and when I shall myself die. 
Aridd interrogation: yet the dread 
Off  dying, and being dead, 

100 Flashes afresh to hold and horrify. 

444 For a full discussion of the use of deixis in lyrical poetry cf. Green 1992 
andd Semino 1992; some of the material used here is borrowed from that dis-
cussion.. Cf. also Green (ed.) 1995. 
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Thee mind blanks at the glare. Not in remorse 
-- The good not done, the love not given, time 
Tornn off unused - nor wretchedly because 
Ann only life can take so long to climb 

155 Clear of its wrong beginnings, and may never; 
Butt at the total emptiness for ever, 
Thee sure extinction that we travel to 
Andd shall be lost in always. Not to be here, 
Nott to be anywhere, 

200 And soon; nothing more terrible, nothing more true. 
(,..)(Larkinn 1988: 208) 

Inn this passage there hardly occur any deictic elements, but the few 
thatt do very much influence the interpretation of their co-text. In the 
firstt line two activity verbs occur; not being in the progressive they 
cann be interpreted either as habitual or instantaneous presents, but the 
lackk of qualification makes the habitual use more plausible. The same 
goess for 'stare' in the second line, even though it is qualified tempo-
rally.. It is not until line three that the deictic use of the article in the 
definitee referring expression 'the curtain-edges' draws the reader to 
thee situation of a specific location (someone lying awake in bed), and 
nott until line 5 that the deictic 'now' locates the situation at a specific 
momentt in the present. At that point the tension between the habitual 
andd instantaneous use of the present tenses comes to reflect the ten-
sionn between the description of a general state and a specific situa-
tion. . 

Thee possibility of the instantaneous reading draws the reader 
closerr to the situation: it is as if the situation is being described on the 
spot,, in one's presence. The effect of inclusion of the reader in the 
situationn is reinforced by the subtle shift in the use of the personal 
pronounn from the singular T in the first stanza to the plural 'we' in 
thee second (and in the rest of the poem, which goes on for another 
thirtyy lines, no shift back occurs). The use of the plural here is inclu-
sive,, it is the point where the T and the 'you' (which remains im-
plici tt throughout the poem) coalesce. 

Ann example of a poem in which there is no explicit reference to a 
firstt person speaker is W.H. Auden's 'Musée des Beaux Arts': 
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Aboutt suffering they were never wrong, 
Thee Old Masters: how well they understood 
Itss human position; how it takes place 
Whilee someone else is eating or opening a window or just 

walkingg dully along; 
55 How, when the aged are reverently, passionately waiting 

Forr the miraculous birth, there always must be 
Childrenn who did not specially want it to happen, skating 
Onn a pond at the edge of the wood: 
Theyy never forgot 

100 That even the dreadful martyrdom must run its course 
Anyhoww in a corner, some untidy spot 
Wheree the dogs go on with their doggy life and the torturer's 

horse e 
Scratchess its innocent behind on a tree. 

Inn Brueghel's Icarus, for instance: how everything turns away 
155 Quite leisurely from the disaster; the ploughman may 

Havee heard the splash, the forsaken cry, 
Butt for him it was not an important failure; die sun shone 
Ass it had to on the white legs disappearing into the green 
Water;; and the expensive delicate ship that must have seen 

200 Something amazing, a boy falling out of the sky, 
Hadd somewhere to get to and sailed calmly on. 
(Audenn 1945:3) 

Thee only explicitly locative element situating the speaker in relation 
too the immediate surroundings can be found in the title of the poem, 
butt the title in itself is not enough to do so. It is the combination of 
thee locative character of the proper name in the title and the abundant 
deicticc use of the definite article that allows for the possibility of 
imaginingg a speaker walking about in the museum pointing to specific 
detailss on paintings. In the first stanza, it is the use of deixis that pro-
vokess the reader into a search for plausible referents, since neither of 
thee representations referred to are explicitly mentioned; it is only in 
thee second stanza that this aspect of context creation is fully con-
firmed.. The effect of the lack of explicit mention, as the analysis of 
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Verdonkk (1988) shows, is that the reference is ambiguous: it is not 
clearr whether the deixis is used to refer to a particular or general 
situation.. This effect is reinforced by the occasional shift to the kind 
off  present tense that is capable of denoting a single event as well as a 
permanentt state. In the end, the textual strategy of playing with the 
verball  tenses most intensely appeal to the reader. The interplay be-
tweenn coding time and content time and the possibility of conver-
gencee between content time and receiving time45 allow for the dis-
coursee to be transcended from its immediacy, an effect all the more 
forcefull  because of the absence of direct reference to a speaker. The 
topicc of the poem, the human position of suffering, and the extent to 
whichh art contributes to our staying aware of it, can be related to a 
muchh wider context, to a general situation, a certain state-of-the-
world,, the human condition; in that sense, the poem can be related to 
thee function of iconicity: what the confrontation with the paintings 
doess for the speaker, the confrontation with the poem may do for the 
reader. . 

Analysiss of the situation, then, does not stop at the immediate 
contextt of utterance. In this particular case, it automatically led to 
considerationss concerning the topic of the text, which is commonly 
associatedd with the context of reference, linked to the ideational as-
pectt of communication; there is a natural link between the situation of 
thee speaker standing in front of the paintings (which from the point of 
vieww of the speaker may be imagined as well) and what can be seen 
onn the paintings. In a sense one might say that both levels of context 
aree interdependent in that their relationship to the textual level is 
similar.. They may be distinguished from each other in terms of their 
communicativee scope, but both are to be constructed during analysis 
off  co-textual features (the dimension of context that links up with the 
textuall  level). 

Ass Widdowson has pointed out, the position a reader assumes in 
thee face of a text (as the report of a written discourse) is determined 
moree by ideational factors than by interpersonal factors (cf. Widdow-
sonn 1984: 223-224), and to my mind one might infer from that propo-
sitionn that in the process of interpretation the interpersonal and ldea-

455 On these terms cf. Levinson 1983: 73 and Green 1992: 126-127. 
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tionaltional levels tend to merge. Although it is possible to distinguish be-
tweenn a context of reference in which the persona is explicitly pres-
ent,, and one in which she is not (the distance between context of ut-
terancee and context of reference may vary), the situation of the per-
sona,, I think one might say, is always embedded in the 'mock reality' 
representedd in the text, is, in other words, part of the text world. Deic-
ticc elements in a text are used as much to refer to the text world as 
theyy are used to refer to the situation. In that sense there is a fuzzy 
borderr between recontextualization on the interpersonal level and on 
thee ideational level. 

Thee ideational level 
Ass we have seen earlier, the level of context relating to the ideational 
transactionn is the context of reference. Decontextualization on the 
ideationall  level pertains to the world of the text: the reality repre-
sentedd by the text is a 'mock reality'. We have also seen that there 
cannott be a clear-cut division between the concepts of 'situation' and 
'world'46. . 

Inn the framework of fictional semantics (as opposed to mimetic se-
mantics;; cf. Dolezel 1988) a text world47 is considered to be 

composedd of sets of entities (characters, objects, places) and of net-
workss of relations that can be described as organizing principles: spa-
tio-temporall  relations, event and action sequences (Ronen 1994: 8). 

Itt seems, then, that the concept of 'world' is more inclusive. The fic-
tionall  entities that constitute the text world include first-order entities 
(characterss and objects) as well as second-order entities (events and 
places)) (cf. Ronen 1994: 109, as well as Lyons 1977: 442-44748). The 

466 Cf. also Werth 1995, who describes text worlds in terms of a situation, or a 
seriess of situations. 
477 Although it is used in roughly the same way, I prefer this term to 'possible 
world'' or 'fictional world', which both have a slightly narcological over-
tone. . 
488 Lyons employs a somewhat different distinction: physical objects (persons 
orr non-personal) are defined as first-order entities, whereas by second-order 
entitiess he means situations (states-of-affairs, events, processes, actions; cf. 
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conceptt of 'situation' is always connected to a participant that func-
tionss as origo, its point of view is, so to speak, already anchored in 
whatt within the concept of 'world' is just one class of entities: char-
acterr (or: subject). The concept of 'world' is also more dynamic, 
whichh is a major advantage, since the idea of a single situation is 
somewhatt deceptive, and one has to allow for the possibility of a 
polyvalentt identity of the subject, or for the possibility that no single 
centrall  subject can be constructed from the text, that the assumption 
off  a single deictic centre is frustrated49. 

Thee notion of text world is commonly associated with narrative 
texts,, and one may ask whether it is suitable for the analysis of poetic 
discourse.. This is hardly the place for an essentialist argument on the 
questionn whether it is possible to make a clear distinction between 
narrativee and poetic discourse. Often the differences between the gen-
ress are obvious, but one only has to point to the narrative character of 
epicc poetry or to the phenomenon of the prose poem to show that 
theree also is an obvious area of overlap. As to the semantic-pragmatic 
categoriess that may serve as parameters for the analysis of text worlds 
(thee entities mentioned above50) there is no question that they can be 
appliedd to both genres. There may be differences in degree: the cate-
goryy of 'character' is perhaps better replaced by that of 'subject(s)' 
whenn applied to poetic discourse, and the temporal dimension is 
probablyy dealt with in a different way most of the time, but there is no 
fundamentall  incompatibility. If 'world' is taken as a broad enough 
concept,, if it is also allowed to consist of states-of-mind or states-of-
affairss (any kind of static or dynamic situation in the semantic sense 
[cf.. Lyons 1977: 483]) as well, there is no problem in applying it to 
poeticc discourse as well51. 

alsoo 1977: 483). He also distinguishes third-order entities: 'such abstract en-
titiess as propositions, which are outside space and time' (ibid.: 443). Space is 
aa category in the definition of first-order entities. 
499 Cf. also Semino 1995a on 'voice shifts' in twentieth-century poetry. 
500 When it comes to the actual development of the armamentarium, in Chap-
terr 7,1 will deal with these parameters more extensively. 
511 A similar point, within the framework of schema theory, is made by 
Seminoo 1995 and Semino 1996. 
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Inn this book, the notion of text world is not taken to be a mimetic 
concept.. I do not consider a text world to be ontologically anterior to 
'the'' actual world, it is an autonomous world. As we have seen, the 
wholee point of the mechanism of recontextualization is that the reader 
hass to construct a context out of the textual material: ' 

Fictionall  worlds of literature are constructs of a textual activity (...) 
constructionall  texts are prior to their world (Dolezel 1988: 488-9). 

Thee notion, then, can also be applied to texts that fail to make sense 
whenn approached mimetically; even to worlds where anyone lives in 
aa pretty how town52. 

Bothh on the interpersonal and ideational levels, the consequences 
off  the mechanism of decontextualization is that deictic elements can-
nott refer to pre-existing entities. On the interpersonal level we saw 
thatt the persona becomes a fictional entity in a fictional world, and 
thatt there is also a dimension of addressee that belongs to the fictional 
worldd as opposed to that dimension which entails the construction of 
thee fictional world in itself as part of the interpretative process. On 
thee ideational level the mechanism works much the same way. 

Inn the canonical situation of a face-to-face dialogue the expression 
'thee garden' in the clause 'go now into the garden, dear', for instance, 
wouldd refer deictically to what may be called, within the limits of a 
particularr cultural framework, a pre-existing entity. The use of a defi-
nitee referring expression indicates that the speaker assumes that the 
contextuallyy shared knowledge is sufficient to enable the addressee to 
establishh its referent. In the text world to be constructed from the 
poemm 'An Empty Spot to Stay', however, things are altogether differ-
ent.. Although by its form the noun phrase 'the garden' still is a defi-
nitee referring expression, it cannot be correlated to a pre-existing ref-
erent.. Its main function now is to locate the space shared by the sub-
jectss in the text world: 'garden' (apart from its potential Edenic reso-

5211 will not explore this point in detail. An excellent discussion of this prob-
lemm in terms of the accessibility relations between text worlds and actual 
worldss can be found in Semino 1996, who bases herself, on this point, on 
Ryann 1991. 
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nance)) in this context presupposes a domestic scene. Furthermore, the 
deicticc quality of the article still points to the shared knowledge of the 
subjects,, but its effect is to show the reader what kind of relationship 
holdss between the subjects in the text world. 

Wee may look upon the use of the article in this text as a textual 
strategy,, as a stylistic choice. From the paradigm of possible central 
determinerss that can link up with 'garden', the semantically closest to 
thee definite article in this context are 'that' and 'our'. The choice of 
anyy of those two, however, would have made the reference more spe-
cificc and less evident. In terms of the text world that can be con-
structedd from 'An Empty Spot to Stay', then, the effect of the stylistic 
choicee of 'the' is that we may infer that for the lovers who inhabit that 
world,world, the presence of the garden is totally self-evident. Together 
withh the connotation of domesticity of 'garden' and the use of a term 
off  endearment this gives ground for the inference that their relation-
shipp is an intimate one. 

Textuall  strategy and text world 
Accordingg to Eco, 

beingg a cultural construct, a possible world cannot be identified with 
thee Linear Text Manifestation that describes it. The text describing 
suchh a state or'course of events is a linguistic strategy which is sup-
posedd to trigger an interpretation on the part of the Model Reader. 
Thiss interpretation (however expressed) represents the possible world 
outlinedd in the course of the co-operative interaction between the text 
andd the Model Reader (1991: 66). 

Thee intricate relationship between textual strategies, interpretation 
andd world construction may be illustrated by comparing two trans-
lationss of the same original. The different stylistic choices opted for 
byy different translations will show us the effect of stylistic variants on 
thee ideational level. As an example we may take, again, the two 
Koplandd translations from Chapter 1, which for reasons of conve-
niencee will be quoted here in full once more. 
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AnAn Empty Place to Stay, XI 

Liee down in the garden, my love, 
thee empty places in the tall grass, that's 
whatt I've always wanted, to be an empty 
placee to stay, for someone. 
(Kopland/Leigh-Loohuizenn 1977: 57 [K/L-L] ) 

AnAn Empty Spot to Stay 

Goo now into the garden, dear, and lie 
inn an empty spot where the grass grows tall. 
That'ss what I've always wanted to be, 
ann empty spot for someone, to stay. 
(Kopland/Brockwayy 1991: 40 [K/B]) 

Mostt of the differences in the first two lines are lexical: the impera-
tivess 'lie down' as against 'go (...) and lie'; 'love' as against 'dear' 
andd 'places' as against 'spot'; but they are not very substantial with 
respectt to world construction. In the second lines there are several 
substantiall  differences. In K/L-L the noun phrase 'the empty places in 
thee tall grass' does not immediately link up with another constituent, 
whichwhich leaves the thematic structure of the poem undetermined at that 
point.. In K/B this is not the case: 'in an empty spot where the grass 
growss tall' is a prepositional phrase functioning as a place-adverbial 
postmodifyingg the verb 'lie'. In this poem the first two lines form a 
grammaticallyy and semantically coherent unit. The difference be-
tweenn the plural of 'places' and the singular in 'spot' may be inter-
pretedd in much the same way: in its co-text 'spot' is more specific and 
explicitlyy locative than 'places' in its own co-text. This effect, again, 
iss reinforced by the most striking difference between the two passages 
inn the noun phrases 'the empty places in the tall grass' and 'an empty 
spott where the grass grows tall'. In effect, the phrases may refer to 
entirelyy different situations. In K/L-L , the empty places are places 
wheree the tall grass is already flattened; the places may be conse-
quentlyy interpreted as traces of once present, but now absent objects. 
Becausee of the absence of cohesion in the first two lines in this poem 
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theree is no direct causal link between the lying down in the garden 
thatt is requested and the empty places; the link is associative, and ut-
teringg the request merely evokes a mental image of 'empty places in 
thee tall grass'. In K/B, the first two lines consist of one single, cohe-
sivee sentence, in which two co-ordinated clauses occur, one contain-
ingg a subordinated sub-clause, functioning as a restrictive postmodi-
fier.. A rather long-winded paraphrase might go that in this poem we 
havee a garden in which some spots are empty, whereas other spots are 
inn some way covered by objects, and that in some of those empty 
spotss the grass grows tall, and in other spots it doesn't, and that the 
speakerr exhorts the addressee to lie down in one of the uncovered 
spotss in which the grass grows tall. In this poem, the emptiness of the 
spott is not linked to the grass being either tall or flattened, but to the 
grasss being covered or not. 

Inn what way this difference is relevant depends on the function of 
thiss particular noun phrase in the poems in their entirety. In both po-
emss the head of the phrase is repeated together with its premodifier in 
thee final lines as part of the uttered desire (although in K/L-L there 
occurss a shift from plural to singular). Structurally there hardly seems 
too be any difference between the final lines of the two poems. There 
iss a major grammatical difference between 'That's what I've always 
wantedd to be (...)' and 'That's what I've always wanted, to be (...)', 
butt semantically the difference is probably restricted to the level of 
thematization,, and is mainly a matter of emphasis. In K/L-L the em-
phasiss falls on the very wanting, on the desire itself, whereas in K/B 
thee emphasis is slightly more on the specific content of the desire. But 
thee seemingly subtle difference in order of the postmodifiers in 'an 
emptyy place to stay, for someone' and 'an empty spot for someone, to 
stay'' is far more substantial. 

Sincee multiple postmodification is a notorious source of ambigu-
ity,, it is an effective stylistic means for establishing textual indeter-
minacy.. In noun phrases, ambiguity arises when it is possible for a 
postmodifierr to modify the head of the preceding modifier as well as 
thee head of the noun phrase in which it occurs. In this particular case 
ann additional problem is caused by the commas separating the modi-
fiers. . 

Whenn we ask ourselves which constituents in the poems may be 
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modifiedd by the postmodifier in final position ('for someone' in K/L-
L,, and 'to stay' in K/B), the other difference we noted in the final 
liness becomes relevant again: the syntactical unit to which 'for some-
one'' in K/L-L belongs is 'to be an empty place to stay, for someone', 
whereass the pertinent unit in the other poem is 'an empty spot for 
someone,, to stay'. In both cases the unit is the one to which 'that' 
(K/L-L :: line 2; K/B: line 3) refers cataphorically. In K/L-L 'for 
someone'' may either modify 'stay', 'place' or 'be', and 'to stay' in 
K/BB 'spot' or 'someone'. 

Inn K/L-L there doesn't seem to be all that much difference seman-
ticallyy between the two most likely readings: 'to be for someone (...)' 
andd '(...), an empty place for someone (...)'. In the last reading 
'someone'' may be interpreted as the subject in the infinitive sub-
clausee 'for someone to stay' and the meaning of the entire phrase in 
itss context may be paraphrased as 'an empty place that may be occu-
piedd by a person'. The stylistic choice of postpositioning 'for some-
one'' might then be classified as an inversion, which may be due to 
thematicc or prosodie considerations. The slight difference with the 
firstt reading may become clear from its paraphrase 'to be for a person 
aa place that he or she could occupy'. The emphasis here is on the per-
sonall  sense of fulfilment such a state-of-affairs would mean, rather 
thann on the state itself. The occurrence of the comma in the final line 
iss something of an enigma: it may be there for prosodie reasons 
(althoughh it doesn't seem really necessary, from that point of view), 
butt semantically speaking it is almost superfluous. 

Thee opposite is true of the comma occurring in the final line of 
K/B.. Basically, the two paraphrases mentioned above also apply to 
thee phrases used in K/B, but the use of the comma adds an extra se-
manticc possibility to the poem which is not present in K/L-L . The 
centrall  question that then suggests itself is what the subject is of the 
infinitiv ee sub-clause of which 'to stay' is the predicate. 

Inn the readings I have discussed so far the assumption has been 
thatt the (either explicit or implicit) subject of 'to stay' has to be 
'someone',, and in the ordinary phrase 'an empty spot for someone to 
stay'' there would be no doubt about that. But the comma dividing 
bothh constituents makes it an altogether different story, the comma 
makess it possible that the implicit subject of 'to stay' could also be 
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'me'' (or any other phrase co-referential with T in the third line). The 
gistt of the persona's desire, then, may be paraphrased, not by 'to be a 
placee where someone could stay', but by 'to be a place for someone 
wheree I could stay'. 

Att this point we may return to our considerations concerning the 
semanticc effect of the different structures in the second lines, to the 
conceptt of 'emptiness' that is represented by both images. As we 
havee seen 'the empty places in the tall grass' evokes an image of a 
fieldd of grass in which at some places the grass is flattened. The kind 
off  emptiness that it connotes is linked with the preformedness of the 
space,, with the absence of a formerly present object. Wanting to be an 
emptyy place, then, may mean wanting to make oneself devoid of 
one'ss own presence, of one's own individuality, in order for it to be 
filledd by someone else. In K/B, 'an empty spot where the grass grows 
tall',, evokes an image of grass being covered by objects; the empti-
nesss of the spot in this context may mean the availability of the space. 
Thee desire of the persona, in that case, may be the desire to be avail-
ablee to the lover. 

Semanticallyy speaking, then, the biggest difference between the 
twoo poems is that in K/L-L the emphasis is on the role of the Other, 
onn the function the other could have for the persona: he wants to be 
ann empty place in order for it to be filled by someone else; in K/B on 
thee other hand the focus is much more on the question as to the posi-
tionn the persona wishes to take in relation to the other, on what the 
personaa wishes to be for the other, an empty place where he himself 
couldd stay. 

Althoughh one might say that the topics of the poems are more or 
lesss the same in that the poems express a view on the way the rela-
tionshipp between lovers may or should work, the texts differ in the 
wayy the topic is substantiated, they express different views. Both may 
bee said to constitute text worlds in that the views are attributable to a 
subjectt inhabiting a certain space that may be constructed from the 
textt - perhaps they are minimal worlds, but they are worlds all the 
same.. They are also different worlds in that different views are held 
inn them. The differing views may be considered the effect of differing 
stylisticc choices, of different textual strategies. I will now try to relate 
thesee different strategies to the interpretation that gave rise to them, to 
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thee status of the texts as translations. 

Textt  world and translation 
Thee two major differences between the poems that have been estab-
lishedd during the analysis, the noun phrases in the second lines 
('emptyy places in the tall grass' [K/L-L ] as against 'empty spot where 
thee grass grows tall' [K/B]) , to which I attributed two different inter-
pretationss of 'empty', and the difference in word order between the 
finalfinal lines, may be taken as starting point of a comparison with the 
originall  text53, which wil l be quoted again in full : 

EenEen lege plek om te blijven, XIV 

Gaa nu maar liggen liefste in de tuin, 
dee lege plekken in het hoge gras, ik heb 
altijdd gewild dat ik dat was, een lege 
plekk voor iemand, om te blijven. 
(Koplandd 1980: 18) 

Inn K/L-L the noun phrase corresponds structurally with the source 
textt phrase, whereas K/B on this level deviates from the original. As 
farr as the final line is concerned, the opposite is the case: K/L-L con-
stitutess an inversion relative to ST, whereas in K/B the word order is 
thee same as in the original. In what way have these shifts changed the 
textt world of the original? 

Thatt we are able to compare both text worlds is, theoretically 
speaking,, not self-evident, but in this case we may safely assume it is 
possible,, since the skeleton we devised in the first chapter as a tertium 
forr the two translations is also applicable to the original, which means 
theree is a common semantic core54. We may even describe this core in 

533 Since the armamentarium developed in Chapter 7 is not yet employed for 
thee analyses in this chapter, these have to be considered pre-systematic. They 
servee as illustrations by the theoretical points made in this chapter; they are 
nott full-fledged translation descriptions. 
544 This theoretical problem belongs to the domain of the methodology of 
translationn description, and concerns the limits of the equivalence postulate. 
Itt will be dealt with in general terms in chapter 7, when I discuss the meth-
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termss of the common topic we have established for the translations: 
thee way the relationship between lovers may or should work. 

Thee two ways of elaborating on this topic that have been described 
abovee both seem to be present in the source text. De Boer (1988: 98-
101)) has related them to a regressive and progressive interpretation of 
'legee plek'. The regressive interpretation ('emptiness is there to be 
filled'' [De Boer 1988: 99]; my translation) is linked to a symbiotic 
mother-childd relationship, to the desire for a 'childlike security' 
(ibid.)) in an adult love relationship. The progressive interpretation 
mayy be linked to the notion of availability: the desire is oriented to-
wardss 'leaving the other all space available. Not wanting to model 
afterr yourself (ibid.). 

Inn the original, then, both readings are present, and are confronted 
withh each other. The relationship between these interpretations is rep-
resentedd by the subtle tension between the title and the final line: 
betweenn the syntactically context-less and comma-less 'Een lege plek 
omm te blijven', and 'een lege plek voor iemand, om te blijven'. One 
mayy take the title as an invitation to consider the comma in the final 
linee as semantically superfluous. In the title, the constituents 'lege 
plek'' en 'om te blijven' are part of one and the same noun phrase, 
and,, at first sight, one is inclined to link the constituent 'om te blij -
ven'' to the noun phrase 'een lege plek voor iemand' and to consider 
iemand'' as subject of the non-finite clause predicated by 'te blijven'; 
thee comma need not be forcedly neglected, in that case, its presence 
mightt be explained in terms of the poem's prosody. This reading may 
bee the most obvious one, but the effect of the final comma is to resist 
thatt possibility. The function of the comma, however, is not to annul 
thee obvious reading, but to complicate it. The final comma may be 
saidd to combine the function of the other comma's present in the text. 
Afterr each of the first two commas the discourse takes another direc-
tion,, there are no direct cohesive links between the phrases divided by 
thee comma. This is not the case with the phrases separated by the 
thirdd comma: 'een lege plek voor iemand' is co-referential with the 
secondd 'daf in the third line55. The final comma, then, adds to the in-

odologicall  status of the semantic-pragmatic skeleton. 
555 The pronoun 'dat' may, of course, also be co-referential with the noun 
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determinacy:: although it forcefully establishes the possibility of 
linkingg 'om te blijven' to the persona, thereby giving rise to the pro-
gressivee interpretation, it does not altogether obliterate the other pos-
sibility.. The progressive interpretation is an alternative to the regres-
sivee interpretation. 

Att this point we are able to link the textual strategies of the target 
textss to specific interpretations of the source text. The effect of the 
changess in the textual strategy in terms of the recontextualization on 
thee ideational level link up with the way the text world is changed 
relativee to the source text world. K/L-L in this respect links up with 
thee regressive interpretation. The text world has not changed inas-
muchh as the context of reference still pertains to two subjects engaged 
inn an intimate love relationship. However, as an effect of the inver-
sionn (relative to the corresponding constituents in the source text) of 
'forr someone' and 'to stay', probably due to a reading in which the 
finalfinal comma has been considered superfluous, the view on such a re-
lationshipp as uttered by the persona did undergo a change. The inde-
terminacyy characteristic of the source text, for which the formal con-
ditionss are present in this translation, in the final line is solved. The 
emphasiss is on a relationship in which the ideal role of the Other is an 
activee one, whereas the persona reserves for himself a more passive 
role. . 

Althoughh it links up with the progressive interpretation rather than 
thee regressive one, more or less the same holds for K/B: the text 
worldd still pertains to two subjects engaged in a relationship, but the 
persona'ss view is hardly characterized by indeterminacy. The post-
positioningg of 'to stay' after a final comma points towards the possi-
bilit yy of linking the sub-clause to the persona, but the progressive 
readingg does not really function as an alternative to another reading. 
Thee view uttered in this discourse is that the ideal relationship is one 
whichh may endure ('stay') because lovers leave each other room to 
livee their own lives. 

phrasee in the second line; and one might even say that is indeterminate be-
tweenn cataphoric and anaphoric reference. 
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Translationn description and text world 
Beforee addressing the final dimension of context to be distinguished 
inn this book, that of culture, I wish to devote a short interlude to the 
implicationss of the above considerations for the description of poetic 
discoursee in translation. 

II  hope to have shown, not only that the comparison of two transla-
tionss of one and the same original exemplifies the usefulness of the 
notionn of 'text world' in describing the differences between them, but 
alsoo that the term can be put to a fruitful use in the comparison of 
translationn and original. 

Thee notion of 'text world' first and foremost links up with the 
contextt of reference as it has to be constructed from a text, and there-
foree with the ideational level. As we have seen in the last two para-
graphs,, the actual descriptive effort mainly concerns the stylistic dif-
ferences566 between the texts under comparison, which pertain to the 
textuall  level. As a consequence, although the pivotal level for the 
purposess of my descriptive armamentarium is the ideational level, the 
initiall  stages of a descriptive effort has to be directed towards the 
textuall  level, the one which presents itself most directly and readily 
forr observation. 

Thee armamentarium will be devised to enable one to describe the 
consequencess of the differences (shifts) between translation and 
originall  on the textual level that can be located at the ideational level, 
inn other words, it will be devised to enable one to describe the way in 
whichh stylistic differences (checked against the similarities) contri-
butee to changes in terms of the 'text world' that can be constructed 
fromm the texts. The translational interpretation, in the end, will be de-
scribedd in terms of a recontextualization on the ideational level, in 
termss of the differences between the text worlds. 

Thee order of the descriptive procedure sketched above (it wil l be 
dealtt with in full in Chapter 7) chimes in with the 'hierarchy of in-
strumentality'' that Leech (1987) proposes with respect to the three 
levelss of communicative transaction, and that was dealt with at the 
beginningg of this chapter. With respect to the relationship between the 

566 I will not undertake a separate justification of the concept of style other 
thann in terms of it being textual strategy. 
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interpersonall  and ideational levels, we have to keep in mind, how-
ever,, the mechanism that in the process of interpretation of texts the 
distinctionn between these levels tends to become blurred, an effect 
that,, in the case of poetic discourse, once more is reinforced by the 
autotelicc character of literature. For our purposes, then, we need not 
distinguishh between the context of utterance (or situation) and the 
contextt of reference. Since the intratextual position of the sender and 
addresseee pertains to the context of reference rather than the situa-
tionall  context (and to the relationship between the two), and these en-
titiess can be considered subjects in the world of the text, I prefer to 
speak,, in this respect, of the situational dimension of the context of 
reference. . 

Ass we will see in the next paragraph, a similar restriction has to be 
madee with respect to the context of culture. 

Contextt of cultur e 
Thee third dimension of context that Fowler (1986: 93-96) distin-
guishess is that of culture. To show the interdependence of the con-
textss of utterance, reference and culture Fowler uses Robert Brown-
ing'ss well-known dramatic monologue 'My Last Duchess', in which 
ann Italian duke is negotiating his marriage to the daughter of a count 
withh a messenger serving the latter. The greater part of the monologue 
iss devoted to the suspected infidelity of the late last wife of the duke 
andd her punishment. The context of utterance in this poem is mainly 
determinedd by the genre conventions of the dramatic monologue, 
whichh we dealt with above in the Donne-example. In Fowler's words, 
Browning'ss poem 

nott only [creates] the illusion of a speaking voice, but also the impres-
sionn of an addressee towards whom the voice is projected, and a sense 
off  location and movement within a physical space (1986: 93). 

Thee context of reference he considers to be 'vaguely antique Italian' 
(1986:: 96), and the 'linguistically relevant context of culture relates 
too Browning's only slightly archaic English' (ibid.). 

Thee qualification 'linguistically relevant' may be taken as an indi-
cationn for the complexity of the concept of culture: apparently there 
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aree other dimensions of culture that may be relevant from different 
pointss of view. The cultural context does not correspond to one single 
levell  in the Halliday/Leech scheme, as is the case with the context of 
utterancee and context of reference. In this context, 'culture' is an en-
compassingg concept, in the sense that the other levels are embedded 
inn it, and have their own cultural dimension. 

Off  the different code levels we considered relevant for translation, 
linguistic,, literary, social and cultural (cf. Chapter 1, 'Foci of re-
search'),, the cultural one may be said to yield the broadest perspec-
tive.. The norms and conventions that determine the use of the other 
codee levels are to a great extent culture-bound themselves. The dif-
ferencess between linguistic or literary norm systems (whether inter-
orr intralingual) always point to cultural differences. 

Fromm a descriptive point of view this situation fundamentally 
complicatess the distinction of a level of culture within a descriptive 
apparatus,, since this level would, so to speak, absorb the other levels 
andd make them indiscriminate. In that sense, the relationship between 
themm may be compared to the relationship between pragmatics on the 
onee hand and semantics and syntax on the other. Van Leuven-Zwart 
decidess against using a separate category of pragmatic shifts because 
itt would be 'counterproductive': 

alll  shifts in translation have a pragmatic component; ultimately all 
shiftss could be called pragmatic (1984: 75-76). 

Ass a result, she prefers to speak of the pragmatic consequences of 
syntacticc shifts. 

Forr our purposes we will distinguish between two aspects of the 
culturall  context: one pertaining to the extratextual category of trans-
latorr and one pertaining to the cultural dimension of the context of 
reference.. The first aspect links up with 'culture' in the anthropologi-
call  sense: the way in which humankind organizes its environment. 
Wee have this level in mind, when we state that 'translation is an event 
takingg place in culture', which functions as a form of intercultural 
communication.. Translation, on this level, reflects the cultural iden-
tityy of a certain society, the way in which a society situates itself in 
relationn to what is alien and what is familiar (cf. for instance Robyns 
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19944 and 1994a). Earlier we have alluded to this aspect of the cultural 
contextt when we dealt with the possibility of putting the translational 
interpretationn into a broader cultural frame (cf. Chapter 2, 'Intra-, 
para-,, and extratextual dimensions'), that may serve as the basis for 
ann evaluation of the results yielded by the descriptive analysis. 

Withinn the descriptive apparatus I will deal with the cultural di-
mensionn of the text world, in terms of the relationship, within the text 
worldd of the target text, between specific source culture and target 
culturee elements. With respect to this relationship one might infer 
fromm the cultural and linguistic differences between source and target 
systems,, that, to a certain extent, a translation will always be a cul-
turall  hybrid. Theoretically one has to account for the possibility of a 
totall  naturalization or exoticization, but in actual practice these seem 
likelyy to be exceptions. 

Thee extent to which a translation can be a cultural hybrid may be 
exemplifiedd by a short analysis of the cultural dimension of the con-
textt of reference in Jan Eijkelboom's Dutch translation of Robert 
Lowell'ss well-known poem 'Skunk Hour'". 

Uurr van het stinkdier 
(voorr Elizabeth Bishop) 

Dee rijke dame van Nautilus Eiland 
overwintertt als kluizenaar in haar Spartaanse huisje; 
haarr schapen grazen nog boven de zee. 
Haarr zoon is bisschop. Haar pachter 

55 is raadslid in ons dorp, 
terwijll  zij kindser wordt. 

Hongerendd naar 
dee hiërarchie en rust 
vann Victoria's tijd 

100 koopt zij alles wat 
stoortt voor haar kust, 

577 Again, this analysis does not constitute a full-fledged translation descrip-
tionn (cf. note 53 in this chapter). In Chapter 7 I will deal with the relation 
betweenn 'Uur van het stinkdier' and 'Skunk Hour' in more detail. 
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enn breekt het af. 

'tt Seizoen is ziek -
wijj  verloren onze zomermiljonair, 

155 die zó leek te komen uit een L.L. Bean-
catalogus.. Zijn snelle jacht 
werdd bij opbod verkocht aan kreeftenvissers. 
Eenn rode vossevlek bedekt Blue Hill . 

Enn thans knapt onze nicht 
200 de decorateur zijn winkel op voor de herfst, 

zijnn visnet met oranje kurken volgestouwd, 
oranjee zijn schoenlappersbank en els; 
zijnn werk levert niets op, 
hijj  was liever getrouwd. 

255 Op een donkere avond 
klomm mijn oude Ford de schedel van de heuvel op; 
ikk keek uit naar minnaars in auto's. 
Zijj  lagen romp naast romp in het donker, 
waarr het kerkhof helt naar de stad... 

300 Mijn geest is niet in orde. 

Eenn autoradio blaat 
'Love,, o careless love...' Ik hoor 
mijnn boze geest snikken in iedere bloedcel, 
alsoff  mijn hand om zijn keel sloot... 

355 Zelf ben ik de hel; 
niemandd is hier-

stinkdierenn slechts, op zoek 
inn het maanlicht naar een hap voer. 
Zee lopen op hun zolen de Hoofdstraat in: 

400 witte strepen, de maan slaat rood vuur uit hun ogen 
onderaann de kalkdroge magere spits 
vann de Kerk der Drieëenheid. 

Ikk sta bovenaan 
onzee achtertrap, waar ik de zware lucht inadem-
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455 een moederstinkdier met haar rij jongen leegt de vuilnisbak. 
Zee stoot de wig van haar kop in een beker 
zuree room, strijkt haar struisvogelstaart, 
laatt zich geen schrik aanjagen. 
(Lowelll  1984: 13-14) 

Itt is interesting to see that in this poem the paradigm of locative ele-
mentss involving proper names consists of elements from both the 
Dutchh and the Anglo-American cultural repertoire: 'Nautilus Eiland' 
(1.. 1), 'Blue Hill ' (1. 18), 'Hoofdstraat' (1. 39) and 'Kerk der Drieëen-
heid'' (1. 42). The two strategies that can be mapped out on Holmes' 
Crosss have both been employed in this paradigm of solutions. 
'Hoofdstraat'' en 'Kerk der Drieëenheid' are naturalizations (N), 
whereass 'Blue Hill ' constitutes an exoticization (E), and 'Nautilus 
Eiland'' is a combination of both (N/E). The differences between both 
groupss may be linked to their function relative to the text world. The 
exoticizationss are employed on those locative elements that enable 
thee reader to link the text world to a geographical element in the ex-
tratextuall  world. Together with other locative elements related to the 
personss depicted in the first four stanza's they enable one to specify 
thee location of the text world of this poem as an out of season resort 
townn in New England. The naturalizations occur on locative elements 
whichh are related to objects within the text world, and as such can be 
linkedd to the strategy employed with respect to other, related, para-
digmss of cultural elements. The paradigm of animal names 
('stinkdier'' [title], 'schapen' [1. 3], 'kreeften[vissers]' [1. 17], 'vos-
se[vlek]'' [1. 18], 'stinkdieren' [1. 37], 'moederstinkdier' [1. 45] and 
'struisvogel[staart]]  [1. 47]), for instance, as well consists of naturali-
zationszations only. 

Thatt none of these choices is in any way obvious, and that they 
cann be related, at least partly, to the individual translator58, may be 
shownn by comparing this Dutch translation to other translations. In a 

5811 will deal with this phenomenon later, when I discuss the distinction be-
tweenn optional and obligatory, and constitutive and individual shifts (Cf. 
Chapterr 5). In this particular example, the translation of topographical proper 
names,, the low tolerance for naturalizing no doubt comes into it as well. 
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Spanishh translation, 'La Hora de la Mofeta', (Lowell 1990: 183-198) 
thee paradigm of locative elements has a different division of solu-
tions:: 'la isla Nautilus' (N/E), 'Blue Hill ' (E), 'Main Street' (E) and 
'laa Iglesia de los Tnnitanos' (N). A German translation, 'Skunk-
Stunde',, (Lowell 1982: 51-54) has yet another range of solutions: 
'Nautiluss Island' (E), 'Blue Hill ' (E), 'HauptstraBe' (N) and 'Trim-
taner-Kirche'' (N). Another interesting difference can be noted when 
thee Dutch paradigm of animal names is compared with its German 
counterpart,, which runs as follows: 'Skunk' (title), 'Schafe' (1. 3), 
'Hummer[fischer]'' (1. 17), 'Rotfuchs[flecken]' (1. 18), 'Skunks' (1. 
37),, 'Mutterskunk' (1. 45) and 'Strauften[schwanz] (1. 47). Unlike the 
Dutchh translator, the German translator (Manfred Pfister) has consid-
eredd the cultural element 'Skunk' a case in itself, and chose to exoti-
cizee this lexically and semantically important element. 

Wee have to bear in mind, however, that the line between exotici-
zationn and naturalization is a fluid one, in the sense that it is not al-
wayss possible to unproblematically distinguish between what is cul-
ture-boundd and what is not. In discussing the problem of meaning as 
culturall  unit, Eco discusses a type of unit that may 

alsoo be recognized as an intercultural unit which remains invariable 
despitee the linguistic symbol with which it is signified (1979: 67). 

Whetherr one recognizes a content-unit as specific to one culture or as 
intercultural,, however, also depends on the relationship between the 
culturess one compares, and the extent to which they overlap. What is 
specificc to a particular culture, is never totally determined by criteria 
inherentt to that culture. It is also determined by the position from 
whichh that culture is viewed upon. Inventing an extreme example, one 
mightt say that what is specifically American may be defined differ-
entlyy from a Nepalese point of view than from an English point of 
view.. In that sense the concept of 'cultural specificity', to a certain 
extent,, is a relative one. The lexeme 'Skunk' does belong to the Ger-
mann linguistic repertoire, in which it no doubt entered as a loan word, 
andd may be considered synonymous to 'Stinktier'.59 As an exotic ele-

Inn Dutch the situation is somewhat different, since 'stinkdier' is sometimes 
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ment,, then, it is to some extent naturalized within the system, and in 
thatt sense the retentive strategy in this text constitutes a diluted form 
off  exoticization. Within the text, however, and that is what counts 
mostt from our perspective, it does become a 'strong exoticization' 
again,, because it is the only exotic element in the paradigm of animal 
names. . 

Whetherr or not the solutions listed in the above paradigms, or, for 
thatt matter, the paradigms themselves, constitute a shift is a question 
thatt can only be answered after comparing them with the original and 
establishingg a level of invariance relative to which they constitute a 
shift.. Taking the cultural element 'Blue Hill ' for an example, one 
mightt say that, with respect to its purely locative function the exotici-
zationn opted for in all three translations does not constitute a shift. In 
everyy sample translation it helps to enable the reader to locate the text 
worldd geographically. There is another level, however, on which the 
exoticizationn does constitute a shift. The source text line in which it 
occurs,, runs: 'A red fox stain covers Blue Hill' , and in this co-text 
thee chromatic antithesis has the rhetorical function of adding to the 
sensee of incongruity that pervades the persona's mind, and that cul-
minatess in the self-depreciating exclamation 'My mind's not right' (1. 
30;; Dutch: 'Mij n geest is niet in orde'). In all three translations the ef-
fectt of the exoticizations is to dilute the antithesis, because the two 
colourr names belong to different linguistic repertoires. 

Inn this example, the choice for exoticizing or naturalizing a cul-
turall  element, has its bearing on the rhetorical function of that ele-
ment,, and consequently also on the translational interpretation. We 
mayy not assume that this is always the case, but the intercultural char-
acterr of translation gives us ample ground to justify the special atten-
tionn for the cultural dimension of the context of reference in analyz-
ingg a translational interpretation. In the evaluation of a descriptive 
analysis,, however, one only has to account for those substantial cul-
turall  shifts that have their bearing on the translational interpretation. 

consideredd a hypernym relative to 'skunk'. The use of 'stinkdier', then, also 
mayy be seen as a generalization. 
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Summary y 
Inn this chapter the first step has been taken towards the establishment 
off  an armamentarium for the description of poetic discourse in trans-
lation.. As a means for making visible the translational interpretation, 
II  have introduced the notion of 'text world', to be understood in its 
fictional,, rather than its mimetic dimension. 

Fromm the dimensions constituting a text world, and the spatio-
temporall  relations holding between them, a context can be con-
structedd in order to render the text coherent. As the relevant level of 
contextt for my purposes I have postulated the context of reference, 
whichh can be related to the ideational level of language use. As two 
specificc aspects deserving special attention I have distinguished a 
situationall  and cultural dimension to the context of reference. The 
situationall  dimension can be related to the interpersonal level of lan-
guagee use. 

AA translation may be considered as a specific (re)contextualization 
off  a source text, and the translational interpretation can be made visi-
blee by establishing the differences between the target text world and 
thee source text world. Text worlds are constructs of a textual activity, 
andd differences between text worlds are effects of shifts on the textual 
level. . 

Thee way to gain access to a translational interpretation, then, is by 
describingg and evaluating those textual shifts resulting from a com-
parisonn between source and target text that have their bearing on the 
contextt of reference. 

Beforee trying to outline a comparative procedure for doing pre-
ciselyy that, I will first deal in a more general way with the concept of 
'shift',, and with its position in the theory and methodology of trans-
lationn description. 
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THEE ESTABLISHMEN T OF SHIFTS 
PARTT I: METHOD S AND PROCEDURES 

Ass I have stated in Chapter 1 the concept of 'shift' may be called a 
'categonal'' quality of translation (Van den Broeck 1984-5: 117), due 
too the fact that difference is considered constitutive for translation. 
Shiftss from that perspective are the result of the choices made to 
overcomee the structural differences between the linguistic, literary 
andd cultural code systems involved in the translational operation. The 
conceptt of 'shift', however, is not an absolute one. Shifts are always 
changess with respect to an invariant core, to something that does not 
change.. Dissimilarities show themselves in opposition to similarities, 
theree is always an 'invariant under transformation' (Toury 1980: 12; 
1986).. The concepts of 'shift' and 'invariant' are interdependent, to 
thee extent that any classification or definition of shifts entails a defini-
tionn of the invariant (cf. Bakker & Naaijkens 1991: 204-5). 

Bothh concepts may be looked at from a prospective as well as a 
retrospectivee point of view. From a prospective point of view defini-
tionss of the invariant may be formulated as necessary conditions that 
havee to be met by a translational operation in order to be qualified as 
aa 'true' translation. That is, a certain type of invariance is looked 
uponn as a requirement. As a consequence, the corresponding notion of 
shiftt is a normative or prescriptive one (cf. also Chapter 6, 
'Normativity').. The requirements may be formulated negatively, as a 
don't,don't, in which case a shift is looked upon as something which can 
andd should be avoided, as an error or a mistranslation, or may be for-
mulatedd positively, as a do, in which case shifts are seen as necessary, 
ass changes which one cannot do without in overcoming the systemic 
differencess (cf. Van Leuven-Zwart 1990a). The negative attitude to-
wardss shifts is often associated with extreme forms of linguistic 
and/orr cultural universalism, whereas the positive attitude is com-
monlyy associated with a pragmatic-relativistic view on linguistic and 
culturall  differences, the view taken in this book. A useful distinction 
inn this respect is the one made by Van den Broeck (1984-5: 113-5) 
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betweenn 'transcoding' and 'intersystemic translation'. Transcoding 
mayy be said to take place when the relationship between the code 
systemss involved in the translation of a message is posited on one 
singlee semiotic level, and the invariant, therefore, can be related to 
thatt level only. This is the case in the relationship between natural 
languagess and the coding systems of Morse and Braille, where only 
thee level of graphemics is involved. On this single level a one-to-one 
correspondencee between related items may be assumed to exist. Inter-
systemicc translation takes place when the systems involved are re-
latedd to each other in a more complex way and on more than one se-
mioticc level at the same time. In this kind of relationship one-to-one 
correspondencee cannot be assumed to exist. Extreme forms of univer-
salismm tend to ignore this distinction to the extent that they postulate 
thee possibility of transcoding taking place between natural languages 
ass well60. Consequently, studies performed within the framework of 
thiss kind of reasoning are mainly occupied with the loss brought 
aboutt by translation. In the pragmatic-relativistic view, which takes 
thee case of intersystemic translation as its frame of reference, transla-
tionn is considered to be a productive effort. 

Thee retrospective point of view 
Fromm a retrospective point of view 'shift' and 'invariant' are looked 
uponn as descriptive concepts. The invariant, which in this case func-
tionss as the tertium comparationis within the descriptive methodol-
ogy,, is looked upon as a purely heuristic concept, as a methodological 
tool.. In general one might say that, in that respect, shifts may be con-
sideredd the result of a comparative procedure, in which the concept is 
relatedd to a specific tertium, which in its turn is derived from the theo-
reticall  assumptions underlying the procedure, and a specific unit of 
comparison.. It will not come as a surprise that in this book I wil l look 
att both the concept of 'invariant' and 'shift' from a retrospective 
pointt of view. 

600 A stunningly fundamentalist example of this view is Verstegen 1993, who 
statess that 'the translator functions as the technician who transforms one code 
intoo another' (14). To my mind such views belong to the lunatic fringe of 
Translationn Studies. 
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Ass their interdependency does not allow for the possibility of 
separatingg them entirely, I will do so from two different angles. In 
thiss chapter I will attempt at a full-fledged discussion of (some of the 
contemporary)) methods and procedures for the descriptive compari-
sonn of target and source texts. The main focus will be on the theoreti-
call  frameworks in which the procedures, and the shifts that result 
fromm them, are embedded. 

Ideally,, the three main building blocks of any comparative-
descriptivee procedure should cohere, in the sense that the concept(s) 
onn which the invariant is based should follow from the theoretical 
assumptionss (cf. also Toury 1995: 80), and that the unit of compari-
sonn instrumental in the actual establishment should follow from the 
tertium.tertium. We will see to what extent this is the case in the procedures 
discussedd in this chapter: Toury's textemic analysis, as well as the 
proceduree that has replaced it, the comparative model devised by 
Kittyy van Leuven-Zwart, and the method of the transfer-oriented ap-
proachh as presented by its main methodological spokesman Armin 
Paull  Frank. 

II  will be looking specifically into the way shifts are related to the 
basicc theoretical assumptions underlying the procedures, the analyti-
call  questions being asked, to the invariant chosen and to the unit of 
comparison.. The main aim of this chapter is to get a picture of the 
possiblee criteria involved in devising a procedure, of the things one 
hass to keep in mind and account for. 

Inn the next chapter, I will look at the concept of 'shift' in a more 
generall  way, and discuss the various types of shift that are commonly 
distinguished,, and look at the way in which these typological distinc-
tionss may be employed. 

4.11 GIDEON TOURY: NORMS IN TRANSLATION 

Withh respect to the theoretical assumptions about the phenomenon of 
translationn it has always been Toury's conviction that the concept of 
'norm'' should have a central position in the study of translation. In 
hiss older work Toury justifies this centrality with the assertion that 
translationn is a 'behavioral activity' (cf. Toury 1980: 51-2), from 
whichh it should follow that norms, which, after all, regulate the possi-
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bilitiess and constraints of behaviour, were to be the actual subject 
matterr of translational research. This notion was traced back to a spe-
cificc position within the philosophy of language, as voiced by the 
Rumaniann linguist Eugenio Cosenu61. This position entails an addi-
tionn to the traditional linguistic/semiotic dichotomies between langue 
andd parole or competence/system and performance. According to 
Coseriu,, to these two levels the level of the norm has to be added: the 
levell  on which it is decided which particular act of performance is 
selectedd from the relevant potential acts of performance present in the 
system.. As a consequence this level should be taken into account in 
anyy descriptive study of language, and more so, and now we are back 
withh Toury, it should be regarded as the most essential part: since 
competencee (the code systems relevant to the text pair under study) 
andd performance (the actual texts themselves), as well as the require-
mentss related to the poles of adequacy and acceptability, are 'given 
quantities'""  and the translational norms can be considered the 'only 
unknownn factor', it automatically follows that the concept of 'norm' 
shouldd be the 

focall  concept in any study of literary translation and the main object 
off  this study (Toury 1980: 50). 

Thee centrality of the concept of norm is also motivated by its suit-
abilityy as a descriptive term for a target-oriented approach to transla-
tionn studies. Since the norms from the target pole determine what is to 
bee taken as translation equivalence, 

establishingg them is not merely justified by a target-oriented approach 
butt should be seen as its very epitome (Toury 1995: 53). 

611 In the later work (Toury 1995) this link is downplayed; Coseriu is not so 
muchh as mentioned. 
622 They are 'given' in the sense that they result from preliminary analyses. An 
analysiss of the results should yield the norms. The requirements of adequacy, 
forr instance, are known from a textemic analysis of the source text (cf. infra). 
Initially,, no procedure was established for an analysis of the requirements of 
acceptability. . 
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Inn that vein one has to interpret Toury's claim that Translation Stud-
iess is an empirical science63. This claim was originally also used as a 
meanss to broaden the field of translation research and at the same 
timee fence it off from inadequate theories. From its very beginning 
thee target-oriented approach has presented itself as a truly scientific 
alternativee to source text-oriented, normative theories. Source text-
orientedd theories are rejected because of their normativity: because 
theyy start from an a priori  definition of what constitutes a translation, 
theyy fail to account for all phenomena that are called translation. The 
alternative,, target-oriented, attitude is to consider as a translation 

anyy target-language utterance which is presented or regarded as such 
withinn the target culture, on whatever grounds (Toury 1985: 20; cf. 
alsoo 1995: 32). 

Onn the level of methodology this claim amounts to the 'equivalence 
postulate: : 

thee assumption that every actual TT does in fact stand in some 
equivalencee to its ST (Toury 1980: 115)64. 

Thee question, then, whether there is an equivalence relationship be-
tweenn a target text and its corresponding source text becomes irrele-
vant,, research should be directed at the question what kind of rela-
tionshipp obtains between the two texts. And, according to Toury 

thee major factor determining what relationships between TT and ST 
wil ll  be regarded as equivalence relations in any specific case are the 
translationaltranslational norms (Toury 1980: 115; cf. also 1995: 61). 

633 'Since the object-level of translation studies consists of actual facts of 'real 
life'' - whether they be actual texts, intertextual relationships, or models and 
normss of behaviour - rather than the merely speculative outcome of precon-
ceivedd theoretical hypotheses and models, it is undoubtedly, in essence, an 
empiricall  science' (Toury 1985: 16). 
644 In Toury 1995, this postulate was rephrased as the 'functional-relational 
postulatee of equivalence' (61). 
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Closelyy related with the orientation toward the target pole of the Tou-
ryann programme, is its orientation towards the systemic and func-
tionall  aspects of translation. Translations are primarily regarded as 
beingg functions in a system, and the factors governing the production 
off  a translation are regulated by the demands and rules of that system. 
Fromm this systemic-functional orientation it follows that 

thee actual subject-matter for descriptive studies within DTS consists 
firstt and foremost of functional-relational concepts (rather than their 
textual-linguisticc representations), such as textual elements or linguis-
ticc units in relation to their positions in the translated utterances as 
systemicc wholes; the translated utterances in relation to the target 
system(s)) in which they are situated; or, finally, the translated utter-
ancess in relation to the utterances established as their (actual or hy-
pothetical)) sources (Toury 1985: 21). 

Throughoutt his work Toury distinguishes between two 'groups' of 
norms,, preliminary and operational norms, and one basic category of 
norm:: the initial norm (cf. Toury 1980: 53-57; 1995: 56-61). Prelimi-
naryy norms determine the selection of texts to be translated (with 
respectt to source languages, genre etc.) and the tolerance for indirect 
translation.. Operational norms are the norms directing 

thee decisions made during the act of translation (Toury 1995: 58)65, 

andd are further divided into matricial norms, the ones involving deci-
sionss concerning 

omissions,, additions, changes of location and manipulations of seg-
mentationn (ibid.: 59), 

andd textual-linguistic norms, which 

governn the selection of material to formulate the target text in, or re-
placee the original textual and linguistic material with (ibid.). 

655 Or, in 1980 terms 'the translational process' (54). 
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Ass to the textual-linguistic norms, a subdivision is made between 
generall  and particular norms, depending on whether they apply to 
translationn in general, or to particular text-types or modes of transla-
tion. . 

Ass we have seen earlier, the initial norm pertains to the basic 
choicee made by a translator between 'adequacy', adherence to the 
normss derived form the source text, and 'acceptability', adherence to 
thee norms active in the target system. The poles of the initial norm, 
accordingg to Toury, should be considered as 'a basic co-ordinate sys-
temm for the formulation of explanatory hypotheses' (ibid.: 60). In the 
earlierr publications the explanations were closely linked to the sys-
temicc position of translation within the target culture. If in a certain 
textt corpus the pole of adequacy is found to be dominant, this was 
explainedd by the primary, innovative function of translation within 
thatt cultural polysystem: translation in these circumstances is used in 
orderr to import new models, themes or formal structures. Dominance 
off  the pole of acceptability can be explained by the conservative in-
fluencee of translation, which is then used in order to maintain existing 
targett norms. In the later publications the link with Itamar Even-
Zohar'ss polysystem theory (cf. Even-Zohar 1990) does not seem to be 
ass close. In his latest book, Descriptive Translation Studies and Be-
yond,yond, the aim of the study of translational norms seems to have be-
comee the formulation of probabilistic laws of translational behaviour 
(cf.. Toury 1995:259-279). 

Targett  text-source text description 
Inn what way does the description of relationships between target and 
sourcee texts relate to the concept of translational norms? Particularly 
withh respect to this aspect of translation description, there has been a 
remarkablee development within the methodological considerations of 
Toury.. In the early work, the translational norms were to be recon-
structedd by way of an evaluation of shifts, but in the later work the 
conceptt of shift was explicitly abandoned altogether. 

Withinn the early stage of Toury's thinking (Toury 1980: 89-
111,112-121;; 1985: 32) the methodological counterpart of the theo-
reticall  notion of adequacy, which functions as a tertium comparatio-
nis,nis, was the methodological construct of the Adequate Translation 
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(AT).. The AT is taken to represent the 'maximal norm' (Toury 1980: 
116)) of adequacy, it constitutes maximum equivalence on the tex-
temicc level. The Adequate Translation, then, is a reconstruction of 
sourcee text textemes, and consists of an 'exploitation' of the textual 
relationss and functions to be found in the source text. As such it is not 
ann actual text, but a hypothetical construct, serving only methodo-
logicall  purposes. The zero-degree is adequacy, and shifts are defined 
ass deviations from adequacy. 

Purposee of the comparison is to determine the distance between 
thee 'actual equivalence' found between target and source texts and the 
maximall  norm of the Adequate Translation, inasmuch as this distance 
cann be attributed to norm-governed behaviour. In this respect Toury 
distinguishess between obligatory shifts, those that are rw/e-governed, 
andd optional shifts, those that are norm-govemed (1980: 116; 1995: 
57)666 Since rule-governed shifts cannot be indicative of translational 
norms,, they are not taken into consideration, but already accounted 
forr within the invariant itself (the 'weak version' of adequacy; cf. 
Touryy 1980:69). 

Thee process of description is as follows. As a first step, the Ade-
quatee Translation is established by means of a textemic analysis of 
thee source text (source text description). In the second stage, target 
textt units are compared with these textemes and shifts are noted 
(targett text-source text comparison). During this stage the parameter 
off  comparison initially is textual-functional. When the dominant rela-
tionshipp between source text texteme and target text unit is found at 
thatt level, the translational relationship is one of adequacy. When no 
textual-functionall  correspondence can be found, the procedure is to 
lookk for correspondence at the levels of, respectively, textual means 
(inn which case a relationship of 'textual formal equivalence' is estab-
lished),, linguistic functions (relationship of linguistic-functional 
equivalence),, and linguistic means (relationship of linguistic-formal 
equivalence.. In the final stage of the actual comparison, the inventory 
off  these shifts leads to the establishment of the distance between tar-
gett text-source text equivalence and the Adequate Translation 
(descriptionn of equivalence relationship). 

Onn this distinction cf. the next chapter. 
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Ultimatelyy the establishment of individual shifts leads to the es-
tablishmentt of the translational norms governing the target text in 
question.. When, after further generalization and expansion of the 
investigatedd corpus, shifts show a certain pattern or statistical regu-
larities,, they can be explained by the existence of a historically and 
culturallyy determined poetics of translation or translation ideal, which 
cann be linked in the end to the position of the system of translation 
withinn the target cultural system. 

Thee texteme as unit of comparison 
Thee unit of comparison within this procedure is the texteme, which is 
definedd as a 

linguisticc unit of any type and level, participating in textual relation-
shipss and, as a result, carrying textual functions (Toury 1980: 108). 

Thee texteme, then, pertains to the level of the text function, it is a 
conceptt that directly mediates between macrostructure and micro-
structure.. Any texteme can be broken down into elements belonging 
too a lower order. These elements correspond to the levels represented 
inn the closed class of equivalence relationships mentioned above. Any 
elementt contributing to the realization of a specific function, can be 
analyzedd in terms of its material substance, of the textual means it 
consistss of, which in its turn can be analyzed in terms of elements 
carryingg linguistic functions, which in their turn can be analyzed in 
termss of the linguistic means it consists of: 

linguisticc elements entering into a literary text carry with them the 
functionss that they possess by virtue of the linguistic and literary sys-
temss (codes). But as the text imposes on them its own organization 
(structuration),, the new frame of reference acts as a system in its own 
right,right, and these elements turn into textual ones through a network of 
relationss obtaining among themselves and between them and the text 
ass a whole. This textual system of relations lends the textual elements 
textualtextual functions (Toury 1980: 114). 

Preciselyy in what way one should understand the concept of function 
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doess not become clear. One may guess, from the structuralist, or one 
mightt even say: formalist, background of Toury (and the previous 
quotee may surely be taken as indicative of this background), that 
functionn should be related to structure, rather than to signification, but 
onee cannot be sure67. The lack of descriptive focus that follows from 
ann undifferentiated conception of 'function' adds greatly to the im-
practicabilityy of the actual textemic analysis68. 

Thee distinction between means (pertaining to the microstructural 
levell  of a text) and functions (pertaining to the macro structural level) 
wass also employed by Anton Popoviö, one of the pioneers of retro-
spectivee translation analysis69. Popovié' main concern was with liter-
aryy translation, and he defines shifts as a stylistic category ('shifts of 
expression').. For him 'a systematic evaluation of the shifts of expres-
sionn that occur in a translation' and hence 'the objective classification 
off  differences between the translation and its original' (1970: 84), 
shouldd be based on a 'theory of expression'. According to him, the 
linguisticc means of the source and target texts cannot be compared to 
eachh other in isolation, but only 'in relation to the entire system of 
expression'' (Popovic 1970: 84). Within the framework of the system 
onee can determine the expressive values of the respective linguistic 
means,, and this forms a necessary precondition for the establishment 

677 One of the most remarkable features of the Touryan programme, I find, is 
thee total absence of any consideration on the hermeneutic aspects of transla-
tion.. Nowhere in over twenty years of publications does he ever address that 
aspectt explicitly. 
688 One may very well wonder, whether there is any use in critically discus-
singg a method which has been forsworn emphatically by its maker. But to my 
mind,, a procedure, once it has become public, should be dissociated from its 
author,, and his ideas about it, and be judged on its own merits. Once it has 
becomee an established part of the discipline, it stands on its own. The criti-
cismss voiced here, then, are not to be taken as reproaches to the Touryan 
framework,, they are intended as an investigation of its limits and of the pos-
sibilitiess it still might have when employed in other contexts. 
6969 J.C. Catford (1965 [1980]) is generally seen as the first to deal retrospec-
tivelyy with shifts. Because his framework essentially is a linguistic one, and 
takess the sentence as its upper rank, it is not useful for my purposes; as a 
consequencee he is not included in my discussion. 
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off  shifts 'in the sphere of style' (1970: 83). Style, for Popovië, is a 
multilayered,, and hierarchically organized concept. Precisely because 
itt covers abstract and general categories and qualities as well as more 
specificc stylistic means, it is suitable as an invariant for the compari-
sonn of the source text and the target text. For the evaluation of shifts, 
itt is necessary to examine the respective differentiation of stylistic 
qualitiess in the source and target languages and texts. 

Byy relating the distinction between means and functions to the 
conceptt of style, and to a specific theory of expression70, Popovic 
createss a concrete frame of reference for the comparative analysis of 
translationn and original. Initially, Toury explicitly chose not to create 
suchh a frame of reference: his presentation of the early method 

triedd its best not to commit itself (...) to one definite theory of the lit-
eraryy text (Toury 1980: 121). 

Thiss is one further cause for the impracticability of the analysis. 
Withoutt any ordering principle, which may be provided by a theory 
off  the literary text, the Adequate Translation consists of a mere enu-
merationn of functions and related means. 

Withh respect to the comparison in itself, there is also a remarkable 
incongruityy as to the rank of the elements compared. The second 
stagee of the procedure provides in a comparison between source text 
textemestextemes and target text units. The problem at this point, however, is 
thatt a texteme is a unit of description rather than a unit of comparison 
(cf.. Van Leuven-Zwart 1992: 77-78). This amounts to nothing less 
thann a procedural aporia. There is no way of knowing, after only 
havingg described the features of the source text, on what rank or level 
onee should look for the target text units, unless one would posit one 
off  the lower levels as the unit of comparison. But the initial step 
shouldd be, as we have seen, to look at equivalencies at the textual-
functionall  level. In order to be able to do that, however, one also has 
too have an idea of the functional relationships within the target text as 
aa separate entity. Establishing these would entail a separate textemic 

700 Popovic specifically refers to the theory of expression developed by the 
Praguee structuralist Frantisek Miko (cf. for instance Miko 1970). 
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analysiss of the target text, yielding a separate (but again undifferenti-
ated)) inventory of relationships between means and functions. In that 
casee the Adequate Translation no longer would serve as a tertium 
comparationis,, but rather the relationship between means and func-
tionss in itself would71. As a (provisional) solution to this problem, 
Touryy does propose an additional comparison of target text textemes 
too source text units which formally correspond to them (Toury 1980: 
120),, but it remains unclear how the target text textemes relate to the 
Adequatee Translation, since they presuppose a link with the textual 
functionss of the target text as a separate entity. 

Thee main problem, then, is that the procedure does provide for a 
wayy of comparing texts, but not for a practicable way of analyzing the 
textt that should function as the invariant. In that sense, Toury's early 
proceduree may be classified, in Holmesian terms, as a 'distinctive 
featuree method' as opposed to a 'repertory method': 

Inn the first, the descriptive scholar, upon studying the two texts, will 
derivee from them a list of distinctive features which strike him as sig-
nificantt and deserving of comparative analysis; frequently he will also 
determinee a hierarchical ordering of the features. [...] A second 
workingg method [...] would be [to determine] beforehand a required 
repertoryy of features always to be analysed, regardless of what spe-
cificc text is involved (Holmes 1976 [1988]: 89). 

Thee second method is presented by Holmes as a more workable alter-
nativee for the first one, since it 

wouldd [...] circumvent the problem of the ad hoc selection of distinc-
tivee features (ibid.). 

Too some extent this problem is anticipated by Toury, as may be 
shownn by a discussion of the position of the early method within the 
largerr framework it was considered part of. The textemic analysis 
seemss to pertain to one of the subgroups of operational norms only: 

711 That this is a practicable point of departure is shown in Hulst 1995, who 
employss this relationship as a tertium in her functional model for translation 
criticism. . 
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thee textual-linguistic norms. Although nowhere a theoretical explana-
tionn can be found for the way in which the shifts should be interpreted 
inn terms of norms, some light can be shed on this problem by looking 
att the report of a research project on the norms of literary translation 
intoo Hebrew (Toury 1980: 122-139). Norm-units are defined as regu-
larr patterns in which 'a single behavioural dimension (translational 
situation,, or translational problem)' is related to an 'actual type of 
behaviour'.. The behavioural dimension can be located at any level; 
thee examples Toury gives include, for instance, the abundant use of 
fixedd collocations within his corpus, and the specific way of dealing 
withh foreign-language elements inserted in the source texts. The tex-
tuall  norms, then, are presented in terms of patterns in textual relation-
ships;; patterns that are established ad hoc. The systematic description 
off  these norms, however, are related to certain preconceived levels of 
description:: they are presented in terms of the 'linguistic component', 
'thee rhetorical-stylistic component', and the 'literary component'. As 
itt turns out, Toury himself does use some kind of ordering principle, 
whichwhich may help to categorize the shifts as well as the translational 
normss derived from them. Ultimately, even though they are not in-
corporatedd into the procedure itself, it is the categories themselves 
thatt are linked to the initial norm (cf. Toury 1980: 135-137). 

Itt was, however, not these points of criticism that made Toury ab-
juree his 

old-timee hobbyhorse of the hypothetical construct of the "adequate 
translation""  (Toury 1995: 84). 

Thee main reason for Toury to abandon this procedure was its source 
text-orientedness,, which may be attributed to it taking the notion of 
adequacy,, the requirements of the source pole, as its starting point. 
Laterr I will deal with the arguments for the procedural change in a 
moree extensive way (cf. Chapter 6). I will now discuss the transition 
fromm the old to the new procedure. 

Laterr  developments 
Inn his contribution to the seminal collection The Manipulation of Lit-
erature,erature, 'A Rationale for Descriptive Translation Studies' (Toury 
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1985,, which may be considered a prelude to the 1995 book), Toury 
relatedd the procedure discussed above to a more elaborate one, which 
hee further refined into a fixed procedure consisting of five stages in 
DescriptiveDescriptive Translation Studies and Beyond. 

Thee first step in that procedure consists of the identification of a 
textt from the target system as an 'assumed translation'72. The second 
stepp consists of the study of the assumed translation with respect to its 
acceptabilityy in the target system. In this stage several comparisons 
mayy take place between the text(s) under investigation and several 
otherr texts presented as translations of the same source text (which 
mayy be from the same period or different ones, or in the same lan-
guagee or different ones). In a third stage the identification of the 
sourcee text has to take place, and in the fourth stage the actual com-
parisonn of source and target texts is undertaken. Finally, in the fifth 
stage,, one has to establish the overall concept of translation underly-
ingg the text or corpus under study in terms of norms. 

AA great improvement was that the analysis of the requirements 
derivingg from the acceptability-pole was given its fixed place within 
thee procedure, although no suggestions are made as to how one 
shouldd go about it. Our main interest, however, lies in the fourth step 
off  the procedure. 

Inn the 1985 article the odd situation arose that in one and the same 
proceduree two separate units of comparison were supposed to be em-
ployed,, without it being clear in what way they could be related to 
eachh other. While introducing as the basic unit of comparative analy-
siss the 'coupled pair "problem" and "solution"' (later to be rephrased 
ass 'coupled pair of replacing and replaced segments'), in which target 
andd source elements contribute simultaneously to the establishment of 
thee invariant of comparison, Toury still adheres to the identification 
of f 

722 'Assumed', on the grounds that one should accept any text presenting itself 
ass such as a translation, also pseudo-translations. Once a text has been identi-
fiedfied as the corresponding source text, the label may be dropped. 
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shiftss exhibited by the target text items in relation to their counterparts 
inn the source text [presumably Toury here refers to the coupled pair], 
orr rather in relation to the hypothetical construct of the 'adequate 
translation'' of that text into the target language/literature in question, 
whichh may serve as a convenient tertium comparationis (Toury 1980: 
112-121) ) 
(Touryy 1985: 32). 

Apparentlyy the two different ways of comparing textual elements are 
supposedd to bear some relationship to each other, although they de-
partt from entirely different conceptions of the invariant. The incon-
gruityy of this combination was solved by simply obliterating the con-
ceptt of the Adequate Translation altogether, and now substituting it 
byy the 'coupled pair of replacing and replaced segment' (a step which 
wass prepared in Toury 1990). 

Thee coupled pair : a unit of comparison? 
Onee of the more important differences between the textemic analysis 
andd the procedure involving the coupled pair of replacing and re-
placedd segment is that in the latter no longer one of the texts (or parts 
off  it) is taken as the methodological point of departure: 

unitss cannot be established for the two texts in isolation. Rather, seg-
mentss of both should be defined simultaneously, determining each 
other,, so to speak (Toury 1995: 89)73. 

Sincee one cannot assume that the replacing entity necessarily wil l be 
off  the same rank or scope as the replaced entity, the units to be com-
paredd have to be established on an ad hoc basis. Toury describes this 
proceduree as follows: 

733 Another difference, which I will not deal with extensively, is that for each 
separatee target text a new tertium has to be established, whereas the Adequate 
Translationn purportedly relates to each target text in the same way. 
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Thus,, the analyst will go about establishing a segment of the target 
text,, for which it would be possible to claim that - beyond its bounda-
riess - there are no leftovers of the solution to a translation problem 
whichh is represented by one of the source text's segments, whether 
similarr or different in rank or scope (ibid.: 79). 

Ass a further step 

thesee coupled pairs would be submitted to further analysis as the study 
proceeds,, and it is the relationships found to obtain between their 
memberss which would underlie any generalization concerning the 
pertinentt kind of translation equivalence (ibid.: 89). 

Althoughh it is easy to see how this methodological instruction solves 
thee problem of source-orientation, in terms of practical application, as 
withh the source text analysis in the older method, Toury gives us pre-
ciouss littl e to hold on to. Even though in the end both segments are 
determinedd in relation to each other, one still has to begin by defining 
aa segment that starts the process. In other words, one has to have 
somee idea of the scope or rank of the target segment that triggers the 
couplingg mechanism, even if it is the idea to start with the beginning 
off  a text - which seems, by want of a clear instruction, the most logi-
call  point of departure. But is one supposed to begin on the level of 
morphemes,, or words, or phrases, or sentences, or should one look 
initiall yy at textual, rather than linguistic features, and with respect to 
formm or to function? The ad /zoc-principle implies that it could be any 
level,, and that the actual choice would depend- on the text pair in 
question.. The main problem, to my mind, with such a tabula rasa-
approachh is its impracticability. In this case, it is due mainly to the 
factt that the coupled pair is not so much the unit of comparison, as it 
iss the result of an initial comparison. The new procedure provides us 
withh a comparative principle, but not with a readily available unit of 
comparisonn or a related tertium that may serve as a frame of reference 
guidingg the comparison74. 

744 In the 1985 article Toury gives an example of a comparison concerning 
onee of the poems from James Joyce's Chamber Music, which seems to sug-
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Itt would be possible to construct such a frame of reference from 
thee comparative and analytical efforts preceding the target text-source 
textt comparison. As we have seen at the end of Chapter 3, the differ-
encess between different translations of one and the same text may 
providee one with target text units that may function as the trigger of a 
targett text-source text comparison. The same, I presume, will hold for 
thee results of an analysis of the target text from the point of view of 
itss acceptability in the target system, which may yield elements or 
passagess which may be particularly interesting. 

Onee further problem concerning the new method involves the es-
tablishmentt of the kind of equivalence relationships obtaining be-
tweenn the pairs found. This problem, it seems to me, is caused by the 
shiftt with respect to the general aim of translation studies we noted 
earlierr concerning the formulation of probabilistic laws of behaviour. 
Thee aim of the recent comparative procedure is formulated as 

graduallyy reconstruct[ing] both translation decisions and the con-
straintss under which they were made (ibid.: 88). 

Itss aim, then, is not directed at the way a translation may be linked to 
thee equivalence postulate, the conception of equivalence to be recon-
structedd during an instance of comparison, but rather at the level on 
whichwhich the translational consideration may be said to have taken place. 
Inn that sense the procedural change reflects a more general tendency 
inn the later work of Toury, constituting a movement away from a 
product-basedd functional conception of descriptive translation studies, 
too a more process-based conception. 

Thiss assumption seems to be confirmed by one of the case studies 
off  the 1995 book, 'Between a "Golden Poem" and a Shakespearean 
Sonnet'' (Toury 1995: 114-128). As it turns out, in this (highly inter-
estingg and detailed) case study on the history of Hebrew translations 
off  Shakespeare's sonnets, the procedure of the coupled pair is used 
nextnext to other comparative efforts. The statements based on an exami-

gestt that the grammatical category of phrase should function as such a pre-
liminaryy unit. But in his later publications this idea, as well as the example, 
hass disappeared. 
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nationn of 

thee series of coupled pairs of replacing + replaced segments which 
emergeemerge [my italics; CK] through a systematic contrastive analysis of 
thee translations vs. their sources (ibid.: 122) 

onlyy concern what Toury calls the 'translational unit'. Separate com-
parisons,, however, are devoted to such matters as rhyme scheme, 
meter,, and the gender of the person addressed in the translated son-
nets,, all of which serve as a tertium, and provide a posited level of 
mvariance,, relative to which changes, shifts, are noted75. In fact, they 
constitutee an, albeit fairly small, 'repertory of features' in the Holme-
siann sense; a repertory partly based on the genre of the texts in ques-
tion,, and partly based {ad hoc) on features derived from the texts 
themselves.. Be that as it may, it seems that Toury did not abandon the 
establishmentt of shifts as radically as he claims. 

Alternatives s 
Wee have discussed two alternative methods, finding both advantages 
andd disadvantages. The textemic analysis, in the conception of Toury, 
iss source-oriented, and it is to a certain extent impracticable, mainly 
duee to its being a distinctive feature method, yet it departs from the 
basicc division between means and functions, and as a consequence 
enabless one to directly relate the microstructural aspects of a text to 
itss macrostructure. The procedure using the coupled pair of replacing 
andd replaced segment solves the problem of the source-orientedness, 
butt steers the comparison towards aspects of the translation process, 
ratherr than towards the relationship between the translation product 
andd its source76. 

755 In the case of one of the translator's choices concerning gender of the ad-
dressee,, for instance, Toury remarks: 'As a result, eleven of the twelve son-
netss translated by Schwartz became love poems which are unequivocally 
directedd at a woman, in marked contrast to their original intent' (Toury 1995: 
118). . 
766 In that sense it chimes in with a more general shift of attention in Toury's 
recentt work towards prospective empirical research into the translation proc-
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Ourr concern lies mainly with retrospective product-oriented meth-
odology,, and the conception of the coupled pair of replacing and re-
placedd segment as a primarily process-oriented procedure is not in 
concordancee with that concern. In the remainder of this chapter I will 
lookk into two descriptive frameworks which do concentrate on the 
translationall  product, and which may be discussed as alternatives to 
thee Touryan methods. The methodology proposed by Armin Paul 
Frank,, and his colleagues from the Göttingen Sonderforschungs-
bereichbereich 'Die literarische Übersetzung', may be looked upon as an 
alternativee to Toury's earlier method, in the sense that it constitutes 
ann example of the repertory method. The methodology of the com-
parativee model of Kitty van Leuven-Zwart, even though it adheres to 
thee establishment of shifts, may be considered an alternative to the 
secondd stage of Toury's methodological development, in that it also 
departss from the notion that one should not take either the source or 
thee target text as point of departure for the comparison, but both texts 
att the same time. 

4.22 KITTY VAN LEUVEN-ZWART: RELATIONS VERSUS FEATURES 

Givenn the similarity between Toury's later method and Van Leuven-
Zwart'ss model, it is odd, in a sense, that Toury mentions it only 
brieflyy (Toury 1995: 85) as a justified example of a method still em-
ployingg the concept of shift. This is mainly due, probably, to the un-
fortunatee circumstance that in the English presentation of Van Leu-
ven-Zwart'ss model in Target (Van Leuven-Zwart 1989, 1990a) most 
off  the general theoretical considerations on translation comparison 
fromm the Dutch presentation (Van Leuven-Zwart 1984) have been left 
out.. I will try to summarize them briefly. 

Thee theoretical pronouncements of van Leuven-Zwart mainly de-
rivee from the framework of structural semantics, a framework to 
whichwhich the concept of relation is essential. Any comparative descrip-
tion,, according to her, involves the establishment of the relation be-

ess.. This is perhaps the most striking difference between the early and the 
laterr Toury. 
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tweenn corresponding elements as well as the attribution of features to 
thosee elements. From the point of view of this framework, a compari-
sonn based on the prior attribution of features is only a 'second degree 
comparison',, since it departs from a descriptive operation, and the 
relationshipp between the elements is established only afterwards77. In 
aa 'direct comparison' the order is reversed. The concept of 
'relationship'' is characterized by 

thee occurrence within two entities of conjunct as well as disjunct as-
pectss (Van Leuven-Zwart 1984: 37; my translation). 

Thee occurrence of conjunct aspects (the similarities) is considered a 
preconditionn for the occurrence of disjunct aspects: 

thee differences that can be discerned are always differences relative to 
aa similarity (ibid.: 36). 

Iff  there are no conjunct aspects between entities, one simply cannot 
comparee them. Only a method which departs from the notion of rela-
tionship,, then, can be 'truly comparative' (cf. ibid.). 

Withinn Van Leuven-Zwart's methodology78, which is restricted to 
thee description of narrative texts, two separate comparative stages are 
distinguished.. The establishment of shifts at the level of a text's mi-
crostructuree takes place by means of the 'truly' comparative model 
mentionedd above, the effects of these shifts at the macrostructural 
levell  are examined in a separate, second stage: the descriptive model. 

Comparisonn on the microstructura l level 
Whollyy in line with the principle of direct comparison the invariant of 
thee comparison, at the microstructural level, the architranseme, ex-
pressess the aspects of conjunction in the relation between source text 
andd target text transemes; the basic unit of comparison is the tran-

777 This is the scheme according to which a texteme would be a unit of de-
scription,, rather than a unit of comparison (cf. supra 4.1). 
788 Next to the works already mentioned cf. also Van Leuven-Zwart 1992, 
whichh gives a slightly different account of the procedure. 
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seme.. The actual comparative procedure on this level is as follows. 
InIn a first step, the sentences of both target and source text are bro-

kenn down into transemes. The method employed for this process is 
basedd on certain principles derived from Functional Grammar (cf. Dik 
1978;; 1983). Van Leuven-Zwart distinguishes between two types of 
transeme,, the state of affairs transeme and the satellite transeme: 

thee state of affairs transeme is based on Dik's notion of 'state of af-
fairs'' (Dik 1978: 26) and consists of a predicate - a lexical verb or a 
copulaa - and its arguments. The satellite transeme, which shares some, 
butt not all, of the characteristics of Dik's 'satellite', lacks a predicate 
andd might be described as an adverbial specification or amplification 
off  the state of affairs transeme (Van Leuven-Zwart 1989: 156). 

Too both the state of affairs transeme and the satellite transeme certain 
semanticc functions may be attributed: a state of affairs may be either 
ann action, a process, a position or a state, whereas a satellite enters 
intoo certain semantic relationships with the state of affairs as a whole. 
Thee transeme, according to Van Leuven-Zwart, is suitable as a unit of 
comparison,, since it is not language specific, has a practicable length, 
andd can be established intersubjectively (cf. Van Leuven-Zwart 1984: 
21). . 

Thee second step in the microstructural comparison is the estab-
lishmentt of the similarities between corresponding source and target 
textt transemes79, the establishment of the architranseme (ATR). The 
ATRR is an explicitation of the semantic similarities, and is expressed 
byy means of lexical items, grammatical items are not included. If no 
semanticc ATR can be found, one has to look for similarities on the 
situationall  or pragmatic level. By way of a short illustration, I wil l 
copyy one of the examples from Van Leuven-Zwart 1989: 156-15780. 
Thee following sentences are broken down into transemes81: 

799 A step that is hardly accounted for is the establishment of the correspon-
dencee itself. 
800 They are taken from a Spanish translation of a short story by Katherine 
Mansfield. . 
811 'The boundaries of a state of affairs transeme are indicated by means of/.../ 
andd those of a satellite transeme by (...)' (Van Leuven-Zwart 1989: 156). 
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/Linda'' frowned;//she sat: up quickly (in her steamer 3 chair)// 
andd clasped4 her ankles./ 

/Lindaa frunció' las cejas;//se2 enderezó (sobre su3 chaise 
longue)//yy cogió4los tobillos (con las4 manos.) 

Ass examples of architransemes are given: 

ATR::: to sit up 
ATR3:: satellite of location: a lightweight, portable folding 

chair. . 

Thee next step is a comparison between each separate transeme and the 
ATRR in order to establish the disjunct aspect(s) pertaining between 
them.. When no disjunct aspects are found, there is a relation of com-
pletee conjunction between the transemes and the architranseme 
(relationn of synonymy between transemes), and no shift is detected. 
Whenn there are aspects of disjunction between transemes and archi-
transemee this is taken as an indication for the occurrence of a shift. In 
thiss respect Van Leuven-Zwart distinguishes three main categories: 
modulationn (source text or target text transeme shows aspect[s] of 
disjunctionn with architranseme; relation of hyponymy between tran-
semes82),, modification (source text and target text transeme show as-
pects]]  of disjunction with architranseme; relation of contrast be-
tweenn transemes) and mutation (no aspects of conjunction, therefore 
noo architranseme can be established; no relation between transemes). 

Sincee the purpose of the method is to arrive at hypotheses about 
thee interpretation and the strategy underlying the translation involved 
inn the comparison, shifts that are not indicative of a translator's inter-
pretationn or strategy are not taken into account, only optional83 shifts 

822 In the case of a modulation, if the disjunct aspect occurs in the source text 
transeme,, the shift is classified as a generalization; if the aspect of disjunction 
occurss in the target text transeme, the shift is classified as a specification. 
833 As far as the distinction between obligatory and optional shifts is con-
cerned,, Van Leuven-Zwart makes a reservation as to its applicability. The 
decisionn whether a shift is to be considered optional or obligatory is sus-
pendedd until the possible effect at the macrostructural level has to be es-
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andd substantial shifts are. In first instance, all substantial shifts are 
noted;; that is, all the shifts that have their bearing at one of the sub-
stantiall  levels: the semantic, stylistic or pragmatic levels. As far as 
syntacticc shifts are concerned, only the ones that affect one of these 
levelss are taken into account. Purely formal shifts are disregarded. 
Thiss yields the following refinement in the categorization of shifts: 
semanticc and stylistic modulation, semantic and stylistic modifica-
tion,, syntactic-semantic, syntactic-stylistic and syntactic-pragmatic 
modificationn as well as mutation. These eight categories are once 
moree subdivided into several categories according to the specific kind 
off  element involved. This subcategorization results in a list of thirty-
sevenn categories of shifts, which in status is akin to the types of 
equivalencee relationships Toury distinguishes in his early method: it 
constitutess a closed class of possible translational relationships. 
Sometimess the categories pertain to certain grammatical or stylistic 
concepts,, as in stylistic-semantic modification concerning tense (cate-
goryy 41), or stylistic modulation or modification concerning register 
elementss (11 and 31)84, sometimes they are derived from traditional 
notionss like exoticization or naturalization (stylistic modulation or 
modificationn concerning culture-bound elements; 15 and 35). The 
resultt of any analysis employing this model is an inventory of the 
microstructurall  shifts, stating the amount of shifts according to cate-
goryy and subcategory, as well as the percentage of occurrence. 

Descriptionn on the macrostructural level 
Thee second stage of the procedure, the description of the conse-
quencess on the macrostructural level of the shifts established at the 
microstructurall  level, is of an entirely different nature. To the extent 
thatt the descriptive model is comparative, it works with an invariant 
att the macrostructural level as well, but, whereas the architranseme 
hass to be established separately for each pair of transemes, the invari-
antt at the macrostructural level is established a priori. In order to 
renderr the 'large, amorphous macrostructural whole' (Van Leuven-
Zwartt 1992: 83; my translation) describable, she breaks it down into 

tablishedd (on this distinction cf. also the next chapter). 
844 For the entire list cf. Van Leuven-Zwart 1984: 83 as well as 1989: 170. 
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manageablee parts, which together function as the tertium com-
parationisparationis on this level. In this particular case, since the model limits 
itselff  to the description of narrative texts, the tertium is based on cer-
tainn notions from narratological theories: the three functional levels of 
languagee as devised by Halliday: interpersonal, ideational and textual, 
ass conceived of in Leech & Short 198185, and the division of narrative 
textss into a history level, a story level and a discourse level (cf. Bal 
1980).. According to Van Leuven-Zwart, in the descriptive model the 
macrostructuree of narrative texts is reduced to six discrete parts (cf. 
Vann Leuven-Zwart 1989: 173 and 1992: 83): 

-the-the ideational function on the story level, which involves the im-
agee of the fictional world offered to the reader; 

-the-the ideational function on the discourse level, which pertains to 
thee semantic choices expressing this image; 

-the-the textual function on the story level, concerning the order in 
whichh the events take place in the fictional world; 

-the-the textual function on the discourse level, determining the syn-
tacticc ordering; 

-the-the interpersonal function on the story level, concerning focaliza-
tion,, or the point of view from which the fictional world is pre-
sented;; and 

-the-the interpersonal function on the discourse level, which involves 
thee way in which the communication with the reader is estab-
lishedd by the narrator/foealizer86. 

Inn this stage no further categorization is attempted, the shifts, or 
ratherr their consequences, are described in terms of the function of 

855 In any strict sense of the word, this tripartite division is not in itself a narra-
tologicall  theory. The way it is employed by Leech & Short, however, within 
thee context of fictional texts, to a certain extent justifies this designation. The 
wayy I employ the division in Chapter 3 only superficially bears some rela-
tionshipp with this perspective. 
866 The history level is not deemed relevant for the descriptive model, since it 
pertainss to abstract elements positioned in a system, rather than to concrete 
elementss figuring in a text (cf. Van Leuven-Zwart 1989: 173). 
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textuall  elements within the larger whole. The macrostructural tertium 
onlyy provides the levels on which the consequences can be located. In 
thiss respect it functions as a kind of repertory. 

Thee model does not provide a separate analytical procedure as to 
thee macrostructure, at least not in any formalized sense: 

thee examination of the consequences of microstructural shifts on the 
levell  of macrostructure, in principle, can take place "ad hoc". For 
everyy translation investigated by means of the comparative model, 
onee can investigate which high scoring [my italics, CK] categories of 
shiftt are related to for instance a certain character (Van Leuven-Zwart 
1984:: 86; my translation). 

Still ,, in terms of the potential consequences of microstructural shifts 
systematicc links between microstructural categories and the discrete 
partss of the macrostructure are posited. For instance, 

semanticc modulation, if frequent and consistent, may bring about a 
shiftt in the mind style (i.e. in the ideational function as it operates on 
thee discourse level) (Van Leuven-Zwart 1990: 70); 
[...] ] 
syntactic-semanticc modification involving verb tenses may influence 
thee textual function operating on the discourse level: the syntactic or-
deringg in the translation differs from the one in the original text (ibid.: 
78) ) 
[...] ] 
syntactic-semanticc modification based on the grammatical feature of 
personperson may bring about a shift in the ideational function operating on 
thee discourse and story levels (ibid.: 79). 

Thee analysis of the macrostructure is mediated by the results of the 
microstructurall  analysis. An analysis of mind style for instance is 
basedd on the semantic information made explicit in the relationship 
betweenn the transemes and their architransemes constituting semantic 
modulations.. But, even though a fairly intricate and detailed diagram 
iss given as to the potential relationship between (sub)category and 
'discretee part' (cf. Van Leuven-Zwart 1984: 150, as well as 1990: 87), 
preciselyy because of the status of potentiality, these relationships can-
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nott be formalized and put to heuristic use, since their establishment 
wouldd be unique to the text pair in question; that is, every instance of 
descriptionn sets out to answer the question what relationships holds, 
ratherr than departing from preconceived notions about these relation-
ships.. As against the categories of shifts pertaining to the micro-
structurall  level, for the description of their consequences on the ma-
crostructurall  level no closed class of possibilities can be devised. 
Theree is no one-to-one relationship between (sub)category of shift 
andd its influence on that specific discrete part of the macrostructure it 
pertainss to. 

Inn a final stage of the procedure, the findings with respect to the 
relationshipp between micro- and macro structural shifts are further 
generalizedd in terms of statements about the strategy, the interpreta-
tionn and the initial norm underlying the translation. There are two 
differentt versions of the relationship between these concepts. In Van 
Leuven-Zwartt 1990 an interpretation is described (with reference to 
Levyy 1969) in terms of its being 'subjective' or 'objective', whereas a 
strategyy is described in terms of orientation towards the source lan-
guagee or the target language. In Van Leuven-Zwart 1992 the concept 
off  strategy is related to Holmes mapping theory, and is described in 
termss of its being either serial or structural87. In the case of a consis-
tentt pattern in the shifts, when it is possible to determine their influ-
encee on the macrostructural level, one may 

reconstructt the map of the source text (the interpretation) as well as 
thee map of the translation-in-progress (the strategy) (Van Leuven-
Zwartt 1992: 85; my translation). 

Strategyy within this scheme is a dependent concept: 

Thee strategy employed by a structurally translating translator is de-
pendentpendent on the interpretation of the work in question as well as on 
whatt Toury calls the initial norm (ibid.: 85-86; my translation). 

877 In Van Leuven-Zwart 1990 this dichotomy was related to the concept of 
translationn method, which is absent in the presentation of the method in Van 
Leuven-Zwartt 1992. 
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Architransemee versus coupled pair 
Ass I have stated earlier, the architranseme as a unit of comparison has 
somee striking similarities with the notion of the coupled pair of re-
placingg and replaced segment. For both it is claimed that they are 
derivedd from the relationship holding between the corresponding 
elements.. For both, then, it holds that some kind of preliminary analy-
siss has to take place, in order to gain access to that correspondence. 
Ass we have seen, Toury has stated that a series of coupled pairs 
'emerge'emerge through a systematic contrastive analysis' (Toury 1995: 122; 
myy italics); a preliminary unit of analysis, however, is not accounted 
for.. What may be said about the procedure involving the architran-
semee in that respect? In point of fact, the transeme, heuristically 
speaking,, does function as a kind of preliminary unit of analysis. As 
thee very first step in the procedure, the analyst has to break down the 
sentencess of target and source texts into transemes, and this happens 
onn the basis of an analysis of the syntactic and semantic properties of 
thee sentences in question. Sentences are broken down into predicates 
andd into terms, of which one has to determine whether they constitute 
ann argument (in which case they belong to a nuclear predicate, a state 
off  affairs) or a satellite. In the case, for instance, when the predicate 
off  a state of affairs is a lexical verb, 

thee character of the state of affairs is established by means of the pa-
rameterss +/-dynamic and +/-control[88]. On the basis of this, the ana-
lystt establishes what arguments are involved in the state of affairs 
(Vann Leuven-Zwart 1984: 25; my translation). 

Thee establishment of a predicate involves the syntactic category of 
thee elements, the establishment of the arguments and satellites is 
basedd on the semantic function of the elements. 

Thiss may be taken as a relativization of the mechanism of direct 
comparison.. Even though ultimately within the architranseme the 
similaritiess between the transemes are made explicit, the establish-

888 To see whether the state of affairs pertains to an action (+dynamic, 
+control),, or a process (+dynamic, -control), or a position (-dynamic, 
+control)) or a state (-dynamic, -control). 
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mentt of features as well as relations seems to be a more circular proc-
esss than is accounted for. In that sense the difference between a com-
parisonn based on the prior attribution of features and a procedure 
whichh prioritizes the concept of relation is not as marked as is 
claimed.. As a heuristic tool, a formalized rank-bound procedure for 
thee preliminary analysis proves to be a great advantage. One of the 
criticismss of the later method of Toury was that its tabula rasa-
approachh renders the comparison impracticable. As far as this point is 
concernedd in the comparative model of Van Leuven-Zwart's proce-
duree the opposite is the case; it may be very elaborate, as one of the 
mostt frequently voiced criticisms goes, but it remains practicable. 

Thee lack of acknowledgement of circularity may also be applied to 
Vann Leuven-Zwart's conception of the relationship between the mi-
cro-- and the macrostructure, which to her mind is unidirectional: 

Thee constituent parts of the macrostructure are microstructural ele-
ments:: a text consists of words, phrases, clauses and sentences which 
thee reader links together in order to understand them as larger units. 
Thus,, the nature and the attributes of the macrostructure depend 
largelyy on the features of the elements constituting the microstructure. 
Itt follows that in translation shifts in microstructural elements may re-
sultt in a macrostrucrural shift (Van Leuven-Zwart 1989: 171). 

Thiss argument is the one used as justification for the bottom-up char-
acterr of the procedure. This seems to me too rigid a conception of the 
relationshipp between parts and wholes. The significance of the parts is 
ass much determined by their position within the whole, as the signifi-
cancee of the whole is determined by its constituent parts, as is acutely 
exemplifiedd by the mechanism of the hermeneutic circle. 

Itt may be a point of contention, whether or not this circularity 
shouldd be reflected in a comparative procedure. The pertinent choice 
seemss to be between a top-down and a bottom-up approach, which 
bothh are metaphors of unidirectionality. The most important thing, to 
myy mind, is that any procedure should account in some way for the 
relationshipp between micro- and macrostructure, and the point at 
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whichwhich one enters the circle seems to me to be of less importance89. As 
farr as this point is concerned, however, the relationship between the 
comparativee model and the descriptive model in Van Leuven-Zwart's 
proceduree is relatively loose. This might be prevented if the semantic 
informationn yielded by the preliminary transemic analyses in some 
wayy would be explicitly related to the parameters on the macrostruc-
turall  level. The circularity in the process of signification would be 
reflectedd by relating the shifts to that information during the descrip-
tivee stage of the procedure. 

Thee main advantage of the textemic analysis, the early version of 
Toury'ss methodology, concerns this point. In the concept of the tex-
teme,, because it directly links the concept of means to that of function 
inn the whole, the microstructural element is always directly related to 
itss position in the macrostructure. In that sense it enables one to ac-
knowledgee the circularity of any act of signification90. 

Withh respect to the epistemological claims underlying Toury's and 
Vann Leuven-Zwart's methods, there is a marked difference. Toury is 
stilll  in search of a general theory of translation, whereas the objective 
off  Van Leuven-Zwart's model is more modest, since it is restricted to 
statementss about individual text pairs, that is 

thee formulation of hypotheses concerning the translator's interpreta-
tionn of the original text and the strategy adopted during the process of 
translationn (Van Leuven-Zwart 1989: 154). 

Ann important, and obvious, difference between Toury's procedural 
proposalss and Van Leuven-Zwart's model, which is directly related to 
thiss epistemological difference, is that the latter is restricted with 
respectt to genre. Apart from the evident consequences with respect to 
thee scope of the procedure, this delimitation also has far-reaching 
methodologicall  consequences. 

Thee establishment of a tertium on the macrostructural level, as we 

899 In that sense the criticism of Linn (1998) on Van Leuven-Zwart's choice of 
aa botrum-up method seems unjustified, since her proposal to proceed top-
downn also fails to acknowledge the circularity. 
900 Provided that one wishes to think of function in hermeneutic terms. 
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havee seen, is wholly dependent on notions limited to a theory of the 
genree in question. Van Leuven-Zwart refers to studies in which the 
modell  has been used to describe the relationships between texts be-
longingg to other genres than narrative prose (cf. Van Leuven-Zwart 
1988:: 119) without mentioning the use of separate tertia for the mac-
rostructurall  level, but it is inconceivable that one might compare a 
poemm or a drama and its translation without the use of additional lev-
elss of comparison, and it is highly unlikely that the use of a macro-
structurall  tertium based on narcological notions would yield any 
usefull  or relevant results when applied to non-narrative texts. 

Becausee the scope of his epistemological claims is much broader, 
Toury'ss procedures do not take the concept of genre into account on 
ann a priori  basis. In the case study concerning the Hebrew transla-
tionss of Shakespeare's Sonnets (cf. supra), however, some of the ad-
ditionall  levels of analysis smuggled into the comparative procedure, 
rhymee and metre, are genre-specific. From the point of view of prod-
uct-orientedd translation description it is only logical that at some 
pointt matters of genre come into focus. One of the theoretical points 
off  this approach is that translation description should be concerned 
withh actually existing texts in their entirety. Any such comprehensive 
viewpointt also has to involve the features of those texts that charac-
terizee them as belonging to a certain type or genre. The question is in 
whatt way this should be done: on an ad hoc basis, as seems to be the 
casee in Toury's later method, or in a systematic way, as is the case in 
thee model of Van Leuven-Zwart? 

Thee first option does not delimit the scope of the descriptive effort, 
butt renders it impracticable, since it cannot provide for a preliminary 
unitt of analysis. The second option renders the comparative procedure 
practicable,, but forbids generalizing its results beyond the boundaries 
off  the genre involved. In using a tertium limited to a specific genre, 
onee must always assume that target and source text do belong to the 
samee genre, at least to a certain extent. One cannot compare a prose 
translationn of an epic poem with its original using Van Leuven-
Zwart'' s model, simply because its macrostructural component does 
nott apply to all generic characteristics of an epic. On the other hand, 
iff  one is willin g to accept the limitations of comparative procedures, 
andd to acknowledge the fact that different aims require different 
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methods,, then there is no problem, as long as the conception of genre 
iss broad enough to include a considerable range of related texts. 

Thee limitation to genre, then, as well as to a specific theory of 
languagee function, makes all the difference, when one compares the 
Touryann procedures to Van Leuven-Zwart's model. The most striking 
consequencee of this delimitation (in methodological terms, that is) is 
thatt the concept of genre itself comes to function as a comparative 
unitt of sorts. The descriptive stage of the comparative model does not 
providee a separate unit of comparison, but provides for levels on 
whichh shifts (or to represent Van Leuven-Zwart's conception more 
precise,, the consequences of microstructural shifts) can be located. 
Thee tertium in this conception is not directly related to a specific con-
ceptionn of invariance (as is the construct of the Adequate Transla-
tion),, but provides the levels on which one may look for the relation-
shipp between the similarities and the differences between the texts. 
Thee concepts used to make those levels describable function as a ter-
tiumtium comparationis, and for that purpose the tertium has to be estab-
lishedd a priori. In that sense it is akin to a repertory method as con-
ceivedd of by Holmes. 

4.33 ARMIN PAUL FRANK: THE TRANSFER-ORIENTED APPROACH 

Historicallyy speaking, the programme of the transfer-oriented91 ap-
proachh is partly directed against the same kind of theories the target-
orientedd approach reacted against. In opposition to what he calls 
'productive-prescriptive'' approaches to translation, Frank introduces 
hiss own enterprise as historical-descriptive (cf. Frank 1987: xi-xii) 92. 

911 Since the concept of 'transfer' is not without controversy, the label itself is 
aa matter of contention. Alternative uses of the term can be found for instance 
inn Even-Zohar 1990: 73-78 and Pym 1992. 
922 There is a danger in equating the work of Frank with that of the descriptive 
enterprisee of the entire 'Sonderforschungsbereich "Die Literarische Über-
setzung'".. The Sonderforschungsbereich constitutes what in the sociology of 
sciencee would be called a research network, which was based at the Georg 
Augustt Universitat in Göttingen. Under its heading many scholars worked on 
manyy different topics related to its basic theme. The delimitation to the theo-
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Itt is interesting to see that its 'limitation' to historical research partly 
takess care of what within the (early) framework of Toury poses the 
'empiricall  problem'. The very perspective forced by a purely histori-
call  approach is that of looking at what is already there: 

itt is the job of historical-descriptive translation studies to find out how 
existingg translations have really turned out (Frank 1990: 9). 

Andd it is its interpretative, hermeneutic orientation that compels this 
approachh to take texts in their entirety as point of departure. It is not 
surprising,, then, that the epistemological discussion about Translation 
Studiess being an empirical science, which is dominantly present in 
Toury'ss writing, is totally absent in Frank's theoretical considerati-
ons.. But the theoretical considerations of the Sonderforschungsbe-
reichreich are also directed against the target-oriented approach. Frank 
seess target-orientation as an 'Überreaktion' (ibid.: 13), an overre-
action9JJ against source text-oriented theories. The transfer approach 
purportedlyy takes the middle ground between source text and target 
textt theories (though Frank admits that it is more closely related to 
thee latter) and presents itself as a synthesis between both perspectives. 

Thee very historicity seems to imply a self-imposed limitation as 
farr as the domain of the object is concerned, but quite paradoxically, 
Frankk sees his own enterprise as an extension relative to the target-
orientedd approach. Frank claims that the transfer-oriented approach is 
'genuinelyy comparative' (Frank 1990: 8). It does not concentrate it-
selff  solely on the target pole, but its research supposedly covers four 

reticall  pronouncements of Armin Paul Frank already imply a delimitation to 
thatt part of the Góttingen enterprise dealing with the study of American lit-
erature.. On the other hand my limitation may be justified by Frank's own 
claimm that the methods used for the description of American-German rela-
tionshipss can be transferred unproblematically to any pair of languages/litera-
tures/culturess (cf. Frank 1990: 8), as well as by the occurrence of a unifying 
glossaryy at the end of one the collections of 'Gottinger Beitrage zur 
Internationalenn Übersetzungsforschung' (cf. Frank [Hrsg.] 1989: 263-270). 
933 It is interesting to see that Toury, in his turn, describes the position the 
SonderforschungsbereichSonderforschungsbereich has adopted as 'an (over)reaction to my own pro-
gram'(Touryy 1995: 36, n8). 
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normm areas: 

thee source text as understood by the translator; the source literature, 
languagee and culture as implicated in the text; the state of translation 
culturee (which includes concepts of translation, previous translations 
off  the same and of other texts, etc.); and the target side (for instance in 
thee form of publisher's policies, local theatre conventions, censorship, 
etc.)) (Frank 1990: 12). 

Thee presentation of itself as an extension relative to the rival ap-
proach,, I think we must take as a rhetorical twist, for in order to see 
itselff  as an extension, transfer-orientation has to seek recourse to a 
reductivee picture of the target-oriented approach94. It is not hard to see 
thatt the first two elements just quoted (the source text and the source 
system,, i.e. the supposed extension), within the Touryan framework 
aree accounted for in the concept of adequacy. 

Interpretatio nn and reception 
Thee most important theoretical assumption of the transfer-oriented 
approachh is 

Literaturr iibersetzen heiBt [...] eine Interpretation eines literarischen 
Werkss iibersetzen (Frank 1987: xv). 

Thiss assumption is not intended as an essentialist definition, but is 
supposedd to represent the 'heuristische Orientierung' (ibid.) of the 
Sonderforschungsbereich.Sonderforschungsbereich. With this orientation in mind, a translation 
iss defined as a 

jeweilss personen- und zeitgebundene, oft die speziellen Rezeptionsbe-
dingungenn ihrer Zeit reflektierende integrale Verstandnis des Werks 
[...],, das freilich nicht, wie eine literaturwissenschaftliche Interpre-
tation,, metasprachlich, sondern grundsatzlich literatursprachlich 
formuliertt ist [...]. So gesehen ist eine literarische Übersetzung grund-
satzlichh eine - wenn auch nicht immer vorbedachte und konsequente, 
sondernn oft eine je und je ad hoc vorgenommene — Interpretation 

Ass Toury himself rightly points out (cf. Toury 1995: 36 n8). 
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(auchh Umdeutung), die sich den Anschein eines Originalwerks gibt 
(Frankk & Hulpke 1987: 105-106). 

Fromm this theoretical assumption it follows that a literary translation 
iss regarded as a form of literary reception, and 

thee way in which a historical translation deviates from the source text 
permitss us to gauge the historical perception which the translator had 
off  the source text as well as the perception which his translation is apt 
too project to its readers. The discrepancies which might exist between 
aa translated work, regarded as a document of translational reception, 
andd the documents of critical reception (such as essays, reviews, dis-
cussionss in literary histories and the like) can, under certain circum-
stances,, serve as indices of a readers' [...]  history (ibid.: 17). 

Itt is obvious that in this position translational history cannot be sepa-
ratedd from the broader context of the literary history of a receiving 
culture:: a translation is also taken to be a contribution to that culture95. 

The,, institutionally determined, aim of the Sonderfor-
schungsbereichschungsbereich is to arrive at a cultural history of translation into 
German,, and therefore its 

mamm concern [is] to find out as much as possible about translation in 
thee German-speaking countries (Frank 1989: 87). 

Inn itself this concern is of littl e heuristic value, but several concepts 
aree employed to make that history describable96. The most important 
conceptuall  distinction is the one between external and internal trans-
lationn history. External translation history is 

955 When we realize that the receiving culture is pretty much the same as the 
targett culture, we can also see that at some points transfer-orientedness and 
target-orientednesss are not all that different. 
%% In Frank & team 1986 a set of questions is formulated, which serves as a 
heuristicc guideline: What was translated (and what not), when, how often, in 
whatt manner and by whom? (cf. Frank & team 1986: 335-336.) 
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concernedd with the circumstances and the institutions involved in the 
translationall  transfer, as well as the agents (Frank 1990: 9), 

internall  translation history deals 

withh the texts themselves, with work, author, and period styles, with 
thee modifications and deviations that the works have undergone in 
translationall  transfer, and hence with the resultant differences that ex-
istt between the potential for imaginative experience which the source 
textt offers to its readers and which the translations offer to theirs 
(ibid.). . 

'Abweichungen''  - 'deviations' 
Forr our purposes we have to look more closely into the methodologi-
call  and epistemological aspects of internal translation history, since it 
iss in this realm that the target text-source text relationships are situ-
ated.. The key concept in this respect is that of 'deviation', or, in Ger-
man:: 'Abweichung*97. 

Thee aim of a comparison between target and source text is to de-
terminee within individual literary translations the 'culture-productive 
difference'' ('kulturschaffende Differenz') with their original (cf. 
Frankk & team 1986: 336; Frank & Hulpke 1987: 97). Statements 
aboutt the culture-productive difference are to be derived from a com-
parisonn of target and source text resulting in an inventory of produc-
tivee deviations. A 'produktive Abweichung' is defined as a trans-
lationall  enrichment, that 

qualitativv oder quantitativ das erschlossene Bedeutungspotential eines 
Ausgangstextess zielseitig verandert (Frank [Hrsg.] 1989: 263). 

977 Even though 'shift' may be considered a technical term in descriptive 
translationn studies, its usage cannot be considered generally accepted. In pre-
systematicc studies, even if they are retrospective, often the general term 
'change'' is resorted to. The semantic relation between 'deviation' and 'shift' 
iss similar to the one between the German 'Abweichung' and 'Verschiebung' 
-- the latter term is employed by Stegeman (1991), who uses the method of 
Vann Leuven-Zwart - and between the Dutch 'afwijking' and 'verschuiving'. 
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Itt is distinguished from the supposedly neutral concept of 
'translationall  deviation' {*  Übersetzerische Abweichung'). The level 
off  invanance posited for the productive deviation, then, is the mean-
ingg potential of the original text; with respect to the translational de-
viation,, the level of invanance is formulated more generally: 

Wertfreiee Bezeichnung einer [...] Divergent zwischen Ausgangstext 
undd Zieltext, wobei der Ausgangstext als Norm (=relevanter Kontext) 
derr Beschreibung gilt (ibid.). 

Thee mam difference between the two concepts is that the translational 
deviationn is to be considered a descriptive category, whereas the pro-
ductivee deviation is to be considered an interpretative category. 

Althoughh within the works studied here there is no explicit justifi-
cationn to be found in terms of a tertium comparationis and a unit of 
comparison,, there is ample reflection on the method resorted to. In 
onee of the earlier presentations of the Sonderforschungsbereich the 
comparativee method is described as follows: 

TheThe first step consists of a 'horizontal,' pomt-by-point and, ideally, 
exhaustiveexhaustive comparative analysis of source text and translation, ar-
rangedd in ten categories according to textual elements, from graphe-
mess to overall arrangement. A second step, ideally carried out simul-
taneouslyy with the first, is to register the effects that local translational 
deviationss have on elements of literary structure ('literary constructs' 
off  diverse kinds: e.g., point of view, character, rhyme, to mention 
onlyy three). In a third step, the local 'horizontal' findings are collected 
andd sorted to produce a 'vertical diagnosis' designed to determine the 
relationn between the translation, considered as a whole, and the source 
textt (i.e., the translational alteration of the works potential for mean-
ing)) (Frank & team 1986: 351). 

Theree is one familiar distinction operative in the method presented 
here:: the textual elements mentioned in the first step pertain to level 
off  microstructure, whereas the 'literary constructs' from the second 
stepp pertain to the macrostructure. 

Inn Frank & Hulpke 1987 the 'ten categories of textual elements' 
pertainingg to the microstructure are made explicit in terms of 'zehn 
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Beobachtungsfeldern': : 

(1)) Schreibung; (2) Lautung; auf Wortebene (3) Denotationen, (4) 
KonnotaiionenKonnotaiionen (wobei inbesondere kultur- und autorspezifische be-
sonderss auffallige Befunde ergeben), (5) Wortform und (6) Wort als 
Sülsignal\Sülsignal\ auf Wortgruppenebene (7) Bildlichkeit und (8) 
"Vorgepragtes""Vorgepragtes" (die gauze Phalanx von Anspielungen, Zitaten, 
stehendenn Wendungen u.a., die normalerweise auf dieser Ebene greif-
barr zu werden beginnt, vgl. "Es war einmal..."); und auf Satzebene 
(auchh im Verhaltnis zur Verszeile) (9) Syntax als Fügungsmittel und 
(10)) Syntax als rhetorisches Mittel (im engeren Sinn der Redefiguren) 
(107). . 

Thesee 'fields of observation' function as a comparative checklist in its 
purestt form, a true 

repertoryy of features always to be analysed, regardless of what spe-
cificc text is involved (Holmes 1976 [1988J: 89). 

Al ll  the traditional levels of linguistic and textual analysis are repre-
sented:: phonetics (and graphemics) ([1] and [2]), morphology ([5]), 
lexicall  semantics ([3] and [4]) and syntax ([9]). Additional levels of 
analysiss are intertextuality ([8])98, rhetoric ([7] and [10])", and 
(lexical)) stylistics ([6]). As with the descriptive stage in the model of 
Vann Leuven-Zwart, the checklist merely provides for levels of analy-
siss at which shifts can be located, no attempt is made at a categoriza-
tionn of shifts. 

Ass to the macrostructural level no checklist is given, the relevant 
conceptt as far as this level is concerned is the general concept of 
'literaryy construct', of which only a few examples are given (point of 
view,, character, rhyme), but no attempt at systematization is made. It 

988 To the extent that 'Vorgepragtes' also includes idiomatic expressions, it 
hass a semantic aspect as well. 
9999 It is not immediately clear which distinctions are relevant with respect to 
thee difference between (7) and (10): the one between in verbis singulis and in 
verbisverbis coniunctis, or the one between tropi and figurae (on these terms cf. 
Lausbergg 199010). 
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appearss that at this level the comparison of genre-related aspects is 
undertaken. . 

Thee ultimate statements in which the comparisons result concern 
thee way in which a literary translation can be situated historically. In 
thee case of a systematic accentuation of certain source text features, 
forr instance, a 'ubersetzensche Phasenverschiebung' may be noted, a 
changee in literary characteristics relatable to period style. To the ex-
tentt that the deviations concern the constructs pertaining to the text 
pairr in question, they cannot be generalized in terms other than those 
off  the constructs in question. 

Unitss of comparison 
Ass with the Touryan proposals for target text-source text comparison, 
withinn the transfer-oriented approach, no analytic procedure, in terms 
off  a set of specified instructions, is provided, but three units of com-
parisonn which may serve to guide the analysis on the microstructural 
levell  are explicitly posited: word, phrase and sentence. In point of 
fact,, however, every separate level of analysis, implicitly, yields its 
ownn unit of comparison. When 'Wortform' is posited as a separate 
levell  of analysis, the pertinent unit of comparison is the morpheme 
ratherr that the word. 

Onn the macrostructural level the various literary constructs serve 
ass tenia. Since there is no further specification (other than in the most 
generall  terms) of the kind of constructs that may be relevant, the 
methodologicall  proposals of the Sonderforschungsbereich, on this 
level,, fail to fulfi l the minimum requirement of intersubjectivity: pro-
vidingg for a descriptive apparatus, for terms in which to express the 
relationshipp between the texts under study. 

AA difference with the earlier method of Toury is that in this case 
theree is no mention of a source text analysis preceding the compari-
son.. It is suggested that comparison, source text analysis and target 
textt analysis all take place at the same time in one movement, and 
thatt the effects of the translational deviations on the literary structure 
followw naturally from the comparison. This implies a way of com-
paringg in which no contextualization takes place. Any comparison 
whichh proceeds word by word, or phrase by phrase, or sentence by 
sentence,, without already enabling one to somehow relate those lower 
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levell  elements to their function within the larger whole it is part of 
(whetherr source or target text) is bound to be restricted. And what's 
more,, before one is able to register the effect of local deviations on 
thee literary constructs (the second stage in the procedure sketched 
above),, one must have an idea of the way the constructs are realized 
withinn the particular text pairs. 

Inn the idealized presentation of the comparative procedure, then, 
severall  descriptive stages are missing, without which is it hard to see 
howw one can compare elements in the first place. If one looks at the 
wayy the target text-source text comparison is applied in an actual case 
study,, for instance the pilot study on a dozen 19th century translations 
off  Edgar Allen Poe's poem 'The Raven', one of the major examples 
off  a Göttingen study concerning poetry100, one can see that the de-
scriptivee part of the comparative procedure, in point of fact, does take 
place.. The first remarkable divergence from the idealized procedure is 
thatt the presentation of the results is preceded by a literary historical 
exposéé full of interpretative statements about the position of the 
originall  poem in its period; statements often in terms of elements that 

gehörenn wesentlich zu dem, was das Eigentiimliche dieses Gedichts 
ausmachtt und was es seinem idealen Leser geben kann (Frank & 
Hulpkee 1987: 110). 

Thee 'idealen Leser' (model reader) is related to the source text only. 
Thee methodological implication is that a source text analysis must 
havee taken place in some stage of the procedure; an analysis which is 
nott accounted for. That this analysis has a primary role in the proce-
duree is implied by the fact that in their discussion of individual trans-
lationn solutions, microstructural shifts are not related to the 'literary 
construct'' of the target text, but solely to the literary construct of the 
sourcee text. As a consequence every reference to the target text takes 

1000 This pilot study constitutes a 'comet's tail study', the Göttingen term for a 
studyy of several translations of one single source text. It is presented as the 
firstt part in a series; the follow-up, to my knowledge, has never been pub-
lished. . 
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placee within the context of a source text analysis. The effect of target 
textt elements is measured against the source text potential for mean-
ing.. No separate analysis of the target text's potential for meaning is 
providedd for. And, although Frank explicitly denounces the concept 
off  the Adequate Translation (cf. Frank 1987: xiv, nl4), the findings of 
thee source text analysis function as a maximal norm as well. 

Onee of the differences between the textemic analysis and the ac-
tuall  procedure of the Sonderforschungsbereich, is that the latter, to 
somee extent, does provide for practicable units of comparison: word, 
phrase,, and sentence. In that respect it can be compared to Van Leu-
ven-Zwart'ss comparative model. As in Van Leuven-Zwart's macro-
structural,, descriptive model, the microstructural units of comparison 
withinn this approach are implicitly present in the levels of analysis. In 
thatt sense the repertory of 'Beobachtungsfelder' can be seen as an 
exploitationn of the possible ranks at which translational relationship 
mayy be described. However, because it takes the source text as a 
framee of reference for the description of target text elements, the pro-
ceduree cannot avoid the drawbacks of institutionalized source-orient-
edness. . 

SUMMARY Y 

Inn this chapter I have discussed several methods and procedures for 
thee comparison of target texts and their corresponding source texts. 
Severall  conceptual distinctions have proved to be relevant in this 
discussion,, some of which seem to be interdependent: source-
orientednesss versus target-orientedness, product-orientedness versus 
process-orientedness,, microstmcture versus macrostructure (or means 
versuss functions), description versus comparison, distinctive feature 
analysiss versus repertory method, second degree comparison versus 
directt comparison. Most of these distinctions can be applied to the 
proceduress discussed here. I have discussed a source-oriented, dis-
tinctivee feature method, entailing a second degree comparison 
(Toury'ss now abandoned early methodological proposals), a process-
orientedd method using direct comparison (Toury's coupled pair-
procedure),, a source-oriented repertory method using second degree 
comparisonn (the Göttingen approach), and the comparative and de-
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scriptivee stages of the model of Kitty van Leuven-Zwart. At some 
pointss I have related these procedures to these concepts, comparing 
theirr relative merit, but I have not yet made a general evaluation of 
them,, nor have I looked at them from the point of view of their possi-
blee instrumentality within my structural-hermeneutic approach. Be-
foree I will proceed to do that, in a separate evaluative chapter, I first 
wantt to take a closer look at several of the typological distinctions 
whichh have been made with respect to the concept of shift itself, in 
orderr to look in a more practical manner at the way in which the con-
ceptt may be applied. 
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THEE ESTABLISHMEN T OF SHIFTS 
PARTT II : THE CONCEPT - TYPOLOGICA L DISTINCTION S 

Inn the preceding survey of comparative procedures several typologi-
call  distinctions of shifts were discussed that are instrumental in the 
interpretationn of the relationship between source and target text seg-
mentss or elements. The main aim of these distinctions is to account 
forr the occurrence of shifts that cannot be considered indicative of 
whatt one is looking for, be it in terms of translational norms, transla-
tionall  strategy or translational interpretation, and which, therefore, do 
nott have to be taken into consideration in the evaluation of the net-
workk of correspondences and shifts established between target and 
sourcee text. Toury and Van Leuven-Zwart made a distinction between 
obligatoryy and optional shifts, Van Leuven-Zwart also made a dis-
tinctionn between formal and substantial shifts, and Frank differ-
entiatedd between translational and productive deviations. Van den 
Broeckk & Lefevere (1984: 88-93) also discuss the second and third 
distinctionss mentioned here and add to these the oppositional pairs of 
'motivatedd versus unmotivated shifts' and 'conscious versus uncon-
sciouss shifts' (cf. also Van den Broeck 1999). Since these distinctions 
byy definition are limited to the prospective point of view on shifts 
only,, I will not include them in my discussion. 

Obligatoryy versus optional shifts 
Vann Leuven-Zwart characterizes obligatory shifts as language-

bound,, and she defines optional shifts as shifts that are caused by the 
choicee of the translator (cf. Van Leuven-Zwart 1984: 20). Within the 
frameworkk of Toury the pertinent difference is between rule-governed 
(obligatory)) and norm-governed (optional) shifts (Toury 1980: 116; 
1995:: 57101). 

Thesee distinctions may be related to a similar distinction made by 

1011 The terms employed to denote this distinction in Toury 1995 are 
'obligatoryy versus non-obligatory' shifts. 
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Popovic:: the one between constitutive shifts and individual shifts. 
Popovicc defines a constitutive shift as 

ann inevitable shift that takes place in the translation as a consequence 
off  differences between the two languages, the two poetics and the two 
styless of original and translation (1976a: 16); 

individuall  shifts are to be considered as 

deviationss motivated by the translator's expressive propensities and 
hiss subjective idiolect (ibid.). 

Onee might also conceive of shifts as constitutive in the sense that they 
aree constitutive for the style of the translation (shifts as a 'categorial 
quality'' of translation). According to Popovic, the style of the trans-
lation,, conceived of as the 'integrative principle' in the development 
off  its structure (1970: 79), is necessarily determined by shifts, be-
causee of its 'dual character' (1970: 82): it has to comply both with the 
normm of the original and with a given target 'translation ideal"02. 

Bothh the distinction between obligatory and optional shifts and 
betweenn constitutive and individual shifts go to the very heart of the 
asymmetricc relationship between the code systems involved in the 
translationn of a text. The first distinction only pertains to the level of 
thee linguistic systems, whereas the scope of the latter is defined much 
broader. . 

Inn Popovic' definition the distinction not only pertains to the dif-
ferentt linguistic systems, but also to the differences between the two 

lo:: When changes at the level of macrosrylistics cause the translation to fit 
anotherr literary genre than that of the original, Popovic speaks of a 'generic 
shift'' (cf. also Van den Broeck 1986). In another context, he has distin-
guishedd the concept of 'negative shift': 'An incorrect solution of information 
causedd by a misunderstanding of the translation. It may be motivated by an 
unfamiliarityy with the language or by a superficial interpretation of the origi-
nall  structure. The negative shifts may be characterized in the translation text 
ass the so-called 'mistranslation' or subinterpretation of the original text (a 
neglectt of the depth structure of topic)' (1976a: 16). In my framework this 
typee of shift will not be taken into consideration. 
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literaryy systems ('poetics') involved. With respect to the third ele-
mentt ('the differences between the two styles of original and transla-
tion')) one may well ask whether it is tautological. It is hard to see 
howw shifts should be caused by the difference between the two styles, 
wheree the style of the target text, at least partly, is itself determined 
byy the shifts. Still, for my purposes, Popovió' distinction is more use-
full  than the purely linguistic one. In this book I will make use of the 
distinctionn constitutive versus individual shifts, in which the differ-
encee between obligatory and optional shifts is supposed to be in-
cluded.. Constitutive shifts, then, may be seen as those shifts which 
aree caused by the differences between the code systems involved in 
thee translation of a literary text. They can be located on three different 
levelss of systemic relationships: the level of the linguistic systems, 
thee textual (in this case: literary) systems or the cultural systems in-
volved.. But, as we will see in a moment, the distinction is by no 
meanss unproblematic. 

Formall  versus substantial shifts 
Thee distinction between formal and substantial shifts serves the same 
purposee as the one between constitutive and individual shifts, but is 
madee in terms of the consequences of lower level shifts for higher 
levell  elements. 

Vann Leuven-Zwart considers only those shifts substantial which 
havee their bearing on the semantic, stylistic and pragmatic functions 
off  microstructural elements (cf. 1984: 20). Only when shifts may be 
saidd to have consequences on those three levels, they are taken into 
consideration.. Formal shifts are supposed not to be indicative of a 
translator'ss strategy and interpretation. The question whether a shift is 
substantiall  or formal has priority over the question whether a shift is 
(inn her terms) obligatory or optional. 

Accordingg to Van den Broeck & Lefevere the distinction 

iss based on the idea that some changes directly involve the text's se-
mantics,, or, to be more general, its communicative value, whereas 
otherss are of a more formal (or 'syntactical-informational') nature and 
onlyy indirectly have their bearing on the communicative value of the 
textt (1984: 89; my translation). 
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Aboutt the extent to which formal shifts have their influence on the 
communicativee value, they say that there is a direct relationship with 
thee relative importance that can be attributed to formal elements in 
thee texts. The importance may vary according to the genre to which 
thee text belongs. The difference between formality and substantiality 
off  shifts, then, is not a question of whether they have their bearing on 
aa higher level, but in the way in which they contribute to the estab-
lishmentt of higher level shifts. Within the context of a specific de-
scriptivee apparatus the distinction between direct and indirect in-
fluencee poses a problem, because the circumstance that a shift should 
havee its bearing is more important than the matter of its directness. 
Withinn a coherent descriptive apparatus it is much more productive to 
relatee substantiality directly to the purpose of the procedure. In terms 
off  my purpose, then, I will define substantial shifts as those shifts that 
havee their bearing on the realization of the text world. Formal shifts 
aree considered to be neutral with respect to the text world, and do not 
havee to be taken into consideration. 

Constitutivee versus individual revisited 
Thee general idea behind the distinction between constitutive and indi-
viduall  shifts is that one can differentiate, retrospectively, between the 
reconstructionn of a situation in which a translator has had a choice 
andd the reconstruction of a situation in which there was no choice. In 
thatt respect it links up with the relationship between the actual and 
thee possible. One may only posit the possibility of choice when one 
cann presuppose the availability of more than one option. The ap-
plicationn of the concepts, however, even in their adjusted definition, 
iss by no means as straightforward as it may seem. Van Leuven-Zwart 
explicitlyy states that 

generallyy it is not easy to determine whether a shift is language-bound 
orr translator-bound (1984: 3; my translation), 

andd Toury questions the validity of his own distinction between op-
tionall  shifts as norm-governed and obligatory shifts as rule-governed 
byy stating that the 
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realizationrealization of so-called obligatory shifts (...) is already truly norm-
governedd (1995: 57, cf. also 173). 

Thee main question is whether, from a descriptive point of view, it is 
justifiedd to assume that there can be situations in which there is no 
choice.. With respect to the Popoviéian distinction, this point has been 
madee by Van den Broeck. According to him the view that constitutive 
shiftss are inevitable does not imply that 

individuall  translators in this matter cannot take a free decision, for in-
stancee by consciously opting for a translation that, relative to the 
sourcee text, does not shift (1984-5: 130). 

Inn discussing the category of syntactic shift Van Leuven-Zwart takes 
thee opposite position. In her view translators have a limited choice on 
thee level of syntax, because syntactic phenomena to a large extent are 
language-specific: : 

AA translator, during the translation process, cannot but apply the syn-
tacticc rules of the target language, and because these rules are differ-
entt from those of the source language it is inevitable that syntactic 
changess occur in a translation (Van Leuven-Zwart 1984: 70-1; my 
translation). . 

Itt seems to me that this is not necessarily the case. It is very well con-
ceivable,, and therefore a theoretical possibility, that a translator, for 
whateverr reason, goes against the syntactic rules of the target lan-
guage.. In terms of the initial norm, this kind of strategy can be lo-
catedd at the extreme end of the adequacy pole. Not only is it a theo-
reticall  possibility, it is also a frequently realized possibility, particu-
larlyy in the translation of classical and/or sacred texts. Famous exam-
pless are Hölderlin's or Heidegger's translations of ancient Greek 
texts,, or the translations, in many languages, of (parts of) the Old 
Testamentt in the manner of Martin Buber and Franz Rosenzweig. 

Still,, Van Leuven-Zwart's remark points to a problem that is cru-
ciall  in the establishment of shifts, and which concerns the question 
wheree one can draw the line between what is possible and what is not. 
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Vann Leuven-Zwart's remark is normative to the extent that it departs 
fromm a 'restricted' notion of translatability. The opposite position, a 
purelyy pragmatic one, which departs from a general concept of trans-
latability10-,, is taken by Van den Broeck and Popovié. The ultimate 
consequencee of that position is that one takes anything to be possible; 
fromm that point of view the distinction between constitutive and indi-
viduall  shifts in practice becomes superfluous, because there always is 
aa choice. The view of Van Leuven-Zwart, on the other hand, seems 
tooo restricted, and can be countered by empirical material. To my 
mind,, however, it does make some sense, to the extent that it may 
makee one aware of the principle that there is a limit to that pragmatic 
approach.. If one would go one linguistic level deeper, and would sub-
stitutee 'syntax' by 'morphology', I think her statement would become 
moree valid. It is probably possible to ignore the morphological rules 
off  a language in translation. There is a limit, however, to this possi-
bility ,, since, theoretically speaking, there must be a point beyond 
whichh one would render a message incomprehensible, because it is no 
longerr clear to which linguistic code system it should be correlated. 
Still,, it is a possibility that somehow has to be accounted for. 

Vann den Broeck (1984-85: 132) implicitly proposes a kind of lit-
muss test for the decision to classify a shift as individual or constitu-
tive.. According to him the differences between translations in differ-
entt languages of one and the same source text will give an indication 
off  the constitutive shifts, whereas the differences between various 
translationss in one single language made by different translators in 
moree or less the same period would point to the individual shifts. The 
problemm with this view is that it equates differences between transla-
tionss with differences between target and source texts. But it is by no 
meanss necessarily the case that any element from target text A that 
differss from the corresponding element in target text B constitutes a 
shiftt in relation to the source text. That would only be the case if one 
wouldd choose to derive the level of invariance from target text B, but 
onlyy then. 

1033 On the difference between restricted and general notions of translatability 
andd the relation with normativity cf. Toury 1980: 19-34; for a critical discus-
sionn of this distinction cf. Bakker 1995. 
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Thee distinction, then, between constitutive and individual, is pro-
foundlyy complicated, even to the point that one may doubt whether it 
cann be made altogether, and it seems worthwhile to have a closer look 
att the way it may be put to use. In the following paragraphs I wil l try 
too exemplify and elucidate the problems and pitfalls with respect to 
thiss distinction by looking at the ways in which it may be applied on 
thee different system levels I have distinguished earlier. 

Shiftss pertaining to the level of the linguistic systems 
Ass we have seen, it is generally agreed upon that the relationship 
betweenn two linguistic systems is characterized by its anisomorphism: 
noo two systems are completely symmetric as to structure. With resp-
ectt to single linguistic elements several types of systemic correspon-
dencess are distinguished. Roller (1983: 157-168), for instance, distin-
guishess the following types of systemic (lexical) relationships: one-
to-onee relationships, one-to-many relationships, many-to-one rela-
tionships,, one-to-zero relationships and one-to-part relationships. 
Usingg the parameters 'many', 'one', 'zero' and 'part', one may posit a 
wholee range of possibilities for other linguistic levels as well. Let us 
takee a look at some of those systemic relationships, in order to see in 
whatt way the distinction between constitutive and individual shifts 
mayy be problematic. 

Withh respect to the system of pronouns, one of the differences 
betweenn English and Dutch (as well as many other languages) con-
cernss the markedness in terms of social relationship between sender 
andd addressee expressed in the second person personal pronoun sin-
gular:: where English speakers use 'you', Dutch speakers can use ei-
therr 'je/jij ' or 'uM04. The use of 'je/jij ' is restricted to contexts in 
whichwhich the relationship between communicative participants is char-
acterizedd by social equality, whereas the use of 'u' is restricted to 

1044 There are of course other forms that this grammatical category can take: 
'thee/thou'' as against 'ge/gij'. In terms of their contemporary usage, these 
formss are far less context-sensitive, however, in the sense that they are al-
mostt exclusively used in jocular contexts, in contexts of extreme reverence, 
orr in contexts of regionally marked language use. In this example these forms 
aree not relevant. 
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situationss involving social inequality, that is, when the addressee is 
consideredd to be socially superior. In those situations in which social 
inequalityy is not relevant, 'u' may be considered a polite form of ad-
dress. . 

Thee relationship between the two systems with respect to this fea-
turee is asymmetric. The fact that in translating an English text into 
Dutchh a choice has to be made is caused by this asymmetry, and in 
thatt sense a shift relatable to that choice can be considered constitu-
tive,, or, if you will , obligatory. But there still is a choice, and the 
choicee of either option may be motivated by individual consi-
derations. . 

Ann interesting case concerning this feature can be found in a com-
parisonn of several Dutch translations of Lewis Carroll's Victorian 
classicc Alice in Wonderland (cf. Cillekens 1996), which focuses on 
thee representation of Alice's girlhood. An analysis of the protago-
nist'ss utterances in the novel shows that she may be characterized 
particularlyy by her curiosity, her inventiveness as well as her polite-
ness.. Taking these three character traits, ad hoc textual features, relat-
ablee to different linguistic elements, of which the use of personal 
pronounss is only one, as a tertium, the target utterances were com-
paredd to the source utterances. With respect to her politeness, a 
markedd difference can be discerned between the various translations. 
Inn her manifold conversations with the menagerie of characters she 
encounters,, the inquisitive Alice very frequently uses the singular 
secondd person personal pronoun. As it turns out, all translators have 
chosenn to retain that form of address (which allows for the possibility 
off  positing it as a level of invariance), but in the distribution of 'u' en 
'jij '' they differ considerably. All these choices have their bearing on 
thee representation of Alice's politeness, and on the way she may be 
saidd to perceive the 'social order' in her world: to some of the char-
acterss she is relatively more polite than to others, and the extent of her 
politenesss also differs between translations. 

Thee choices may be attributed to the view on the position of Alice 
inn the text world to be constructed from Alice, that is, on the transla-
tionaltional interpretation of that specific aspect. For our purposes, it would 
bee counterproductive to consider such a shift constitutive, since not 
takingg it into account would impede the establishment of the transla-
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tionall  interpretation. The shifts may be constitutive from the linguis-
ticc point of view, but from the textual point of view it is justified to 
sayy that they do give an indication of the translational interpretation. 

Theoreticallyy speaking, one may assume that, as far as the other 
directionn is concerned (Dutch text into English), the asymmetric rela-
tionshipp with respect to this feature does cause shifts to be constitu-
tive,, because it may be characterized as a many-to-one relationship. 
However,, if a shift occurs in this direction, it is not likely to be a 
purelyy linguistic shift, but rather a textual one. Another complicated 
situationn arises in the case of a systemic one-to-zero correspondence. 
Thee following example will show that, whenever a void tends to oc-
curr (relative to the number of possibilities) a solution is looked for 
elsewhere. . 

Thee example105 may be found in a comparison of several Dutch 
translationss of the poem 'En una noche oscura' by the 16th century 
Spanishh mystic poet San Juan de la Cruz (for the Spanish text cf. in-
fra).. The relevant incongruity in the relationship between the Spanish 
andd Dutch languages in this case concerns the way in which gender is 
encoded.. In Spanish it is possible to express the gender of a subject 
byy declension of adjectives which may be semantically or pragmati-
callyy connected to the subject; in Dutch this is not possible. In the 
originall  poem the context of reference pertains to two lovers, a first 
personn female lover ('amada'), and her male counterpart ('amado'). 
Thee identification of the first person lover's gender mainly rests on 
thee co-referentiality between pronouns and lexical items that are 
markedd for gender; the pronouns themselves, however are not marked 
forr gender. In the translations the lovers are referred to predominantly 
byy means of first and third person singular pronouns, both occurring 
inn subject as well as object positions. In Dutch, third person singular 
pronounss are marked with respect to gender and in the translations the 
thirdd person lover can be unproblematically identified as male. First 
personn singular pronouns, however, are not marked for gender, and 
consequentlyy in all translations gender has to be identified either posi-
tively,, by way of lexical items co-referential with the persona, or 

1055 The example is taken from an unpublished paper, presented at Las Palmas 
Universityy (Koster 1994b). 
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negatively,, in relation to the gender of the second lover. One of the 
strikingg differences, now, between the translations concerns the dif-
ferentt strategies that are resorted to in order to express the gender 
differencee between the lovers. None of the translations, obviously, 
usess gender-marked nouns and adjectives, which goes to show that all 
off  them contain shifts with respect to this linguistic (morphologic) 
feature.. Yet, there is a marked difference between the options chosen 
too overcome the systemic difference. Again, one might say, that from 
thee linguistic point of view the shifts may be called constitutive, but 
thee differences between the translations still give an indication of the 
translationall  interpretation that can be reconstructed from the target 
texts.. In this case the interpretations centre around the question 
whetherr the consequences of the shifts lead to a context of reference 
thatt is primarily religious or one that is secular, and the question 
whetherr it is possible to read into the translations a homo-erotic di-
mension. . 

Bothh these examples confirm the statement that whether or not one 
cann identify a shift very much depends on the level on which one 
positss the invariant. If one takes the linguistic level as the invariant, in 
bothh these cases one can establish local shifts that may be considered 
constitutive.. If one takes a higher level invariant, however, an invari-
antt pertaining to the textual function of a linguistic feature (in these 
casess 'politeness1 and 'gender'), the relevant target text linguistic 
itemm not necessarily has to be considered a constitutive shift, or for 
thatt matter, doesn't even have to be considered a shift at all, that is, a 
substantialsubstantial shift. This in itself may be taken as a justification for the 
decisionn to give priority to the question whether a shift is substantial 
orr formal, over the question whether it is constitutive or individual. 

Shiftss pertaining to the level of the literary systems 
Onee of the topics related to the translation of poetry on which is of-
tentimess reflected is the relationship between the various systems of 
versification.. Jifi Levy, for instance, devotes several paragraphs of the 
secondd part of his classic Die literarische Übersetzung (1969: 188-
198)) to the differences between 'nichtverwandten Verssystemen', and 
Holmess touches upon the subject in his pioneering essay 'Forms of 
Versee Translation and the Translation of Verse Forms' (1969a [1988: 
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23-33]). . 
Theree are several possible ways of describing the relationship be-

tweenn systems of versification and of describing the possibilities of 
translatingg features of one system into the other. Levy discusses four 
typess of system that can be distinguished according to rhythmic-
metricc features. In quantitative verse syllables differ according to 
duration,, rhythmical patterning is based on the alternation of long and 
shortt syllables. Characteristic for syllabic poetry is the amount of syl-
labless in a line and the organization of stanzas according to patterns 
off  equal length lines. In tonic verse, stress is the basic principle of 
organisation.. Finally, syllabo-tonic verse rests on two features of pat-
terning,, amount of syllables and stress. Poetic texts from any of these 
systemss may be translated with features of any of the other systems, 
althoughh between some systems translation occurs more frequently 
thann between others. In his (prospectively biased) considerations, 
Levyy elaborates on the translation of quantitative verse into syllabo-
tonicc verse (for instance classical poetry into English, or Dutch) and 
createss a small paradigm of possible relationships: 1) retainment of 
metre,, in which one has to account for the different ways the metre is 
realized,, the principle of alternating syllable length is substituted by 
thee principle of stress alternation, 2) adaptation to a metre that in the 
targett poetic tradition is bound to the genre of the source text, and 3) 
translationn into free verse. 

Holmess looks at the subject from a slightly different angle and 
takess as his point of departure the form of a poem. His, historically 
oriented,, design for a paradigm of possible solutions comprises four 
strategies'06:: the form of the translation can be mimetic, in which case 
thee original form is retained, it can be analogical in which case the 
functionn of the form within the source poetic tradition is retained, it 
cann be content-derivative (or: organic), in which case the form of the 
translationn is derived from the translation of the semantic material, or 
thee form of the translation can be extraneous, 2, form that 

1066 Holmes also mentions a fifth possibility (poetry into prose) which he does 
nott include in his typology. 
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iss in no way implicit in either the form or the content of the original 
(1969aa [1988]: 27). 

Withh respect to the first possibility Holmes makes the reservation that 

sincee a verse form cannot exist outside language, it follows that no 
formm can be 'retained' by the translator as he moves from a source 
languagee to his target language (ibid.: 25). 

Ass a consequence he prefers to use the term 'mimetic form' instead of 
'identicall  form'. 

Bothh these small paradigms may be considered, in a way, as small-
scalee descriptive apparatuses instrumental in the establishment of 
shiftss with respect to a strictly defined tertium: verse form, or, in the 
casee of Levy's division, one specific aspect of it. Whether or not these 
paradigmss are exhaustive (relative to their limited purpose) is not the 
pointt here107, but they are remarkably similar. One point of similarity 
iss the way in which' the differences between the systems, or traditions, 
off  versification are treated. Both Holmes and Levy take these differ-
encess into account within the apparatus itself. 

Thiss mechanism may best be illustrated by the case of translations 
fromm classical poetry into modem Germanic languages. Both Greek 
andd Roman poetry were written in quantitative verse, whereas the 
poeticc systems of German, English and Dutch are syllabo-tonic. Un-
surprisingly,, given the fundamental difference between the two types 
off  system, throughout history a wealth of literature has been devoted 
too the subject of the formal aspects of translating the classics, mainly 
fromm a prospective point of view. Levy takes it for an empirical fact 
that t 

1077 Armin Paul Frank quite extensively elaborated on Holmes's scheme in his 
contributionn to the First James S Holmes Symposium on Translation Studies 
(Frankk 1991). 
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beimm Übersetzen des quantitierenden Verses in den syllabotonischen 
[...]]  meist in groben Zügen das metrische Schema des Originals 
bewahrtt [wird], wobei man fur die langen Silben betonte und fur die 
kurzenn unbetonte einsetzt (1969: 188). 

Thee relevant question for my purpose is whether one has to assess 
suchh a strategy as a shift or not. Levy surely doesn't do so, within his 
divisionn of possibilities this option must be headed under the retain-
mentt of the metrical scheme of the original. The difference in pho-
nologicalnological realization of the recurrent metrical pattern does not come 
intoo it. The same goes for Holmes's view that the mimetic form con-
sistss of 

constructingg German hexameters for Greek, or English terza rima for 
Italiann (1969a [1988]: 26). 

AA quite paradoxical mechanism, then, can be discerned here: because 
aa given difference between two systems is considered constitutive, it 
iss already accounted for within the invariant of the comparison and 
thereforee the actual translational choice is not considered a shift from 
thee formal point of view. The question of whether a shift has to be 
consideredd constitutive or individual in that case becomes superflu-
ous,, because the change is not identified as a shift. Paradoxical 
thoughh it may seem, this is not uncommon practice among translation 
descnbers.. Toury, for instance, by distinguishing between a 'strong' 
andd a 'weak' version of adequacy (in the early method) also proposes 
too account for the differences between systems within the invariant 
itself. . 

Again,, this example shows that it is first and foremost the point of 
vieww of the describer, manifest in the invariant chosen, which deter-
miness whether or not the relationship pertaining between corresp-
ondingg target and source textual elements constitutes a shift. In this 
particularr case the point of view may be either on the phonological 
featuree (the vocal cores of a syllable differ according to length or 
accordingg to amount of stress), in which case the difference could be 
identifiedd as a shift about which the question arises whether it is con-
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stitutivcc or not, or on the metrical grid, irrespective of the way the 
metree is phonologically realized. Throughout history both positions 
havee been taken, although nowadays it seems to be a matter of con-
ventionn to adhere to the latter position, even from a single language 
perspective: : 

Thee classical approach to English metre takes as its fundamental unit 
thee ƒ00/, a group of syllables each of which is defined as stressed or 
unstressed,unstressed, matching the 'long' and 'short' of the classic originals 
(Attridgee 1982: 6). 

Fromm the point of view of translation description this seems to be the 
mostt productive approach, since it enables one to compare the various 
systemss in the first place. One has to bear in mind, however, that any 
suchh position should be justified theoretically in terms of the purpose 
off  the comparative procedure. 

Shiftss pertaining to the level of cultural systems 
Ann interesting phenomenon that may be used to exemplify the prob-
lemss on this level is intertextuality. One may wonder, perhaps, 
whetherr this is a cultural phenomenon, and not, rather, a textual one. 
Ass we will see, however, it is also possible to describe this pheno-
menonn according to the cultural environment the intertextual elements 
aree part of. 

Forr our purpose the most relevant concept is that of specific inter-
textuality,, as opposed to generic intertextuality. The latter concept 
referss to those common features in texts that are characteristic of gen-
res,, whereas specific intertextuality occurs when the intertextual ele-
mentt refers to a specific, single text. As to the type of element, I will 
usee the distinction between 'quotation' and 'allusion'. A quotation 
cann be defined as a graphic repetition of elements from an architext in 
aa fenotext, and an allusion as a non-graphic repetition of elements. 
Thee fenotext is the text at the beginning of the intertextual chain, that 
is:: the text in which the element occurs that refers to another text. The 
textt referred to will be called architext. The textual element that 
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functionss as the signal of intertextuality is called the marker™*. 
Ass to the relationships between architexts and fenotexts one can 

makee a distinction between local and structural relationships. Ben-
Poratt (1976) makes this distinction in terms of the dichotomy be-
tweenn metaphoric and metonymie relationships. Feno- and architexts 
mayy be said to stand in a metaphoric relationship when 

inn terms of their fictional worlds [they have] no common elements, 
exceptt for the marker (1976: 117), 

whereass they may be said to stand in a metonymie relationship, when 

manyy major elements which constitute the fictional world are com-
monn to both texts; [and] all those elements act as markers (ibid.). 

Relevantt for our purpose is the relationship between the transla-
tionn and its original in their function as fenotext, and the possible 
differencess in the way a textual element may serve as a marker. 
Whetherr or not an intertextual relationship between a feno- and an 
architextt is actualized depends on the interplay between the explicit-
nesss of the marker, and the position (central or peripheral) of the ar-
chitextt within the reader's cultural environment109. With respect to 
thiss final aspect, taking into account that both source and target texts 
actt as fenotexts and that linguistic boundaries do not necessarily coin-
cidee with cultural boundaries, we may distinguish between four types 
off  relationships with an architext: (1) relationships with architexts 
thatt have a peripheral position in the target culture but a central posi-
tionn in the source culture, (2) relationships with architexts that have a 
peripherall  position in both target and source culture, (3) relationships 

1088 Terminology is taken from Claes 1988. 
1099 It goes without saying that from a pragmatic point of view, the encyclo-
paedicc competence of a reader comes into it as well. If a marker is not recog-
nized,, no relationship can be established in the first place. However, since we 
aree concerned here with the possibility of its establishment, rather than with 
thee question whether or not it is actualized, we need not deal with this theo-
reticall  problem at this point. 
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withh architexts that have a central position in both target and source 
culture,, and (4) relationships with architexts that have a central posi-
tionn in the target culture but a peripheral position in the source cul-
ture110. . 

Takingg this basic division as a point of departure, I wil l now look 
intoo some examples of translated allusions and quotations, involving 
bothh local and structural relationships. The first fenotext I wil l deal 
withh is 'Skunk Hour', of which I wil l quote the original in full : 

Skunkk Hour 
(For(For Elizabeth Bishop) 

Nautiluss Island's hermit 
heiresss still lives through winter in her Spartan cottage; 
herr sheep still graze above the sea. 
Herr son's a bishop. Her farmer 

55 is first selectman in our village; 
she'ss in her dotage. 

Thirstingg for 
thee hierarchic privacy 
off  Queen Victoria's century, 

100 she buys up all 
thee eyesores facing her shore, 
andd lets them fall. 

Thee season's ill— 
we'vee lost our summer millionaire, 

155 who seemed to leap from an L.L. Bean 
catalogue.. His nine-knot yawl 
wass auctioned off to lobstermen. 
AA red fox stain covers Blue Hill . 

1100 This division pertains only to those cases in which an intertextual relation-
shipp can be discerned in both source and target texts. From a target oriented 
methodologicall  point of view, however, one also has to provide for the pos-
siblee occurrence of clear-cut additions or deletions (cf. Toury 1985: 26-27 
andd 1995: 81-84 on the study of metaphor in translation; and cf. also the next 
chapter).. For the present argument these possibilities are not relevant. 
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Andd now our fairy 
200 decorator brightens his shop for fall; 

hiss fishnet's filled with orange cork, 
orange,, his cobbler's bench and awl; 
theree is no money in his work, 
he'dd rather marry. 

255 One dark night, 
myy Tudor Ford climbed the hill's skull; 
II  watched for love-cars. Lights turned down, 
theyy lay together, hull to hull, 
wheree the graveyard shelves on the town.... 

300 My mind's not right. 

AA car radio bleats, 
'Love,, O careless Love....' I hear 
myy ill-spirit sob in each blood cell, 
ass if my hand were at its throat.... 

355 I myself am hell; 

nobody'ss here-

onlyy skunks, that search 

inn the moonlight for a bite to eat. 
Theyy march on their soles up Main Street: 

400 white stripes, moonstruck eyes' red fire 
underr the chalk-dry and spar spire 
off  the Trinitarian Church. 
II  stand on top 
off  our back steps and breathe the rich air-

455 a mother skunk with her column of kittens swills 
thee garbage pail. 

Shee jabs her wedge-head in a cup 
off  sour cream, drops her ostrich tail, 
andd will not scare. 

Inn the penultimate line in the sixth stanza (1. 35) the poignant self-
loathingg of the persona reaches its climax when she (or he) reflects 'I 
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myselff  am hell'. This line may be read as an allusion, a local one, to 
thee fourth book of Milton's Paradise Lost, the book in which Satan 
'fallss into many doubts with himself, and many passions, fear, envy, 
andd despair1 (Paradise Lost, Book IV, The Argument). The line in 
question,, 'Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell;' (Book IV, 1. 75) 
iss from a passage in which Satan reflects on the impossibility of es-
capingg his fate after his fall from Heaven. The allusion adds to the 
sensee of inevitability pervading this stanza and also serves to locate 
thee persona on the negative pole of traditional Christian values. In 
thatt sense it belongs to a paradigm of textual features relating to the 
religiouss dimensions of the text world, which also include the meta-
phorr 'the hill's skull' (1. 26) which links the scene of the fifth stanza 
too Golgotha, and the location of the seventh stanza ('under ... the 
Trinitariann Church'). 

Thee Dutch translation, by Jan Eijkelboom, of Lowell's line runs 
'Zelff  ben ik de hel' (cf. Chapter 3 for the text of the translation), 
whichh structurally differs form the original in the sense that it uses a 
demonstrativee pronoun ('zelf) where the original uses a reflexive 
pronoun,, but semantically it has the same effect of highlighting the 
oppositionn between the persona and the 'others', between 'self and 
'world'.. In that sense, both lines also constitute an allusion to the 
existentialistt motto 'L'enfer, ce sont les autres', from Sartre's Huis 
ClCl os. 

Fromm our point of view, however, it is more interesting to look at 
thee interplay between the relative explicitness of the lines as markers 
off  intertextuality, and at the position of the architext in source and 
targett culture. As to the explicitness of the source text line, one may 
ratee it as high, because the line constitutes a near-quotation, and be-
causee both the architext and its author ('a towering figure in English 
literature'' [Robson 1982: 239]) have a central position in the source 
culture"1.. With respect to the graphic representation of the architext 

1''' There is of course a marked difference between American and English 
literature.. To a certain extent, however, it is justifiable to consider the canon 
off  'pre-colonial' English literature as part of the tradition of American cul-
ture,, if only in terms of its position in the educational system, for instance by 
itss presence in educational anthologies of literature published in the United 
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withinn the target fenotext, a shift has to be established because of the 
differentt linguistic code system used"2. In that respect the marker in 
thee target text is less explicit, and the question remains what the posi-
tionn is of the architext within the target literary and cultural tradition. 
Onee way of measuring this position is by looking at the translational 
historyy of the architext within the target language. 

Wee have to go back to as far as 1930 to find a comprehensive, 
authoritativee study on the translations of Milton's epic into Dutch 
(Niewenhouss 1930); a study which still serves as the basis for the odd 
piecee of contemporary criticism (Verhoeff 1990). As it turns out, 

betweenn the years 1728 and 1912 eight complete or partial transla-
tionss of Paradise Lost appeared in Holland (Niewenhous 1930: 88). 

Threee of those were published in the eighteenth century, three in the 
nineteenthh century, and one in the early twentieth century113. This 
finall  translation was published for the first time in 1911, a reprint 
appearedd 1912114. It was the last translation of Paradise Lost to appear 
inn the Netherlands. The early translations were well received, and 
playedd a significant role in Dutch literature, mainly because of its 
religiouss purport. The early translations 

States. . 
1122 Cf. Claes 1988: 'Strictly speaking a translated quotation already is an 
allusion'' (106, my translation). 
1133 The missing one is a French translation that was published in The Hague 
inn 1740. 
1,44 The translation in question was made by Alex Gutteling and comprised 
thee first six books only. After publishing them separately in the Dutch liter-
aryy periodical De Beweging, they were published in a single volume by Uit-
geverijj  De Wereldbibliotheek. Gutteling died in 1910 before he could finish 
hiss work, and it was continued by his mentor, the leading Dutch poet, critic 
andd translator Albert Verwey. The latter's translation of the final six books 
off  Paradise Lost and of Paradise Regained were published in De Beweging 
(off  which Verwey was the editor) in 1911-1913. Both Niewenhous and Ver-
hoefff  failed to notice these translations, which were never published in a 
separatee volume. 
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madee an overwhelming impression on its first readers in Holland, for 
inn the early eighteenth century admiration for an epic was still in pro-
portionn to the amount of learning it contained and Paradise Lost was 
esteemedd a purely protestant biblical poem replete with knowledge of 
sciencee and art as well as moral instruction (Niewenhous 1930: 88). 

Thee late nineteenth century translation, by the poet considered to be 
thee epitome of Dutch nineteenth-century religious poetry, J.J.L. ten 
Kate,, went to as many as seven editions. 

Thee significance of Paradise Lost within Dutch literature, then, 
shiftedd from a relatively central position in the eighteenth and nine-
teenthh centuries to a peripheral position in the early twentieth century. 
Ass far as the post-war period is concerned, one may infer that it virtu-
allyy has moved out of sight. As a consequence the recognizability of 
thee marker decreases relative to that of the source fenotext. The Dutch 
translation,, then, 'Zelf ben ik de hel', which semantically speaking 
doess not constitute a shift, on the level of intertextuality, does consti-
tutee a shift. From the intratextual point of view, this shift may be con-
sideredd truly constitutive, since it concerns the cultural tradition that 
iss translated into. It might have been compensated for paratextually, 
however,, as was done in the case of the German and Spanish transla-
tionss of Lowell's text, which both add footnotes to point to the allu-
sion.. The difference in paratextual strategy in this case may point to a 
differencee in function of the anthologies. Both the Spanish and the 
Germann anthologies are bilingual editions with extensive annotations 
andd introductory essays on Lowell's life and work by the translators. 
Sincee the poems are selected from the entire oeuvre of Lowell, both 
servee as panoramic, representative anthologies. The Dutch anthology 
iss a monolingual edition, containing only two footnotes and an essay 
onn Lowell by the Dutch poet J. Bernlef that was originally conceived 
ass an obituary for a Dutch weekly magazine, some seven years before 
thee anthology was published. This anthology, in contradistinction to 
thee German and Spanish ones, does not contain poetry from Lowell's 
pre-confessionall  period. It serves less as a book representing the work 
off  Lowell (even though on the cover of the book it claims to be just 
that),, and more as a book testifying to the thematic kinship between 
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thee translator/confessional poet Jan Eijkelboom and Robert Lowell. 
Ann example of the second type of relationship between fenotexts 

andd architext may be taken from the same poem, and concerns the 
structurall  relationship between Lowell's 'Skunk Hour' and San Juan 
dee la Cruz's 'En una noche oscura', which I wil l quote here in full as 
well: : 

Enn una noche oscura 
conn ansias en amores inflamada 
JOO dichosa ventura! 
salii  sin ser notada 

55 estando ya mi casa sosegada. 

ascurass y segura 
porr la secreta escala, disfracada 
joo dichosa ventura! 
aa escuras y en celada 

100 estando ya mi casa sosegada. 

Enn la noche dischosa 
enn secreto que naide me veya 
nii  yo mirava cosa 
sinn otra luz y guia 

155 sino la que en el cora^on ardia. 

Asquéstaa me guiava 
mass cierto que la luz de mediodia 
adondee me esperava 
quienn yo bien me savia 

200 en parte donde naida parecia 

jOO noche, que guiaste! 
jOO noche amable mas que la alborada! 
jOO noche que juntaste 
amadoo con amada, 

255 amada en el amado transformada! 

Enn mi pecho florido, 
quee entero para él solo se guardaba 
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aliii  quedó dormido 
yy yo le regalaba 

300 y el ventalle de cedros ayre daba. 

Ell  ayre del almena 
quandoo yo sus cavellos esparcia 
conn su mano aerena 
enn mi cuello heria 

355 y todos mis sentidos suspendia. 

Quedémee y olbidéme 
ell  rostro recline sobre el amado; 
cessóó todo, y dexéme 
dexaildoo mi cuydado 

400 entre las acucenas olbidado. 
(Sann Juan de la Cruz 1993: 261-262) 

Thee relationship between the two poems are structural, in the sense 
thatt one can find many lexical and thematic parallels between Low-
ell'ss poem and San Juan's (cf. Axelrod 1978: 128). The late night 
meetingg of the lovers in their car, 'they lay together, hull to hull' (1. 
28),, may be considered an ironic parallel with the scene of the final 
threee stanzas of the San Juan poem in which the lovers meet and 
unite,, the isolation of the persona ('nobody's here [1. 36]) echoes the 
invisibilit yy expressed in 'sali sin ser notada' (1. 4), the 'back steps' (1. 
44)) on which the persona finds herself back may be linked to the 
'secretaa escala' (1. 7). Al l the parallels serve to link the darkness sur-
roundingg the mystical union, as opposed to the light that shines from 
thee heart burning with desire, with the darkness of the persona's soul; 
thee mystical experience is equalled to the hallucinatory experience of 
insanity,, which is reflected in the spatio-temporal inconsistencies 
pervadingg the poem (cf. Koster 1994a: 160-161). 

Byy far the most explicit link with San Juan's poem is Lowell's 
linee 'One dark night' (1. 25), which may be considered a local allu-
sion.. The Dutch translation of this line runs 'Op een donkere avond'. 
Withh respect to the position of San Juan's text in the source and target 
culturee one might say that it is similar: it is known, but not at the 
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centree of the predominantly protestant cultural heritage. In Dutch it 
hass been translated frequently this century, in the United States it was 
madee familiar by the psychological study of William James, Varieties 
ofof Religious Experience, which is also an authoritative source on the 
similaritiess between mystical experiences and madness. As to their 
explicitnesss as markers, then, both lines are comparable, and if a shift 
cann be established it must be considered individual. As it turns out, 
thee use of 'avond', for 'night' does constitute a shift relative to the 
invariantt of intertextuahty. The relationship between Dutch lexemes 
'avond'' en 'nacht' is comparable to the relationship between English 
'evening'' and 'night', that is, to the extent that the members of both 
pairss show the same overlap. 'Avond', however, cannot cover the 
timee after midnight, and in the Dutch and English translations of San 
Juan'ss poem, it is invariably translated as 'nacht' and 'night'. The 
choicee of 'avond', then, makes the function of this line as marker less 
explicit. . 

Inn the Spanish translation of 'Skunk Hour' the situation is entirely 
different,, because within the Spanish culture the architext has the 
statuss of a canonized poem, it is a text central to the cultural heritage. 
Inn that sense, it is an example of the fourth type of relationship I dis-
tinguishedd earlier. As a result, the line 'en una noche oscura', in the 
Spanishh translation, though semantically it does not constitute a shift, 
onn the level of the intertextual relationships does constitute a shift, 
sincee the allusion has become an outright quotation. This shift, how-
ever,, has to be considered constitutive. Unsurprisingly, in this case a 
differencee occurs between the German and Spanish translations with 
regardd to the paratextual level: the German translation has a footnote 
too point to the allusion in 'In einer dunklen Nacht', whereas the Span-
ishh translation leaves the corresponding line uncommented. 

Itt makes an important difference, then, with respect to the possi-
bilit yy of establishing a shift on this level, whether the position of the 
architextt in source and target culture is in any way comparable. In the 
casee of 'transcultural'"5 relationships between feno- and architext, 
whenn the positions are comparable, any shift detected on this level is 

1155 For this term cf. (the prospectively biased) Leppihalme 1994: 179. 
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boundd to be individual. This also holds for those cases that pertain to 
thee third type of relationship I distinguished above, the relationships 
withh architexts that have a central position in both source and target 
culture.. A typical example of this type of relationship would be an 
allusionn to the Bible. Every major western culture belonging to the 
Judeo-Christiann tradition has a long history of Bible translations, sev-
erall  of which may belong to the canon of that culture. This makes it 
possiblee to relate the target text to a target architext in the same way 
ass one can relate the source text to a source architext. 

Levelss of invariance: evaluation 
Itt is apparent from the preceding considerations and examples that the 
distinctionn between individual and constitutive shifts is indeed prob-
lematical.. Only in connection to certain aspects of intertextuality did 
wee find some shifts to be constitutive, but these shifts were bound to 
thee relationship between the target text in its capacity as a fenotext 
andd an architext, and not to the relationship between the target and the 
sourcee text per se. On the levels of the linguistic and literary systems 
wee found that as soon as textual features were linked to textual func-
tions,, it became problematical to decide whether what at first sight 
seemedd a constitutive shift could also be looked upon as an individual 
shift. . 

Thee mechanism seems to be that the 'lower' one posits the level of 
mvanancee - that is to say, the more one looks to the relationship be-
tweenn the elements compared and their positions in the respective 
codee system(s) pertaining to them - the easier it becomes to decide 
whetherr a shift established at that level may be considered constitu-
tive.. But, if one looks at the functional relationships those elements 
enterr into with other elements of their co-text and context, the more 
problematicall  it becomes to rule out the possibility of choice. And, as 
wee have seen, whenever there is the possibility of choice, a shift has 
too be classified as individual. 

Thee question then is whether there is any sense in applying the dis-
tinctionn at all. To be able to answer that question we have to look into 
thee purpose of the procedure the distinction has to be incorporated 
into,, and to the rationale of the typological distinctions in themselves. 

Onee has to bear in mind that in describing the relationship between 
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aa target text and its corresponding source text it is always the highest, 
functionall  level which ultimately matters. Any lower level target text 
elementt always has to be considered with respect to its function in the 
targett text as a whole. As we have seen, the difference between for-
mall  and substantial shifts precisely pertains to the distinction between 
lowerr and higher levels. As a consequence it seems wise to follow 
Vann Leuven-Zwart's procedure in giving priority to the question 
whetherr a shift is substantial over the question whether it is constitu-
tivee or individual. 

Thee main aim of the typological distinctions discussed in this 
chapterr (constitutive versus individual as well as formal versus sub-
stantial)) is to enable one to distinguish between shifts that are not and 
shiftss that are indicative of what one is looking for, be it in terms of 
translationall  norms, translational strategy or translational interpreta-
tion.. If one gives priority to the distinction between formal and sub-
stantiall  shifts, and one only takes substantial shifts in consideration, 
thann one only has to decide of those shifts whether they are constitu-
tivee or individual. Since substantiality is related to the higher levels, 
thesee shifts are more likely to be individual. 

Itt may seem then, that the question of whether a shift is substantial 
orr formal, makes the question whether a shift is constitutive or indi-
viduall  superfluous, but the complexity of the matter forbids that we 
takee this as a rule. Rather it constitutes an interesting research topic. 
Thatt topic is not at stake here, but it will be kept in mind in the re-
mainderr of this book. 

Summary y 
Inn this chapter various types of translational shifts and various levels 
onn which shifts can be located were examined. The point was made 
thatt a shift can only be defined relative to the invariant of the com-
parisonn instrumental in establishing it. A single textual element which 
mayy be considered a shift on one particular level, does not necessarily 
constitutee a shift on another level. In the establishment of shifts, then, 
onee should always explicitly state on which textual, linguistic or cul-
turall  level the invariant is posited. 

II  discussed three typological distinctions: obligatory vs. optional 
shifts,, constitutive vs. individual shifts, and formal vs. substantial 
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shifts.. The latter distinction is posited to be the most important one, 
andd I have defined substantial shifts in the context of this study as 
thosee shifts which have their bearing on the realization of the text 
world.. I consider the distinction between optional and obligatory 
shiftss as subordinate to the distinction between constitutive and indi-
vidual.. The question whether a shift is formal or substantial, however, 
hass to be given priority over the question whether a shift is constitu-
tivee or individual, be it on the linguistic, textual or cultural level. Al-
thoughh the latter question has proven to be problematical, it will not 
bee neglected altogether. 
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THEE ESTABLISHMEN T OF SHIFTS 
THEE SEQUEL: EVALUATIO N 

Iff  anything can be inferred from the last two chapters, it must be that 
nearlyy nothing can be taken for granted in the enterprise of establish-
ingg shifts. In this final chapter on that topic I will try to evaluate 
somee of the more general methodological problems, and in doing so 
wil ll  make the final preparatory step on the way towards the arma-
mentarium. mentarium. 

Normativit y y 
Thee correspondence between the concepts of 'deviation' and 'shift' 
pointss to what is often considered a weakness of the concept: its sup-
posedlyy axiological connotation. As we have seen, for Toury this was 
onee of the reasons to abandon the methodological use of shifts in fa-
vourr of the 'coupled pair of replacing and replaced segments'. 
Toury'ss objection against the use of shifts is twofold. On the one hand 
itt pertains to the 

totallyy negative kind of reasoning required by any search for shifts, 
whichh (...) would encompass all that a translation could have had in 
commonn with its source but does «or (1995: 84), 

andd on the other hand to the idea that the status of the invariant should 
alwayss be that of a maximal, or optimal rendering (cf. ibid.). 

Inn his earlier writings Toury has used the same 'negative reason-
ing'' argument against the prescriptive bias of many source-oriented 
approachess to the study of translation. Because they depart from an a 
prioripriori  notion of equivalence, more often than not they are directed 
towardss establishing what a translation is not, or what it fails to be 
(cf.. Toury 1980: 40). It seems, then, that Toury associates the search 
forr shifts primarily with source-orientation. His second objection may 
bee interpreted in the same vein. One of the views he criticizes in nor-
mativee source-oriented approaches is that they generally consider 
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translationn from the point of view of its being (or having to be) a 
'maximall  (or at least optimal) reconstruction' of a source text (1980: 
35). . 

Since,, from a different ideological angle, it has also been argued 
thatt comparison in itself is always normative to the extent that it is 
essentiallyy interpretative (cf. Bakker & Naaijkens 1991: 204), one 
mayy well ask what precisely the relationship is between the descrip-
tivee study of target text-source text relationships, normativity and 
sourcee text-orientedness. Does source text-orientedness always imply 
normativity?? And, is the study of the reconstructive aspect of the hy-
brid,, double status of the translation always normative? 

Touryy is one of the theoreticians who have applied the age-old 
philosophicall  distinction between the actual and the possible to the 
domainn of translation studies. He has related the different modalities 
off  translational relationships to different branches of the discipline: 
possiblee relationships belong to the domain of Theoretical Translation 
Studies,, actual relationships to that of Descriptive Translation Studies 
andd required relationships to that of Applied Translation Studies 
(Touryy 1980: 65; 1985: 35; 1995: 19m; cf. also Delabastita 1991). 
Thee relationship between the theoretical and descriptive branches is 
thatt both may serve to extend each other's development. The appara-
tuss for the description of target-source relationships should be pro-
videdd by the theoretical branch, whereas descriptive studies should 
helpp to refine the distinctions made with respect to the possible, or 
potential,, relationships. 

Onn the basis of this tripartite division, one may distinguish be-
tweenn two different kinds of normativity. The first one involves the 
connectionn between possible and actual translational relationships. 
Thee second kind of normativity concerns the link between possible 
relationshipss and required relationships. 

Ass to the first kind of normativity, we have seen in Chapter 5 that 
anyy comparative procedure, one way or another, entails an evaluation 
off  actual choices against a range of possible choices. In this respect, 
thee decision whether or not a textual element of the target text con-

1166 In Toury 1995 the domain of Theoretical Translation Studies is extended 
too include probable translational relationships as well. 
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stitutess a shift is normative to the extent that the establishment of 
whatt is possible and what not cannot be taken for granted. The de-
cisionn is dependent on the descnber's views of the relationship be-
tweenn the two linguistic, literary and/or cultural systems involved. 
Whetherr the cultural element 'Skunk' in the title of the German 
translationn of Robert Lowell's 'Skunk Hour', 'Skunk-Stunde', (cf. 
supra,, Chapter 3) is an exoticization or not depends on an evaluation 
off  the position of that element in the German cultural repertoire. Be-
foree one can call it a shift, one first has to determine whether one 
considerss the element as an integral unmarked part of that repertoire, 
aa mere synonym of 'Stinktier', or as a loanword, an alien element. 

Becausee restricted notions of translatability put a limit to the range 
off  the possible relationships, they also put a limit to the possible 
rangee of invariance. On the other hand, a totally unrestricted concep-
tionn of translatability would render the establishment of shifts super-
fluous,, simply because it would theoretically not be able to provide 
forr an invariant relative to which a shift can be established. 

Thiss kind of normativity can only be avoided by abstaining from 
translationn comparison altogether, which seems rather a high prize to 
pay.. However, confronting an actual translation solution, something 
thatt is, with what it is not, but could have been (a potential solution), 
inn principle is not different from any process of signification. As 
muchh as a sign (at least partly) derives its meaning from its position 
inn the code system it is part of, a translational choice derives its sig-
nificancee from its position among other, alternative choices. To that 
extentt the normativity of translation description is inherent to the 
statuss of Translation Studies as an academic discipline taking cultural 
productss as its object. Since the study of cultural products and prac-
ticess is itself a cultural practice it is bound to be interpretative. 

Possiblee versus required relationships 
Duringg every instance of translation description, then, one has to de-
partt from a notion of restricted translatability, and every restricted 
notionn of translatability by definition departs from a priori  notions of 
possiblee equivalence relationships. What matters is what status one 
wishess to assign to those notions: mere possibilities, or requirements. 
Ass we have seen at the beginning of Chapter 4, prescriptive notions of 
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shiftt consider a certain type of invanance as a requirement for the 
qualificationn of a target text as a 'true' translation. From this point of 
vieww one single possibility is often posited to be the correct, and 
thereforee 'required' translation. This kind of normativity, then, is 
tantamountt to equalling the notion of possibility with that of require-
mentt (or obligation) in terms of a maximal or optimal rendering of 
sourcee text features. 

Thee problem with Toury's old method (as well as with Frank's 
one)) is precisely that he chose the 'requirement-related' concept of 
adequacyy as a methodological tool, and as a consequence forced him-
selff  into a normative position. The original claim was, that, because 
adequacyy was considered a 'given quantity', as something that might 
bee unproblematically reconstructed in a structural analysis117, the in-
variantt was nothing more than a methodological tool. But due to the 
interpretativee moments in a textemic analysis, the Adequate Transla-
tionn in the way Toury conceived of it, actually functions as a norma-
tivee yardstick"8. The problem, however, was not located in the inher-
entlyy source-orientedness of the concept of 'shift' itself, as he now 
seemss to imply, but in the way it was put to use. 

Too my mind there is nothing inherently normative to establishing 
shiftss with respect to a source text. There are conditions under which 
source-orientednesss may be institutionalized and formalized to make 
itt a normative concept: 

Whenn the source text is the sole point of departure and criterion for 
thee comparison, then the shifts in the target text resulting from the 
comparisonn assume the status of corrections and additions to the target 
textt and together with that text form a new translation (Bakker & 
Naaijkenss 1991: 204; my italics). 

Butt that seems to be the case only when the status of translation dur-
ingg the target text-source text comparison is reduced to its recon-

1177 Or rather, one might say, a structuralist analysis, ignoring hermeneutic 
aspects. . 
1188 It is interesting to note that Van den Broeck (1985) conceived of the Ade-
quatee Translation as a tool for purposes of translation criticism. 
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structivee aspect only. 
Inn that sense, the choice between source- or target-orientation is 

mainlyy a matter of attitude, of the point of view chosen by the de-
scriber.. Because the establishment of shifts always entails gauging the 
positionn of a translational choice among a range of possible, alterna-
tivee choices, it is also possible to consider a shift as a deviation from 
aa potential rendering, rather than a deviation from a maximal or opti-
mall  rendering. The invariant in that case no longer functions as the 
normativee yardstick yielded by a postulated level of adequacy. That a 
certainn degree of normativity cannot be avoided in studying the re-
constructivee aspect of the double, hybrid status of translation is 
somethingg that has to be accepted, the question is whether one wishes 
too procedurally formalize it or minimize it. 

Thee potential rendering that serves as an invariant relative to 
whichh a shift is established may be postulated by the describer her-
self19,, but it may also be derived from alternative existing transla-
tions,, either in the same or in another language. The main point is that 
thee invariant should be put to use merely for heuristic purposes. In 
thiss respect, the comparison of several translations from a single 
sourcee text (as was done, for instance, with the Kopland translations 
inn chapter 1 and 3; and as is suggested, or may be inferred, from 
Toury'ss five stage procedure), where actual translations may serve as 
thee basis for an invariant, could prove to be very useful. 

Distinctivee feature analysis - repertory method 
Wee may look upon the later methodological proposals of Toury120, 
andd the model of Van Leuven-Zwart, as ways of minimizing norma-
tivityy by attempting to take neither the source nor the target text as 
pointt of departure for the comparison, but both texts at the same time. 
Toury'ss proposals we found to be impracticable because they do not 
providee in a preliminary unit of analysis, but rather constitute a tabula 
rasa-approach.rasa-approach. It does not depart from any a priori  notion of the 

mm In case the text under study is the only translation available, or in case the 
purposee of the comparison renders that perspective relevant. 
1200 Although Toury's thinking is pervaded by the idea that normativity should 
bee avoided at all costs. 
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level(s)) on which the texts should be analyzed and compared. The 
modell  of Van Leuven-Zwart does depart from such a priori  level(s): 
onn the level of the microstructure the transemes (or rather the sen-
tencess broken down into transemes), and on the level of the macro-
structuree the genre-related 'discrete parts'. 

Thee Holmesian dichotomy of comparative methods may also be 
expressedd in terms of their ad hoc or a priori  character. A distinctive 
featuree analysis, according to Holmes, 'remains to a large extent an 
adad hoc operation' (Holmes 1976 [1988]: 89), whereas the repertory 
off  features always to be analysed has to be determined 'beforehand' 
(ibid.),, a priori. Holmes also relates the dichotomy to normativity, 
andd his preference for the repertory method is based on its purport-
edlyy 'higher degree of intersubjectivity"21 (ibid.). 

Source-orientednesss was not a topic in Holmes dichotomy, since 
hee discusses the methods in the context of a situation in which both 
sourcee and target text are involved. Because he is not concerned with 
thee development of a procedure, he does not deal with concepts as 
unitt of comparison, tertium comparationis, or with the chronological 
orderr of descriptive and comparative stages. 

Itt seems however, that the repertory method, in theory, agrees 
betterr with prioritizing the concept of relation within a comparative 
procedure.. Within a distinctive feature method, a tertium will always 
bee based on one of the texts (or some feature of it), as is the case for 
instancee in a textemic analysis, and as a consequence, the comparison 
iss always undertaken from the point of view of one of the texts. 

Thatt this agreement is only theoretical, may be shown by the way 
thee repertory method is employed within the Göttingen-approach. 
Althoughh their comparative checklist in principle functions as 'a rep-
ertoryy of features always to be analysed', it still formalizes source-
orientednesss because target text elements are related to the literary 
constructss of the source text, rather then those of the target text. All 
translationss of Poe's 'The Raven' that are discussed are related to the 
samee tertium, based on one single source text analysis. In a method 
thatt prioritizes the relationship between the texts, as may be seen in 

1:11 As much as Toury, Holmes was preoccupied by a positivistic conception 
off  the empirical claim for Translation Studies. 
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Toury'ss later method and in the model of Van Leuven-Zwart, for 
everyy instance of comparison, even if one and the same source text is 
involved,, the tertium has to be substantiated separately. This mechan-
ismm I find to be the true sign of target-orientation. A tertium should 
nott be used to determine the conditions for invariance, but should 
providee for a level of comparison. Any source text-dependent tertium 
iss bound to be linked with a preconceived notion of invariance, and as 
aa consequence procedurally formalizes normativity. A procedure 
basedd on the principles of a repertory method is the most suitable one 
forr minimizing it. 

Repertory y 
Thee a priori  character of a repertory, as may be inferred from the 
comparisonn between the procedures of Toury (the recent one) and 
Vann Leuven-Zwart, seems to be a precondition for its practicability. 
Thee relevant criterion in devising the repertory is the purpose of the 
procedure.. The concepts employed in the description of the relation-
shipp between the texts, and the levels on which the shifts may be lo-
catedd have to be pertinent to the purpose122. To the extent that the 
purposee of the study is linked to the description of texts, the repertory 
alsoo has to be based on a general theory of the text123, and a specific 
theoryy of the genre to which those texts belong. As we have seen in 
ourr discussion of the procedure of Van Leuven-Zwart this constitutes 
aa delimitation with respect to the scope of the procedure and the epis-

1222 An additional point to be made here is that it may also be useful to bring 
intoo the repertory a certain hierarchy, in terms of the order of the stages of 
thee analysis. This is one of the major flaws in the method presented in Linn 
1998.. This comparative method is devised in order to reconstruct the strategy 
off  a translator of poetry. The strategy is expressed in terms of the priority 
givenn by the translator to one of the levels distinguished within the method: 
formal,, phonological, pragmatic-semantic, syntactic and stylistic aspects. The 
methodd consists of five sets of questions that to a high extent are arbitrary. 
Thee describer is supposed to answer all the questions, or leave some out, or 
addd some 'at his own discretion' (cf. Linn 1998: 74). There is hardly any 
reflectionn on what to do with the answers. Although the questions proposed 
aree not irrelevant, they form one large indiscriminate mass. 
1233 Or textuality, or even a functional theory of language. 
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temologicall  claims that may be derived from it, but that is a delimita-
tionn I gladly accept in the light of the advantages in terms of practica-
bilityy it provides. To my mind the scope of genre-restricted proce-
duress is still broad enough to yield interesting results. 

Ass may be inferred from the case of the Göttingen checklist, a 
repertoryy is not linked to one specific unit of comparison. In effect 
everyy single feature or linguistic or textual level on the list initially 
functionss as a unit of comparison in itself. As a consequence, that 
featuree or level has to be considered as 'problem-restricted' (cf. Hol-
mess [1972a (1988)]). For every level one separately has to establish 
whatt unit of comparison is pertinent. If one takes the case of meta-
phorr as an example, it is in the first instance the concept itself, and 
nott every individual instance in a text, which functions as a tertium in 
thee sense of a global unit of comparison. One might also posit the 
textuall  phenomenon of rhetoric as an even more global tertium, under 
whichh the concept of metaphor is subsumed. In the second instance 
onee would need a theory of metaphor to provide the unit of compari-
sonn which will guide the actual analysis. The problem-restricted 
translationall  phenomenon of 'wordplay', which has been extensively 
dealtt with in this respect, may be helpful in illustrating this point. 
Heibertt (1993)124 tackles the problem of wordplay translation from a 
source-orientedd point of view. He devises an elaborate typology of 
wordplay,, allowing him to describe every instance of wordplay with 
respectt to the levels of technique, content and function as well as the 
hierarchyy pertaining between them. In a second step he analyses (a 
sectionn of) a source text using these levels as parameters, and goes on 
too check in what way the original wordplay has been translated. His 
unitt of comparison, then, is always the original wordplay, rather than 
thee phenomenon of wordplay itself. Heibert's method does not pro-
videe for a separate analysis of the target text, and therefore does not 
alloww for the possibility of detecting compensatory behaviour beyond 
thee immediate co-text of the original wordplay125. 

1244 For a more elaborate discussion of this book, cf. Koster 1996. 
1255 It must be added that Heibert addresses the problem from the point of 
vieww of translation criticism. To the extent, however, that criticism is based 
onn the description of an already existing translation it is also retrospective. 
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Byy contrast, Delabastita (1993) starts from a target-oriented point 
off  view. This book also is concerned with a theory of wordplay, but 
dealss with the subject from a specific view on the study of translation 
ass well. The comparative perspective includes the target text as a 
separatee entity, and the paradigm of possible relationships between 
sourcee and target text also contains potential solutions such as non-
wordplayy into wordplay or the addition of wordplay without any clear 
correspondingg unit in the source text. In this way every target text 
elementt can be linked to its function in the target text's macrostruc-
ture.. Only by taking this mechanism into account, a repertory can 
trulyy serve as a tertium in a procedure that takes the concept of rela-
tionn as its comparative point of departure and thereby tries to mini-
mizee normativity126. 

Thiss mechanism does not only pertain to such a potentially well 
definablee 'problem' as metaphor, but also to a potentially less dis-
criminatoryy level of linguistic analysis as 'lexis'. The level in itself 
mayy function as a global tertium, as a level of analysis equally rele-
vantt (though not necessarily in the same way) to the two texts under 
study,, and it renders the word in its lexemic status, the paralexeme, or 
thee lexical set as potentially relevant units of comparison. Every ele-
mentt figuring in the comparison has to be related, however, to its 
functionn within the larger whole it is part of. If we find, for instance, 
thee set of lexical elements relating to fauna relevant to the analysis of 
'Skunkk Hour' and (or: or) its translations, one has to take this specific 
semanticc feature as tertium, and analyse it in both texts involved in 
thee comparison. What one should not do, is take one of the texts as 
thee point of departure for the analysis, and check to what extent the 
elementss found in the analysis of that text are also present in the other 
texts.. One has to draw up a list of lexical items relating to fauna for 
eachh text separately. The lists, then, in first instance in their entirety 
andd in second instance with respect to single pairs of elements, may 
bee checked against each other with respect to the differences and the 
similaritiess obtaining between them. 

Thatt the enterprise of translation criticism can also be undertaken from a 
target-orientedd point of view is shown by Hulst 1995. 
1266 Cf. also Toury 1985: 26-27 as well as 1995: 81-84 on the problem of 
metaphor,, and Chapter 5 of this book (note 103). 
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Thee armamentarium - first glimpse 
Thee armamentarium for the study of poetic discourse in translation 
thatt will be presented in the next chapter is devised according to the 
principless of a repertory method. In this section I will briefly sum up 
thee theoretical assumptions underlying the armamentarium. 

Methodologicallyy speaking the armamentarium will have to allow 
forr a target-oriented perspective, it will have to account for the circu-
larityy of the relationship between the micro- and macro structural lev-
elss of a text, and it will have to provide for a multiple and flexible 
conceptionn of a unit of comparison. 

Thee aim of the armamentarium is to arrive at statements about the 
interpretationn of the source text that can be constructed from the tar-
gett text. The basic postulate underlying this aim is that a translation 
constitutess a semiotic interpretation (in a specific format), or that, at 
least,, it is based on one (cf. Chapter 2). This interpretation may be 
attributedd to a translator (conceptualized either as an intra- or an ex-
tratextuall  entity), which is latently present in the target text and which 
cann be made manifest by comparing both texts to each other, by es-
tablishingg the differences and similarities between them. 

Thiss semiotic interpretation can be transformed into the retrospec-
tivee concept of 'translational interpretation', which is related to the 
conceptt of 'recontextualization'. As the level of context pertinent to 
myy descriptive enterprise I have established the context of reference 
(pertainingg to the ideational function of language), in which two as-
pectss are considered deserving of special attention: the situational 
dimensionn (pertaining to the interpersonal level of language) and the 
culturall  dimension. As a means for making visible the translational 
interpretationn the notion of 'text world' was introduced. The basic 
postulatee underlying this step is that whenever there is a text, there is 
thee possibility of constructing a text world (cf. Chapter 3). On the 
groundss of this postulate it is possible to use the concept of text world 
ass a global tertium comparationis. 

Ass the levels of analysis which may be potentially relevant to the 
descriptionn of text worlds to be reconstructed from poetic texts and 
whichh therefore have to be accounted for one way or another in the 
armamentarium,armamentarium, I posit the traditional levels of linguistic and textual 
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analysis:: phonology, morphology, syntax, lexis, semantics and prag-
matics;; the genre-specific level of prosody; and the literary relevant 
levelss of rhetoric (in the sense of figurative language) and intertextu-
ality127.. In the next chapter I will deal with the way in which these 
levelss are to be related to each other. 

1277 These levels are not to be considered as inherently relevant to the study of 
literature,, but rather as potentially interesting. 
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THEE ARMAMENTARIUM 

Inn positing the notion of 'text world' as a tertium, I have created the 
minimumm condition for a comparison between a source and target text 
withh respect to the translational interpretation that can be constructed 
fromm the target text. Obviously, in order to be able to describe the 
relationshipp between the texts on this point, I have to substantiate that 
notion,, assign it its place within the armamentarium, and relate it to 
thee levels of analysis relevant to my purpose. In doing so, I will 
graduallyy unfold the procedure for the comparative analysis of poetic 
discoursee in translation. Throughout this chapter I will illustrate the 
methodologicall  proposals with analyses involving the relationship 
betweenn Robert Lowell's 'Skunk Hour' and its Dutch translation 'Uur 
vann het stinkdier'. In the next chapter I will present a case study in 
essayy form in which the armamentarium is put to use in a contextu-
alizedd descriptive enterprise. 

Thee analysis of text worlds 
Inn Chapter 3 I have stated that interpretation takes place by creating 
plausiblee contexts from a text, by trying to attribute a degree of se-
manticc and pragmatic coherence between textual elements. 'Text 
world'' is a notion that may help to make explicit that coherence, in 
thee sense that it may provide the terms in which coherence can be 
expressed. . 

Ass we have seen in Chapter 3 ('The ideational level'), a text world 
mayy be said to consist of entities. As to a division of the kind of enti-
tiess that may be distinguished, opinion differs128. There is sufficient 
agreement,, however, to enable one to make a fairly uncontroversial 
divisionn into discriminate text world elements. For my purpose I will 
borrowborrow the main notions figuring in Werth (1994, 1995) as 'world-
buildingg elements': 

Cf.. also Chapter 3, note 48. 
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Thee world-building elements designate the parameters of the text-
world:: its time, place, characters[129] and objects, and any relevant re-
lationshipss between them (1994: 91). 

Thesee relationships may be made explicit in terms of the situation(s), 
whetherr static or dynamic (Lyons' second-order entities), pertaining 
too the elements130. 

Ann idealized representation of the process of interpretation would 
bee that one proceeds by identifying expressions that refer to entities, 
byy situating them spatio-temporally, by ascribing qualities or proper-
tiess to that entities, and by establishing relationships between them. A 
text,, then, can be analyzed in terms of the way in which textual ele-
mentss may be linked to world-building elements, and to the relation-
shipss between them. 

Too a certain extent a fixed relationship may be posited between 
certainn linguistic categories and the five elements functioning as 
analyticc parameters. Definite noun phrases for instance, together with 
properr names and personal pronouns, in Dutch and English are typi-
callyy used as singular definite referring expressions, which are linked 
too first-order entities. Werth (1995: 76-77) also establishes some links 
betweenn certain parameters and grammatical categories: noun phrases 
('off  all structures and in any position') to entities, and specific types 
off  adverbs or adverbial clauses to time and location. The scope and 
rangee of these relationships, however, is so broad that it is impossible 
too formalize their analysis in any meaningful way. I wil l address this 
issuee in a later stage in terms of the units of comparison pertinent to 
thee armamentarium. 

1299 For my purposes, the description of poetic text worlds, I wil l replace this 
notionn by that of 'subject', which may be helpful in justifying the special 
positionn of the persona relative to the text world. 
li 00 Werth also includes the category of 'assumptions' (a category which is, 
roughlyy speaking, equivalent to the notion of 'presupposition'), which I will 
ignore,, because it can be made explicit in the description of the relations, and 
thee subcategories of 'o/l: locative element, functioning as object', 'l/o: object, 
butt with a locative function', and 'c/o: object functioning as character' 
(1994:: 92), which may also be described in terms of the main category. 
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'Textt world', to be sure, is a macrostructural notion. In that sense 
itt covers the levels of semantics (partly) and pragmatics I posited as 
relevantt at the end of the last chapter. Because of their link to the 
encompassingg (in this procedure, that is) notion of text world, they 
standd out from the other levels of analysis, to the extent that they con-
stitutee the levels on which the effects of the shifts on the other levels 
aree expressed. On the one hand this may be justified with reference to 
thee hierarchy of instrumentality underlying the functional theory of 
languagee as conceived of by Leech and Halliday. It may also be jus-
tifiedd with reference to the theory of the icomcity of the literary text, 
Lotman'ss theory of the semanticization of formal elements (Lotman 
1976,, 1977). Because these are considered the top-most levels of 
analysis,, they cannot be linked to a specific unit of comparison. 

Iff  I give these levels a place at the end of the process of descrip-
tion,, I must ask myself in what way one may arrive at them. This 
questionn concerns the choice of directional orientation of the proce-
dure:: should it proceed bottom-up or top-down? Earlier I have stated 
thatt a rigid unidirectional conception of the relationship between mi-
crostructuree and macrostructure runs counter to the principle manifest 
inn the hermeneutic circle. In terms of part-whole relationships, inter-
pretationn always is a circular process. This circularity may be ac-
countedd for in the descriptive procedure by moving in both directions: 
fromm the macrostructural level, to the microstmctural level, back 
againn to the macrostructure. 

Takingg the macrostructural notion of text world as point of depar-
turee for the descriptive procedure has one important methodological 
consequence:: the initial analysis necessarily is general and provi-
sional.. This does constitute a limitation as to the scope of the initial 
analysis,, but that need not be a problem if one doesn't stretch its 
methodologicall  status beyond that limit. 

Withinn the armamentarium the provisional analysis on the seman-
ticc and pragmatic levels takes place by means of the establishment of 
aa pragmatic-semantic skeleton^11. 

1311 This notion is loosely based on Lotman's (pre-systematic) notion of 
'semantischess Skelett' in the sense of a 'Grundbedeutungsschema' (Lotman 
1986:: 439; cf. also Koster 1994a: 155). 
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Thee semantic-pragmatic skeleton 
Thee first step in the procedure is directed, then, towards the identifi-
cationn in the text of expressions that can be linked to the analytic pa-
rameterss of subject and object (the animate and inanimate physical 
objectss inhabiting the text world), as well as time and location. In this 
initial,, preliminary stage the identification necessarily takes place on 
ann ad hoc basis, depending on the hierarchy of the entities with re-
spectt to their position in the text world. Even so, the analysis may be 
madee explicit according to the different parameters. 

Onee of the linguistic phenomena to be located on the interface 
betweenn semantics and pragmatics is deixis. The relevance of this 
notionn for our purpose lies in its interdependency with the notion of 
reference.. It may be used as a trigger for the initial analysis, in the 
sensee that the deictic aspects of a text may help to gain access to the 
world-buildingg elements. Green 1995 distinguishes several categories 
off  deixis, some of which may be considered relevant at this level of 
analysis:: referential deixis, on'go-deixis, and spatio-temporal deixis132. 

Referentiall  deixis (to be found typically in noun phrases including 
demonstrativee pronouns or the definite article) most directly links up 
withh expressions referring to subjects and objects. Its analysis clearly 
mustt be linked to the analysis of descriptive reference. 

On'go-deixiss pertains to the interpersonal aspects of a text, or in 
myy terms: to the situational dimension of the context of reference. It 
involvess first and second person pronouns and vocatives. This aspect 
off  deixis, then, most clearly links up with the position of the persona 
andd may be analyzed in connection with the textual elements con-
cerningg poetic voice. 

Spatio-temporall  deixis (present in temporal and locative adverbs 
andd adverbials, non-calendncal time units, and tense - when used 
deictically)) pertains to the 'here' and 'now' relative to which the 
otherr world-building elements may be located. It may be expressed in 
termss of the relationship between on the one hand coding time and 

1322 He further distinguishes subjective deixis (primarily modality), discourse 
deixiss (intratexrual reference) and syntactic deixis (for instance the implicit 
inclusionn of an addressee in the interrogative or imperative mode) (Green 
1995:: 21-22). 
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codingg place, the time and place at which the utterance is transmitted, 
andd on the other hand content time and content place: the time(s) and 
place(s)) to which the utterance refers (cf. Green 1992: 126-127)133. 

II  posited deixis as an analytical tool that may function as a trigger 
forr the establishment of the semantic-pragmatic skeleton of a text. 
Althoughh it is not to be considered the only relevant linguistic phe-
nomenon,, it may provide the frame of reference for the initial analy-
sis.. Sometimes the analysis of deixis wil l yield a wealth of informa-
tionn in itself. If we take for an example the first line of Brockway's 
translationn of Kopland's 'Een lege plek om te blijven': 'Go now into 
thee garden dear, and lie', we wil l see that almost every constituent has 
aa deictic aspect to it. The imperatives 'go' and ' l ie' are examples of 
syntacticc deixis, 'now' is an example of spatio-temporal deixis, the 
definitee referring expression 'the garden' of referential deixis, and the 
vocativee 'dear' of origo-dcixis. On the other hand, in Chapter 3, in 
discussingg the first two stanza's of Philip Larkin's 'Aubade' we have 
seenn that even if very few deictic elements occur, they still may be 
decisivee in the interpretation of their co-text. 

Nextt to the identification of the subjects and objects present in the 
textt world, then, the first stage in the procedure consists of the identi-
ficationn of the deictic centre of the discourse, the zero-point relative 
too which the subjects and objects, place and time can be located. The 
followingg questions may be helpful in the identification of the aspects 
towardss which the analysis at this stage is directed. 

WhichWhich are the most important subjects (persons, animals, and anima-
ted,ted, personified objects) and objects referred to? What are the most 
importantimportant relations between these text world elements? 
Thee assessment of the hierarchy within the categories of entities may 
bee expressed in terms of the centrality of the position in the text 
world,, or, in the case of subjects, in terms of the degree of complete-

1333 Usually these notions are dealt with in relation to the notion of receiving 
timee and receiving place as well, but in our situation these are given as 1) the 
timee and place of the production of the target text, and 2) the time and place 
off  the production of the description, which all are to be accounted for as 
preliminaryy data. 
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nesss and individuation134. 

InIn what way are the participant roles of sender and addressee repre-
sentedsented in the text? 
Thiss question pertains to the situational dimension of the context of 
reference.. It has been dealt with in extenso in Chapter 3. Subsequent 
questionss concerning this point are: 

 Is the persona explicitly present in the discourse, or is she merely 
presentt as a speaking voice? 

 Does the persona describe a world outside herself, or is she in-
cludedd in the context of reference? 

 Is there any form of direct address? 
 Are there any first and second person personal pronouns (singular 

orr plural)? 
 Do vocatives occur in the text? Are there any interrogative or 

imperativee sentences? 

Thesee questions mainly pertain to subjects and objects; the following 
questionss involve the parameters of time and location: 

HowHow can the text world be located spatio-temporally? 
 Relative to which 'here' and 'now', which deictic centre, can the 

textt world be located? 
 What is the relationship between coding time and content time 

andd between coding place and content place? 

Withh respect to location: 

 What locative elements occur? 
 What locative adverbs and adverbials? 
 What objects having a locative function? 
 What is the locative range? Is there a single location, or 

aree there any locative shifts? 

Withh respect to time: 

Onn these terms cf. Ronen 1994. 
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 What is the time span of the text world? 
 What tenses are predominantly used? 
 What temporal adverbs and adverbials occur? 

Withh respect to the relationships between the parameters, the follow-
ingg question may be asked: 

InIn general, what situation pertains to the text world. Is it pre-
dominantlydominantly static or dynamic? What are the most important states, 
processes,processes, actions or events? What is the text about? 
Thiss question is the most general one, and in that sense perhaps the 
hardestt to answer. It also is the one in which the interpretative mo-
mentt seems most explicit. As we have seen in Chapter 6, it is impos-
siblee to avoid these moments. There is some formalization in the 
otherr questions, which should provide a descriptive framework for 
answeringanswering the final questions. 

Thesee questions do not pertain to discrete text parts: the information 
yieldedd by them will sometimes overlap. They must not be considered 
methodologicallyy foolproof, in the sense that every question will be 
equallyy relevant in every instance of description and that they cover 
everyy possible aspect of analysis. They are questions guiding the 
analysis.. The real work only begins after the questions have been 
answered.. The relevant tools of the armamentarium in this stage are 
thee analytic parameters in themselves, to which they can be related135. 
Att this stage of the procedure the analysis may also be directed at 
matterss of structure. 

Beforee dealing in more detail with the methodological status of the 
semantic-pragmaticc skeleton, I will now, by way of example, present 
aa fairly extensive one (because it is a rich poem) of 'Uur van het 
stinkdier',, followed by a schematic representation of the most impor-
tantt world-building elements. For the reader's convenience I will 

1355 In that sense their methodological status differs from the questions in Linn 
1998.. In that method the full weight of the method is entirely on the ques-
tions. . 
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sourcee text. 

Uurr van het stinkdier Skunk Hour 
(voorr Elizabeth Bishop) (For Elizabeth Bishop) 

oncee more quote both target and 

Dee njke dame van Nautilus Eiland 
overwintertoverwintert als kluizenaar in haar 

Spartaansee huisje; 
haarr schapen grazen nog boven de zee. 
Haarr zoon is bisschop Haar pachter 

55 is raadslid in ons dorp, 
terwijll  zij kindser wordt. 

Hongerendd naar 
dee hiërarchie en rust 
vann Victoria's tijd 

100 koopt zij alles wat 
stoortt voor haar kust, 
enn breekt het af. 

'tt Seizoen is ziek -
wijj  verloren onze zomermiljonair, 

155 die zó leek te komen uit een L.L. Bean-
catalogus.. Zijn snelle jacht 
werdd bij opbod verkocht aan 

kreeftenvissers. kreeftenvissers. 
Eenn rode vossevlek bedekt Blue Hill . 

255 Op een donkere avond 
klomm mijn oude Ford de schedel van de 

heuvell  op; 
ikk keek uit naar minnaars in auto's. 
Zijj  lagen romp naast romp in het donker, 
Waarr het kerkhof helt naar de stad... 

300 Mijn geest is niet in orde. 

Nautiluss Island's hermit 
heiresss still lives through winter in her Spartan 

cottage; ; 
herr sheep still graze above the sea. 
Herr son's a bishop. Her farmer 
iss first selectman in our village; 
she'ss in her dotage. 

Thirstingg for 
thee hierarchic privacy 
off  Queen Victoria's century, 
shee buys up all 
thee eyesores facing her shore, 
andd lets them fall. 

Thee season's ill -
we'vee lost our summer millionaire, 
whoo seemed to leap from an L.L. Bean 
catalogue.. His nine-knot yawl 
wass auctioned off to lobstermen. 

AA red fox stain covers Blue Hill . 

Onee dark night, 
myy Tudor Ford climbed the hill's skull; 

II  watched for love-cars. Lights turned down, 
theyy lay together, hull to hull, 
wheree the graveyard shelves on the town... 
Myy mind's not right. 

Enn thans knapt onze nicht 
200 de decorateur zijn winkel op voor de 

herfst, , 
zijnn visnet met oranje kurken volgestou 
oranjee zijn schoenlappersbank en els; 
zijnn werk levert niets op, 
hijj  was liever getrouwd. 

Andd now our fairy 
decoratorr brightens his shop for fall, 

wd.hiss fishnet's filled with orange cork, 
orange,, his cobbler's bench and awl; 
theree is no money in his work, 
he'dd rather marry. 
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Eenn autoradio blaat A car radio bleats, 
'Love,, o careless love...' Ik hoor 'Love, O careless Love...' I hear 
mijnn boze geest snikken in iedere my ill-spirit sob in each blood cell, 

bloedcel, , 
alsoff  mijn hand om zijn keel sloot... as if my hand were at its throat... 

355 Zelf ben ikde hel; I myself am hell, 
niemandd is hier - nobody's here -

stinkdierenn slechts, op zoek only skunks, that search 
inn het maanlicht naar een hap voer. in the moonlight for a bite to eat. 
Zee lopen op hun zolen de Hoofdstraat in: They march on their soles up Main Street: 

400 witte strepen, de maan slaat rood vuur uit white stripes, moonstruck eyes' red fire 
hunn ogen 

onderaann de kalkdroge magere spits under the chalk-dry and spar spire 
vann de Kerk der Dneëenheid. of the Trinitarian Church. 

Ikk sta bovenaan I stand on top 
onzee achtertrap, waar ik de zware of our back steps and breathe the rich air-

luchtt inadem-
455 een moederstinkdier met haar rij jongen a mother skunk with her column of kittens 

leegtt de vuilnisbak. swills the garbage pail. 
Zee stoot de wig van haar kop in een beker She jabs her wedge-head in a cup 
zuree room, strijkt haar struisvogelstaart, of sour cream, drops her ostrich tail, 
laatt zich geen schrik aanjagen. and will not scare. 

Semantic-pragmaticc skeleton 'Uur  van het stinkdier ' 
Withh respect to most of the analytic parameters, the poem can be di-
videdd into two halves. In the first four stanzas the reader is confronted 
withh a fairly realistic landscape, inhabited by strange people, but still 
realistic.. In the last four stanzas the tone seems to be that of realism 
too;; here we get a view of the 'naked ego' of the persona, full of self-
loathing.. Yet, the landscape is anything but realistic; this holds for the 
geographicall  landscape as well as for the landscape of the persona's 
mind.. Both seem to have a somewhat hallucinatory character. 

Thee first half of the poem consists of a description - all sentences 
inn the poem, both in the first and the second half, are declaratives - of 
threee inhabitants belonging to a single community: the rich lady from 
Nautiluss Island, a summer millionaire, and a 'fairy decorator'. The 
rich,, aristocratic lady seems to own everything, given the abundance 
off  possessive pronouns: 'haar schapen' (1. 3), 'haar pachter' (1. 4), 
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'haarr kust' (1. 11). Oddly enough, the prepositional construction in the 
firstt line suggests that she belongs to the island. Her economic posi-
tionn gives her a certain control over her environment, but she has no 
reall  control over herself: she is senile. Furthermore, she seems to be 
misplaced,, out of time, for she longs for the aristocratic privileges of 
thee Victorian age. The summer millionaire is as idiosyncratic a char-
acterr as the rich lady. His appearance was that of a model in a cata-
loguee for mail-order sporting goods. He is lost to the community, but 
itt is not clear in what way: he might have died, or have lost his 
money.. At any rate he is as much past his prime as the senile old 
woman.. The fourth stanza is about a homosexual decorator, who is 
preparingg his shop for the fall season, by turning workman's tools 
intoo decorations. He knows his attempts are in vain, because there is 
noo money to be made with his work. And although he is a homo-
sexual,, he would rather marry for the money. 

Ass to the place where these subjects can be located, we have seen 
inn Chapter 3 that a difference can be made between locative elements 
whichh may enable one to relate the text world to a specific ge-
ographicall  area in the extratextual ('actual') world: an out of season 
resortt town in New England136, and those locative elements which are 
relatedd to objects in the text world: sea, coast, the house of the rich 
lady,, the decorator's shop, and so on. 

Att the beginning of the fifth stanza, a shift occurs in the orienta-
tionn of the poem from present to past, and from outside to inside. 

Thee first four stanzas are almost entirely set in the present tense, 
withh the temporal adverb 'thans' (1. 19) establishing the deictic zero-
pointt as the time span covering the end of the summer season. Only 
thee lines about the summer millionaire are set in the past tense, but 
whatt counts most in these cases is the aspect of perfectivity. Within 
thee stanza the sentences are embedded in the present tense clauses " t 

1366 For those who wish to play the biographical card in the coherence game, 
whichh in the case of Lowell's confessional poetry may be quite a profitable 
onee to play, the town may even be identified as Castine, Maine, very near 
Nautiluss Island and Blue Hill , where Lowell regularly stayed for the summer 
duringg the period he worked on Life Studies, the collection in which 'Skunk 
Hour'' was to be published. 
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Seizoenn is ziek-' (1. 13) and 'Een rode vossevlek bedekt Blue Hill ' (1. 
18).. Both these sentences stand out from the rest of the first half, to 
thee extent they do not ascribe properties to any of the subjects, but 
expresss more general states. 

Inn 'klom' (1. 26) a seemingly unmotivated shift occurs from the 
presentt tenses of the first half of the poem to the simple past tense. It 
seemss as if the situation is suddenly transferred to the memory of 'een 
donkeree avond' (1. 25), when the persona went watching for 'min-
naarss in auto's' (1. 27) near a graveyard. In the last line of the same 
stanzaa there is a shift back to the present tense ('helt' [1. 29]), and this 
situationn remains for the rest of the poem. The inconsistency caused 
byy the shift is exceedingly subtle, almost 'hidden'. The tense of'helt' 
iss a timeless present: it expresses a permanent, static situation, a state-
of-the-world.. In 'Mijn geest is niet in orde' (1. 30) it is not clear 
whetherr the tense expresses a temporary or permanent situation. In 
'blaat'' (1. 31), however, the nature of the present tense is completely 
different,, it is an instantaneous present, which expresses an act taking 
placee at the moment of speech, or thought. The remarkable thing, 
now,, is that the location does not shift together with the tense. The 
firstfirst line of the sixth stanza ('Een autoradio blaat') implies that the 
personaa is still near the 'minnaars in auto's' of the memory, but the 
naturee of the tense of the finite verb is not in accordance with the 
memoryy of the previous stanza (which does not hold for the finite 
verbss in lines 28 and 29). 'Blaat' could still refer to the same temporal 
situation,, when it is regarded as a kind of 'praesens historicum'. The 
personaa would then focus more closely to the situation of the memory 
andd report it as if he was experiencing it again. But in the last stanza 
theree is a shift of location from the graveyard to 'onze achtertrap', 
whilee the tense remains the same. This would be explicitly coherent 
whenn the finite verb had been accompanied by a time adverbial (like 
'nu')) that would enable the reader to distinguish between two differ-
entt temporal situations, between a 'praesens historicum' and an ordi-
naryy present. But there is no such time marker. The result is that past 
andd present (as well as reality and appearance) get mixed up. The 
reasonn for this (almost literal) disorientation, emotionally as well as 
spiritually,, is quite explicitly attributed to the persona's state of mind: 
'Mij nn geest is niet in orde' (1. 30). The spatio-temporal inconsisten-
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ciess have rendered the deictic centre unreliable. When the fully deic-
ticc locative adverb 'hier1 (1. 36) is used, one can no longer be sure 
wheree to locate the centre. 

Thee shift from outside to inside concerns the position of the perso-
naa within the text world. In the first four stanzas the persona is only 
implicitlyy present in the possessive forms of the first person plural; 
theree is a discrepancy so to speak between the context of utterance 
andd the context of reference. This discrepancy is dissolved in the sec-
ondd half of the poem, in which, as his presence becomes manifest in 
thee use of the first person singular, the persona becomes the centre of 
thee context of reference. The relative instability of the persona's po-
sitionn in the text world points to a certain ambivalence in the relation-
shipp between the persona and the outside world. On the one hand he 
seess himself as completely isolated: 'Zelf ben ik de hel;/ niemand is 
hier'' (1. 35-6) (self as opposed to other), but on the other hand he also 
hass a sense of belonging to communities that imply a varying degree 
off  intimacy: 'ons dorp' (1. 5) and even 'onze achtertrap' (1. 44). 

Inn the fifth and sixth stanzas the hallucinatory landscape of the 
persona'ss mind is very much at the centre of attention. The 'donkere 
avond'' of the past to which the reader is directed is a dark one indeed. 
Thee self-reflection of the voyeuristic persona culminates in an acute 
sensee of self-loathing. Love immediately links up with death, lovers' 
lanee is situated near a graveyard. The sound of a love song mingles 
withh the sound of utter despair: 'Een autoradio blaat/ "Love, o care-
lesss love..." Ik hoor/ mijn boze geest snikken in iedere bloedcel' (1. 
31-3).. The sound of despair originates from the inner core of the per-
sona'ss being. 'Bloedcel' here may be said to reflect the sense of ines-
capabilityy the persona has about the situation, which, however, is 
abruptlyy dissolved with the appearance of the skunks in the penulti-
matee stanza. 

Thee finality of the dash at the end of the sixth stanza once more 
constitutess a sudden transition, this time from inside back to outside. 
Thee persona's perception is no longer directed towards his inner self, 
butt to the outside world. The skunks can be considered highly indi-
viduatedd subjects, representing an ambivalent position. On the one 
handd they represent life and survival, for they are 'op zoek/ in het 
maanlichtt naar een hap voer' (1. 37-8), whereas the persona is preoc-
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cupiedd by death. The skunks also represent life in the sense that they 
aree a family, a community: 'een moederstinkdier met haar rij jongen' 
(1.. 45). In that respect they can be regarded as a metaphor for the con-
tinuationn of love by a kind of natural, uncomplicated 'careless' love 
thatt procreates life, as against the persona's idea of a love that procre-
atess death. On the other hand they may be regarded as a source of 
identification.. Just as the persona, only in a more literal way, they live 
onn garbage. They show that the digestion of garbage also may mean 
survival,, may be productive. 

Thee confrontation with the skunks points to the synecdochal nature 
off  the persona's perception. He only sees those parts that can be pro-
jectedd onto himself, the lunar association ('de maan slaat rood vuur 
uitt hun ogen' [1. 40]) can be transferred to his own lunacy, his mad-
ness.. Yet, the appearance of the skunks brings about a certain conver-
gencee between inside and outside. In the first two lines of the final 
stanza,, the singular and plural forms of the first person pronouns are 
combined.. The on'go-deixis in 'Onze achtertrap' presupposes the 
existencee of a family, of an intimate social community to which the 
personaa belongs, just as the skunks. The strong deictic nature of these 
liness is not only due to the ongo-deixis, but also to the spatio-
temporall  deixis. Particularly the deictic nature of the present tense in 
'sta'' re-establishes the stability of the deictic centre. This passage is 
alsoo the first one in which the persona is associated with a positive 
connotation:: Tk sta bovenaan' (1. 43). In the final lines the behaviour 
off  the mother skunk brings about a certain restoration of self-
assurance.. Eventually, she sees no need to defend herself, she wil l not 
bee scared by the persona's presence. 

SUBJECTS:: rich lady, summer millionaire, decorator, persona, 
loverss in cars, skunks 

OBJECTS:: cars, garbage pail; (see also under locations) 
LOCATIONS:: text world location: New England resort town 

withinn text world: island, sea, coast, rich lady's 
house,, shop, hill , near graveyard, Main Street, near 
church,, back stairs near house 
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TIME:: end of summer; unspecified past; temporal incon-
sistencies;; time sequence: present-past-present; 
dynamicc relation between content and coding time; 
unreliablee deictic centre 

THEMATICC present against past; inside against outside; per-
RELATIONS:: sona's state of mind; spatio-temporal disorienta-

tion;; madness; relation persona-skunks; love 
againstt death; self against world; 

Methodologicall  function of the semantic-pragmatic skeleton 
Withinn the circular motion from macrostructure to microstructure and 
back,back, the semantic-pragmatic skeleton serves as a provisional de-
scriptionn of the text world, which, as we have seen, must be consid-
eredd a macrostructural notion. Methodologically speaking, the func-
tionn of the skeleton is twofold. Firstly, as a provisional description, it 
hass to function as a frame of reference for the analysis of the transla-
tionall  relationships on the microstructural level. On the one hand, the 
functionn of the microstructural elements is to be expressed in terms of 
thee way they contribute to the text world pertinent to them, and the 
resultss of the provisional analysis may serve to provide the means for 
thatt operation. On the other hand, the skeleton itself is the basis for a 
furtherr analysis of both target and source text world, of a more de-
tailedd description in terms of the various world-building elements. 

Thiss brings me to the second function of the skeleton: that of a 
comprehensive,, initial tertium. Since the skeleton has to be relatable 
too both text worlds, in order to enable one to gauge the differences 
betweenn the way the microstructural elements of the source text relate 
too the source text world and the way the microstructural elements of 
thee target text relate to the target text world, one has to make sure that 
thee elements figuring in the semantic-pragmatic skeleton can serve as 
ann invariant of the comparison. This makes acute the question as to 
whichh text should be initially analysed to establish the skeleton. In 
principlee one might suggest that, since it should serve as a tertium it is 
noo matter of great import which text should be the trigger of its es-
tablishment.. If the procedure is to first analyse one of the texts, and 
thenn check the other text to see if it is applicable to that one as well, it 
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shouldd make no difference whether one takes the source or target text 
ass initial object of analysis. However, because it is eventually the 
targett text world which is the main object of investigation, the target 
textt world should be the object of the initial, provisional analysis. 
Still,, this is not as straightforward as it may seem. One has to account, 
inn establishing whether the skeleton may function as an initial ter-
tium,tium, for a certain margin of non-invariance at some level, and hence 
forr the possibility of manipulation in order to make it function that 
way. . 

Take,, for instance, the phrase 'minnaars in auto's'137 from the skel-
etonn of 'Uur van het stinkdier', which corresponds to 'love-cars' in 
thee source text. At several levels the target text element of this pair 
clearlyy constitutes a shift. Though both elements are noun phrases, the 
sourcee element is a compound noun, whereas the target element is a 
complexx phrase consisting of a head postmodified by a prepositional 
phrasee which in its turn has a noun as its head. A more substantial 
differencee concerns their status as world-building elements, a differ-
encee which can be noted when one compiles a list of noun phrases in 
subjectt positions which is ordered according to world-building ele-
ment.. The head of the source element is characterized by its inani-
mateness,, and should therefore count as an object, whereas 'min-
naars'' can be counted as subjects. But since within both text worlds 
thee very distinction between animateness and inaminateness is ques-
tionedd by the persona's projective perception, there still is sufficient 
semanticc correspondence between the component parts of the phrases, 
forr the element to have a place in the skeleton. The shift itself can be 
discussedd on the level of rhetorical means, as a shift from a metonym 
too a non-metonym. 

Onee has to account, however, for the impossibility of establishing 
aa level of invariance that may be sufficient to justify the incorporation 
off  an element into the semantic-pragmatic skeleton. The justification 

1377 Normally speaking, it would be wise to put the semantic-pragmatic 
skeletonn in a language other than that of the source text (preferably the target 
language,, since that text is at the centre of attention); within the context of 
thiss book, however, for obvious reasons, it is not possible to apply that prin-
ciplee in any satisfactory way. 
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off  the example just mentioned also involves its position in the hierar-
chyy of world-building elements, which is relatively low. If a shift 
fromm one type of element to another (in this case from object to sub-
ject)) should occur on a higher order element, let's say the persona, it 
shouldd be accounted for within the framework of the semantic-prag-
maticc skeleton itself. Either by manipulating the skeleton to make it 
servee as an invariant, by trying to find hyponyms that can be relatable 
too both source and target elements (much in the same way as within 
thee model of Van Leuven-Zwart the architranseme is established), or 
byy establishing a substantial shift in this preliminary stage, that has to 
bee evaluated instantly. Still, theoretically speaking, there must be a 
pointt beyond which such a manipulative move no longer can be justi-
fied.. In that case one would encounter the limit of the possibilities of 
thiss procedure, and the comparison would fail to yield a useful result. 

Thee other  levels of analysis: lexis and syntax 
Withh respect to the other levels of analysis I have posited as poten-
tiallyy relevant - lexis, syntax, prosody, rhetorical means and inter-
textualityy - a distinction has to be made according to the way they 
relatee to the dichotomy microstructure-macrostructure. Only the first 
twoo levels may be said to pertain to the microstructure only, whereas 
thee other three relate to the macro structure in a more direct way. In 
thatt sense, the relevant units of comparison on the levels of syntax 
andd lexis may also be employed as units of comparison for the other 
levelss of analysis. The analyses on these levels may provide the tools 
forr the analysis on the other ones. As a consequence they should be 
analyzedd before the other three. 

Severall  units of comparison may be relevant with respect to the 
analysiss on these levels. As we have seen in Chapter 6, potential units 
ass to the level of lexis are the word in its lexemic status, paralexemes 
andd any possible set of semantically related (para)lexemes. As to the 
levell  of syntax, any grammatical unit higher than the word, up to and 
includingg the sentence may be a potential unit of comparison. 

Inn principle it would be possible to analyse both texts with respect 
too these units, relate the units to their function in the text they belong 
too and compare them. This, however, is not going to be very useful in 
everyy instance of comparison. The relevance of a specific unit is de-
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pendentt on its importance relative to the findings of the semantic-
pragmaticc skeleton, and to a certain extent has to be established ad 
hoc.hoc. There are however some analytical efforts that may be more 
productivee per se in gaining access to the relevant features, and that 
mayy therefore be undertaken in every instance of description. 

Itt seems wise to start the analysis with respect to these levels with 
aa grammatical unit that may be attributed an intermediary position 
betweenn word and (sub)clause or sentence: the phrase. In the process 
off  establishing a level of invariance one might then easily move up-
wardss or downwards if necessary. Each text, then, may be broken 
downn into the constituent parts of noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective 
phrase,, adverb phrase and prepositional phrase138. Each of these 
phrasess may be marked according to its syntactic function and to the 
world-buildingg element to which it pertains. In conjunction with these 
lists,, a sure way of gaining access to lexical patterns is to break the 
textt down according to the distinction between lexical and grammati-
call  words, and to subdivide the lexical words further into nouns, ad-
jectives,, adverbs and verbs. There will be a certain overlap between 
thee inventories, but this may also be looked upon as an advantage, 
sincee it will make it easier to move from one level to another. 

Inn principle these lists constitute the tools of the comparative ef-
fort.. The lists yielded by such an inventory can be mapped onto each 
otherr to establish the differences and similarities between them or 
betweenn corresponding items, and to establish the extent to which any 
possiblee shift has its bearing on the target text world. If necessary, or 
relevant,, the lists can be further broken down according to any rele-
vantt criterion, in terms of the way the items they contain contribute to 
thee realization of the text world. In the case of noun phrases, for in-
stance,, it may be useful to make lists of those noun phrases which 
occupyy a subject or an object position or according to the type of 
head:: noun, pronoun or adjective. And verb phrases may be marked 
withh respect to tense and aspect, which is always relevant in relation 
too the element of time, but it may also be relevant to mark them with 

1388 Obviously this list will contain overlaps in the sense that it is very likely 
thatt phrases will occur within phrases. Since any level may be relevant, it 
seemss wise to list them all. 
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respectt to voice and transitivity. However, no general rule or instruc-
tionn can be given for this analysis beyond the possible relationship 
withh world-building elements. 

Withinn the scope of this study, it is not necessary to try to establish 
anyy formalized procedure for the analysis on these levels beyond the 
establishmentt of the lists mentioned above. For the analysis of the 
listss themselves I refer to existing checklists that might prove to be 
useful:: Leech and Short 1981 (75-82), the most extensive one, and 
Fowlerr 1981 (40-44)139. 

Inn order to get an idea of the way a comparison on these levels 
mayy work and the way the establishment of shifts takes place, let us 
lookk at some examples from our sample texts. If we take from our ad 
hochoc repertory the pronouns with specific reference from both texts, 
thee following inventory is the result: 

'Uurr van het Stinkdier' 

possessivee pronouns 

I:: haar (2); haar (3); haar (4); 
haarr (5); ons (5) 

II :: haar (11) 
III :: onze (14); zijn (16) 
IV:: onze (19); zijn (20); zijn 

(21);; zijn (22); zijn (23) 
V:: mijn (26); mijn (30) 
VI :: mijn (33); mijn (34); 

zijnn (34) 
VII :: hun (39); hun (40) 
VIII :: onze (44); haar (45); 

haarr (46); haar (47) 

'Skunkk Hour ' 

possessivee pronouns 

I:: her (2); her (3); her (4); her 
(4);; our (5); her (6) 

II :: her (11) 
III :: our (14); his (16) 
IV:: our (19); his (20); his (21); 

hiss (22); his (23) 
V:: my (26); my (30) 
VI :: my (33); my (34); its (34) 

VII :: their (39) 
VIII :: our (44); her (45); her (46); 

her(47) ) 

1399 These checklists or analytical inventories are compiled from a monolin-
guall  perspective. They still might be useful in a bilingual context, but may 
havee to be modified at certain points. 
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'Uurr  van het Stinkdier' 

personall  pronouns 

I:: zij (6) 

II :: zij (10); 
III :: wij (14) 
IV:: hij (24); 
V:: ik (27); zij (28) 
VI :: ik (32); ik (35) 
VII :: ze (39) 
VIII :: ik (43); ik (44); ze (46) 

reflexivee pronouns 

VIII :: zich (48) 

relativee pronouns 

II :: wat (10) 
III :: die (15) 

'Skunkk Hour' 

personall  pronouns 

I:: she (6) 
II :: she (10); them (12) 
III :: we (14) 
IV:: he(24) 
V:: I (27); they (28) 
VI :: I (32); I (35) 
VII :: they (39) 
VIII :: I (43); she (46) 

reflexivee pronouns 

VI:: myself (35) 

relativee pronouns 

III :: who (15) 
VII ::  that (37) 

Byy comparing the two lists one can make an inventory of the differ-
encess and similarities on the grounds of which one can establish po-
tentiall  shifts. Only after linking the items to their broader co-text, it is 
possiblee to see whether a potential shift can be considered a substan-
tiall  shift, or whether in both texts the world-building elements (or 
theirr attributes, properties or relations) may be said to correspond. 

Inn the paragraph on the semantic-pragmatic skeleton I stated that 
theree is ambivalence in the relationship between the persona and the 
outsidee world, and that one aspect of its position concerned the sense 
off  belonging to communities implying a varying degree of intimacy, 
whichh was attributed to certain noun phrases premodified by the first 
personn plural possessive pronoun. If we derive from the above list, 
andd from the list with the noun phrases, the entire paradigm of these 
nounn phrases, we can see that concerning this point no substantial 
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shiftss occur, because as far as this aspect is concerned both text 
worldss relate to the semantic-pragmatic skeleton in the same way: 

'Uurr  van het Stinkdier' 

Onss dorp (5) 
Onzee zomermiljonair (14) 
Onzee nicht de decorateur (19-20) 
Onzee achtertrap (44) 

'Skunkk Hour' 

ourr village (5) 
ourr summer millionaire (14) 
ourr fairy decorator (19-20) 
ourr back steps (44) 

Inn the lists of possessive pronouns we can see that the third person 
possessivee pronoun female in the sixth line of the original has a zero 
correspondencee in the translation. As the relevant co-text in this case 
wee can take the clause in which it occurs, which may be compared to 
thee corresponding clause in the target text: 

'Uurr  van het Stinkdier' 

Terwijll  zij kindser wordt (6)140 

'Skunkk Hour' 

she'ss in her dotage (6) 

Inn the source text the noun phrase in which the pronoun functions as a 
premodifierr constitutes the climax of a pattern in the first stanza: 

'Uurr  van het Stinkdier' 

Haarr Spartaanse huisje (2) 
Haarr schapen (3) 
Haarr zoon (4) 
Haarr pachter (5) 
0 0 

'Skunkk Hour' 

herr Spartan cottage (2) 
herr sheep (3) 
herr son (4) 
herr farmer (4) 
herr dotage (6) 

Thee use of the conjunction 'terwijl', as well as the replacement of the 
stativee copula 'be' (denoting a [temporary] state in this context) by the dy-
namicc auxiliary 'worden' (denoting a process in this context) can both be 
consideredd shifts. But since they are shifts relative to another invariant, they 
needd not be dealt with at this point. It does show, however, that a comparison 
att one level may be helpful in finding other relevant levels of comparison. 
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Thee possessives relate the old aristocratic lady to her property 
(animatee and inanimate), to someone with which she has a family 
relationshipp and to someone with which she has an economic rela-
tionship.. The effect of abundant use of the possessives is to attribute 
too her a position of power, of control. In the original, in the final line 
off  the first stanza, exactly the opposite is the case: 'her dotage' refers 
too the phase of life in which one loses control of oneself. The repeti-
tionn of the pronoun has a profoundly ironic ring to it. Because of the 
zeroo translation a shift has to be established with respect to this ele-
mentt of irony. The question, however, is whether the shift has to be 
consideredd substantial, that is, whether it affects the function of the 
subjectt within the text world. Since the effect of the irony is local 
ratherr than structural, and the antithesis between control and loss of 
controll  is still present in the target text clause, the subject of the old 
ladyy within the target text still contributes to the sense of incongruity 
whichh may be linked to the persona's projective way of perceiving. 
Withh respect to that aspect of the text world, then, it does not consti-
tutee a substantial shift. As a consequence, the question whether or not 
itt could be classified as an obligatory shift need not be addressed. 

Thee list of personal pronouns is mainly relevant as a subset of the 
listss with noun phrases in subject positions; with the exception of 
'them'' in the second stanza all the personal pronouns function as 
subjects: : 

'Uurr van het Stinkdier' 

subjectt positions 

I:: De rijke dame van Nautilus 
Eilandd (1) 

haarr schapen (3) 
haarr zoon (4) 
haarr pachter (4) 
zijj  (6) 

II ::  zij (10) 

'Skunkk Hour ' 

subjectt  positions 

I::  Nautilus Island's hermit 
heiresss (1-2) 

herr sheep (3) 
herr son (4) 
herr farmer (4) 
shee (6) 

II :: she (10) 
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'Uurr  van het Stinkdier' 

subjectt  positions 

III :: 't seizoen (13) 
wijj  (14) 
zijnn snelle jacht (16) 
Eenn rode vossevlek (18) 

IV:: onze nicht de decorateur 
(19-20) ) 

zijnn visnet (21) 
zijnn werk (23) 
hijj  (24) 

V:: mijn oude Ford (26) 
ikk (28) 
zijj  (28) 
hett kerkhof (29) 
mijnn geest (30) 

VI :: Een autoradio (31) 
ikk (32) 
mijnn boze geest (33) 
mijnn hand (34) 
ikk (35) 
niemandd (36) 

'Skunkk Hour ' 

subjectt  positions 

III :: ^the season? (13)141 

wee (14) 
hiss nine-knot yawl (16) 
aa red fox stain (18) 

IV:: our fairy decorator (19-20) 

hiss fishnet (21) 
theree (23) 
he(24) ) 

V:: my Tudor Ford (26) 
1(27) ) 
theyy (28) 
thee graveyard (29) 
myy mind (30) 

VI:: A car radio (31) 
1(32) ) 
<,myy ill-spirit? (33)'42 

myy hand (34) 
1(35) ) 
nobodyy (36) 

Thee question marks indicate that the inclusion of the item in this form is 
openn to discussion. In this case, 'The season's ill ' is ambiguous between a 
nounn phrase and a clause, due to the ambiguity of "s' between a genitive and 
thee contracted form of' is'. The ambiguity is inherent to the linguistic system, 
butt it is also textual: the "s' occurs no les than 9 times in the text (11. 1, 4, 5, 
9,, 21, 22, 26, 30, 36) in both functions. In this case, if one interprets the en-
tiree line as a noun phrase with 'ill ' as its head, the line would count as an 
ellipticc clause and would not be included in the list. In that case a potential 
shiftt would have to be established. 

Til-spirit'' is ambiguous between a noun functioning as a subject linking 
upp with the finite verb phrase 'sob' and an adjective phrase functioning as a 
premodifierr to the noun phrase head 'sob'. 
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'Uurr  van het Stinkdier' 

subjectt  positions 

VII :: stinkdieren (37) 
zee (39) 
dee maan (40) 

VIII :: ik (43) 
ikk (44) 
eenn moederstinkdier met 

haarr rij jongen (45) 
zee (46) 

'Skunkk Hour ' 

subjectt  positions 

VII ::  skunks (37) 
theyy (39) 

VIII :: 1(43) 

aa mother skunk with her 
columnn of kittens (45) 

shee (46) 

Fromm a list like this it is relatively easy to compile a corresponding 
listt according to world-building elements, which can then be com-
binedd with other lists that may render semantically and stylistically 
relevantt information that can be linked to the way in which in both 
textss the text world is realized, for instance the kind of verbs with 
whichwhich the subjects link up: 
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'Uurr van het stinkdier' 

subjectt + verb (selection) 

Persona: Persona: 
Mijnn oude Ford (26) + klimmen 
ikk (28) + uitkijken naar 
mijnn geest (30) + zijn 
ikk (32) + horen 
mijnn boze geest (33) + snikken 
mijnn hand (34) + omsluiten (+ ir-
realis) ) 
ikk (35) + zijn 
niemandd (36) + zijn 
ikk (43) + staan 
ikk (44) + inademen 

Stinkdieren: Stinkdieren: 
Stinkdierenn (37) + [op zoek zijn] 
Zee (39) + lopen 
Eenn moederstinkdier met haar rij 

jongenn (45) + legen 
Zee (46) + stoten + strijken + laten 

aanjagenn (negation) 

'Skunkk Hour' 

subjectt + verb(selection) 

persona: persona: 
myy Tudor Ford (26) + to climb 
II  (27) + to watch for 
myy mind (30) + to be 
II  (32) + to hear 
<̂myy ill-spirit (33) + to sob? 
myy hand (34) + to be at (+ irrealis) 

II  (35) +to be 
^nobodyy (36) + to be?M? 

II  (43) + to stand + to breathe 

skunks: skunks: 
skunkss (37) + to search 
theyy (39) + march 
aa mother skunk with her column of 

kittenss (45) + to swill 
shee (46) + to jab + to drop + will 

scaree (negation) 

Fromm these lists several striking features may be derived concerning 
thee relation between the persona and the skunks. Of the verbs linking 
upp with grammatical subjects referring to the persona (nine in the 
targett text, ten in the source text), only two are activity verbs. One of 
thosee does not predicate an expression that refers to the persona itself, 
butt an expression that refers to an attribute ('my Tudor Ford', which 

'Nobody'' may also be interpreted as a noun instead of a pronoun, in 
whichh case it is co-referential with the preceding T . The interpretation of the 
linee then runs that not only nobody else is there, but that the one who is there 
iss a nobody. Although in Dutch, on the system level, 'niemand' cannot be 
designatedd as a noun, but only as an indefinite pronoun, in this construction it 
iss made to function as a noun. In that sense no shift can be established in this 
instance.. The normal grammatical structure would be: 'Er is niemand hier'. 
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formss a subparadigm with 'my mind', ^my ill-spirit? and 'my hand', 
justt as 'mijn oude Ford' with 'mijn geest', 'mijn boze geest' en 'mijn 
hand').. The activity of the agent is transferred to the instrument; the 
clausee contains a metonymy (cf. infra). The only action the persona 
cann be accounted for directly is his voyeuristic behaviour. Most of the 
verbss denote either states (the copulas) or events, in which the per-
sonaa is not an agent. In contradistinction, the subjects referring to the 
skunks,, both in target and source text, predominantly link up with ac-
tivityy verbs in the simple present. The only exception to this pattern is 
thee final line: 

'Uurr van het stinkdier' 

[zij ]]  laat zich geen schrik aanjagen 
(48) ) 

'Skunkk Hour' 

andd [she] will not scare (48) 

Thee pertinent difference between the verbs in this case concerns tran-
sitivityy and voice. 'Aanjagen' is a transitive verb, and should there-
foree take an object. In this construction, however, with the auxiliary 
'laten'' (which is obligatory reflexive with a verbal complement), the 
infinitiv ee gets a passive meaning. The object, in this case, is sup-
pressed,, is made implicit, but in this context it can only be an expres-
sionn referring to the persona (the phrase 'door mij'). The verb 'to 
scare'' can be used both transitive, in which case it means 'to frighten' 
andd intransitive, in which case the meaning would be the passive 'to 
becomee frightened'. Being intransitive in this context, the second 
meaningg would be the more obvious one. However, it is also possible 
too interpret the verb as being used transitively, having its place in the 
patternn of active verbs, in which case the suppressed direct object 
wouldd have to be a noun phrase referring to the persona. The final 
situationn in the source text world, then, would be one in which per-
sonaa and mother skunk do not frighten each other: a precarious bal-
ancee between inside and outside, in which the skunks represent both 
thee outside world and the persona's projection of the outside world's 
views.. The combination of the modal 'will' , in this context expressing 
aa confident assumption about a future event, and the syntactically am-
biguouss verb, in the source text, implies the possibility of a restora-
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tionn of the persona's self-confidence and position within the outside 
world,, rather than outside of it. Because of the choice of a syntacti-
callyy unambiguous construction, within the target text world, in the 
endd the focus is more on the persona's effect on the mother skunks, 
ratherr than on the effect of the skunk on the persona. As to this as-
pect,, a substantial shift can be noted which profoundly influences the 
wayy the relationship between the text world subjects is represented. 

Thee level of lexis is the one most suited to link to the analysis of 
thee context of culture. As I have stated in Chapter 3, this was one of 
thee two aspects of the context of reference deserving of special atten-
tion.. From the lists of lexical words, it is possible to draw up sets of 
lexicall  items which are source culture-specific (source text and target 
text)) and; if present, of items which are target culture-specific (target 
text).. From the shifts that may result from a comparison of these lists, 
onee may note whether the dominant strategy is one of naturalization 
orr exoticization, and whether the general tendency towards one of 
thosee has its bearing on the text world144. 

Ann interesting lexical feature of the texts is, as we have seen in 
Chapterr 3, the paradigm of animal references (which I quote here 
withh the phrase in which they are included; the animal names are in 
italics): : 

1444 For an illustration I refer to the analysis at the end of Chapter 3. 
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'Uurr  van het stinkdier' 

animall  references 

NautilusNautilus Eiland (1) 
haarr schapen (3) 
kreeftenvisserskreeftenvissers (17) 
vossevlekvossevlek (18) 
vrniett (21) 
stinkdierenstinkdieren (37) 
moederstinkdiermoederstinkdier (45) 
struisvogelstaartstruisvogelstaart (47) 

'Skunkk Hour' 

animall  references 

NautilusNautilus Island (1) 
herr sheep (3) 
lobstermenlobstermen (17) 
redred fox stain (18) 
hishis fishnet (21) 
skunksskunks (37) 
motherr skunk (45) 
herr ostrich tail (47) 

Accordingg to Fein 'like the heiress and her sheep, the millionaire 
sellingg his boat to lobstermen, and the decorator's use of fishing 
equipment,, the poet [sic] has his own animal through which we can 
comee to understand him' (Fein 1979: 83). Whether or not we can 
comee to understand the position in the text world of the 'summer 
millionaire'' by the lobstermen, may be a matter of contention, but the 
listt does show us that in order to try to understand the position of the 
personaa in the text world we have to understand the relationship be-
tweenn the persona and the skunks, and what they stand for. Fein's 
remark,, to be sure, concerns the source text, but as we can see from 
thee list it holds for the target text as well. In both text worlds this 
lexicall  feature is present in the same way. 

Too finish up this paragraph on the analytical levels of lexis and syn-
tax,, let me briefly summarize this part of the procedure. As poten-
tiallyy relevant units of comparison I have posited, as far as the lexical 
levell  is concerned: lexeme, paralexeme, and the possible sets of se-
manticallyy related (para)lexemes, and as far as the level of syntax is 
concerned:: any grammatical unit higher than the word, up to and in-
cludingg the sentence. With respect to lexis, a necessary step is to 
breakk down the text in words, which can be listed according to the 
divisionn between lexical and grammatical words; lexical words can be 
furtherr divided into nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. With re-
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spectt to syntax, a necessary step is to break the text down into phrases 
(nounn phrases, verb phrases, adjective phrases, adverbials, prepositio-
nall  phrases). The items on the resulting list can be marked with re-
spectt to the world-building element they pertain to, and in the case of 
thee grammatical units, according to syntactic function. The lists con-
stitutee the tools employed in the comparative analysis of both text 
worlds.. The lists can be further broken down according to any rele-
vantt criterion or level of invariance; possible relevance can be deter-
minedd ad hoc on the grounds of the semantic-pragmatic skeleton. Any 
twoo lists (or separate items on a list) of a pair should be mapped onto 
eachh other in order to establish the differences and similarities be-
tweenn them, and to establish potential shifts relative to the pertinent 
tertium.tertium. The question as to whether a shift is substantial can only be 
answeredd after an assessment of the way the two items contribute to 
thee realization of the text world to which they pertain, that is: of their 
textuall  function relative to the tertium of the semantic-pragmatic 
skeleton. . 

Thee additional levels of analysis 
Off  the additional levels of analysis posited at the end of Chapter 6 
prosodyy and intertextuality have all been dealt with in some form and 
too some extent in the earlier chapters. It will suffice here to briefly 
summ up some of the theoretical points concerning the status of these 
levelss as 'problem-restricted' areas of study. The level of rhetorical 
meansmeans will be discussed in some length in a separate paragraph. Each 
levell  on the repertory in itself is initially posited as a comprehensive 
unitt of comparison, a specific aspect of textual analysis. In order to be 
ablee to perform a comparison, one would need- a specific theory of 
thatt aspect, in principle any theory, on the grounds of which the text 
cann be broken down into discriminate parts. The comparison of the 
listss yielded by these analyses works in the same way as sketched 
above.. The lists themselves are based on a level of invariance relative 
too which shifts may be established, but any item on a list should be 
describedd in terms of its function within the larger whole it is part of, 
beforee the actual establishment can take place. 

Duee to their status as 'problem-restricted' areas of study, it is also 
possiblee to take each level as an object of study in itself. The only 
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conditionn to be fulfilled with respect to the purpose posited here is 
thatt one still would need the semantic-pragmatic skeleton to be able 
too relate the results of any such analysis to, in order to be able to ex-
presss the shifts in terms of their effect on the realization of the text 
world.. Needless to say, the scope of such an analysis would be lim-
ited,, though it might still be useful for certain purposes. 

Thee additional levels of analysis: prosody 
Underr the heading 'prosody' those aspects of analysis can be dealt 
withh which are related to the typographical aspects of poetry as a dis-
coursee genre, and to the phonological level of analysis. Without 
makingg too fine a point about the possibility of distinguishing be-
tweenn text types (cf. also Chapter 3), the elements dealt with on this 
levell  include poetic form, stanzaic segmentation, enjambment, rhyme 
andd sound, and rhythm and metre. 

Thee relevant unit of comparison for the aspect ofpoetic form is the 
entiree text and includes such features as typographical organization, 
numberr of lines etc.; stanzaic segmentation may be considered a sub-
categoryy of poetic form. Rhyme and sound comprise the phonological 
patterningg as an aspect of analysis; rhythm and metre have been dealt 
withh to some extent in Chapter 5 ('Shifts pertaining to the level of 
literaryy systems'). Some comprehensive studies which may be helpful 
inn the analysis of this level are Leech 1969, Ludwig 1990 and 
Bronzwaerr 1993. 

Aboutt the extent to which shifts established with respect to these 
aspectss can be substantial in terms of our purpose, no generalizations 
cann be made beyond the principle of iconicity. As to our mini-corpus, 
onee may say that the translator's decision not to retain the end-rhyme 
(justt as in the German, which only makes occasional use of it, and 
Spanishh translations) is of no influence, since the effect of the rhyme 
patternn in this instance bears no direct relationship to the text world. 
Thee opposite is the case with the metrical-rhythmical patterning. 
Takingg this prosodie aspect for an invariant one may note a substan-
tiall  shift with respect to the function of the alternation between metri-
call  and nonmetrical passages in the poem. 

Throughoutt the source text purely metrical passages are alternated 
withh non-metrical passages. For instance line 3 'her sheep still graze 
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abovee the sea' is a iambic tetrameter, with an ametrical second foot, 
whereass '[I hear] my ill-spirit sób in each blood cell' (1. 33) is a 
clearlyy non-metrical line in which the rhythm is dictated by the string 
off  heavy stresses. The pattern seems to be that in the first four stanzas 
thee metrical passages are dominant, while the fifth and the sixth stan-
zass are dominated by non-metrical passages, where in the last two 
stanzass the regularity once again prevails. The effect of this alternati-
onn is highly significant. In passages where there is a more or less 
regularr alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables, the tone is 
obviouslyy much calmer than in the passages dominated by the heavy 
stresses.. The part in the poem where the heavy stresses occur most 
frequentlyy is the part in which the persona suffers the burden of his 
madnesss most intensely. The most important effect however is in the 
returnn to a calmer tone in the two final stanzas. In the target text met-
ricall  passages are also alternated with non-metrical passages, but here 
thee alternation does not serve the same purpose. A metrical analysis 
off  passages in the fifth and sixth stanza of the target text have the 
followingg results: 'óp een donkere avond/ klom mijn Ford de schedel 
vann de heuvel óp; [...] Mijn geest is niet in orde' (25-26, 30) and '[...] 
Ikk hoor/ mijn boze geest snikken in iedere bloedcel,/ alsóf mijn hand 
omm zijn keel sloot.../ Zélf bén ik de hél' (32-35). One can see that in 
thesee passages there are about as many stressed syllables as un-
stressedd ones. Within the source text, the stress pattern may be said to 
bee iconic of the persona's state of mind, an effect that is not present in 
thee target text on this level. 

Thee additional levels of analysis: intertextualit y 
Muchh of what can be said of the description of this aspect, has been 
saidd in Chapter 5 ('Shifts pertaining to the level of the cultural sys-
tems'),, in which it also has been exemplified with reference to our 
samplee texts. I will limit myself in this paragraph to a short survey of 
thee concepts that may be used for a comparison of this level. 

Ass to the type of intertextual element, a distinction may be made 
betweenn 'quotation' and 'allusion'. A quotation can be defined as a 
graphicc repetition of elements from an architext in a fenotext, and an 
allusionn as a non-graphic repetition of elements. The fenotext is the 
textt at the beginning of the intertextual chain, that is: the text in which 
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thee element occurs that refers to another text. The text referred to will 
bee called architext. The textual element that functions as the signal of 
intertextualityy is called the markerU5. 

Ass to the way in which the types of relationships with an architext 
mayy be described a distinction can be made between: (1) relationships 
withh architexts that have a peripheral position in the target culture but 
aa central position in the source culture, (2) relationships with ar-
chitextss that have a peripheral position in both target and source cul-
ture,, (3) relationships with architexts that have a central position in 
bothh target and source culture, and (4) relationships with architexts 
thatt have a central position in the target culture but a peripheral posi-
tionn in the source culture. On this level shifts may be noted which are 
duee to the difference in position, but due to the target-oriented reper-
toryy principle of analysing both texts with respect to this feature, one 
alsoo may note additions or deletions. 

Thee additional levels of analysis: rhetorical means 
Withinn the framework adopted here, all that is needed in order to be 
ablee to describe the relationships between source and target text on 
thiss level is a theory of rhetoric. In principle any theory that has the 
potentiall  to yield discreet units of comparison wil l do. It has to be 
practicable,, it has to provide for a way of identifying rhetorical fea-
turess in a text as well as for the terms in which to describe them. 
Theree is no lack of such theories, but not all fit in well with my pur-
poses.. One might, for instance, take the exhaustive apparatus of 
Lausberg,, a comprehensive enumeration of almost any trope and fig-
uree ever thought of and describe translational relationships in those 
terms.. There have been studies in which the relationship between a 
targett text and its corresponding source has been described solely in 
termss of rhetoric (Zwaneveld 1995146), but for my purposes this will 
nott do because interference would occur with the other levels of 

1455 As stated in Chapter 5, these terms are taken from Claes 1988. Another 
descriptivelyy useful study on this subject is Broich & Pfister 1985. 
1466 This kind of approach seems particularly attractive when the focus is on 
pre-nineteenthh century translation. Zwaneveld bases her approach on Rener 
(1989),, who describes the entire translation process in terms of rhetoric. 
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analysis.. I wil l seek recourse to a theory of a more limited scope 
(Ricee & Schofer 1983), but of great descriptive richness. The basic 
semanticc categories employed in Rice and Schofer's descriptive appa-
ratuss also fit in nicely with my approach. 

Theyy focus mainly on four basic tropes: metaphor, metonymy, 
synecdochee and irony. Point of departure is the conception of a trope 
ass the 

semanticc transposition from a sign in praesentia to a sign or signs in 
absentiaabsentia and (1) based on the perception of a relationship between one 
orr more semantic features of each signified, (2) marked by the se-
manticc incompatibility of microcontext and the macrocontext[147], (3) 
motivatedd by a referential relationship of resemblance or causality or 
inclusionn or opposition (Rice and Schofer 1983: 19). 

Theyy then go on to define metaphor as the trope that is 

characterizedd by a semantic and referential relationship of resem-
blancee made possible by the possession of one or more common se-
manticc features (ibid.: 21), 

metonymyy as a trope characterized by a 

relationshipp of causality made possible by the category of semantic 
featuress (ibid.: 24), 

andd synecdoche as a trope characterized by 

aa relationship of inclusion made possible by the fact that one of the 
signifiedss is also a semantic feature of the other signified (ibid.: 28).148 

1477 'The microcontext is the segment of the signifying chain which the trope 
occupies;; in the case of one-word tropes, it would be the sign in praesentia 
itself.. The macrocontext includes those parts of the signifying chain neces-
saryy for the determination of the sign in absentia'1 (ibid.: 19). 
1488 I find the inclusion of irony in this scheme somewhat unconvincing, be-
causee irony is defined as 'not semantically marked, because there is no in-
compatibilitycompatibility between microcontext and immediate macrocontext' (ibid.: 31). 
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Forr my purposes, there are two considerable advantages to the ap-
proachh of Rice & Schofer. Firstly, their conceptualization of the op-
eratorss involved in the process of establishing tropes is quite satisfy-
ingg from a descriptive point of view. They describe the tropical op-
erationn a reader performs as follows: 

Confrontedd with a sign (S]) in a text in the form of a signifier whose 
signified(s)) [which consist of a series of semantic features (xu x2, ..., 
xxnn););  my addition, CK] is (are) incompatible with the signifieds imme-
diatelyy surrounding it, the reader, using the textual and extratextual in-
formationn at his disposal, seeks a second sign (S2) whose signified can 
resolvee the incompatibility. Whether they are lexical, conceptual or 
culturall  in origin, these semantic features form the intermediary (/) 
whichh permit the association between S] and S2 (ibid.: 21). 

Iff  one is able to establish the operators involved in the operation (Sl, 
SS22,, and I) the instruments for description and, at a later stage, com-
parisonn are there. 

Thee second advantage of Rice & Schofer's scheme lies in their 
elaboratee subclassification of the three basic tropes. As to metaphor 
theyy distinguish between: 'pure' metaphor, unmotivated identifica-
tion,, motivated identification, unmotivated comparison, and moti-
vatedd comparison. The differences between the concepts lie in the 
explicitnesss of the operators. In the case of a 'pure metaphor', only S1 

iss present, as in 'my flame' for 'my love"49. In a case of motivated 
identification,, either I and 5' are explicitly present, as in 'My ardent 
(/)) flame (S' )\ or all three operators, as in 'My love {S2), ardent (I) 
flamee (S1)'; in a case of unmotivated identification only the signs are 
explicitlyy present, as in 'My love (S1), flame (S')\ In an unmotivated 
comparisonn both S] and S1 are present ('My love is like a flame'), 
whereass in a motivated comparison again all three operators are made 
explicitt ('My love burns like a flame'). 

Metonymyy is not defined in the traditional way as a relationship of 
contiguityy between signs, but rather in terms of the concept of causal-
ity.. The main difference in comparison with a metaphor is that in 

II  wil l not take it into consideration here. 
1499 All examples in this paragraph are taken from Rice & Schofer. 
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metonymyy the two signs involved remain 'separate and distinct' 
(ibid.:: 25). The relationship between both signs can be defined as a 
metonymyy when one of the semantic features of 5' belongs to 'the 
generall  category of causality' (ibid.). The general category is ex-
pressedd in terms of causation, production and action, and the relation-
shipss between the signs may be a relationship of cause-effect, of pro-
ducer-product,, of agent-instrument, of agent-action or of instrument-
action.. Taking into account that S] may have either an active or a pas-
sivee role, Rice & Schofer arrive at the following subclassification of 
metonymicall  relationships: 

-causee for effect ('I recognized Venus and her fearful effects': the 
goddesss for the emotion she controls), 

-effectt for cause ( '0 my son! O my joyV: the emotion for its 
source) ) 

-instrumentt for agent ('The clarinets forgot to come in': musical 
instrumentss for the people who play them), 

-instrumentt for action ('He has a delicate brush': the painter's 
brushh for his manner of painting), 

-actionn for instrument (' Vengeance in his hand': the act of 
vengeancee for sword), 

-agentt for action ('He pulled a Houdinï: The magician for the act 
hee performed), 

-actionn for agent ('There is beautiful Helen, the infamy of the 
Greeks':: the crime for the criminal), 

-producerr for produced ('Take out your Cesar': the author for his 
work), , 

and d 

-producedd for producer {'Computers lose 10 points on Wall 
Street':: product for the company). 

Synecdochee differs from metaphor and metonymy in that there is no 
separatee intermediary: 
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becausee one of the signifieds is also a semantic feature of the other, 
thee intermediary is simply that signified as semantic feature (ibid.: 
28). . 

Sincee they define the synecdochal relationship as one of inclusion, not 
onlyy the traditional part-whole relationship is headed under this term, 
burr also the container-contained relationship. Rice & Schofer arrive at 
thee following subclassification of synecdoche: 

physicall  (or: spatial) synecdoche's: 

-physicall  part for the whole {'head for body'), 
-physicall  attribute for the whole ('black for Negro'), 
-objectt or physical attribute for possessor ('crown for king'), 
-materiall  or physical attribute for object ('steel for sword'), 
-containerr for contained ('Paris for Parisians'); 

conceptuall  (or: abstract) synecdoche's: 

-attributee for possessor ('youth for young people'), 
-singularr for plural ('man for men'), 
-speciess for genus ('lion for all animals'), 
-genuss for species ('animal for bear'), and 
-commonn name for proper name ('the Trojan for Aeneas'). 

Ass stated before, in the general paragraph on the additional levels of 
analysis,, the analytical category itself may function as a comprehen-
sivee unit of comparison: one may compile lists of the tropes found in 
thee texts. The establishment of the lists takes place in terms of the 
operatorss involved in the establishment of the tropes. Each item on 
thee list may then be taken as point of departure of a more detailed 
comparisonn that is centred around the operators involved in that spe-
cificc item and the textual function of that item, that is, the way it con-
tributess to the realization of the text world. 

Byy way of illustration let us look at some of the possible lists that 
cann be made during a comparison of our sample texts concerning this 
feature.. In looking at the metonyms and synecdoche's functioning to 
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highlightt the perception of the persona the following semantically 
correspondingg passages are relevant: 

'Uurr van het stinkdier' 

klomm mijn oude Ford de schedel 
vann de heuvel op (26) 

ikk keek uit naar minnaars in auto's/ 
Zijj  lagen romp naast romp in het 
donker(27-28) ) 

'Skunkk Hour' 

myy Tudor Ford climbed the hill's 
skulll  (26) 

II  watched for love-cars. Lights 
turnedd down,/ they lay together, 
hulll  to hull (27-28) 

Off  the second pair I already noted (cf. supra, 'Methodological func-
tionn of the semantic-pragmatic skeleton') that a shift from metonym 
too non-metonym can be established. The effect of the shift from the 
objectt in the compound 'love-cars', in which the head is inanimate, to 
thee 'noun + preposition + noun'-type phrase 'minnaars in auto's', in 
whichh the head is animate, is profound. Both in the onginal poem and 
thee translation, the phrases are co-referential with the plural third 
personn personal pronouns, 'they' and 'zij ' respectively. In the original 
thee consequence is that the sexual connotation in 'they lay' is trans-
ferredd entirely to the object, which is reinforced even more by the use 
off  'hull', which is contextually restricted to objects. One may also 
lookk upon this transference as a transference of agency from a subject 
too an object. In the translation the text is in this respect is less marked: 
zij '' may refer to both 'minnaars' and 'auto's'; syntactically speaking 

thee closest antecedent ('auto's') is the most likely, but semantically 
speakingg 'minnaars' is the more obvious candidate, the more so be-
causee of the combination with 'lagen'. There is no doubt, then, that 
thee local effect (let's say, within the stanza) of the shift is profound. 
Whetherr it can be noted down as a substantial shift, depends on its 
influencee on the text world as a whole. And to be able to answer that 
question,, one has to relate it to possible other shifts relatable to the 
samee textual feature. The first pair on the list is an example of a cor-
respondencee on the levels of both semantics and rhetoric. Both in 
'klomm mijn oude Ford' and 'My Tudor Ford climbed' there is a trans-
ferencee of agency from a subject (the driver of a car) to an object (the 
car);; in the terms of Rice & Schofer this would go down as a transfer-
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encee from agent to instrument. In both text worlds, then, the projec-
tivee perception of the persona is present, but in the source text world 
itt is more compelling - on this level, that is. A full examination 
wouldd involve an analysis of the ad hoc textual feature of agency in 
general,, and the particular point of view of the persona. 

Translationall  interpretation 'Uur  van het stinkdier ' 
Althoughh the examples in this chapter do not constitute a full-fledged 
casee study150, I still want to attempt, also by way of illustration, at the 
endd of this chapter, to make some tentative concluding remarks on the 
vieww on the text world of 'Skunk Hour' that can be constructed from 
thee pattern of choices emerging from the relationships obtaining be-
tweenn 'Uur van het stinkdier' en 'Skunk Hour'. 

Inn Chapter 5 I noted a marked difference between the anthology in 
whichh the Dutch translation of 'Skunk Hour' was published and the 
Germann and Spanish anthologies. The Dutch anthology {Dolfijn en 
zeemeermin;zeemeermin; Lowell 1984) was monolingual and did not contain any 
poemss from Lowell's pre-confessional period. Eijkelboom's career as 
aa poet more or less runs parallel with his career as a translator. He 
publishedd his first collection of poetry in 1979, at the age of 51. His 
firstt separate collection of verse translation was the 1982 Yeats selec-
tionn Geef nooit het hele hart (cf. Chapter 2). From that time on he has 
publishedd six volumes of poetry and sixteen volumes of poetry trans-
lationss (mostly anthologies of works by poets from English speaking 
cultures).. At the time of publication of Dolfijn en zeemeermin, Eijkel-
boomm had published two collections of his own poetry, in which he 
hadd proved himself to be somewhat of a confessional poet; that is, if 
youu define a confessional poem as a 

dramaticc monologue in which the persona is [a] naked ego involved 
inn a very personal world and with particular, private experiences (A.R. 
Jones,, quoted from Perloff 1973: 192). 

Mostt of the poetry of Eijkelboom of that period is purely anecdotal. 
Thee selection of poems translated in Eijkelboom's Lowell collection, 

Iff  they would have, we might have called it 'The Case of the Lost Mind'. 
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then,, may point to a kinship in poetics, the pattern of choices to a 
specificc view on how a particular confessional poem may turn out. 

Thee pattern seems to be that the level of the anecdote, 'the private 
experience'' has been accentuated, rather than the poetical subtext. Al-
thoughh it has been possible to establish a fairly extensive pragmatic-
semanticc skeleton, which points to a fairly close correspondence on 
thatt level, the several shifts I noted point towards a less complex text 
worldd in the target text, particularly with respect to the relationship 
betweenn the skunks and the persona. In the source text world, am-
bivalencee between a socially and a poetically affirmative role of the 
skunkss prevails, whereas in the target text world the socially affirma-
tivee role seems to be dominant. The ambiguity I noted in the final line 
off  the source text (who frightens who) allows for a reading in which 
thee persona identifies with the skunks, in which the persona finds 
affirmationn of the self. Apart from the anecdotal reading there is also 
roomm for a poetical reading, in which the skunks show the poet the 
productivityy of swilling the garbage pail of his own life, of creating 
artt out of the turmoil of his (lost) mind, of making poetry out of the 
anecdotess of a private life. 

Too be sure, this final explanation is highly speculative, but not 
unfounded.. Since the aim of the description in this chapter has been 
purelyy illustrative, it has not been as comprehensive as it could have 
been.. Still, the explanation itself may serve as an illustration of the 
possibilitiess of contextualizing the description of the relationship 
betweenn a single target and source text. In the next chapter I will pre-
sentt a fully contextualized case study on the translations by the Ger-
mann poet Paul Celan of some of William Shakespeare's sonnets. In 
thee ninth chapter, I will finish this book with some concluding, 
evaluativee remarks. 
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'AUSS MEINE R TINT E SCHWARZ...' 
THEE CASE OF THE PROLIFERATIN G PRONOUNS 

Inn this chapter I will apply the principles of description as laid out in 
thee previous chapters. I will not do this in the schematic way as pre-
sentedd in Chapter 7. The aim of that chapter was to demonstrate the 
variouss levels of comparison that may play a role in the study of po-
eticc discourse in translation. The aim of this chapter is to write a self-
containedd case study. I wil l make use of the armamentarium, but, for 
reasonss of relevance, will not look into every aspect discussed in the 
previouss chapter151. 

Celann and Shakespeare: preliminar y data 
Paull  Celan held a lifelong fascination for the works of William 
Shakespeare,, particularly for his famous sonnet sequence. In the early 
yearss of the nineteen sixties, this fascination culminated in his trans-
lationss of twenty-one of these sonnets, but its genesis may be traced 
backk to a much earlier period: his youth in the Bukowina. Emmerich 
(1999)) suggests that one of the reasons for Celan to take up English as 
aa subject in secondary school, which was quite unusual in that time 
andd place, was that he wanted to be able to read Shakespeare in the 
original.. This may also have been the reason for his choice of English 
att the Russian-Ukrainian university in the fall of 1944. A few months 
laterr these studies came to an early end, when he left for Bucharest. 

Thee first Celan translations of the sonnets date back to this early 
period.. According to Felstiner (1995: 13) Celan was working on the 
translationn of some of the sonnets during the Russian invasion in 
Czernowitz,, and in the famous black leather notebook that Celan car-
riedd with him in the labour camp in Tabaresti he had copied out his 
ownn German translation of Sonnet 57. Some of these translations 
survivedd and have been published later (Allemann & Biicher 1982), 

1511 A Dutch version of this chapter will be published in Meridianen, the an-
nuall  publication of the Dutch Paul Celan Society (Koster 2000). 
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butt they have not been incorporated into the Gesammelie Werke. 
Somee of the sonnets he translated in the early period he translated 
againn in a later stage, but generally these translations are not consid-
eredd as versions or variants of each other. 

Duringg the later years of his life, and outside a context of transla-
tion,, the works of Shakespeare remained seminal to Celan. When he 
hadd to be committed to a psychiatric ward in France in 1965, he took 
withh him a copy of the plays of Shakespeare: 

theree he read Shakespeare's plays and let art hold up the mirror to 
nature,, as it were. Whenever he lit on anything about madness, fools, 
betrayal,, slander or suicide, he underlined it and noted it in the back of 
thee volume. More desperate than his grasp of the sonnets, this kind of 
possessionn has nothing buffering it, no translator's coups to deflect the 
painn (Felstiner 1995: 225). 

Still,, in the light of the poetical works and principles of Celan him-
self,, this fascination is not at all obvious. It seems hard to conceive of 
aa greater poetic difference then the one between Celan's free verse, 
whichh towards the end of his life more and more aspired to a sparing 
usee of words, and the baroque aestheticism and mannerism of Shake-
speare'ss sonnet sequence. Although, to create this opposition, I had to 
takee recourse to a sketchlike, somewhat caricaturist, description of the 
workk of both poets, it still is justified to say that within Celan's im-
pressivee translational oeuvre Shakespeare's sonnets are somewhat of 
aa Fremdkörper, with respect to the kind of poetry as well as to the 
periodd it is from. Olschner (1985: 35) provides us with the following 
statistics.. Not taking into account the number of translated poems, 
onee can say that of the forty-two poets Celan translated, twenty-two 
wrotee in French, eight in English (five from Great Britain, three from 
thee United States), six in Russian and three in Rumanian. He also 
translatedd poetry from an Italian and a Portuguese poet as well as 
fromm an Israeli poet writing in Hebrew. For the greater part these are 
languagess that were spoken in the places where Celan lived at one 
timee or another; English is the obvious exception. The classification 
accordingg to period is as follows: of these forty-two poets, three are 
fromm the seventeenth century, eight from the nineteenth century, and 
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thirty-onee from the twentieth century. Almost without exception these 
poetss can be counted among, as Olschner states, the 

Wegbereiternn und Vorlaufern der moderne Dichtung, [...] 
Symbolistenn oder Surrealisten oder stark vom Symbolismus oder 
Surrealismuss beeinfluGte Dichter, bedeutende Vertreter der Moderne 
inn den verschiedenen Literaturen, und Zeitgenossen Celans (ibid.) 

-- Shakespeare belongs to neither of these categories. To a certain 
extentt he is a premodern poet pur sang, although the reception of his 
workk obviously extends over the premodern, modern and postmodern 
eras. . 

Despitee its special position within his translational oeuvre, Celan's 
translationn of a selection of Shakespeare's sonnets belongs to its 
canon.. Emmerich classifies the 1967 edition among the most impor-
tantt of Celan's translations, and there is a whole range of essays and 
commentss on the entire collection as well as on separate sonnets152. 
Thee Insel edition of 1967 (on the cover it says 'William Shakespeare, 
EinundzwanzigEinundzwanzig Sonette [Deutsch von Paul Celan]') is the definitive 
editionn of Celan's sonnet translation, but most of the translations were 
pre-publishedd in the literary journal Neue Rundschau. Translations of 
Sonnetss 90 and 137 were first published in that journal in 1960. Four 
yearss later, the year of the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare's birth-
day,, the greater part of the translations was published under the title 
'Achtzehnn Sonette' (1-5, 43, 50, 57, 60, 65, 70, 71, 79, 105, 106, 115, 

1522 The most comprehensive study into Celan's Shakespeare translations is 
Beesee 1976; she discusses most sonnets separately. Olschner devotes an 
entiree chapter ('Der Tod und die Dichtung') to the Shakespeare translations, 
inn which he elaborates on Beeses analysis of Sonnet 5. The same holds for 
Felstinerr 1995; Felstiner 1990 deals somewhat more extensively with the 
Shakespearee translations. Lengeler (1989) also discusses Sonnet 5. 

AA famous study into Celan's translation of Sonnet 105 is Szondi 1972, on 
whichh part of Lengeler 1989 is a reaction. Lengeler also wrote on Sonnet 116 
(Lengelerr 1989a). A stylistic analysis of the entire selection can be found in 
Helmutt Viebrocks afterword in the Insel edition (Shakespeare 1967). In After 
BabelBabel George Steiner extensively discusses the translation of Sonnet 79 
(Sternerr 1975). 
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116,, 119). Contrary to the Insel edition, the publication in Neue 
RundschauRundschau is monolingual. The sonnet translation was commissioned 
byy a German radio network, NDR, for the occasion of a commemora-
tivee series in April 1964. The publication in Neue Rundschau, then, in 
whichh there is no mention of the 400th anniversary, may be consid-
eredd as secondary. The last of the twenty-one sonnets (107) was made 
inn 1966, and had been induced by some questions of Celan's friend 
andd fellow Shakespeare translator Franz Wurm153; it is the only sonnet 
thatt was not pre-published. 

Duringg the years in which Celan translated his selection of Shake-
speare'ss sonnets, 1959-1963, he went through a crucial period in the 
developmentt of his poetics, in which he published two important po-
eticc speeches and the seminal collections Sprachgitter and Die Nie-
mandsrose.mandsrose. Perhaps this may explain the significance of the transla-
tionss within the poetics of Celan: in one way or another they may 
havee played a role in that development. Olschner certainly suggests 
thee possibility of a poetic point of culmination, when he compares 
Celan'ss Shakespeare translations with his translations of the poetry of 
Osipp Mandelstam (in which a far more obvious connection between 
thee original work and the translations may be found): 

Shakespearess "Achtzehn Sonette" (1964), die eine Sonderstellung ein-
nehmen,, sind in dieser Zeit verwurzelt, blieken aber in die friihere 
Schulzeitt zuriick sowie in die spate Schaffenszeit Celans voraus. In 
einerr anderen Weise als Mandel'stams Dichtung fiihrten die Sonette 
711 und 90 Celan zur Selbstbegegnung, in einer Weise, deren 
Ausdruckk die historisch mitgedachte Zeit einer zeitlich ferneren, 
vielleichtt unpersönlicheren, weniger empathiefahigen Haltung 
weichenn lieB (Olschner 1985: 304). 

1533 Documentation on the genesis and editorial history of Celan's sonnet 
translationss can be found in Fremde Nahe, pp. 426-432. In this exhibition 
cataloguee there is a list with the dates of the translations showing that Celan 
didd translate five other Shakespeare sonnets (6, 18, 29, 81 en 130). These 
translationss are unpublished and are not mentioned or discussed in any of the 
otherr sources. In this study I will not take them into account. For Celan's 
correspondencee with Franz Wurm cf. also Celan 1995: 47. 
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Iff  there is any link between Celan's Shakespeare translations and his 
ownn work, it must be possible to reconstruct it from the selection 
Celann made from Shakespeare's sequence. Celan's rendering of the 
sonnetss is not a complete one, the original sequence consists of 154 
sonnets.. In itself the principle of anthologizing is not unusual, but it is 
significant.. It may be taken as an indication of Celan's intention of 
nott trying to obtain a place in the long tradition of substitutive Ger-
mann Shakespeare translations154; he must have had his own motives. 
Hiss decision not to translate the entire sequence also almost excludes 
thee possibility of interpreting the translated sonnets as a narrative 
sequence.. Much of the history of the reception of the sonnets is con-
cernedd with precisely this aspect, with the possibility of reconstruct-
ingg the narration behind the sequence. Traditionally, within this ap-
proach,, one assumes that the sonnets were written in commission and 
thatt the persona is socially inferior (albeit older) to the addressee, 
whoo probably is the patron of the persona. In the first seventeen son-
nets,, the so-called procreation sonnets, the addressee ('the Fair 
Youth')) is urged to marry and reproduce his beauty. In the following 
sonnets,, in which the love or friendship between the T and 
'you/thee'' becomes more prominent, the tone of the poems is getting 
moree and more personal. In this part of the sequence (sonnets 18-126) 
thee persona is subject to a whole range of moods, emotions and expe-
riencess linked to the fluctuating intensity of the relationship and to the 
moree general theme of transience. In the last part of the sequence 
(sonnetss 127-154) a woman of dark complexion ('the Dark Lady') is 
addressed,, not always flatteringly, who is involved in a triangular 
relationshipp with the Fair Youth and the persona. Much of the energy 
devotedd to the reception of the sonnets has been put into the problems 
concerningg this story, such as the question of its supposedly 
(auto)biographicall  basis and the identification of the 'historical char-

1544 The documentation shows that Celan was offered the possibility of trans-
latingg the entire sequence. His contact at the NDR wrote to him: 'Falls Sie 
diesee Arbeit nur dann übernehmen würden, wenn Ihnen eines Tages die 
Möglichkeitt geschaffen würde, das ganze Werk zu übersetzen, so wiirde ich 
Ihnenn [...] den Übersetzungsauftrag des Norddeutschen Rundfunks fur alle 
Sonettee beschaffen konnen.' (quote taken from Fremde Nahe, p. 427). 
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acters'.. We may assume that Celan was not primarily interested in the 
sonnetss from a historical-mimetic point of view. Still, the decision not 
too translate the entire sequence does have its consequences for the 
referentiall  or representational potential of the translation. Later, in my 
discussionn of Sonnet 65,1 will come back to this point. 

Thee choice for the translation of separate sonnets seems to fit in, 
rather,, with another school in the reception of the sonnets: the ap-
proachh in which the sonnets are primarily treated as rhetorical struc-
turess situated within a specific intertextual network. This approach 
alsoo has its historical side, to the extent that it accounts for the func-
tionn of the text in its historical context (texts made in commission for 
thee purpose of diverting the aristocracy) and their Petrarchan back-
ground155'. . 

Howeverr this may be, one will have to look for an explanation for 
Celan'ss selection from the sequence in the thematic coherence of 
separatee sonnets rather than in the nature of the sequence as a whole. 
Thee thematic explanation given by Henriette Beese seems to be gen-
erallyy accepted. One of the main themes in the second group of 'Fair 
Youth'' sonnets is human transience. A substantial amount of these 
sonnetss is devoted to the familiar Petrarchan theme of 'Devouring 
Time',, of the destructive force of time, in relation to the possibility of 
poetryy defying that force. Beese primarily tries to find Celan's mo-
tivess for his selection in this thematic criterion: 

1555 The two major recent editions/commentaries of the sonnets may be lo-
catedd at the extreme ends of these approaches: Duncan-Jones 1997, who puts 
backk into the centre of attention the supposedly homo-erotic nature of the 
relationshipp between the persona and the Fair Youth, as against Vendler 
1998,, who considers the sonnets to be 'verbal contraptions' (10) and ana-
lyzess them in a formalist, almost structuralist mode. 
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Diee in dem Wunsch nach Ruhm und der Melancholie des 
petrarkischenn Liebhabers schon angelegte und bei Shakespeare barock 
sichh entfalteten Meditation über Verganglichkeit und Unsterblichkeit, 
überr Wahrheit und Lüge der Schönheit und des Gedichts nehmen hier 
[inn the original, CK] etwa ein Drittel des Zyklus ein, bei Celan etwa 
diee Halfte - gegenüber dem Preis des Geliebten, dem Wünsch nach 
Erfullung,, der Liebesklage, der Beteuerung der eigenen Treue und 
demm Zweifel an der Treue des anderen, d.h. der Wahrheit und Lüge 
vonn Liebe, Geliebtem (bzw. Geliebter) und Liebendem. [...] Jene 
Gedichtee also stehen, an der Auswahl ist es schon ablesbar, im 
Vordergrund,, die emphatisch das Gedachtnis der Geliebten fordern -
ihree Nachdichtungen tragen das Zeichen des Gedachtnisses. (Beese 
1976:: 93-94). 

Thiss may seem obvious, but the quantitative argument seems to lose 
somee of its validity when you take into account the difference in 
numberr between the translation and the original sequence. If Celan 
hadd a choice of fifty  sonnets in which this theme is somehow touched 
upon,, the choice of only ten seems to be on the low side. 

Itt is interesting, though, to look from this perspective at the son-
netss Celan did not translate. Take for instance Sonnet 30 (quoted from 
Duncan-Joness 1997): 

Whenn to the sessions of sweet silent thought 
II  summon up remembrance of things past, 
II  sigh the lack of many a thing I sought, 
Andd with old woes new wail my dear time's waste; 
Thenn can I drown an eye (unused to flow) 
Forr precious friends hid in death's dateless night, 
Andd weep afresh love's long since cancelled woe, 
Andd moan th'expense of many a vanished sight. 
Thenn can I grieve at grievances foregone, 
Andd heavily from woe to woe tell o'er 
Thee sad account of fore-bemoaned moan, 
Whichh I new pay, as if not paid before. 

Butt if the while I think on thee, dear friend, 
Al ll  losses are restored, and sorrows end. 
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Togetherr with Sonnet 5, which Celan did translate, Sonnet 30 is the 
onlyy one in which the word 'remembrance' appears. Although one 
wordd is not much to go on, even if it does play a role in Beese's dis-
cussionn of Sonnet 5, and within the cycle as a whole the word is part 
off  a very extensive semantic network of related terms and concepts, 
theree does not seem to be another poem among the 154 which deals 
soo directly and explicitly with the close relationship between remem-
brancee and loss. Furthermore, the intertwining legal and economic 
metaphorss of counting sums, of summoning 'remembrance of things 
past'' (a direct allusion to the Bible) and of settling old debts can be 
relatedd easily to Celan's original poetry. In the words of Felstiner: 

Celan'ss whole poetic, as even his Shakespeare translations alone 
wouldd suggest, issues from the engagement of memory with loss 
(Felstinerr 1990: 187). 

Perhapss Celan judged as too optimistic the tone of 'sweet silent 
thought'' and the couplet in which the possibility of real annulment of 
thee loss to death is implied. 

Dialogicity y 
Thiss example does not in any way disqualify Beese's explanation, but 
itt does show that her argument can never be the whole story156. In this 
chapterr I wil l look at Celan's Shakespeare translations from a differ-
entt angle, which may be justified by a correspondence between 
Celan'ss poetics and a pragmatic-stylistic feature of the sonnets. On 
thee one hand this exercise may tell us something about Celan's selec-
tionn criterion, on the other hand it may provide us with data on a dis-

1566 It is very well possible that the role the sonnets played in Celan's life is 
nott just connected to their thematics. One may justifiably argue that they may 
havee constituted a link to the old pre-war life in Czernowitz and in that re-
spectt might have provided a sense of continuity. In the report of the discus-
sionn following Lengelers lecture on Sonnets 5 and 105 Otto Pöggeler, a close 
friendd of Celan, stated that in the final year of his life the latter had said that 
'Shakespearee sei ihm immer nahegeblieben und ein Trost gewesen' 
(Lengelerr 1989:31). 
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tinctivee feature of Celan's Shakespeare translation, as well as on 
Celan'ss view on the Sonnets. The main topic of the following analysis 
wil ll  be the situational dimension of the texts, their dialogic character. 
Thee concept of dialogicity that is used here is limited to the way in 
whichh a restricted number of deictic words may make manifest the 
presencee of an addressee in the text world. 

Inn the speeches held by Celan on the occasion of his acceptance of 
thee Literaturpreis der f reien Hansestadt Bremen (1958) and of the 
Georg-Büchner-PreisGeorg-Büchner-Preis (1960) Celan extensively discussed the dialogi-
call  principles of his poetics. The following two quotes may testify to 
thee importance of this principle. In the Bremen Prize speech, in which 
hee presents the Mandelstam image of a poem as a message in a bottle, 
Celann states that a poem, any poem, 'seinem Wesen nach dialogisch 
ist11 and as a message in a bottle always is under way: 

Worauf?? Auf erwas Offenstehendes, Besetzbares, auf ein 
ansprechbaress Du vielleicht, auf eine ansprechbare Wirklichkeit. 
(Celann 1983, III : 186) 

Inn the second speech, his famous Meridian Speech, the second person 
iss also brought up: 

Aberr es sind ja zugleich auch [...] Wege, auf denen die Sprache 
stimmhaftt wird, es sind Begegnungen, Wege einer Stimme zu einem 
wahrnehmendenn Du [...] (ibid: 203). 

Studiess into Celan's internal poetics have also shown the importance 
off  dialogicity in his work. Lyon (1971), for instance, has demon-
strated,, making use of the kind of modest statistics that are also em-
ployedd in this chapter, the ubiquity of second person pronouns in 
Celan'ss poetry collections (fifty of the fifty-two poems in Die Nie-
mandsrose,mandsrose, for instance, contain the personal pronouns 'Du' or Thr' 
[Lyonn 1971: 114])157. In the period, then, in which he was working on 

155 Simonis (1994), who discusses the Celan poem 'Give the Word', the title 
off  which is a quotation from King Lear, shows the importance of the role that 
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thee translation of the sonnets, the dialogicity as a general poetic fea-
turee of his own work as well as that of others, can never have been far 
fromm his mind. In the literary and translational reception history of 
Shakespeare'ss sonnets their dialogic character, in the form of the im-
plicitt 'dramatic' nature of the sequence, is discussed frequently as 
well, , 

Too get access to the textual feature of dialogicity I wil l start out 
withh a comparison of the pragma-linguistic feature of person deixis. 
Thee deictic quality of a text, as has been amply demonstrated in ear-
lierr parts of this book, may serve as an excellent instrument for de-
scribingg text worlds. Consequently, the analysis will culminate in a 
descriptionn of the way in which the shifts on the level of the restricted 
pragma-linguisticc category result in a difference with respect to the 
possibilitiess of constructing a text world from corresponding sonnets. 

Weiserr (1977, 1987) has studied the situational dimension of the 
sonnetss in so far as it shows from the distribution of first and second 
personn pronouns throughout the whole sequence. He classifies the 
sonnetss according to the occurrence of first and second person pro-
nouns,, and divides them in four groups: (1) sonnets in which both 
firstt and second person pronouns occur; (2) sonnets in which only 
firstt person pronouns occur and no second person pronouns; (3) son-
netss in which only second person pronouns occur and no first person 
pronouns;; and (4) sonnets in which first nor second person pronouns 
occur.. As to the distribution in the sonnets of these groups he presents 
thee following numbers: (1) is the largest group with 111 sonnets, in 
(2)) twenty-one sonnets can be placed, (3) has seventeen sonnets, and 
(4)) only five. When we try to categorize Celan's selection according 
too this classification scheme, we get the following result: of the 
twenty-onee sonnets translated by Celan eleven are from group (1), 
fourr from group (2), five from group (3) and one from group (4). 
Schematicallyy this situation may be represented as follows: 

dialogicityy plays in the Shakespeare reception as it appears from the original 
poemss of Celan. 
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Shakespeare3 3 

Celana a 

%% C of S per 
groupb b 

groupp 1: 
++ 1/+2 

111 1 
(=72(=72 %) 

11 1 
(=(= 52%) 

10% % 

groupp 2: 
+1/-2 2 

21 1 
(=14%) (=14%) 

4 4 
(=19%) (=19%) 

19% % 

groupp 3: 
-1/+2 2 

17 7 
(=11%) (=11%) 

5 5 

29% % 

groupp 4: 
-1/-2 2 

5 5 
(=3%) (=3%) 

1 1 
(=5%) (=5%) 

20% % 

total l 

154 4 

21 1 

14% % 

a|| percentages in italics express the share of the group in the whole of the 
sequence e 
bJJ percentages express the proportion of Celan translations from a specific 
groupp on the total of that group in the original sequence. 

Att least two remarkable conclusions may be drawn from the data in 
thiss table. Apart from the deviation in the largest group ((1)), which is 
onlyy to be expected, the largest disproportion is in group (3), in which 
secondd person pronouns dominate: in Celan's selection about a quar-
terr from the sonnets can be located in this group, whereas in the 
originall  sequence only 11 percent of the sonnets can be placed in this 
group.. When we look at the groups separately, what strikes us most is 
thatt group (3) here also has the highest percentage, which means that 
thee relative share of this group in the sonnet translation is the highest. 
Ass far as Celan's selection of Shakespeare's sonnets is concerned, 
then,, one might say, that the group of sonnets in which second person 
pronounss do occur, but no first person pronouns occur, is the domi-
nantt group. But what does this say? In itself not much - it tells us 
somethingg about the selection of source texts, but nothing about the 
wayy in which the pronouns are distributed in the target texts. In order 
too make a truly target oriented comparison on this point, in accor-
dancee with the principles laid out in Chapter 6, we have to make a 
comparisonn between the distribution in the source texts selected by 
Celann and in the target texts in their capacity as independent texts. 
Schematicallyy the result of this comparison may be represented as 
follows: : 
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sourcee texts 

targett texts 

groupp 1: 
++ 1/+2 

11 1 

16 6 

groupp 2: 
+1/-2 2 

4 4 

1 1 

groupp 3: 
-1/+2 2 

5 5 

3 3 

groupp 4: 
-1/-2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

total l 

21 1 

21 1 

Inn this table we may discern a further domination of second person 
pronouns.. Although group (3) has become smaller, in the target texts 
theree are only two sonnets left in which no second person pronoun 
occurs,, as against five in the 21 source sonnets selected by Celan. 
Theree is ample reason to make the comparison more specific and 
focuss on the pronouns themselves. 

Thee following table contains all occurrences of first and second 
personn pronouns: singular and plural personal pronouns, both subjec-
tivee and objective forms, as well as possessive pronouns. In some 
casess a parenthesized number can be found following the pronoun. 
Thesee numbers relate to special cases of reference. In most of these 
casess the pronouns do not refer to the persona or the addressee, but to 
otherr identifiable text world elements, or they occur in a string of 
directt speech in which the first person refers to the addressee and the 
secondd to the persona. When two numbers occur behind a pronoun, 
thee first one refers to the total amount of occurrences and the second 
(parenthesized)) one to the number of special references. 

1 1 

2 2 

Is'' person 

Celan n 
ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 
ich:: [1] 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein:: [2] 

Shakespeare e 
we:: 1 
me: : 
m(y/ine): : 

I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: [3] 

2ndd person 
Celan n 

du:: 8 
di(r/ch):: 3 
dein:: 2 
du:: 4 
di(r/ch):: 1 
dein:: 3 

Shakespeare e 

thou:: 2 
thee:: 1 
th(y/ine):: 6 
thou:: 3 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: 9 
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3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

43 3 

50 0 

57 7 

60 0 

65 5 

70 0 

71 1 

79 9 

I1''  person 
Celan n 

ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 
ich:: [1] 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 
ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 

ich:: 1 
mi(r/ch):: 2 
mein:: 2 
ich:: 4 
mi(r/ch):: 4 
mein:: 1 
ich:: 4 
mi(r/ch):: 4 
mein:: 1 

ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein/uns:: 2 
ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein:: 1 
ich: : 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein: : 
ich:: 8 
mi(r/ch):: 1 
mein:: 1 
ich:: 2 
mi(r/ch): : 
mein:: 2 

Shakespeare e 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: -
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine): : 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: -
I:: 4 
me:: 1 
m(y/ine):: 2 
I:: 2 
me:: 3 
m(y/ine):: 5 
I:: 4 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: 2 
I: : 
me: : 
my/our:: 2 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: 1 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: -
I:: 7 
me:: 3 
m(y/ine):: 2 
I:: 2 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: 2 

2ndd person 
Celan n 

du:: 5 
di(r/ch):: 6 [2] 
dein:: 2 
du:: 6 
di(r/ch):: 8 
dein:: 2 

du: : 
di(r/ch):: -
dein: : 
du:: 2 
di(r/ch):: 5 
dein: : 

du:: [1] 
di(r/ch):: 1 
dein: : 
du:: 2 
di(r/ch):: 1 
dein:: 6 

du: : 
di(r/ch):: 1 
dein: : 

du:: 3[1] 
di(r/ch):: -
dein: : 
du:: 7 
di(r/ch):: 2 
dein:: 2 
du:: 6 
di(r/ch):: 4 
dein:: 3 
du:: 1 
di(r/ch):: 6 
dein:: 5 

Shakespeare e 
thou:: 6 
thee:: 1 
th(y/ine):: 6 
thou:: 5 
thee:: 3 
th(y/ine):: 3 
thou: : 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: -

thou:: 4 
thee:: 1 
th(y/ine):: -
thou: : 
thee:: 1 
th(y/ine):: [1] 
you:: 7 

your:: 5 
thou: : 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: 1 

thou: : 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: -

thou:: 5 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: 5 

you:: 6 

your:: 3 
thou:: 1 
thee:: 7 
th(y/ine):: 6 
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90 0 

105 5 

106 6 

107 7 

115 5 

116 6 

119 9 

137 7 

1stt person 

Celan n 

ich:: 4 

mi(r/ch):: 2 

mein:: 2 

ich:: 5 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein:: 2 

ich:: 1 

mi(r/ch):: 2 

unser:: 2 

ich:: 2 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein:: 2 

ich:: 11 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein: : 

ich:: 3 

mi(r/ch): : 

mein: : 

ich:: 4 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein:: 2 

ich: : 

mi(r/ch):: 1 

mein:: 3 

Shakespeare e 

I:: 1 

me:: 4 

m(y/ine):: 2 

I: : 

me: : 

m(y/ine):: 7 

I/we:: 2/1 

me: : 

our:: 1 

I:: 1 

me:: 1 

m(y/ine):: 3 

I:: 6 

me: : 

m(y/ine):: 2 

I:: 1 

me:: 2 

m(y/ine):: -

I:: 5 

me: : 

m(y/ine):: 3 

I: : 

me: : 

m(y/ine):: 6 

2ndd person 

Celan n 

du:: 5 

di(r/ch):: 3 

dein: : 

[du]]  Ihr: 1 

di(r/ch):: -

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: 3 

dem: : 

du:: 2 

di(r/ch):: 2 

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: 2 

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: -

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: 1 

dein: : 

du: : 

di(r/ch):: -

dein: : 

Shakespeare e 

thou:: 2 

thee:: 1 

th(y/ine): : 

thou: : 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: -

you:: 2 

your:: 1 

thou:: 1 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: 1 

you:: 1 

your: : 

thou: : 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: -

thou: : 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: -

thou:: [3] 

thee: : 

th(y/ine):: -

Thee heuristic value of a table like this is limited to the extent that the 
unitt of comparison is a decontextualized linguistic phenomenon, 
ratherr than a textual feature. If we would wish to take into account at 
thiss point the function of the phenomenon, we would also have to 
look,, for instance, into the imperative constructions occurring in the 
texts,, because in these constructions an addressee is always implied, 
orr to the possibly latent presence of addressees in finite verb forms. 
Fromm this table one may get a decent picture of the way the phenome-
nonn occurs in the texts, but in order to get a picture of its function and 
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itss meaning in separate sonnets one will have to perform a compari-
sonn which takes as its basic unit of comparison separate sonnets as a 
whole.. A table like this does however have an indicative value, and 
mayy serve as a basis for a motivated choice of sonnets to execute such 
aa comparison on. Still, in itself it does bring some remarkable features 
too light. 

Too begin with, one can see that Celan does not make a distinction 
betweenn a formal and an informal variant of the second person pro-
noun.. Among Shakespeare's texts one can find occurrences of both 
'thou'-sonnetss and 'you'-sonnets, whereas Celan uses only the 'du'-
form158.. In the reception of the original sequence the difference be-
tweenn the two forms is considered to be a possible signal of a change 
inn the relationship between the persona and the addressee and as such 
iss used as an argument in favour of the 'narrative approach'. The 
problemm is that the 'you'-sonnets, which form a clear minority, occur 
throughoutt the whole sequence, which forbids the possibility of indi-
catingg a clear turning point in the relationship. The consistent use of 
'du'' does seem to indicate that for Celan the narrative aspect of the 
sonnett sequence hardly played a role. 

Whenn looking just at the numbers, one might discern that the shift 
withh respect to the second person pronouns is rather substantial: 
Shakespearee has 110 pronouns as against 121 in Celan's translation; 
thee number of first person pronouns is exactly the same (86), but they 
aree not distributed in the same way. In the category of second person 
pronounss the increase has to be attributed mainly to the personal pro-
nouns.. The largest difference can be found amongst the subjective 
formss ('du', 'you' and 'thou'), as is clearly illustrated in the first four 
sonnets159. . 

Whenn we look, by way of excursion, at the third person pronouns, 
itt turns out that the difference in number is even more profound. In 
thee original 62 third person pronouns occur, in Celan's translation no 

1588 In sonnet 105 ('Ihr sollt, den ich da lieb, nicht Abgott heiBen') Celan does 
usee 'Ihr', but it is used to refer to a general audience, not to the beloved. 
1599 Less obvious, but no less remarkable, is the fact that in the reception of 
Celan'ss sonnet translations the focus is mainly on the 'thou'- and 'du'-less 
sonnetss 5 (Beese, Olschner, Lengeler, Felstiner) and 105 (Szondi, Lengeler). 
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lesss than 115 occur. In the discussion of Sonnet 65 it will show that 
thiss shift can be linked to a basic translation strategy of Celan. For the 
sakee of completeness I will give the table of third person pronouns in 
fulll  here: 

nr . . 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

43 3 

50 0 

57 7 

3r dd person 

Celan n 

sie:: 2 

es:: 1 

ihm:: 1 

ihr:: 2 

sein:: 1 

sie:: 1 

es:: 2 

ihm:: 1 

ihr:: 1 

sie:: 1 

ihr:: 4 

sie:: 6 

sie:: 5 

es:: 3 

ihn:: 1 

sein:: 1 

sie:: 3 

Shakespeare e 

His:: 2 

His:: 1 

he:: 1 

she:: 2 

his:: 1 

her:: 1 

She:: 1 

it:: 1 

they:: 1 

him:: 1 

their:: 2 

They:: 2 

he:: 1 

him:: 1 

his:: 3 

he:: 1 

nr . . 

60 0 

65 5 

70 0 

71 1 

79 9 

90 0 

105 5 

106 6 

3r dd person 

Celan n 

er:: 1 

sie:: 6 

ihn:: 1 

ihr:: 1 

er:: 1 
sie:: 4 

es:: 1 
er:: 3 

er:: 1 

sie:: 2 

sie:: 1 

ihn:: 1 

er:: 8 

sie:: 1 

es:: 3 

ihm:: 1 

sein:: 1 

es:: 1 

ihm/n:: 3 

er:: 1 

sie:: 2 

ihm/n:: 3 

sie:: 2 

es:: 2 

ihr:: 1 

Shakespeare e 

his:: 4 

their:: 1 

his:: 2 

their:: 1 

he:: 7 

it:: 1 

him:: 1 

they:: 2 

their:2 2 
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nr. . 
107 7 

115 5 

116 6 

3r dd person 
Celan n 

er:: 1 
sie:: 1 
es:: 1 
ihm:: 1 
sie:: 1 
ihr:: 2 
er:: 1 
sie:: 9 
sein:: 1 

Shakespeare e 
he:: 1 
him:: 1 
her:: 1 
their:: 1 

it:: 4 
his:: 3 

nr. . 
119 9 

137 7 

3r dd person 
Celan n 

er:: 1 
sie:: 1 
es:: 2 
sein:: 1 
es:: 4 

Shakespeare e 
it:: 2 
their:: 1 

it:: 1 
they:: 4 

Separatee sonnets 
Ass regards the first and second person pronouns the most noteworthy 
sonnetss are 65, 105, 119 and 137. In these sonnets substantial shifts 
withinn or between these categories can be discerned. In 65 we can see 
thee addition of two second person personal pronouns. In 105 a shift 
occurss within the category of first person pronouns: where in Shake-
speare'ss text the possessive 'my' occurs seven times, Celan has five 
timess 'ich', one time 'mir' and only two occurrences of the possessive 
'mein';; apart from that an 'Ihr' has been added. In 119 a 'dir' has 
beenn added. Exception in this pattern is sonnet 137, in which there 
seemss to be an inverse movement: where Shakespeare uses 'thou' 
threee times, in Celan's selection this is one of the few 'du'-less son-
nets.. In the first line in the finite verb form 'Narrsts' a second person 
iss implied, but it is nowhere made explicit. I will quote here the first 
fourr lines of both texts: 

Celan: : 
Narrstss Aug mir, Blindling Liebe, fort und fort! 
Ess schaut, nimmt wahr - sieht nicht, was es gewahrt, 
erkenntt die Schönheit, sieht der SchÖnheit Ort, 
siehtss Beste - halts fur dessen Widerpart. 
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Shakespeare: : 
Thouu blind fool, Love, what dost thou to mine eyes, 
Thatt they behold, and see not what they see? 
Theyy know what beauty is, see where it lies, 
Yett what the best is take the worst to be. 

InIn the Shakespeare sequence this is one of the few sonnets in which 
'thou'' does not refer to an extratextual addressee, but to a well-
definedd text world element: a personification of a proverbially blind 
love.. In Sonnet 4 a similar intratextual reference of 'thou' occurs, but 
inn this sonnet the reference is ambiguous: 'Unthrifty loveliness, why 
dostt thou spend/ Upon thy self thy beauty's legacy?' 'Loveliness' in 
thiss context may refer to the affection or to the beloved addressed. In 
thiss sonnet Celan did not omit the second person pronoun. 

Thee two most interesting sonnets as regards the shifts on the level 
off  the pronouns are 65 and 105; 65 because of the shifts with respect 
too the second person, the addressee, and 105 because of the shifts 
withh respect to the first person, the persona. At this point I wil l widen 
thee comparison and take as a unit of comparison the text as whole. 
Consequentlyy I wil l include in the comparison the function of the 
linguisticc phenomenon in its co-text and focus on the pragmatic-
semanticc effects of the shifts. I wil l first briefly discuss sonnet 105, 
afterr that I wil l extensively deal with sonnet 65. 

Forr the reader's convenience I wil l quote both Shakespeare's and 
Celan'ss version of sonnet 105 (both are quoted as they appear in the 
Insell  edition [Shakespeare 1967])160: 

1600 It is not clear which edition served as a source text during Celan's work on 
thee sonnets. The material collected in Fremde Nahe shows that he had in his 
libraryy collection copies of the monolingual edition of Stefan George's 
translationn of the sonnets and the bilingual edition of the translation of Got-
tlobb Regis. The only edition of Shakespeare present in Celan's library is the 
onee John Dover Wilson edited for the Cambridge New Shakespeare series. 
Thiss edition, however, did not appear until 1966, that is: after Celan had 
alreadyy published most of the sonnet translations. The typographical division 
intoo three separate quatrains and a couplet is not typical of the Shakespear-
eann sonnet (particularly not in the English editorial tradition), though it is not 
uncommonn to present them in this 'romanized' fashion. The manuscript 
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105Celan n 

Ihrr sollt, den ich da Heb, nicht Abgott heiBen, 
nichtt Götzendienst, was ich da treib und trieb. 
Al ll  dieses Singen hier, all dieses Preisen: 
vonn ihm, an ihn und immer ihm zulieb. 

Gutt ist mein Freund, ists heute uns ists morgen, 
undd keiner ist bestendiger als er. 
Inn der Bestandigkeit, da bleibt mein Vers geborgen, 
sprichtt von dem Einen, schweift mir nicht umher. 

'Schön,, gut und treu', das singe ich und singe. 
'Schön,, gut und treu' - stets anders und stets das. 
Ichh find, erfind - um sie in eins zu bringen, 
siee einzubringen ohne Unterlafl. 

'Schön,, gut und treu' so oft getrennt, geschieden 
Inn Einem will ich drei zusammenschmieden. 

1055 Shakespeare: 

Lett not my love be call'd idolatry, 
Norr my beloved as an idol show, 
Sincee all alike my songs and praises be 
Too one, of one, still such, and ever so. 

Kindd is my love today, tomorrow kind, 
Stilll  constant in a wondrous excellence; 
Thereforee my verse, to constancy confin'd, 
Onee thing expressing, leaves out difference. 

facsimilee of Celan's translation in Fremde Nahe shows that Celan from the 
outsett used the Italian form. He might very well have worked, then, from the 
Regiss edition. 
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'Fair,, kind, and true' is all my argument -
'Fair,, kind, and true' varying to other words; 
Andd in this change is my invention spent -
Threee themes in one, which wondrous scope affords. 

'Fair,, kind, and true' have often liv'd alone, 
Whichh three till now never kept seat in one. 

Thee shifts to be found in sonnet 105 relative to the tertium compara-
tionistionis of the pronouns are consistent with the findings of Szondi 
(1973).. In terms of the presence of the persona in the text world, the 
mostt important effect of the shift from the dominance of possessive 
pronounss to personal pronouns is the change from an implicitly pres-
entt to an explicitly present persona. In Shakespeare's text the pres-
encee is implicit because of the exclusive use of possessive pronouns, 
that,, grammatically speaking, are mere modifications of the head 
wordd of the noun phrase in which they occur. In the original the per-
sonaa does not appear as an independent entity, but as an entity that is 
linkedd to a number of qualities, subjects and objects: 'my love', 'my 
beloved',, 'my songs', 'my argument', 'my invention'. Most of these 
constituentss function as a grammatical object in a passive-like clause. 
Onlyy one of them ('my verse' [1. 7]) functions as a subject in an ac-
tivee clause: 'my verse [...] leaves out difference', in which the noun 
phrasee may be read metonymically: the product taking the place of 
thee producer. In Celan's translation the persona is not only made ex-
plicit,, but is also made an agent. The clauses in which the personal 
pronounss occur are for the most subclauses in which the 'ich' links up 
withh an active verb: 'den ich da lieb'- 'was ich da [...] trieb', 'das 
singee ich', 'wil l ich zusammenschmieden'. These explicitations, 
whichh one might also call subjectifications, are consistent with the 
usee of 'Ihr' in the first line, which may be considered a shift from a 
subjectlesss imperative, and with the translation of'my love' by 'mein 
Freund'.. In Shakespeare's text 'my love' in the fifth line may be con-
sideredd ambiguous. In the first line 'my love' stands for the affection, 
thee feeling of the persona and in line 2 'beloved' refers to the loved 
one.. In line 5 'my love' is repeated, activating at first instance the 
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samee referent as in line 1: the affection. As the sonnet progresses, 
however,, a reading of 'love' as co-referential with the beloved is get-
tingg more and more plausible. Ultimately an interpretation is possible 
inn which both readings converge, a kind of ambiguity that is not un-
commonn in the original sequence. The translation of 'my love' with 
'myy Freund' in that case may be considered a significant choice. 
Fromm all these shifts the same conclusion can be drawn as Szondi 
doess in his analysis of Celan's translation of sonnet 105 (Szondi 
1973):: in Shakespeare's text the qualities characterizing the 
love/belovedd (beauty, moral aptitude and truthfulness) are presented 
ass already existing and present within the subject, whereas in Celan's 
textt those qualities are attributed to the loved one by the persona in 
thee act of writing. According to Szondi the orientation towards the act 
off  writing in Celan's translation may be explained by reference to 
Celan'ss symbolist poetics. 

'Meinerr Tinte Schwarz' 
Inn Sonnet 65 the shifts on the level of the first and second person pro-
nounss are a littl e more subtle, but in the case of this sonnet it is also 
interestingg to include the third person pronouns into the comparison. 
Lett me recapitulate schematically the translational relationships on 
thiss point: 

1'' person 
Celan n 

Ich: : 
mi(r/ch):: -
mein:: 1 

Shakesp. . 
I: : 
me: : 
m(y/ine):: 1 

VV person 
Celan n 

du:: 3[1] 
di(r/ch):: -
dein: : 

Shakesp. . 
thou: : 
thee: : 
th(y/ine):: -

3'' person 
Celan n 

er:: 1 
sie:: 4 
es:: 1 
ihr:: 3 

Shakesp. . 
his:: 2 
their:: 1 

Thematicallyy speaking, Sonnet 65 belongs to the group of sonnets 
dealingg with the destructive force of time. In a dynamic alternation of 
declarative,, interrogative and exclamatory clauses an argument is 
composedd in which a number of natural forces that metaphorically 
standd for strength (brass, stone, earth, sea, rocks, gates of steel) is 
juxtaposedd with a number of elements that stand for weakness 
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(flower,, summer's honey breath). The argument is that if the elements 
off  strength do not have the power to withstand the force of time, 
surelyy beauty, that is associated with the weaker elements, must bow 
forr time. In the couplet the argument is turned round by the statement 
thatt the destructive force of time can be defied by the immense force 
off  poetry. Again I wil l quote both texts in full here: 

655 Celan: 
Nichtt Erz, nicht Stein, nicht Erde, nicht die See: 
siee trotzen nicht der Sterblichkeit Gewalten. 
Undd sie, die Schönheit, soil dagegenstehn? 
Sie,, eine Blume, soil hier Kraft entfalten? 

Dess Sommers Honig-Atem, halt er stand? 
Diee Tage kommen tobend angeritten. 
Zeit-und-Verfall!!  Du trotzt nicht, Felsenwand. 
Undd Tore, ehern, ihr steht nicht inmitten. 

Derr Zeit Juwel - nein, du bewahrst nicht auf: 
mitt eigner Truhe kommt die Zeit geschriften. 
Undd welche Hand halt ihre Fii/ie auf? 
Siee raubt die Schönheit - wer will s ihr verbieten? 

Nein,, keiner! Nie! Es sei denn, dies triff t zu: 
Auss meiner Tinte Schwarz, draus leuchtest du. 

655 Shakespeare: 
Sincee brass, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundless sea, 
Butt sad mortality o'ersways their power, 
Howw with this rage shall beauty hold a plea, 
Whosee action is no stronger than a flower? 

Ohh how shall summer's honey breath hold out 
Againstt the wrackful siege of battering days, 
Whenn rocks impregnable are not so stout, 
Norr gates of steel so strong but time decays? 
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Ohh fearful meditation! where alack, 
Shalll  Time's best jewel from Time's chest lie hid? 
Orr what strong hand can hold his swift foot back? 
Orr who his spoil of beauty can forbid? 

Ohh none, unless this miracle have might -
Thatt in black ink my love may still shine bright. 

Semanticallyy speaking it is justified to accept the skeleton described 
abovee as applicable to both texts. However, when we wish to include 
thee situational dimension into the comparison (and we have to) things 
becomee a littl e more complicated. 

Inn both poems the presence of the persona is implicit {'my love' 
andd "meiner Tinte Schwarz'), but as regards the way in which the 
addresseee is present in the text world there is a substantial shift: in the 
textt world of Celan's text there is an explicitly addressed 'du\ 
whereass in Shakespeare's text there is no form of direct address. 

Thee second person personal pronoun 'du' occurs three times in 
Celan'ss text, but it does not always refer to the same text world ele-
ment.. In the last line it is used to refer extratextually, but in line 7 it is 
usedd to refer cataphoric ally to 'Felsenwand', and in line 9 it refers 
anaphoricallyy to the antecedent 'Der Zeit Juwel'. The use in line 9 is 
consistentt with the pattern of use of the third person personal pro-
nouns,, which are, as can be seen in the table above, abundantly pres-
entt in Celan's translation - so much so, in fact, that one may assume a 
consciouss play with the forms of address. Most of these pronouns 
constitutee a kind of address, particularly the ones used cataphorically, 
inn which the ostensive function has priority above the function of 
naming.. 'Sie' in line two, which refers back to all the elements men-
tionedd in line 1, has quite a different effect than 'sie' as used in lines 3 
andd 4. The first is used as an 'ordinary' cohesive device, whereas in 
thee other two cases the personal pronoun is directly linked grammati-
callyy to the noun to which it refers. This figure occurs regularly 
throughoutt the Celan sequence; according to Felstiner this 
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pronominall  anticipation becomes a kind of signature throughout the 
sonnetss as Celan renders them (1990: 190). 

Withh respect to the level of lexical semantics one might say that 
alll  personal pronouns refer to objects ('Erz', 'Stein', 'Erde', 'See', 
'Blume',, 'Felsenwand', 'Tore', 'Der Zeit Juwel', 'die Zeit') or to an 
objectifiedd quality or attribute ('die Schönheit', 'Des Sommers 
Honig-Atem').. The most important effect of this translational strategy 
iss that in the text world of the translation as against that of the origi-
nall  there is a higher degree of subjectivity. Elements that in the text 
worldd of the original only occur as objects, in the translation are ei-
therr directly addressed or named as subjects. In other words: a se-
manticc category shift takes place. Although, superficially, in both 
textss an implicit persona can be discerned, which is only indirectly 
presentt in the text world, the abundant use of pronominal anticipation 
inn the translation make this presence more direct: the voice of the 
personaa is more prominent and the distance between the persona and 
whatt it says diminishes. This is also the case on other textual levels. 
Inn both texts there is a dynamic alternation of questions, statements 
(mostlyy embedded) and exclamations. In the translation there are 
moree clauses (17 as against 14 in the original), and there is a higher 
frequencyy of alternation, with the effect of an increased dynamics. 
Thee increase can be attributed entirely to the number of declarative 
clausess - clauses that more forcefully express the modality of cer-
tainty.. Although both texts have an equal number of exclamations, 
three,, in Celan's text they are more intense. 

Inn the original the only semantically and pragmatically charged 
exclamation,, because of the resounding voice of the persona, is 'Oh 
fearfull  meditation' (1. 8), which may be considered an utterance of 
self-reflection.. In Celan the exclamations are more charged with en-
ergyy and emotion: 'Zeit-und-Verfall!' (1. 7) does not have a close 
correspondingg phrase in the original, unless one would consider it as 
correspondingg to the clause after the conjunction in line 8: '(but) time 
decays'.. In the original sonnet, however, this clause is part of the 
argumentt that is unfolded in the three quatrains; in Celan's translation 
thee exclamation, because grammatically it does not link up with any 
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otherr clause, disrupts the cohesive pattern of the argument. In search 
off  coherence, one might, consider it a kind of battle cry, thus cohering 
withh the military metaphor of the previous line 'Die Tage kommen 
tobendd angeritten'. The exclamation in the penultimate line is also 
ratherr heavily stressed by Celan. Like the original, in Celan's text the 
exclamationn has to be read as the answer to the preceding question as 
too whether there is anything or anyone strong enough to defy time. 
Thee duplication of the exclamation (and of the negation) as well as 
thee emphatic use of exclamation marks here give the expression the 
forcee of a cry - although perhaps in this case it is more a cry of des-
peration. . 

AA second interesting aspect of the frequent use of personal pro-
nounss touches upon the potential of reference of the sequence. As 
saidd before, only the final 'du' in line 14 has no antecedent, whereas 
inn the other two cases 'du' refers intratextually. It is very well possi-
blee to take this as a play with the problem of the identification of the 
addresseee in the sequence. By including in the text world multiple 
possiblee referents, Celan brings into light the problem of reference 
itself.. Earlier I have stated that not translating the sequence in its en-
tiretyy in itself already implies a problematic relationship to a possible 
narrativee interpretation of the sequence. Celan accentuates, at least in 
thee final line of this translation, the problematic status of that rela-
tionship. . 

Inn the final line two substantial shifts occur, that both may be di-
rectlyy related to Celan's own poetics: 

Auss meiner Tinte Schwarz, draus leuchtest du 

Thatt in black ink my love may still shine bright 

Thee entire network of shifts and correspondences characterizing the 
translationall  relationship of both texts finds its climax in these two 
lines.. The possessive pronoun, which in this sonnet, I have made it 
abundantlyy clear, is the only sign pointing to the presence of the per-
sona,, in the translation is not linked to the love/beloved (in the origi-
nall  we find this ambiguity in this sonnet as well), but is linked by 
Celann to 'Tinte Schwarz', an objectifying metonym for the poet. This 
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shiftt may easily be related to Szondi's statements on Sonnet 105 
aboutt a stronger orientation towards the act of writing. By the use of 
thee personal pronoun 'du' in the translation, 'my love' of the original 
hass been disambiguated; still, as we have seen, the pronoun in the 
translationn took on an mdetermination of its own. Now, one may well 
ask,, is it possible to speak of a translation that moves towards 'ein 
ansprechbaress Du"61, as the phrase goes in Celan's Bremen Prize 
speech?? A translation in which the potential for reference is extended 
too include the dead, the loved one, the mother, as most of Celan's 
ownn poems do? Perhaps this is too far-fetched a conclusion, but at the 
samee time we have to realize how closely related poetic and transla-
tionall  activities were in the mind of Celan. Referring, as we all know, 
iss done, not by the sign, but by the language user. For many readers 
thee final line of Sonnet 65 in Paul Celan's translation could be read as 
aa profound statement about his personal poetics. 

1611 Felstiner (1995), perhaps influenced by his reading of Celan's Shake-
spearee translation, consistently translates the 'Du' from Celan's speeches 
withh 'Thou' rather that with 'you'. 
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FINA LL  WORDS: 
OVERCOMIN GG A BAD CASE OF DESPERATION 

Att the end of the second chapter I posited as the ultimate aim of this 
bookk the formulation of a coherent proposal for an armamentarium, a 
sett of instruments, for the description of poetic discourse in transla-
tion,, that is, the development of a comparative procedure, and an op-
erablee set of concepts that may be instrumental in describing the re-
sultss of that comparison. The time has come to ask the question 
whetherr this aim has been met. I have to add immediately that I do 
nott consider myself as the person most qualified to answer it. This is 
nott the kind of book of which the result is easily evaluated, simply 
becausee the main result (the armamentarium) is based on a series of 
theoreticall  assumptions which have been justified already. At the 
basiss of the armamentarium lies a series of postulates: that a transla-
tionn constitutes a semiotic interpretation of a source text, and that that 
interpretationn can be made visible by comparing the text worlds of 
targett and source texts. Any statement by me about the operability of 
thee armamentarium necessarily would be the result of circular rea-
soning.. I've shown that the procedure may work, but this wil l need 
furtherr confirmation (and possibly refinement) by a lot more case 
studies. . 

Stilll  there are some 'loose ends' that may be fastened, such as the 
methodologicall  status of the armamentarium vis-a-vis other methods 
andd comparative procedures and the relationship between the histori-
call  dimension of translation description, represented in this procedure 
byy the preliminary data, and the actual source and target text compari-
son.. I will finish this book with some further comments on these two 
points. . 

Methodologicall  status of the armamentarium 
Lett me start this evaluation by looking at the armamentarium in terms 
off  the distinctions that emerged from the study of existing methods in 
Chapterr 4: product-orientedness versus process-orientedness, distinc-
tivee feature analysis versus repertory method, microstructure versus 
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macrostructuree (or means versus functions), source-orientedness ver-
suss target-orientedness, and second degree comparison versus direct 
comparisonn (cf. Chapter 4, 'Summary'). 

Thee armamentarium is clearly a product-oriented procedure, it is 
nott devised for the purpose of reconstructing translational considera-
tions,, it is concerned rather with describing the effects of translational 
choices. . 

Thee armamentarium is a repertory method, but not in the strict 
sensee of the word. The 'repertory of features always to be analysed' is 
nott entirely fixed, as for instance it is, or is supposed to be, in the 
Göttmgenn approach. There is some order in the steps distinguished, 
butt within these steps a large degree of flexibilit y is allowed for. 

Ass to the methodological relationship between micro- and macro-
structuree the armamentarium takes up a middle position between a 
top-downn and a bottom-up procedure. It doesn't work in just one di-
rection,, as the methods of Linn and Van Leuven-Zwart do, but it takes 
intoo account the circularity of any hermeneutic enterprise. It starts 
top-downn and at any further stage may move bottom-up and top-down 
dependentt on what is relevant at that particular point. 

Ass to the other two distinctions, second degree versus direct com-
parisonn and source- versus target-orientedness, the situation is a littl e 
moree complicated. To the extent that the armamentarium is a reper-
toryy method it performs direct comparison. At certain stages the com-
parisonn is directed at the relationship between pre-defined textual 
elements,, at other points a description of textual properties of both 
textss precedes the comparison. The debate about the desirability of 
onee approach above the other, to my mind, is undecidable. It is im-
possiblee to compare texts without a certain amount of description of 
textuall  elements of single texts. 

Ass we have seen throughout this book the distinction between 
sourcee text-orientation and target text-orientation is at the centre of 
onee of the major discussions in modern translation studies. In the first 
chapterr of this book I have claimed to consider myself part of the 
target-orientedd paradigm. This implies the endorsement of the theo-
reticall  assumption that translation basically is a teleological activity, 
andd that the point of departure of any study into translation has to be 
thee function of translation in the target culture. Methodologically 
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speaking,, as far as the effort of target text-source text comparison is 
concerned,, the situation is less clear. As a consequence of the double, 
hybridd status of the translation, target text-source text comparison is 
too a great extent both teleologically and archaeologically oriented at 
thee same time. Perhaps this is the 'theoretical desperation' (cf. the 
mottoo of this book) pervading this branch of Descriptive Translation 
Studies.. One of the main points of discussion is the inherently nor-
mativee character of target text-source text description, particularly 
whenn shifts are used as an instrument. The desperation follows from 
thee necessary conclusion that if one wishes to exclude normativity, 
onee has to abandon the enterprise of target text-source text compari-
sonn altogether. I don't think anyone would want to do that. I hope to 
havee shown, in Chapter 6, by distinguishing between two levels of 
normativity,, one inherent and not to be helped, the other methodol-
ogicallyy unnecessary and undesirable, that it is mainly a matter of 
attitudee whether one wishes to ignore or acknowledge, to institution-
alizee or minimize the normative aspects of translation description. I 
havee chosen to acknowledge them, and to try to minimize them. 

Inn general one might say that with respect to the more substantial 
distinctions,, I have taken up positions between extreme ends. In that 
sense,, methodologically speaking, the armamentarium itself is a hy-
bridd construct. Throughout this book I have freely used several terms 
too refer to roughly the same concept: 'descriptive enterprise', 
'comparativee procedure', 'armamentarium'. At the end of Chapter 1 I 
hesitatedd to use the term 'method', because the procedure proposed 
wouldd only be formalized to a certain extent. It is formalized to the 
extentt that it distinguishes several procedural steps in a more or less 
fixedd order, but it is not formalized to the extent that within these 
stepss it leaves considerable room for every individual describer to lay 
outt her own itinerary. It is formalized to the extent that it prescribes 
thee use of specific terms in describing the relationship pertaining be-
tweenn the text pair(s), it is not formalized to the extent that it does not 
prescribee a specific classification of shifts, as for instance Van Leu-
ven-Zwartt does. 

Inn that sense, some people may very well reason that the arma-
mentariummentarium does not constitute a method at all. In devising the method 
II  have taken up a relativistic-pragmatic position. I have never lost 
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sightt of the purpose of the armamentarium, and have kept in mind 
qualitiess as flexibilit y and practicability. I have tried to steer a middle 
coursee between the lack of instruction to be found in Toury's later 
proposall  for target text-source text comparison and the abundance of 
instructionn to be found in Van Leuven-Zwart's method. The semantic 
categoriess used in my concept of 'text world' are very basic 
('subject',, 'object', 'states', 'processes', 'events', etc.), but any fur-
therr specification would result in a methodological mer a boire. Per-
hapshaps this is another form of desperation, of 'methodological despera-
tion'.. So be it, I am willing to live with it. 

II  am well aware that this attitude puts the weight of the success of 
workingg with the armamentarium to a large extent on the shoulders of 
thee individual describer. Success will depend on the competence of 
thee individual describer. Working with the armamentarium presup-
posess a fair amount of knowledge in the areas of linguistics, stylistics, 
literaryy theory and literary history, and not in the least of translation 
studiess more knowledge than this book can provide. On the other 
hand,, the armamentarium does not appeal to any kind of knowledge 
thatt is not part and parcel of any graduate program in any faculty of 
Letterss (or should be). Perhaps working with the armamentarium 
wouldd benefit from an 'induction course'162 on graduate level, but on 
postgraduatee level anyone should be able to work with it. 

Thee historical dimension 
Inn Chapter 2 I distinguished between the (intra)textual and extratex-
tuall  dimension of the translator, and stated that the two could never 
bee totally severed. On the other hand I stated that, methodologically 
speaking,, the relationship between translation description directed 
towardss the (mtra)textual translator (target text-source text compari-
son)) and translation description directed towards the extratextual 
translatorr (historical contextualization) is problematical. Once again 
wee may have hit upon a form of methodological and theoretical des-

1622 Hermans (1999) uses the term in a depreciatory way when he discusses 
thee complexity of Van Leuven-Zwart's method. I fail to see why it should be 
ann objection that one might need a course in order to be able to apply a 
method. . 
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peration. . 
Thee problematical status of the relationship between the two may 

bee illustrated by the way it is treated within several frameworks. The 
emphasiss in the Göttingen approach is mainly on the historical aspect 
off  translation description, it does provide for a method (of sorts), but 
itt totally lacks reflection on the methodology of text comparison, in 
termss of the problems involving the establishment of tertia, or of a 
unitt of comparison. The method of Van Leuven-Zwart is theoretically 
fixatedd on the development of an intricate method for comparing spe-
cificc text pairs, and she does not address the historical dimension at 
all.. She does make use of historical material, nevertheless, in trying to 
explainn some of the results of the comparison she uses as an illustra-
tionn of her method (only to be found in Van Leuven-Zwart 1984: 209-
210).. Of more recent date is Anthony Pym's Method in Translation 
History.History. A book that, judging by its title, one would pick immediately 
iff  one set out to study translation from a product- or function-oriented 
pointt of view. It is, I think, a very useful book, one of the few on the 
subjectt in which an elaborate and consistent research programme is 
presentedd rhetorically sound and with great pedagogical skill, but 
whatt the author has to say about the actual comparison of original and 
translationn is precious little. The inspiration for the method of 
'readingg and comparing texts', he says, with a methodological naivety 
hee wil l not allow himself on other subjects, may be found in 'the gen-
erall  procedures of descriptive analysis' (Pym 1998: 107). Appealing 
ass the idea of a general procedure for descriptive analysis may be, I 
don'tt think any such thing exists. At least, to limit myself to Descrip-
tivee Translation Studies, I hope this book has shown this much. Toury 
mightt be the only one who has attempted to devise an integrated 
methodd both for the detailed analysis of the relationship between tar-
gett and source texts and their historical-systemic contextualization. 
He,, however, has abandoned that particular integrated approach to 
textt comparison (cf. Chapter 4). 

Perhapss we have to attribute the problematic relationship between 
thee textual and extratextual aspects of translation description to the 
factt that, as far as theory is concerned, the gravitational pull of both 
aspectss is directed to different centres: the linguistic and the literary. 
Itt is striking to see that discussions concerning the interdisciplinary 
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statuss of translation studies and the ensuing demarcation criteria seem 
too be going always in one direction: either towards contrastive or 
comparativee linguistics (cf. Toury 1980: 19-34; Chesterman 1998; 
Malmkjaerr 1999) or to comparative literature (Bassnett 1993). The 
kindd of detailed analysis necessary to compare texts in a meaningful 
wayy is probably more akin to (pragma-)linguistics163, whereas the 
historicall  dimension obviously links up with Comparative Literature 
(wheree it originated in the first place). The problem of this particular 
approachh within Descriptive Translation Studies as an interdisci-
phne1644 may then be illustrated by the fact that one will be hard put to 
findd any demarcation discussion between comparative linguistics and 
comparativee literature. 

Thiss form of desperation is, of course, only a problem, if one 
wishess to integrate both aspects theoretically. Knowing that I have 
chosenn an ad hoc approach to this problem, one will not be surprised 
thatt I don't think that is a necessary condition for practising transla-
tionn description. 

Coda::  A final statement 
Theoreticall  and methodological desperation, then, may be overcome 
byy sheer pragmatism - by knowing one's limits and taking one's 
losses.. To my mind this is as far as it goes. 

1633 Theoretical considerations about shifts and correspondences would Fit in 
nicelyy with, for instance, the work on parallel corpora going on in transla-
tionall  corpus linguistics (cf. Baker 1995 and Thunes 1998 ). Particularly the 
elaboratee classification of shifts devised by Van Leuven-Zwart may prove to 
bee useful at this point. 
1644 Which it shares, by the way, with an (inter)discipline like literary stylis-
tics. . 
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APPENDIX: : 
THEE ARMAMENTARIUM  IN SHORT 

Inn this appendix I will present the armamentarium in short, without 
thee methodological considerations which led to it. At each step I will 
referr to certain portions of this book (other than Chapter 7) that may 
bee relevant to that particular step in the procedure, as well as to other 
relevantt literature. Perhaps this appendix may be of some help for 
thosee who wish to apply the armamentarium in a specific case study. 

Preliminar yy data 
Ass a preparatory step a justification of the corpus may take place, as 
welll  as a contextualization of the target text(s), the translator(s) and 
thee source text(s). 

ItemsItems and questions pertaining to the target text include: 
•• Historical-bibliographical information. 
•• 'Self-declaration' of the translation: In what way is the translation 

presentedd as such? Is the word 'translation' explicitly mentioned 
inn the edition in which the target text is published, or are any other 
designationss used? Is the translator explicitly mentioned in the 
targett text edition? 

•• Is there a foreword or afterword? Are there any notes 
accompanyingg the text? 

•• Is the edition mono- or bilingual? 
•• Is the translation an integral one? 
•• Is the way in which the target text is embedded significantly 

differentt from the way the source text was originally published? 

ItemsItems and questions pertaining to the translator include: 
 Who is, or are, the translator(s)? 

•• Are there any other (important) translations by that translator? 
•• Is the translator also a poet or a writer? 
•• Is there any explicit reference to that translator's poetics in the 

targett text edition? If so, what are they? 
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ItemsItems and questions pertaining to the source text include: 
•• Historical-bibliographical information. 
•• Is there more than one source text edition available? If so, which 

onee has been used, and why? Is it explicitly mentioned in the 
targett text edition? If so, how? 

•• Are there more translations of the same source text published in 
thee target language? 

(Cf.. Chapter 2, 'Intra- para- and extratextual dimensions'; also: 
Lambertt & Van Gorp 1985; Pym 1998; Toury 1995, Ch. 3) 

Establishingg a semantic-pragmatic skeleton target text 
Thee first real step of the procedure itself is the establishment of the 
semantic-pragmaticc skeleton of the target text. Analytical parameters 
off this initial analysis are: the situational dimension of the text; 
'poeticc voice', that is, the 'identification' of the persona; deictic 
elementss (referential, origo, spatio-temporal); next to these a 
provisionall establishment of genre, structure and theme of the text 
mayy take place. (Cf. Chapter 3) 

QuestionsQuestions pertaining to these elements include: 
•• Which are the most important subjects (persons, animals, and ani

mated,, personified objects) and objects referred to? What are the 
mostt important relations between these text world elements? 

•• In what way are the participant roles of sender and addressee 
representedd in the text? 
•• Is the persona explicitly present in the discourse, or is she 

merelyy present as a speaking voice? 
•• Does the persona describe a world outside herself, or is she 

includedd in the context of reference? 
•• Is there any form of direct address? 
•• Are there any first and second person personal pronouns 

(singularr or plural)? 
•• Do vocatives occur in the text? Are there any interrogative or 

imperativee sentences? 
(Cf.. Chapter 3, 'The interpersonal level') 
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•• How can the text world be located spatio-temporally? 
•• Relative to which 'here' and 'now', which deictic centre, can 

thee text world be located? 
•• What is the relationship between coding time and content 

timee and between coding place and content place? 
•• What locative elements occur? 
•• What locative adverbs and adverbials? 
•• What objects having a locative function? 
•• What is the locative range? Is there a single location, or are 

theree any locative shifts? 
•• What is the time span of the text world? 
•• What tenses are predominantly used? 
•• What temporal adverbs and adverbials occur? 

•• In general, what situation pertains to the text world. Is it predomi
nantlyy static or dynamic? What are the most important states, pro
cesses,, actions or events? What is the text about? 

Checkk semantic-pragmatic skeleton against source text 
Thee second step is to check the findings of the initial semantic-
pragmaticc analysis against the source text. Do these findings also 
applyy to the source text? If not alter the formulation of the semantic-
pragmaticc skeleton in such a way that it does. If any substantial shifts 
occurr on this level, make a note of them. 

Comparativee analysis of target and source texts 
Beforee the actual comparison takes place, each text has to be analyzed 
withh respect to the following levels: 

•• Syntax 
•• break the texts down into phrases; list the noun phrases, verb 

phrases,, prepositional phrases, adverb phrases, adjective 
phrases; ; 

•• mark them according to syntactic function 
•• mark them according to world building element: 

•• SUBJECTS: nouns/noun phrases 
pronouns s 
properr names 
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•• OBJECTS: nouns/noun phrases 
pronouns s 
properr nouns 

•• TIME: verb tenses 
adverbs s 
adverbials s 

•• LOCATION: adverbs 
adverbials s 
objectss with locative function 

•• RELATIONS: verb phrases 

•• list the pronouns, according to category 
Inn comparing, what substantial, individual shifts can be noted with 
respectt to this level? 
•• Lexis 

•• break the texts down into grammatical words and lexical 
words;; list the nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs 

•• mark the lexical words according to culture-specificity (cf. 
Chapterr 3, 'Context of culture') 

Inn comparing, what substantial, individual shifts can be noted with 
respectt to this level? 
•• Prosody 
Analyticall parameters on this level include: poetic form, stanzaic 
segmentation,, rhyme, rhythm, metre, sound. (Cf. Chapter 5, 'Shifts 
pertainingg to the level of textual systems'; also: Bronzwaer 1993, 
Leechh 1969, Ludwig 1990.) 

Inn comparing, what substantial, individual shifts can be noted with 
respectt to this level? 
•• Rethorical means 

•• What types of rhetorical transfer of meaning occur in the 
text? ? 

Parameterss of analysis at this level include: metaphorical trans
ference,, metonymy, synecdoche (or any other rhetorical device, taken 
fromm a specific theory of rhetoric). 

Inn comparing, what substantial, individual shifts can be noted with 
respectt to this level? 
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•• Intertextuality 
•• What quotations and/or allusions may be discerned in the 

texts? ? 
•• To what architexts do the markers refer? 
•• Under what type of intertextual relationships can the 

quotationss and allusions be headed: (1) relationships with ar
chitextss that have a peripheral position in the target culture 
butt a central position in the source culture, (2) relationships 
withh architexts that have a peripheral position in both target 
andd source culture, (3) relationships with architexts that have 
aa central position in both target and source culture, and (4) 
relationshipss with architexts that have a central position in 
thee target culture but a peripheral position in the source 
culture.. (Cf. Chapter 5, 'Shifts pertaining to the level of 
culturall systems'; also Claes 1988; Pfister & Broich 1985) 

Inn comparing, what substantial, individual shifts can be noted with re
spectt to this level? Are there any additions or deletions? 

Analyticall  questions of comparison 
Inn the final steps of the procedure one has to answer the following 
questions: : 
•• what are the consequences of the shifts established on the level of 

linguisticc and textual means for the way the text worlds can be 
constructed? ? 

•• What conception of the source text world can be constructed from 
thee target text world? In other words: what is the translational 
interpretation? ? 

•• By what historical and/or cultural circumstances can this 
conceptionn be explained? 
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SAMENVATTIN G G 

VANVAN WERELD TOT WERELD. 
EENEEN INSTRUMENTARIUM VOOR DE STUDIE 
VANVAN POËTISCHE TEKSTEN IN VERTALING 

Inn dit proefschrift wordt een instrumentarium en procedure gepresen-
teerdd ten behoeve van de vergelijkende beschrijving van poëtische 
tekstenn en hun vertaling. Belangrijkste oogmerk bij de toepassing van 
ditt instrumentarium is het zichtbaar maken van de 'vertaalinterpre-
tatie',, van de interpretatie van de brontekst, zoals die door middel van 
vergelijkingg met de doeltekst geconstrueerd kan worden. 

Inn het eerste hoofdstuk wordt aandacht besteed aan het vertaalwe-
tenschappelijkk kader waarbinnen dit instrumentarium ontwikkeld 
wordt,, dat van de doelpoolgerichte benadering. De in dit bestek rele-
vantee uitgangspunten van deze benadering zijn dat vertaling moet 
wordenn gezien als een verschijnsel dat eerst en vooral functioneert 
binnenn de ontvangende cultuur en dat vertaalwetenschap beschrijvend 
enn historisch moet zijn. Aan de historische component van vertaai-
vergelijkingg wordt in het proefschrift wel aandacht besteed, maar de-
zee is niet geïntegreerd in het instrumentarium. Er wordt wel van uit-
gegaann dat de vertaalinterpretatie altijd cultureel en historisch ingeka-
derdd moet worden, maar in de gepresenteerde casussen wordt dat op 
eenn ad hoc wijze gedaan. Er vindt geen aansluiting plaats met de sys-
temischee en normgerichte aanpak van de doelpoolgerichte benade-
ring.. Gesteld wordt dat met de aandacht voor interpretatie een ver-
ruimingg van de doelpoolgerichte blik wordt beoogd. 

Centraall  theoretisch uitgangspunt bij de ontwikkeling van instru-
mentariumm en procedure is wat genoemd wordt de dubbele status van 
dee vertaling. De status van een (daadwerkelijk bestaande, in de cul-
tuurr functionerende) vertaling is altijd tweeledig: aan de ene kant is 
eenn vertaling een zelfstandige tekst, die binnen haar eigen culturele 
omgevingg op dezelfde wijze functioneert als andere teksten binnen 
diee omgeving, maar tegelijkertijd is een vertaling ook een afgeleide 
tekst,, een representatie, een reconstructie of een reproductie van een 
anderee tekst die niet binnen die omgeving functioneert. 
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Vervolgenss is er aandacht voor de gevolgen die de dubbele status 
heeftt voor het traditionele communicatieschema zoals geformuleerd 
doorr Jakobson. Gesteld wordt dat de hybride status van de vertaling 
eenn duplicatie tot gevolg heeft van de factoren die Jakobson binnen 
zijnn schema onderscheidt en dat deze duplicatie op haar beurt gevol-
genn heeft die de descriptieve studie van vertaling compliceren, omdat 
dee verschillende rollen die hierbij in het spel zijn (vertaler, oorspron-
kelijkk auteur en beschrijver) dubbele posities innemen. Zo is bijvoor-
beeldd de vertaler zowel doeltekstzender en brontekstontvanger, de 
auteurr zowel doeltekstzender en brontekstzender en wordt de positie 
vann doeltekstzender dus dubbel bezet: door zowel de vertaler als au-
teur. . 

Alss tweede centaal theoretisch uitgangspunt wordt het belang voor 
vertalingg van het begrip 'verschil' benadrukt. In navolging van Toury 
wordtt als wezenlijk onderdeel van het begrip vertaling beschouwd de 
transferr van elementen over semiotische grenzen. Uitgangspunt daar-
bijj  is de veronderstelde anisomorfie tussen taal- en cultuursystemen. 
Dee verschillen die russen vertalingen geconstateerd kunnen worden, 
wordenn dan beschouwd als oplossingen voor het overbruggen van de 
verschillenn tussen de in een specifieke vertaalhandeling betrokken 
systemen.. Voor de verschillen tussen de vertalingen wordt de term 
'verschuivingen'' gereserveerd. 

Inn het tweede hoofdstuk wordt de relatie tussen de begrippen 
'vertaling'' en 'interpretatie' onderzocht. Geconstateerd wordt dat 
binnenn semiotische, hermeneutische en vertaalwetenschappelijke be-
naderingenn de relatie zelden wordt geproblematiseerd en gethemati-
seerd,, maar eenvoudigweg wordt aangenomen. Wel kunnen twee per-
spectievenn op de relatie worden onderscheiden: vanuit het perspectief 
vann vertaling kan men stellen dat interpretatie onderdeel uitmaakt van 
hett proces dat er aan ten grondslag ligt, en vanuit het perspectief van 
interpretatiee kan gesteld worden dat vertaling als een van de mogelij-
kee verschijningsvormen ervan kan worden beschouwd. 

Inn aansluiting bij Holmes, die vanuit vertaalwetenschappelijke 
richtingg het probleem benadert, en Eco, die vanuit semiotische rich-
tingg het probleem benadert, wordt vervolgens gesteld dat een verta-
lingg (van literatuur) beschouwd kan worden als een kritische, semioti-
schee interpretatie, of daar althans op gebaseerd is. Belangrijk kenmerk 
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vann de 'vertaalinterpretatie' is daarbij dat zij impliciet in de doeltekst 
aanwezigg is. 

Dezee implicietheid wordt behandeld als een methodologisch pro-
bleem,, waarbij als belangrijkste theoretische probleem wordt gepos-
tuleerdd de wijze waarop de rol van de interpreterende vertaler zicht-
baarr gemaakt kan worden. 

Tenn behoeve hiervan wordt gekeken naar de wijze waarop de rol 
vann de vertaler begripsmatig kan worden ondergebracht in de onder-
scheidingg tussen binnen- en buitentekstuele concepties van de rollen 
vann zender en ontvanger in het communicatieschema. In aansluiting 
bijj  de bevindingen van Eco wordt aangenomen dat beide rollen aan-
wezigg zijn in een tekst als tekstuele strategieën, die in het proces van 
interpretatievee coöperatie expliciet gemaakt kunnen worden als mo-
dellezerr en modelauteur. Gesteld wordt dat de modellezer (als door de 
auteurr ingebrachte tekstuele strategie) niet zonder meer gelijk gesteld 
kann worden met de vertaler, zoals Eco suggereert. Het is zeker ge-
rechtvaardigdd te veronderstellen dat uit de vertaling in haar status van 
afzonderlijkee tekst een tekstuele strategie in termen van een modelle-
zerr geconstrueerd kan worden, maar deze strategie kan niet recht-
streekss in verband worden gebracht met de vertaler. Aan de andere 
kantt is het even gerechtvaardigd te stellen dat vertaling ingrijpt in de 
totstandbrengingg van de modellezer van de doeltekst. Per slot van re-
keningg kan de modellezer van de brontekst niet gelijk gesteld worden 
mett de modellezer van de doeltekst. Gepostuleerd wordt dan dat de 
vertalerr slechts latent aanwezig is in de doeltekst, en, in de hoedanig-
heid,, van geabstraheerde instantie, manifest aanwezig is in de ver-
schillenn tussen de bron- en doeltekst, in de verschuivingen. 

Bijgevolgg moet men aannemen dat de tekstuele aanwezigheid van 
dee vertaler niet een tekstuele eigenschap op zich is, maar het resultaat 
vann comparatieve analyse, een effect van de beslissing om te vergelij-
ken.. In de volgende hoofdstukken wordt dan ook enerzijds gezocht 
naarr een begrippenkader waarin die verschillen expliciet gemaakt 
kunnenn worden die indicatief kunnen zijn voor de vertaalinterpretatie 
enn wordt anderzijds gekeken naar welke vereisten, vanuit vertaal we-
tenschappelijkk perspectief, er aan een methode voor comparatieve 
analysee gesteld kunnen worden. 
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Nietteminn wordt erkend dat bij een volwaardige vergelijking de 
buitentekstuelee aspecten ook aan de orde dienen te komen in de vorm 
vann een historische en culturele contextuahsering, al wordt ook ge-
steldd dat de verhouding tussen buiten- en binnentekstuele analyse ui-
termatee problematisch is. De contextuahsering richt zich op zowel de 
instantiee van de vertaler, als op de status van de bron- en doeltekst. 
Dee analyse van deze aspecten vormt in dit proefschrift echter geen 
integraall  onderdeel van de procedure, maar is voorzien als een preli-
minairee analyse op ad hoc basis, die voorafgaat aan de eigenlijke ver-
gelijkingsprocedure.. Wel kan bij een poging tot het historisch of cul-
tureell  verklaren van de vertaalinterpretatie een beroep gedaan worden 
opp de gegevens die het resultaat zijn van de preliminaire analyse. 

Inn het derde hoofdstuk wordt op basis van twee theorieën over het 
literairr discours een dergelijk begrippenkader opgesteld. De eerste 
theoriee is die van Halliday, in de interpretatie van Leech, waarbij 
wordtt uitgegaan van de stelling dat bij elke vorm van talige commu-
nicatiee sprake is van een uitwisseling op drie niveaus: het tekstuele, 
hett ideationele en het interpersoonlijke. In de opvatting van Leech be-
staatt er een instrumentele relatie tussen deze drie niveaus, waarbij elk 
niveauu de functie heeft van het doorgeven van het direct daarboven 
staandee niveau. Het discours op het interpersoonlijke niveau wordt 
doorgegevenn door de representatie op het ideationele niveau dat op 
haarr beurt wordt doorgegeven door de tekst. Het interpersoonlijke ni-
veauu van de communicatie wordt gelijk gesteld met de situationele 
context,, het ideationele niveau met de referentiële context. Gesteld 
wordtt dat, in het geval van literatuur, waar een specifiek verband be-
staatt tussen tekst en context - in de zin dat de zogeheten autotelische 
statuss van literaire teksten (de tekst kan worden beschouwd al een 
doell  op zichzelf in plaats van als een middel voor communicatie) 
maaktt dat een context niet gegeven is, maar geconstrueerd moet wor-
denn - de situationele context als een specifieke dimensie van de refe-
rentiëlee context beschouwd kan worden. 

Ditt uitgangspunt wordt vervolgens in verband gebracht met de 
theoriee van Paul Ricoeur met betrekking tot het mechanisme van de-
enn recontextualisering dat het gevolg is van de overgang van gespro-
kenn naar geschreven taal. Elke tekst, aldus Ricoeur, wordt in het pro-
cess van communicatie aanvankelijk gedecontextualiseerd, er zijn wel 
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verwijzingenn aanwezig naar een oorspronkelijke, geïntendeerde 
communicatievee situatie, maar deze verwijzingen worden opgeschort 
tott het moment waarop een lezer ze recontextualiseert. Deze recon-
textualiseringg is echter geen reconstructie van een oorspronkelijke 
bedoeling,, maar een activiteit van de lezer die aan de hand van de 
tekstt zelf een nieuwe context construeert, tot stand brengt. Recontex-
tualiseringg bestaat uit het construeren van een tekstwereld aan de 
handd van de tekst. Als relevante niveaus van context binnen de doel-
stellingg van dit proefschrift worden dan onderscheiden: de referentièle 
context,, met als specifieke dimensies de situatieve en de culturele 
context. . 

Hett begrip van tekstwereld dat in dit proefschrift wordt gehanteerd 
iss niet mimetisch, of referentieel, een tekstwereld wordt niet gezien 
alss verwijzend naar een al bestaande werkelijkheid, maar als een re-
presentatiee van een autonome, fictionele wereld. 

Ditt begrippenkader wordt vervolgens in verband gebracht met 
vertaling,, waarbij gesteld wordt dat een vertaling, in haar hoedanig-
heidd van afgeleide tekst, beschouwd kan worden als een recontextua-
liseringg van een brontekst en in haar status van zelfstandige tekst zelf 
ookk onderhevig is aan het mechanisme van de- en recontextualisering. 
Vervolgenss wordt aangenomen dat de vertaalinterpretatie zichtbaar 
gemaaktt kan worden door het vaststellen van de verschillen tussen de 
tekstwereldd van de brontekst en de tekstwereld van de doeltekst. Aan-
gezienn tekstwerelden beschouwd kunnen worden als constructen naar 
aanleidingg van tekstuele activiteit van de lezer, kan men verschillen 
tussenn tekstwerelden beschouwen als effecten van de verschillen tus-
senn teksten, verschillen zichtbaar op het tekstuele niveau. Het be-
schrijvenn van de vertaalinterpretatie kan dus plaatsvinden door middel 
vann het vaststellen van die verschillen op het tekstuele niveau tussen 
bron-- en doeltekst die hun weerslag hebben op de referentiële context. 

Alvorenss het begrip tekstwereld operationeel te maken aan de 
handd van een aantal concrete descriptieve parameters, wordt in de 
hoofdstukkenn 4, 5 en 6 vanuit vertaalwetenschappelijk gezichtspunt 
aandachtt besteed aan descriptieve procedures voor het vaststellen van 
verschuivingenn en aan de verschillende typologische onderscheidin-
genn die op dat gebied gemaakt worden. 
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Inn Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een studie ondernomen naar een aantal be-
staandee beschrijvingsmethoden, waarbij de aandacht met name uit-
gaatt naar de wijze waarop het vaststellen van verschuivingen theore-
tischh wordt gerechtvaardigd. Belangrijkste punten van discussie hier-
bijj  zijn de wijze waarop het begrip is verbonden met het tertium com-
parationisparationis dat de vergelijking stuurt, de wijze waarop de keuze van 
eenn tertium volgt uit de theoretische aannames waarop de procedure 
iss gegrondvest en de vergelijkingseenheid aan de hand waarvan de 
vergelijkingg daadwerkelijk plaatsvindt. 

Err worden vier procedures onder de loep genomen: het methodo-
logischh construct van de Adequate Vertaling van Toury en de later 
doorr deze als vervanging van de eerste gepresenteerde vergelijkings-
methodee van het 'wederzijds verbonden paar van oplossing en pro-
bleem'.. Daarnaast wordt uitgebreid aandacht besteed aan de vergelij-
kingsmethodee voor narratieve teksten van Kitty van Leuven-Zwart en 
vann de transfer-georiënteerde methodologische overwegingen van 
Arminn Paul Frank. 

Bijj  deze vergelijking van methodes en procedures komen als be-
langrijkstee conceptuele onderscheidingen naar voren: brontekst- te-
genoverr doeltekstgenchtheid, waarbij de vraag is of het methodologi-
schee uitgangspunt van een vergelijking tussen bron- en doeltekst de 
eerstee of de laatste dient te zijn; microstructuur en macrostructuur, 
waarbijj  de vraag is of een procedure bottum-up of top-down moet zijn 
georiënteerdd (of deze de macrostructuur, de tekst als geheel, als me-
thodologischh vertrekpunt moet nemen of de microstructuur, de onder-
scheidbaree elementen); tweedegraads vergelijking (vergelijking na 
beschrijving)) tegenover directe vergelijking; en analyse van kenmer-
kendee teksteigenschappen tegenover analyse door middel van een re-
pertoriumm methode, waarbij de vraag is of de vergelijking dient te 
verlopenn door middel van een ad hoc analyse van de tekstkenmerken 
vann beide teksten, of aan de hand van een a-priori vastgesteld reperto-
riumm van te vergelijken elementen. 

Hoofdstukk 5 behelst een theoretische studie van het begrip ver-
schuivingg op zich. Gesteld wordt dat de vraag of een bepaald doel-
tekstelementt als verschuiving kan worden aangemerkt alleen beant-
woordd kan worden als van te voren duidelijk is welk aspect als invari-
antt van de vergelijking, als tertium comparationis gebruikt wordt. 
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Eénn enkel tekstueel element dat op één specifiek niveau als verschui-
vingg beschouwd kan worden, vormt niet noodzakelijkerwijs op een 
anderr niveau ook een verschuiving. Tijdens een vergelijking, zo luidt 
dann de conclusie, dient men altijd expliciet aan te geven op welk tek-
stueel,, linguïstisch of cultureel niveau de invariant wordt gesteld. 

Daarnaastt wordt een aantal typologische onderscheidingen be-
sproken,, die in de literatuur met betrekking tot het begrip verschui-
vingg gemaakt worden: de constitutieve versus de individuele ver-
schuiving,, de optionele versus de obligatoire verschuiving en de for-
melee versus de substantiële verschuiving. 

Dee eerste onderscheiding, constitutief versus individueel, heeft 
betrekkingg op het onderscheid tussen enerzijds de verschuivingen die 
kunnenn worden toegeschreven aan de verschillen tussen de talen die 
inn de specifieke vertaaldaad betrokken zijn, of de twee poëtische sys-
temenn of de onderscheiden stijlen van bron- en doeltekst (die kunnen 
constitutieff  geacht worden voor vertaling als verschijnsel op zich) en 
anderzijdss de verschuivingen die kunnen worden toegeschreven aan 
dee expressieve neigingen van de vertaler en diens subjectieve idiolect. 
Hett onderscheid tussen optionele en obligatoire verschuivingen ligt in 
dezelfdee lijn, maar heeft betrekking op een beperkter domein. Bij 
Touryy duiden deze begrippen op het onderscheid tussen verschuivin-
genn die kunnen worden toegeschreven aan taalregels (obligatoir) en 
verschuivingenn die kunnen worden toegeschreven aan taainormen 
(optioneel).. Bij Van Leuven-Zwart wordt het onderscheid geformu-
leerdd als taalgebonden (obligatoir) tegenover vertalergebonden 
(optioneel)) verschuivingen. De zin van beide onderscheidingen is ge-
legenn in de mogelijkheid om een onderscheid te maken tussen ver-
schuivingenn die iets over het gedrag van de vertaler kunnen zeggen, 
enn dus indicatief kunnen zijn voor normatieve of strategische overwe-
gingenn van de vertaler, en verschuivingen die dat niet kunnen. Zowel 
Touryy als Van Leuven-Zwart benadrukken dat in de praktijk van de 
vertaalvergelijkingg het onderscheid problematisch is. Voor Toury is 
datt reden om in de invariant al rekening te houden met het verschil 
tussenn talen, voor Van Leuven-Zwart is het reden om het beantwoor-
denn van de vraag of een verschuiving optioneel is of obligatoir, op te 
schortenn tot na het moment waarop de macrostructurele effecten van 
microstructurelee verschuivingen bepaald kunnen worden. Voor de 
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doeleindenn van dit proefschrift wordt de onderscheiding tussen obli-
gatoirr en optioneel geïncorporeerd in die tussen constitutief en indivi-
dueel.. Onderscheiden worden verschuivingen die aan het verschil tus-
senn de systemen kunnen worden toegeschreven (constitutieve ver-
schuivingen)) en verschuivingen die aan keuzes van de vertaler kun-
nenn worden toegeschreven (individuele verschuivingen); deze typolo-
giee wordt aangevuld met de niveaus waarop systemische relaties kun-
nenn bestaan: de niveaus van de linguïstische, tekstuele en culturele 
systemen. . 

Hett onderscheid tussen constitutief en individueel wordt echter 
ondergeschiktt gemaakt aan dat tussen substantiële en formele ver-
schuivingen.. Dit onderscheid heeft betrekking op de wijze waarop een 
microstructurelee verschuiving invloed heeft op de macrostructuur. 
Formelee verschuivingen hebben geen of nauwelijks invloed op het ni-
veauu van de macrostructuur, substantiële verschuivingen hebben dat 
wel.. Gesteld wordt dat substantialiteit gerelateerd dient te worden aan 
dee doelstelling van de procedure. In dit proefschrift wordt de substan-
tiëlee verschuiving dan ook geformuleerd als die verschuiving die van 
invloedd is op de realisatie van de tekstwereld. Formele verschuivin-
genn zijn daarop niet van invloed en hoeven dan ook niet in aanmer-
kingg genomen te worden bij het vaststellen van de vertaalinterpretatie. 

Hoofdstukk 6 behelst een evaluatie van de bevindingen uit de twee 
voorgaandee hoofdstukken, met als doel te komen tot een aantal basis-
voorwaardenn waaraan de voorgestelde procedure dient te voldoen. De 
eerstee conceptuele onderscheiding die aan de orde komt is die tussen 
brontekst-- en doeltekstgerichtheid, met name in verband met het pro-
bleemm van de normativiteit bij vergelijkende vertaalbeschouwing. Er 
wordenn twee soorten normativiteit onderscheiden. De eerste, niet 
vermijdbare,, vorm is inherent aan het interpretatieve karakter van 
vertaalvergelijkingg op zich. Dit interpretatieve karakter wordt met 
namee toegeschreven aan de omstandigheid dat het vaststellen van ver-
schuivingenn altijd met zich meebrengt het afzetten van een daadwer-
kelijkee vertaalkeuze in de vertaling tegen de mogelijke vertaalkeuzes. 
Inn het bepalen van de grenzen van het mogelijke ligt het onvermijde-
lijk ee interpretatieve moment. De tweede vorm van normativiteit die 
wordtt onderscheiden behelst het gelijkstellen, door de beschrijver, 
vann een mogelijke keuze met een gewenste keuze, waarbij de bron-
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tekstt als enige criterium geldt voor het bepalen van de gewenstheid. 
Dee methodologische verankering van deze vorm van normativiteit 
wordtt ongewenst geacht, daar deze tot een eenzijdige brontekstge-
richtheidd leidt. 

Vervolgenss wordt gekeken naar de onderscheiding tussen vergelij-
kingg door middel van een ad hoc analyse van tekstkenmerken van 
beidee teksten en vergelijking door middel van een a-priori vastgesteld 
repertoriumm van te vergelijken elementen. De repertorium-methode 
wordtt verkozen boven de ad hoe-methode, met name op grond van 
praktischee overwegingen. De principiële keuze voor een repertori-
ummethodee heeft tot gevolg dat voor elk analyseniveau dat binnen het 
repertoriumm wordt onderscheiden geldt dat dit als tertium compara-
tionistionis fungeert, waarmee ook een initiële keuze wordt gemaakt voor 
directee vergelijking. Binnen elk onderscheiden niveau kan echter ook 
sprakee zijn vergelijking in de tweede graad. 

Mett betrekking tot de vergelijkmgseenheid wordt als voordeel van 
dee repertorium-methode aangemerkt dat deze niet is gebonden aan 
éénn specifieke vergelijkmgseenheid, maar dat elk onderdeel van het 
repertoriumm zijn eigen vergelijkmgseenheid met zich meebrengt. In 
eerstee instantie fungeert elk onderscheiden niveau op zichzelf als een 
globaall  tertium comparationis, daarbinnen kan op ad hoc basis geke-
kenn worden naar voor de specifieke beschrijving relevante vergelij-
kingseenheden. . 

Bijj  het vaststellen van het repertorium dient het doel van de proce-
duree uitgangspunt te zijn. Uitgangspunt bij de inrichting van de hier 
gepresenteerdee vergelijkingsprocedure is het zichtbaar maken van de 
vertaall  interpretatie aan de hand van het begrip tekstwereld. In eerste 
instantiee geldt dit begrip dus als tertium comparationis. De geschikt-
heidd hiervoor van dit begrip wordt gerechtvaardigd met het postulaat 
datt waar een tekst is de mogelijkheid bestaat een tekstwereld te con-
strueren. . 

Binnenn de hier voorgestelde procedure worden als niveaus die po-
tentieell  relevant zijn voor de beschrijving en vergelijking van poëti-
schee tekstwerelden aangemerkt: de traditionele niveaus van linguïsti-
schee en tekstuele analyse (fonologie, morfologie, syntaxis, lexis, se-
mantiekk en pragmatiek), het genrespecifieke niveau van de prosodie, 
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enn de vanuit het literaire oogpunt potentieel relevante niveaus van 
retorischh taalgebruik en intertekstualiteit. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 7 worden deze principes praktisch toegepast en ver-
werktt tot een coherente vergelijkingsprocedure. Ten behoeve van het 
descriptievee apparaat worden aan de theorie van Werth de volgende 
bouwelementenn als parameters van de tekstwereld ontleend: tijd, 
plaats,, subjecten, objecten en elke relevante relatie tussen deze ele-
menten.. Er wordt uitgegaan van de volgende representatie van het 
interpretatieproces:: interpretatie vindt plaats door middel van de 
identificatiee van expressies die verwijzen naar entiteiten (subjecten en 
objecten),, door middel van de spatio-temporele situering van deze 
entiteiten,, door middel van het toeschrijven van eigenschappen aan 
diee entiteiten en door middel van het vaststellen van de relaties ertus-
sen.. Bijgevolg kan men een tekst analyseren in termen van de wijze 
waaropp tekstuele elementen in verband kunnen worden gebracht met 
dee bouwelementen van de tekstwereld en met de relaties ertussen. 
Hoewell  er in sommige gevallen een vaste verhouding kan bestaan 
tussenn bepaalde linguïstische categorieën en de vijf elementen die als 
analytischee parameters functioneren is het niet mogelijk om hieraan 
eenn gefixeerde vergel ij kingseenheid te ontlenen. 

Dee niveaus van vergelijking die het meest direct met de 
(macrostructurele)) notie van tekstwereld in verband staan, zijn de ni-
veauss van semantiek en pragmatiek. Deze beide niveaus staan in een 
bijzonderee verhouding tot de andere niveaus, omdat zij de niveaus 
vormenn waarop de effecten van de verschuivingen op de andere ni-
veauss worden uitgedrukt. Met betrekking tot de vraag of de procedure 
bottom-upp of top-down dient te zijn georiënteerd wordt een midden-
wegg gekozen, vanuit de overweging dat een circulaire oriëntering be-
terr past bij het hermeneutische karakter van de procedure. De analyse 
richtt zich in eerste instantie op het niveau van de macrostructuur, ver-
volgenss op dat van de microstructuur en uiteindelijk weer op dat van 
dee macrostructuur. 

Dee eerste fase van de analyse richt zich dan ook op het vaststellen 
vann een zogeheten 'semantisch-pragmatisch geraamte' van de doel-
tekst,, waarbij het gaat om het identificeren van de subjecten en de 
objectenn die in de tekstwereld figureren, de spatio-temporele lokalise-
ringg hiervan, de belangrijkste relaties die hiertussen bestaan en om het 
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identificerenn van het deiktische centrum van het discours, het nulpunt 
tenn opzichte waarvan subjecten, objecten, tijd en plaats kunnen wor-
denn gelokaliseerd. 

Hett semantisch-pragmatisch geraamte heeft een tweeledige func-
tie.. Enerzijds fungeert het, in de hoedanigheid van initiële analyse, 
alss een referentiekader waaraan de analyse van de microstructurele 
niveauss gerelateerd kan worden. Daarnaast dient het semantisch-
pragmatischh geraamte te functioneren als een globaal tertium. Tijdens 
dee analyse moet de beschrijver in staat zijn om de microstructurele 
elementenn van de brontekst te relateren aan de tekstwereld van de 
brontekstt en om de microstructurele elementen van de doeltekst te 
relaterenn aan de tekstwereld van de doeltekst. Bijgevolg dient het se-
mantisch-pragmatischh geraamte als invariant van de vergelijking te 
kunnenn fungeren. Een tweede stap in de procedure is dan ook het na-
gaann of het semantisch-pragmatisch geraamte van de doeltekst van 
toepassingg is op de brontekst. Indien dat in eerste instantie niet het 
gevall  is, dan zal het geraamte zodanig aangepast moeten worden, al-
gemenerr gemaakt moeten worden, dat deze wel als globaal tertium 
kann functioneren. 

Dee volgende fase in de procedure richt zich op de analyse van de 
niveauss van syntaxis en lexis. Deze beide niveaus onderscheiden zich 
vann de overige overgebleven niveaus (prosodie, retorisch taalgebruik 
enn intertekstualiteit) doordat zij voornamelijk betrekking hebben op 
dee microstructurele aspecten en de analyse ervan dient dan ook vooraf 
tee gaan aan de analyse van de overige niveaus, omdat zij de instru-
mentenn daarvoor verschaft. 

Opp deze niveaus kunnen verschillende vergelijkingseenheden rele-
vantt zijn. Voor het lexicale niveau zijn dat het lexeem, het para-
lexeemm en reeksen van semantisch verwante (para)lexemen, voor het 
syntactischee niveau kan elke grammaticale eenheid hoger dan het 
woord,, tot en met de zin als potentiële vergelijkingseenheid gelden. 

Uitt praktische overwegingen wordt in deze fase als initiële verge-
lijkingseenheidd de grammaticale constituent gekozen, omdat die zich 
tussenn het niveau van woord en zin bevindt, waardoor men zich bij 
hett vaststellen van niveaus van invariantie makkelijk naar boven of 
benedenn kan bewegen. Voor beide teksten in de vergelijking wordt 
dann een inventarisatie gemaakt van nominale, verbale, adverbiale, 
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adjectief-- en voorzetselconstituenten. Elk van deze constituenten 
wordtt dan vervolgens gemarkeerd met betrekking tot syntactische 
functiee en tekstwereldelement waar hij naar verwijst. Daarnaast is het 
zinvoll  om de tekst te analyseren aan de hand van het onderscheid tus-
senn lexicale en grammaticale woorden en de lexicale woorden verder 
onderr te verdelen in substantieven, werkwoorden, adjectieven en bij-
woorden. . 

Inn principe vormen deze lijsten, waartussen altijd een zekere 
overlapp zal bestaan, de instrumenten voor de daadwerkelijke vergelij-
king.. Corresponderende doel- en bronlijsten kunnen vervolgens met 
elkaarr vergeleken worden ter vaststelling van verdere overeenkom-
stenn en verschillen tussen de lijsten of elementen van de lijsten en ter 
vaststellingg van de mate waarin een eventuele verschuiving gevolgen 
heeftt voor de realisatie van de tekstwereld. Indien noodzakelijk, kun-
nenn de lijsten verder worden ontleed volgens elk relevant criterium, in 
termenn van de wijze waarop de elementen bijdragen aan de realise-
ringg van de tekstwereld. 

Voorr de overige niveaus van analyse geldt dat zij, naast boven-
staandee lijsten, elk hun eigen vergelijkingseenheden met zich mee-
brengen,, afhankelijk van de theorieën waar een beroep op wordt ge-
daann bij het onderscheiden ervan. Bij prosodie gelden als initiële ter-
tiatia de genrespecifieke, typografische en fonologische verschijnselen 
alss poëtische vorm, tekstsegmentering, enjambement, rijm en klank, 
enn ritme en metrum. De semantische waarde van deze elementen 
wordtt gerechtvaardigd met behulp van het begrip iconiciteit. 

Bijj  het niveau van intertekstualiteit wordt gebruik gemaakt van 
eenn beperkte invulling van het begrip. Onderscheiden worden citaten 
enn allusies, al naar gelang de intertekstuele verwijzing grafisch of 
niet-grafischh wordt gerealiseerd. De tekst waarin het verwijzende 
elementt is opgenomen wordt de fenotekst genoemd, de tekst waarnaar 
verwezenn wordt de architekst. Er worden zes mogelijke relaties on-
derscheidenn tussen bron- en doeltekst op dit niveau. In gevallen 
waarinn de intertekstuele verwijzingen in zowel bron- als doeltekst 
wordenn gerealiseerd: relaties waarbij architeksten een perifere positie 
hebbenn in de doelcultuur maar een centrale in de broncultuur; relaties 
waarbijj  de architekst zowel in bron- als in doelcultuur een centrale 
positiee heeft; relaties waarbij de architekst zowel in bron- als in doel-
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cultuurr een perifere positie heeft; relaties waarbij architeksten een pe-
riferee positie hebben in de broncultuur maar een centrale in de doel-
cultuur.. Daarnaast kunnen ook toevoegingen (geen verwijzing in 
brontekst,, wel in doeltekst) en weglatingen (wel verwijzing in bron-
tekst,, geen in doeltekst) worden onderscheiden. 

Bijj  de vergelijking op het gebied van retorisch taalgebruik wordt 
teruggegrepenn op de theorie van Rice & Schofer, hoewel wordt ge-
steldd dat in principe van elke theorie gebruik gemaakt kan worden, 
zolangg die theorie maar in staat is onderscheidbare vergelijkingseen-
hedenn te leveren. Naar Rice & Schofer worden onderscheiden als de 
belangrijkstee tropen: metafoor, metoniem en synecdoche. Ook op dit 
niveauu geldt dat voor beide teksten, als basis voor de vergelijking, een 
inventariss van deze elementen gemaakt kan worden. 

Opp elk niveau van vergelijking speelt telkens de vraag wat de con-
sequentiess zijn van eventuele verschuivingen op de realisering van de 
tekstwereldd van de doeltekst ten opzichte van die van de tekstwereld 
vann de brontekst. Uiteindelijk vormen de uitspraken over die conse-
quentiess de basis voor de afrondende evaluatie van de vergelijking in 
termenn van de vertaalinterpretatie, in termen van de interpretatie van 
dee brontekst die aan de doeltekst'ten grondslag heeft gelegen. De 
vertaalinterpretatiee kan vervolgens historisch of cultureel verklaard 
wordenn op basis van de gegevens die in de preliminaire fase zijn ge-
vondenn (zie bij Hoofdstuk 2). 

Inn Hoofdstuk 8 wordt deze procedure toegepast in een op zichzelf 
staandee case study, waarin de vertalingen door Paul Celan van de 
sonnettenn van William Shakespeare centraal staan. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 9 wordt een afsluitend, evaluatief betoog gehouden 
waarinn wordt ingegaan op twee theoretische vraagstukken die als pro-
blematischh ervaren kunnen worden: de methodologische status van de 
proceduree en de verhouding tussen de analyse van historisch-culturele 
buitentekstuelee aspecten van de vertalingen en de tekstuele analyse. 

Mett betrekking tot het eerste punt wordt gesteld dat de hier voor-
gesteldee procedure, het instrumentarium, in bijna alle in Hoofdstuk 4 
behandeldee conceptuele onderscheidingen een middenweg kiest. Be-
langrijkstee aandachtspunt daarbij was methodologische flexibiliteit en 
praktischee toepasbaarheid. 
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Mett betrekking tot het tweede punt, de historische dimensie, wordt 
gesteldd dat het betrekken op elkaar van deze analyses theoretisch 
moeilijkk te grondvesten is vanwege de verschillende geaardheid van 
dee disciplines waarin deze soorten analyses van oudsher zijn ingebed. 

Inn zijn algemeenheid wordt gestipuleerd dat waar op deze punten 
theoretischee problemen aanleiding gaven voor vertwijfeling, deze is 
overwonnenn door de erkenning van de methodologische grenzen van 
dee vertaalbeschrijving en door het kiezen van pragmatische oplossin-
genn voor deze problemen. 
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